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A Note on Transliteration

and Pronunciation

Words from various Indian languages are transliterated in this book
according to accepted conventions. We have retained the Sanskrit forms
of terms and names to a great extent for the sake of internal consis-
tency, but we have allowed for variation to reflect regional languages,
such as Tamil, Telegu, and Malayalam, and to accommodate contribu-
tors’ preferences. We have not used diacritical marks for contempo-
rary geographical names (e.g., Bhubaneshwar, Visakhapatnam, Delhi).
Foreign terms that recur in the essays or are used without explanation
are defined briefly in the Glossary.

The pronunciation of certain letters in Sanskrit and other Indian
languages represented in this volume is quite distinctive. Those that
we feel are most in need of explanation are below.

Letter Pronounced as in the English
a cup
Å tar
Ÿ rim
ç meet
â tooth
c cheek
±, „ ship

In addition, the letter h after a consonant aspirates the consonant,
meaning that it is pronounced as a puff of air following the consonant.
So, for example, in the name “Bhairo,” the b and the h are pronounced
separately, resulting in an aspiration of the letter b. Th, similarly, is
pronounced as an aspirated t, as in hothouse (not as in path).
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�
Introduction

Identity Construction and the
Hindu Great Goddess

Tracy Pintchman

Goddess worship has been an important dimension of Hindu reli-
gious life for many centuries, and the Hindu goddess tradition is one
of the richest, most compelling such traditions in existence today. In
cities, towns, and villages all over India, temples and shrines dedi-
cated to goddesses abound, and devotees flock to these to express
their reverence, concerns, hopes, and fears. Goddesses also figure
prominently in many home shrines and rituals, and both men and
women participate widely in various forms of goddess devotion. Al-
though Hindus recognize and revere a variety of different, discrete
goddesses, they also tend to speak of “the Goddess” as a singular and
unifying presence.

The notion of a singular, supreme Goddess is crystallized in a
text of approximately the sixth century C.E. called the Devç-MÅhÅtmya,
“Glorification of the Goddess.” The central narrative concerning the
Goddess in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya has to do with her adventures as a
great slayer of demons who leads the gods to triumph in their fight
against demonic forces and vanquishes those who would subdue her.
The vision of the Goddess that the Devç-MÅhÅtmya achieves in narrat-
ing this story borrows and weaves together narrative and devotional
threads already in existence at the time, but, in so doing, it produces
a marvelous new picture of divinity. Thomas Coburn, who has writ-
ten extensively on the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, observes the synthetic nature
of the text’s vision of the Goddess:
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2 Seeking MahÅdevç

The synthesis that is accomplished in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya is
therefore extraordinarily and uniquely broad. It reaches deep
into the Sanskritic heritage, identifying the Goddess with cen-
tral motifs, names, and concepts in the Vedic tradition. It
appropriates one familiar myth on behalf of the Goddess, and
enfolds several less well-known tales into its vision. It locates
the Goddess in relation to a full range of contemporary theis-
tic and sectarian movements, familiar ones such as those of
÷iva and Vi„æu, and more recent ones such as those of Skanda
and Krishna GopÅla. (1991, 27)

Coburn notes also the unique contribution of the text historically,
observing that “the Devç-MÅhÅtmya is not the earliest literary frag-
ment attesting to the existence of devotion to a goddess figure, but it
is surely the earliest in which the object of worship is conceptualized
as Goddess, with a capital G” (1996, 16).

In the Devç-MÅhÅtmya the Goddess is given numerous epithets,
indicating that while she is unique, her forms are many. Contempo-
rary devotees, too, often maintain that there is one supreme Goddess
who has many forms or who is the unity underlying all discrete god-
desses by way of accounting for the multiplicity of goddesses that
persists alongside talk of “the Goddess.” David R. Kinsley notes that
in general, there are two primary ways in which the unity of all god-
desses is envisioned in the affirmation of a single, Great Goddess in
the Hindu tradition. One way is to postulate the existence of one
transcendent Goddess possessing the classical characteristics of ulti-
mate reality and to portray all particular goddesses as her portions or
manifestations. Another way is for a particular goddess like PÅrvatç,
Lak„mç, and so forth to be affirmed as highest with all other god-
desses viewed as her portions or manifestations (Kinsley 1986, 132).

As scholarly interest in Hindu goddesses and goddess traditions
has flourished in the last two decades, scholars have continued to
puzzle over the “goddess(es) versus Goddess” conundrum. John S.
Hawley observes quite correctly that since Indic languages observe no
distinction between capital letters and lowercase letters, and since they
lack the definite article, the “g/G” issue and the problem of whether
to use the article “the” when naming (the) Hindu Goddess is “clearly
ours, not India’s.” He also remarks, however, that regardless of the
lack of a “g/G” problem in Indic languages, “the quandary as to
singular or plural is shared,” and that “sometimes the singular feels
more accurate, sometimes the plural” (1996, 8). Kinsley uses the name
MahÅdevç or “Great Goddess” to refer to the supreme, singular God-
dess underlying all goddesses. One could in fact see the use of the
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prefix “MahÅ-,” “great,” in MahÅdevç’s name as largely analogous to
the English capital G that Coburn points to in his description of the
Devç-MÅhÅtmya as “the earliest [literary fragment] in which the object
of worship is conceptualized as Goddess, with a capital G.” Hence,
one way to refer to the singularity or capital G-ness of Devç’s nature
is to affix “MahÅ-” to her name. In some contexts, Devç is explicitly
called MahÅdevç, whereas in other contexts her “MahÅ-” nature is not
stated but is implicit in the ways she is portrayed. In this book, we
will refer to her as Devç, (the) Goddess, MahÅdevç, and (the) Great
Goddess, understanding all these names as indicating her supreme,
singular form.

MahÅdevç is both the unity underlying all female deities and a
magnificent divine being. Kinsley offers a “composite sketch” of her
that he compiles from a number of textual sources. He notes that
generally she is homologized with the principles prakŸti (materiality),
mÅyÅ (cosmic illusion), and ±akti (power), which drive the process of
cosmogenesis and sustain the created world. She is portrayed as both
transcendent and immanent, rooted in the world and embodying it
but stretching beyond it as well, and in some contexts she is identified
with ultimate reality, Brahman, itself (1986, 133–139). She is both cre-
ator and queen of the cosmos and is often portrayed as independent
of male control rather than married or subservient to a male consort
(138; also Coburn 1982, 1996). Many contexts emphasize her nature as
Divine Mother, too, a status that clearly reflects her gender, although
she is sometimes said to transcend gender at the highest level (137).

Although many of these characteristics persist across different
contexts, there is also a great deal of diversity with respect to portray-
als of MahÅdevç’s identity. The Devç-MÅhÅtmya has been highly influ-
ential in shaping later text-based portrayals of the Goddess, but later
traditions that appropriate various themes from the Devç-MÅhÅtmya
do so in diverse ways, achieving their own, unique visions of the
Goddess. And, of course, other influences apart from the Devç-
MÅhÅtmya are at work, too. In his study of the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa,
for example, C. Mackenzie Brown skillfully demonstrates how themes
derived not only from the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, but also male Vai„æava
theologies, especially those articulated in the BhÅgavata PurÅæa, are
incorporated in this text’s portrayal of the Goddess, resulting in a
fresh perspective on her nature and identity (1990). Kinsley notes that
in certain texts of the PañcarÅtra school of thought and devotion, Lak„mç
is “elevated functionally to a position of supreme divinity” and is
spoken of in terms that are quite consistent with other Hindu portray-
als of the supreme, singular Goddess, although descriptions of her in
the sections of text to which he refers—which have to do largely with
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cosmogony—do not bear any clear narrative resemblance to the mar-
tial goddess of the Devç-MÅhÅtmya (1986, 30–31). When it comes to
practice, as Coburn notes, Devç’s identity is always shaped by local
custom, and where text-based ideas about Devç weave their way into
popular practice, they do so in complex ways (1996, 43–44). The quali-
ties of the Goddess that are emphasized, the name and nature of the
goddess identified as Devç, and other such factors are all subject to
local interpretation. Hence, while Kinsley’s “composite sketch” is a
helpful starting point for talking about MahÅdevç’s identity, it does
not—nor does it purport to—encompass the myriad variations on and
departures from the themes that Kinsely identifies.

The much-invoked notion that there is one, supreme Goddess
with many forms encourages the understanding not only of all indi-
vidual goddesses as MahÅdevç’s parts, but also of all distinct MahÅdevç
“portraits” as so many different perspectives on the singular Goddess.
It functions as a hermeneutical lens that enables us to see unity within
the multiplicity of views on MahÅdevç’s nature and character. While
not disputing the legitimacy of such a perspective, these essays turn
to focus on the multiplicity itself, the many ways in which the su-
preme MahÅdevç and her unified diversity are portrayed, understood,
and experienced.

The topic of this book is “constructing the identities of the Hindu
Great Goddess.” As noted above, we understand the Hindu Great
Goddess, MahÅdevç, to be the supreme female deity who is also consid-
ered to be the unity and source of all individual goddesses. Different
essays in this book may highlight one or the other of these dimensions
of her being, or both. We understand “identity” to refer to MahÅdevç’s
nature, character, and attributes as these are portrayed in oral and written
texts or understood and articulated by devotees. We use terminology of
“construction” to signal what we understand to be the constitutive role
of interpretation in shaping portrayals of MahÅdevç’s identity in diverse
ways in different contexts. This understanding is informed by a more
general tendency in many strands of contemporary scholarship to re-
gard certain forms of knowledge as context-dependent and inherently
conditioned by interpretive activity.

In his classic works The Social Construction of Reality and The
Sacred Canopy, Peter L. Berger argues persuasively that social and cul-
tural truths are constructed through human processes of “world build-
ing.” Such world building also entails the construction of religion and
religious categories.1 But, like cultures, religions themselves are inter-
nally diverse and encompass multiple, sometimes competing discourses
that are conditioned by context. The various texts, communities, and
individuals explored in this volume envision the Goddess through
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epistemological lenses that are shaped by a diversity of religious, so-
cial, textual, political, psychological, historical, and other, often local
conditioning factors. Worshipers encounter the Goddess through ex-
periential and ritual frames that are similarly conditioned. For pur-
poses of the task at hand, therefore, we understand MahÅdevç to have
multiple identities that are constructed through interpretive activity
occurring in particular textual and devotional contexts subject to par-
ticular conditions. This understanding is meant not as an ontological
claim but as a hermeneutical framework that guides our exploration
of MahÅdevç’s identity.

In addressing our topic, contributors tend to organize their es-
says around the issue of identity-construction primarily in two ways.
First, some contributors focus on the “constructions” or constructed
identities of MahÅdevç themselves in the specific textual, devotional,
and historical contexts in which they arise. Construction is a process,
too, however, and some essays explore processes through which par-
ticular goddesses or women come to be identified with the singular
MahÅdevç in particular instances, or how and why such identification
occurs. These two emphases are relatively interwoven, of course, and
to separate them is somewhat misleading. However, several of the
essays tend to focus relatively more on one issue or the other.

There are three primary goals of this volume. First, it aims to call
attention to the great diversity of MahÅdevç’s identities to those who
worship her. In so doing, it considers a wide variety of materials and
explores a wide range of particularized contexts. We deem both tex-
tual and nontextual materials to be worthy of consideration, although
most of the essays focus on MahÅdevç’s identity in lived devotional
contexts. Second, it aims to elucidate the various ways that MahÅdevç’s
diverse traits and attributes are interpreted, enlivened, and rendered
meaningful in different ways in different contexts. And third, by rang-
ing broadly, this collection of essays hopes to encourage further explo-
ration of both continuities and discontinuities concerning perceptions
of MahÅdevç from context to context. While several studies of Hindu
goddesses investigate localized portrayals of the Great Goddess (e.g.,
Sax 1991, Erndl 1993, Brown 1990), by juxtaposing numerous depic-
tions of her, this book invites comparative reflection on her multiple
identities and the ways these are constructed.

One important question raised by this collection is that of the
characteristics or attributes that are most consistently central to
MahÅdevç’s nature in the variety of textual and devotional environ-
ments we explore in these pages. This is a somewhat loaded question,
for it suggests a desire to circumscribe a core identity that transcends
specific context, an enterprise that this book ultimately resists. It is
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also not a question that any of the contributing authors addresses
directly. I would propose, however, that themes pertaining to Devç’s
immanence coupled with her transcendence, her nature as ±akti/÷akti,
and her status as Divine Mother seem to recur in these essays with the
greatest frequency. It is Devç’s transcendence-yet-immanence, in fact,
that Hawley sees as particularly characteristic, remarking: “The unity
of the Great Goddess incorporates the world as we know it, as well as
transcending it. In some sense, the Goddess IS our world in a way that
God is not” (1996, 6). The association of the Goddess with ±akti, too,
is so strong that traditions of devotion to the Goddess in any of her
forms are called ÷Åktism, devotion to ÷akti, and devotees of the God-
dess are known as ÷Åktas. The epithet “MÅ,” “mother,” is commonly
used for goddesses all over India. The understanding of MahÅdevç as
Divine Mother, an understanding that is obviously related to her fe-
maleness, is underscored in several chapters of this book.

As many of these essays make clear, however, the various qualities
associated with MahÅdevç, including her immanence, her nature as ±akti/
÷akti, and her status as Divine Mother, have multiple resonances and
connotations, and different emphases may come to the fore in different
contexts. In PurÅæic accounts of creation, for example, the Goddess’s
nature as ±akti has a good deal to do with cosmogony; in her essay,
however, Elaine Craddock argues that in the devotional context she has
researched, devotees understand the Goddess’s nature as ±akti as having
to do less with her cosmogonic power than with her ability to do things
for her devotees. In some contexts, her immanence may be related to her
nature as the cosmogonic principle prakŸti, the material basis of creation,
underscoring the point that “MahÅdevç is the world, she is all this cre-
ation” (Kinsley 1986, 136). But it may also have to do with her manifes-
tation in language as the sound “Hrçœ,” a sound to be used in meditation
that is associated with the KuæØalinç energy inherent in human bodies,
or with her embodiment as three rounded stones or piæØis in a HimÅlayan
cave (see the chapters by Brown and Rohe in this volume). In some
PurÅæic cosmogonies, MahÅdevç as World Mother is the source of all
creation; in the Devç GçtÅ, she is also the divine Mistress of the Jeweled
Island who lies beyond all relationship and “manifests herself out of the
subtle vibrations of pure consciousness” (Brown’s chapter). Oriyan in-
formants, however, associate her motherhood with receptivity to the
needs of her children (see Menon’s chapter). While persisting translocally,
therefore, these qualities are richly complex and contextually nuanced.

In pointing to MahÅdevç’s immanence and her nature as ±akti/
÷akti and Divine Mother as qualities that seem to persist across the
range of contexts discussed in this book, we do not intend to make
universal claims. In fact, these qualities do not appear to be stressed
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in all contexts. C. Mackenzie Brown’s marvelous study of the
Brahmavaivarta PurÅæa (1974), for example, reminds us that MahÅ-
devç’s nature as ±akti is not terribly central in that text, and Sarah
Caldwell points out in her chapter in this volume that the Goddess’s
erotic, rather than motherly, appeal comes to the fore in the ÷rç VidyÅ
cult. Even though it invites inquiry and reflection about unifying quali-
ties that persist across a number of diverse contexts, this book does so
in the process of also highlighting diversity, difference, and particular-
ity regarding MahÅdevç’s depiction and worship. Ultimately, we do
not purport to resolve the tension between unity and diversity when
it comes to her identity; we mean to draw attention to it. We leave
readers to make their own decisions about the relative merits of em-
phasizing one pole or the other.

We probably should think further, too, about what aspects of the
Goddess’s most consistently invoked traits might be particular to her
and what might be shared, especially when it comes to lived devo-
tional experience and worship. For example, in many contexts Devç’s
immanence means that she “IS our world,” as Hawley notes. But Hindu
scriptures boast a deep history of portraying the manifest cosmos as
the body of the divine, beginning with the well-known Puru„a Sâkta
of the ÿg-Veda and flowing into contemporary devotion to not only
Devç, but her male counterparts as well. The BhÅgavata PurÅæa, for
example, portrays the world as the male VairÅja Puru„a, “cosmic man,”
the material form of God; this emphasis is picked up in contemporary
Braj Vai„æavism, which holds that the entire world is KŸ„æa (Brown
1990, 188; Haberman 1994, 125–127, 215). Pilgrimage spots known as
±akti pç‡has purport to enshrine portions of Devç’s body, emphasizing
her embodied, immanent nature, but the pilgrimage spots in the
Himalayas known as the five Kedars similarly enshrine ÷iva’s body,
and KŸ„æa devotees write of and experience different regions of Braj
as embodying different portions of KŸ„æa’s body (Haberman 1994,
126–127). In what ways might the experience of Devç’s immanence be
unique? Is there a qualitative difference, or is it a matter of the con-
sistency with which Devç’s immanence is emphasized? With respect to
±akti, Devç’s nature as the cosmic, life-creating force that sustains the
universe and everything in it comes to the fore in many contexts. But
what about the nature of MahÅdevç’s ±akti as her ability to act on
behalf of her devotees that Craddock invokes in her essay—what di-
mensions of ±akti as it is interpreted in such contexts might be unique
to the Goddess? Joseph Alter and Philip Lutgendorf have argued that
the male monkey-god HanumÅn, too, is widely perceived to be the
embodiment of ±akti (Alter 1992, 199; Lutgendorf 1994, 240; 1997, 321–
322). What might HanumÅn and Devç share in this regard?
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Another issue that we might raise here is to what extent MahÅ-
devç’s unmarried status seems central to her “MahÅ-” nature in some
contexts, since this is a quality to which a number of scholars have
called attention in their research (e.g., Brown 1990; Coburn 1982; Erndl
1993). In his introduction to Devç: Goddesses of India, Hawley notes that
Vasudha Narayanan’s and Donna Wulff’s essays in that volume push
the limit on this issue regarding the status of ÷rç/Lak„mç and RÅdhÅ,
who, in certain devotional contexts, are coupled with a male deity but
are perceived to be coequal with or even independent of their mates.
Usha Menon’s chapter in this volume also considers the issue with
respect to KÅlç as she is understood by devotees in Orissa. If a text
depicts a goddess in MahÅdevç-like ways, as supreme ÷akti, Divine
Mother, and so forth, and attributes independent agency to her, or if
devotees understand and relate to her in such ways, how much does
her marital status matter as a defining element of her identity?

In negotiating MahÅdevç’s diverse portrayals, it might be helpful
to think about her “Great” or “MahÅ-” nature more in terms of status
than in terms of particular traits or attributes. Like the status of
“Queen,” the status of supreme Goddess is a position, one that is held
by different goddesses in different contexts and in relationship to
different individuals or communities. The various attributes frequently
ascribed to MahÅdevç—her nature as Brahman, ±akti, prakŸti, or mÅyÅ,
her embodiment as the world, and so forth—seem to function more as
family resemblances, traits that tend to run in the Great Goddess “fam-
ily” but have diverse forms and may be downplayed or even absent
in some contexts or pronounced in others. And in some cases, features
that are not generally recognized as particularly common familial traits
might come to the fore. Ultimately, the identity of the Great Goddess
may have more to do with how she functions in the lives of devotees
than what, precisely, we are able to pin down as her particular traits
and characteristics. Perhaps, therefore, it would be helpful to think of
her “Greatness” as being grounded in the way a community of wor-
shipers understands and relates to its goddess. Such a perspective on
the Goddess, however, while potentially useful as a heuristic model,
does not purport to reflect the perceptions or experiences of most
Goddess devotees.

In arranging the chapters of this book, I have tried to take into
account the emphasis of each with respect to the two main foci of this
book, namely, Devç’s constructed identities in various contexts and
Goddess-construction as a process. The essays by C. Mackenzie Brown,
Usha Menon, Mark Edwin Rohe, Tracy Pintchman, and Sarah Caldwell
focus relatively more on the former issue, whereas the essays by Sree
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Padma, Elaine Craddock, Jeffrey J. Kripal, and Kathleen M. Erndl focus
more on the latter. The chapters are grouped accordingly.

In the opening chapter “The Tantric and VedÅntic Identity of the
Great Goddess in the Devç GçtÅ of the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa,”
C. Mackenzie Brown focuses on the portrayal of the Goddess in a
small section of this well-known ±Åkta text, a section known as the
Devç GçtÅ (Song of the Goddess). Brown begins by contrasting the
account of Devç’s birth as it is narrated in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, with
the version found in the Devç GçtÅ, noting that the Devç GçtÅ’s story,
while borrowing elements from the Devç-MÅhÅtmya’s account, radi-
cally redefines the Goddess and constructs her identity in a thoroughly
different manner. While not denying her fierce, demon-destroying role,
the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa as a whole frequently emphasizes her softer,
maternal side. This is also true in the Devç GçtÅ, where Devç plays the
role of teacher rather than warrior.

Brown argues persuasively that the identity of the Goddess in
the Devç GçtÅ as revealed in the account of her birth is both Advaitic
and Tantric. Her Advaitic identity reveals itself in depictions of her as
the supreme consciousness that is the non-dual Brahman of Advaita
VedÅnta philosophy. Her Tantric identity is revealed in her nature as
the Tantric goddess Bhuvane±varç, “Ruler of the Universe,” the be-
nign, auspicious mother of the world. These two aspects of her iden-
tity and their essential unity are exemplified not only in the birth
narrative, but also in terms of sonic symbolism: Devç’s two dimen-
sions, that of Brahman and Bhuvane±varç, are also embodied in two
mantras, Ofi and Hrçfi, that are identified with her. These two man-
tras represent her dual nature as both the ground of existence and its
manifesting and ruling power.

MahÅdevç’s identity as World-Mother, which Brown raises in his
chapter, is highlighted in the next chapter, “MahÅdevç as Mother: The
Oriya Hindu Vision of Reality.” In this essay, Usha Menon explores
the significance of the Goddess to Oriya Hindus living in Bhuban-
eshwar, a city in Orissa. Menon focuses on three issues pertaining to
Devç’s identity in Bhubaneshwar: the belief that the Goddess is imma-
nent in all forms of the created universe; the significance of her most
common epithet, “MÅ” or “Mother,” to devotees; and the importance
that Oriya Hindus place on male/female complementarity and its
relevance to their understanding of the Goddess’s identity.

Bhubaneshvar is predominantly ÷aiva, and the perspectives on
Devç’s identity and nature that Menon articulates reflect this orienta-
tion. Devç is ÷iva’s ±akti, his creative power, which not only enables
the creation of the universe, but is also immanent in its every aspect.
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As in the Devç GçtÅ, however, she becomes accessible to devotees as
“MÅ,” the world-mother who generates and regenerates all life. Menon
focuses particularly on KÅlç, a form of the Goddess that is widely
worshipped in Orissa and whose designation as “MÅ” may at first
appear problematic: KÅlç is widely known to be a wrathful and indis-
criminately destructive goddess with a tendency to spin out of con-
trol. Menon has found, however, that Oriya Hindus perceive KÅlç as
wild, but not altogether lacking in self-discipline.

In their interpretations of a popular image of KÅlç standing on
÷iva, devotees describe KÅlç as pulling herself together and regaining
self-mastery even in her most wanton moments when her attention is
drawn to her responsibilities as ÷iva’s wife and the mother of all living
creatures. When devotees address KÅlç as “MÅ,” that simple utterance
calls KÅlç’s attention to the needs of her “children” and makes her
receptive to the needs of her devotees. Furthermore, while honoring
and affirming MÅ’s autonomy, Oriya Hindus do not consider her to be
superior to or independent of ÷iva, but rather think of the two as
complementary. The complementarity that exists between God and
Goddess mirrors the complementary relationship between mortal men
and women in the human realm. Hence, Menon argues, ordinary
devotees make sense of Devç by domesticating her and defining her in
terms of social roles that render her approachable.

In the first two chapters, Brown and Menon strive to clarify the
core elements of Devç’s identity in the contexts they explore. In the
next essay, “Ambiguous and Definitive: The Greatness of Goddess
Vai„æo Devç,” Mark Edwin Rohe emphasizes instead the ambiguity of
her identity. Rohe takes us to the mountain cave shrine of Vai„æo Devç
in Jammu. Vai„æo Devç is a relatively new goddess, but her home on
Trikuta Mountain has become arguably the most important pilgrim-
age site to a goddess in North India. Aside from the pilgrimage itself,
posters, photos, pamphlets, movies, songs, newspaper and magazine
articles, and temple statues present her images and stories to the public
throughout the subcontinent.

Rohe observes that while Vai„æo Devç’s location is quite spe-
cific—only the cave shrine in Jammu is the true home of this god-
dess—her theology is quite fluid. Her nature as MahÅdevç, the Great
Goddess, is expressed by the three rounded stones or piæØis that rep-
resent her at the shrine and are said to embody the three goddesses
MahÅsarasvatç, MahÅlak„mç, and MahÅkÅlç. In both scripture and
popular usage, these three deities are considered to be the three pri-
mary manifestations of MahÅdevç (cf. Brown 1990, 132–154). But be-
yond this, ambiguity abounds. Which piæØi, if any, is truly Vai„æo
Devç? Or is she all three? Is she a form of DurgÅ, Lak„mç, ÷eraæwÅlç,
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KÅlç, or Satç? A mother or a virgin goddess? Rohe argues that her
theology is sufficiently vague that all pilgrims are able to create a
meaningful experience for themselves no matter what their own devo-
tional orientation. He also observes that her pilgrimage is simulta-
neously perceived to be extremely ancient and quintessentially modern
in its facilities and administration, yoking traditional values to visions
of material progress and hopes for an increasingly better future. Hence,
Vai„æo Devç’s qualities make her an exemplary deity for Hindus pressed
by the desires and demands of a future-looking, modern urban society
but longing to connect with their traditional religious heritage.

My essay, “The Goddess as Fount of the Universe: Shared Vi-
sions and Negotiated Allegiances in PurÅæic Constructions of the God-
dess,” continues to address themes of unity and ambiguity in portrayals
of the Great Goddess, but it does so with a focus on the PurÅæas and
accounts of creation found in these texts. The PurÅæas are encyclope-
dic by nature and include a variety of mythological narratives, ritual
prescriptions, devotional exhortations, and other types of religious
materials. By definition, however, all of the PurÅæas contain accounts
of creation, and several cosmogonic narratives are often found in a
single PurÅæa. My essay argues that despite differences in devotional
orientation, the PurÅæas tend to portray the Goddess in a similar
manner: she is a creative agent embodied as the principles ±akti (cre-
ative power), prakŸti (materiality), and mÅyÅ (illusion).

Although the formulation of Devç as these three principles is
already evident in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, later PurÅæas rework this for-
mulation in a new way. ÷akti, prakŸti, and mÅyÅ are portrayed as ex-
plicitly cosmogonic principles that unfold during the early stages of
creation and are identified as the Goddess no matter what may be the
sectarian perspective of a given PurÅæa or PurÅæic section. Hence who
the Goddess is—her name and personal identity—changes from text
to text, but what she is—her nature as a tripartite cosmogonic agent—
persists and transcends sectarian difference. Whichever goddess is ±akti,
prakŸti, and mÅyÅ is the Great Goddess. Such a portrayal of MahÅdevç
is indicative of her multiple singularity, for her nature as a cosmic
creative power transcends particular form and allows for numerous
interpretations of her identity. It also points to her generative capacity
as Divine Mother, for it is she who gives birth to the universe.

In the fifth essay, we turn to Kerala and even greater ambiguity
with Sarah Caldwell’s essay, “Waves of Beauty, Rivers of Blood: Con-
structing the Goddess in Kerala.” Caldwell’s focus is the goddess
Bhagavati, whom devotees worship as MahÅdevç and whose mythol-
ogy is connected to that of the pan-Indian goddesses DurgÅ and KÅlç.
In Kerala, the ritual construction of Bhagavati’s physical form in ritual
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possession performances, temple icons, narrative, ka¬am (portraits of
the Goddess in colored powders), and so forth is a fundamental form
of Hindu religious practice. Yet the way her body is formed and en-
livened and the perceived nature of the Goddess thus constructed
vary significantly from one social group to another and reflect differ-
ing religious, historical, and political contexts.

Caldwell focuses on the way that the Goddess’s form and iden-
tity are constructed in four different social groups: Brahmins, Nayars/
K„atriyas, low-caste and tribal groups, and women of both high and
low castes. She finds that although there is a good deal of overlap,
each group emphasizes different rituals, songs, and texts pertaining to
the Goddess and paints a portrait of Bhagavati that tends to reflect
values important to that particular social group. Hence, says Caldwell,
each of these incarnations is MahÅdevç herself, yet each reflects the
social realities of the human community that constructs it.

Taken together, these five chapters explore some of the ways in
which MahÅdevç’s identity is understood in a diversity of textual and
devotional contexts, moving from approaches that place greater stress
upon unity and clarity of definition in a given context to those that
stress ambiguity, negotiation, and multiplicity. The next four chapters,
however, focus more on the processes of Goddess “construction.” In
this section, we begin with essays that more clearly focus on elucidat-
ing particular cases and move toward those that are more centrally
concerned with using particular cases as a springboard for reflecting
on larger issues.

Sree Padma’s chapter, “From Village to City: Transforming God-
desses in Urban Andhra Pradesh,” takes a fresh look at Sanskritization
by exploring its impact on village goddess cults, a process through
which local village goddesses come to be cross-identified with the
pan-Indian goddesses of Sanskritic Hinduism. She focuses on the city
of Visakhapatnam in Andhra Pradesh and the surrounding areas, which
are undergoing rapid urbanization. In searching for the Hindu Great
Goddess in Visakhapatnam, Padma argues for the primacy of village
goddess cults over Sanskritic traditions, maintaining that despite in-
creasing Sanskritization, the primary protective function of village
goddesses is always sustained, while Sanskritic influence adds only
superficial elements pertaining to liturgy, iconography, and ritual. Such
elements are, says Padma, ritual and metaphysical “window-dressings”
that do not affect the fundamental, village-based ethos of goddess
veneration but, at least in Visakhapatnam, serve primarily to make
local goddesses “user friendly” in an urban context, where devotees
come from all over India and hence are not predisposed to revere local
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deities. While acknowledging the importance of texts like the Devç-
MÅhÅtmya, Padma holds the Hindu Great Goddess should be identi-
fied primarily not with Sanskritic, Brahmanical formulations of her
identity, but rather with the protective and nurturing powers of vil-
lage goddesses, powers still venerated by much of India’s rural popu-
lace—and, increasingly, its urban populace as well. Padma concludes
that in the search for MahÅdevç, what we find among ordinary devo-
tees is a celebration of her abilities to protect and grant worldly boons.
Hence, Padma ultimately calls for greater recognition of devotional
experience in the construction of scholarly models.

In the next essay, “Reconstructing the Split Goddess as ÷akti in
a Tamil Village,” Elaine Craddock focuses on the Tamil goddess
MÅriyammaË. Also known as BavÅËiyammaË, MÅriyammaË is the god-
dess of smallpox in Tamil Nadu. But, as Craddock observes, to many
of her devotees she is also Devç, Goddess with a capital G. Craddock
focuses on what she believes connects BavÅËiyammaË, a local god-
dess, to MahÅdevç. The connecting link that Craddock finds is sacrifice
in terms of both its ritual and mythological dimensions.

Regular ritual offerings of buffaloes to MÅriyammaË/BavÅËi-
yammaË perpetuate the practice of blood sacrifice. Furthermore, the
tradition of hook-swinging that is traditionally associated with her
worship is a form of self-sacrifice in which devotees can participate, as
are practices of head shaving and the “neem sari” ritual that Craddock
describes. But mythological traditions pertaining to BavÅËiyammaË
also pick up, transform, and reconfigure images and themes pertain-
ing to sacrifice. In this regard, the theme of death and regeneration
through sacrifice is of particular importance. Not only is BavÅËiyammaË
herself the divine transformation of a woman, ReæukÅ, who has been
beheaded by her son and then brought back to life, but she also em-
bodies the powers of regeneration associated with both female fertility
and sacrificial action. Devç’s role as Divine Mother, too, is related to
these sacrificial themes: the mother that ReæukÅ’s son reconstructs is
no longer just his own mother but now becomes, through death and
regeneration, the Mother of all, the source of all life and the refuge of
all beings. Devotees then continually construct and reconstruct their
understanding of her as ÷akti, the Divine Mother, through their ongo-
ing experiences of her and her power.

Jeffrey J. Kripal explores the theme of woman as embodiment of
Devç the Mother in his chapter, “Perfecting the Mother’s Silence: Dream,
Devotion, and Family in the Deification of Sharada Devi.” Devotees of
Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, a nineteenth-century Bengali religious
leader, considered his wife Sharada Devi, whom they referred to as
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“the Mother” or “the Holy Mother,” to be the Goddess in human
form. Kripal’s essay addresses two questions that Sharada herself poses
about her own status—“How am I different from them (the other
women of her village)? . . . And why are these people coming like this?”

Kripal proposes that Sharada’s status as Devç, the Holy Mother,
is constructed largely upon Sharada’s silence: by either quietly accept-
ing others’ interpretations of her or by maintaining a voiceless pres-
ence, Sharada allows devotees to construct her identity as Devç without
actively claiming such a status for herself. But the deification process
that Kripal envisions is nevertheless dialectical, involving both what
the disciples bring to this process and what they find in Sharada her-
self, the qualities that allow them to address her with confidence as
“Holy Mother.” Kripal finds that Sharada’s proclaimed visions and
the role her husband assigns to her in ritual signal to devotees her
special status, a status that is confirmed in devotees’ visions and es-
pecially dreams of Sharada, which are then recorded and passed on to
others. Sharada’s divine status is confirmed in many other ways as
well, through psychological projection, interpretive twists accorded to
particular phenomena, and so forth. But Sharada also confirms her
devotees’ interpretation of her identity as “Holy Mother” by her be-
havior and her demeanor, for Sharada offers an alternative both to
hierarchical social codes then prevalent in public Bengali culture and
to the humiliating conditions of colonialism. In the community that
forms around her, Sharada supplants the often harsh social codes of
her day pertaining to dharma, caste, and purity with the simple, un-
conditional love that a mother bestows on her children. To Sharada,
her devotee-children form a single family and a single caste, and she
considers all of them to share equal claim to her love and affection.

Earlier in this introduction, I raised the issue of interpretation
and the ways that interpretation shapes or helps construct knowledge
and experience of the Goddess. Scholars, like devotees, encounter
MahÅdevç through interpretive frames. The scholars who have con-
tributed chapters to this book exercise their interpretive agency in
bringing to bear on the materials they consider a variety of questions,
modes of inquiry, and interpretive models that they apply to their
own observations and to reported understandings and experiences.
This variety raises issues regarding the scope and adequacy of inter-
pretations that are rooted in scholarly, as opposed to devotional,
perspectives on MahÅdevç’s identity. Kathleen M. Erndl captures some
of this issue in her essay, “Goddesses and the Goddess in Hinduism:
Constructing the Goddess Through Religious Experience.”

Erndl emphasizes the need to take seriously devotees’ experi-
ences in considering the issue of Goddess “construction,” observing
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that scholars may invoke scholarly models and modes of inquiry that
do not necessarily reflect reported devotional experience. She notes in
particular two models that scholars have brought to bear on the issue
of “one Goddess versus many goddesses.” The first, an historical model,
frames the issue in terms of historical processes through which a va-
riety of goddesses come to be incorporated into Hinduism and iden-
tified with Sanskritic goddesses or a Great Goddess. The second, the
psychological/structural model, considers the issue of unity versus
multiplicity in relation to categories of either Hindu social structure or
psychology. This approach to the Goddess suggests that either social
or psychological categories underlie and ultimately account for the
coexistence of multiplicity and unity of goddesses. Erndl herself pro-
poses a complementary, alternative approach that she calls the “expe-
riential approach.” Noting that ordinary Hindu devotees move with
apparent ease between universal and particular notions of the God-
dess in their ritual and devotional lives, she focuses on devotees’ re-
ported religious experience to make sense of the apparent contradiction.
The identity of the one, universal Great Goddess is rendered concrete
in the personal experience of devotees, which is conditioned by spe-
cific geographic, social, theological, and political factors.

Erndl frames the scholarly models she considers as metadiscourses
about the “one (Great) Goddess versus many goddesses” issue. Al-
though none of the other contributors to this volume purports to en-
gage in such metadiscourse, Erndl’s essay provides a helpful lens
through which to view many aspects of the essays that precede it, for
the models and approaches she delineates appear in different places
throughout this book. The desire to convey devotees’ experience of
the Goddess that Erndl highlights in her experiential approach is, for
example, strongly present in Menon’s observations about Oriya devo-
tees’ experiences of KÅlç. But one can see the influence of the historical
and psychological/structural models she highlights throughout the
book as well. Rohe and Padma explicitly engage issues concerning the
homologization of non-Sanskritic goddesses with those of the San-
skritic pantheon, a concern that reflects the first model that Erndl
identifies, the historical model, although Padma calls into question the
way in which scholars have tended to look at the Sanskritization pro-
cess. Caldwell and Kripal, among others, suggest that social and/or
psychological realities have a lot to do with how and why the commu-
nities they focus on construct MahÅdevç’s identity in the ways that
they do, engaging concerns and assumptions that inform Erndl’s sec-
ond model, the psychological/structural model. It might be helpful
also to suggest a fourth model or approach, the narrative approach,
which seeks to understand MahÅdevç’s nature and identity in relation
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to narrative structures that provide for multiplicity within unity, an
approach that informs my own essay.

While many of the chapters in this volume are explicitly con-
cerned with how believers experience Devç and how texts describe
her, some of them also bring to bear on their analyses assumptions
that people are not only religious, but also political, psychological,
social, and gendered beings, and that these realities, along with his-
tory and narrative, play important roles in the construction of reli-
gious categories and religious experience. Many of the essays also
assume that one task of scholarly inquiry is to explore how such
embodied realities may be brought to bear upon religious questions.
Most devotees, however, would probably find such concerns irrel-
evant to the question of MahÅdevç’s identity. The merit and adequacy
of scholarly models in relation to a more purely experiential approach
remains an unresolved question in this book, one that we pose but do
not purport to answer in these pages.

Erndl’s chapter raises questions regarding the very adequacy of
the sort of inquiry that much of this volume represents, the wisdom
of seeking knowledge about the Goddess through “objectifying” schol-
arly models and methods, and the potential helpfulness of an experi-
ential approach to the issue of Goddess construction in relation to the
other approaches she highlights. In the concluding chapter, Thomas B.
Coburn offers some insightful reflections on the volume as a whole
and on the nature of deity in his concluding chapter, “What is a ‘God-
dess’ and What Does It Mean to ‘Construct’ One?” Coburn     focuses on
the relational quality of deity-construction, noting that “Goddess”—
like “God,” “deity,” “scripture,” and so forth—is a relational concept
grounded in interaction with particular persons and communities.
Coburn’s ruminations     on the relational quality of deity prompt him to
make five observations, , , , , which in turn give rise to questions and issues
that Coburn invites us to ponder for subsequent reflection and inves-
tigation. These include questions     concerning     gender (in terms of both
divinity and human participants), the media that enliven and sustain
the relationship between devotees and the Goddess, common features
of MahÅdevç that persist in different contexts, and the metaphysical
issues involved in worshipping the Great Goddess. I think that read-
ers will find Coburn’s comments, like Erndl’s, particularly helpful for
thinking through both the contributions and the limitations of all the
chapters in this volume.

This collective exploration of MahÅdevç’s multiple identities sug-
gests that the Goddess is nowhere and everywhere at the same time.
She is nowhere in the sense that one cannot point to any single text or
community as the unique, pan-Hindu, authoritative source of her
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identity. Like water, Devç slips through our fingers and eludes our
grasp. She is everywhere, however, in the sense that numerous god-
desses all over India and in a variety of scriptures can claim that
status, and one could point to any one of these deities and justifiably
claim, “She is MahÅdevç.” Ultimately, however, no matter where one
finds the Goddess, one always finds those who love and worship her,
and it is through their devotion that Devç’s presence is rendered vi-
brant and meaningful.

Note

1. Debates have surfaced in recent scholarship about the limits of “con-
struction” language and its usefulness with respect to certain forms of knowl-
edge and discourse. See, for example, Searle 1995 and Hacking 1999. Even
those scholars who argue that “construction” language has limited usefulness,
however, would agree that concepts and representations of deities, such as
those explored in this volume, are socially constructed.





Chapter 1

�
The Tantric and VedÅntic Identity

of the Great Goddess in the
Devç GçtÅ of the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa

C. Mackenzie Brown

The Birth of the Goddess and Her Identity

Around the sixth century of the common era, in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya of
the MÅrkaæØeya PurÅæa, the Great Goddess (MahÅdevç) makes her first
formal appearance in the Hindu Sanskritic tradition. The Devç-MÅhÅtmya
recounts the story of the birth of this Great Goddess from the combined
wrath of the gods just prior to her battle with the demon Mahi„Åsura.
The story nicely reveals her awesome might and martial fury. The in-
tense anger of the gods, arising from their defeat at the hands of the
demon, issues from their bodies in the form of light. The several lights
unite into a single mass, from which emerges the Goddess herself:

The gods beheld a dazzling concentration of light, like a moun-
tain ablaze, pervading all directions with its flames. Then that
incomparable light, born from the body of all the gods, per-
vading the three worlds with its brilliance, coalesced into the
form of a woman. . . . Honored by the gods, she roared on
high with a boisterous laugh over and over, filling the entire
heavens with her dreadful bellow. . . . The demon Mahi„Åsura
[rushing towards the roar] then saw her brilliance pervading
the three worlds, her feet trampling the earth while her crown
scraped the sky. The twang of her bowstring jolted the under-
worlds. Her thousand arms reached out in all directions. (2.12–
13; 2.32; 2.37cd–39ab)1

19
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This much beloved story of the Goddess’s birth has at times been
closely associated with the ultimate origin of the Goddess. As such, it
is seen as the defining event that molds her essential character. Thus,
Lawrence A. Babb has written of the Goddess as she appears in the
Devç-MÅhÅtmya: “the only discernible emotion of the goddess is an-
ger—black, implacable, and bloodthirsty. She is something emerging
from the highest gods; she is the very essence of their anger” (1975,
221). Babb goes on to suggest that while “she seems more powerful,
certainly more terrible, than her creators,” she is in the end control-
lable by them. This control comes about especially through marriage,
according to Babb, as seen in such benevolent consort-goddesses as
Lak„mç and PÅrvatç. As the Great Goddess is all goddesses, she is both
unmarried—in her horrific and destructive forms such as KÅlç—and
married—in her tamed forms—obedient to her husband and fulfilling
the fully auspicious role of conventional wife.

Birth stories are significant as a mythological means for con-
structing the identity of a deity. The origin story of the Goddess in the
Devç-MÅhÅtmya is eminently suitable for a divine being perceived
primarily as powerful and violent, and whose appeasement is seen as
the best recourse for securing prosperity by enlisting her aid for the
destruction of enemies. The success and appeal of this vision is at-
tested by the countless Hindu retellings and reenactments of the myth
in numerous variants.

The author or authors of the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa (composed
many centuries after the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, probably sometime between
the twelfth and sixteenth centuries) admired the origin story suffi-
ciently to retell it twice (5.8.27–5.9.38, and 10.12.3–25). But the Devç-
BhÅgavata sees the birth story of the Devç-MÅhÅtmya not as an account
of the origin of the Great Goddess herself, but only of the manifesta-
tion or incarnation of one of her lesser forms. Such an interpretation
is already explicit in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, which asserts that the God-
dess is eternal, but that she incarnates in the world in manifold ways
(1.64–66).

Within the Devç-BhÅgavata is a long dialogue between the God-
dess and her devotee HimÅlaya that represents the philosophical and
theological consummation of the text. This dialogue, known as the
Devç GçtÅ (Song of the Goddess),2 is introduced by a frame story that
provides an alternative birth story to the Devç-MÅhÅtmya’s. In the
Devç GçtÅ’s account, the Goddess once again emerges from a blazing
orb of light.3 But the Devç GçtÅ’s story thoroughly redefines the God-
dess, constructing her identity in a radically different manner.

The occasion for the birth of the Goddess in the Devç GçtÅ (at
least ostensibly), as in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, is another dire predica-
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ment of the gods–this time harassment by the demon TÅraka. The
Goddess here arises not spontaneously out of the wrath of the gods,
but as a gracious response to years of their devoted praise. Finally she
appears before them:

Suddenly, on the ninth lunar day in the month of Caitra, on
a Friday, that lustrous power revealed in scripture appeared
before the gods. Praised on all sides by the four Vedas incar-
nate, it blazed like ten million suns, yet soothed like ten mil-
lion moons. . . .Without beginning or end, it had no body, no
hands, no other limbs, nor did it have a woman’s form, a
man’s form, nor the two combined. The dazzling brilliance
blinded the eyes of the gods. When again their vision returned,
the gods beheld that light appearing now in the form of a
woman, charming and delightful. She was exceedingly beau-
tiful of limb, a maiden in the freshness of youth. Her full,
upraised breasts put to shame the swelling buds of the lotus.
Her girdle and anklets jingled with clusters of tinkling
bells. . . . Three-eyed and four-armed, she held a noose and
goad while gesturing her beneficence and assurance of safety.
She was dressed in red and appeared lustrous like blooms of
the pomegranate. Richly adorned in garments all suited for
love, she was worshiped by all the gods. Satisfying all desires,
she is the Mother of all, the Deluder of all. The Mother’s kindly
face, so gracious, displayed a tender smile on the lotus mouth.
This embodiment of unfeigned compassion the gods beheld in
their presence. (1.26–27; 1.29–32; 1.39–41)

In order to see more clearly the new identity of the Goddess mani-
fested in this birth story, let us examine in some detail its two major
motifs: the aniconic blazing orb of light, and the iconic form of the
Goddess that emerges from that light. The first motif is critical for
constructing the VedÅntic identity of the Goddess, the second for her
Tantric identity.

The VedÅntic Identity of the Goddess as Brahman

The blazing orb of light from which the Devç emerges symbolizes and
embodies not the collective anger of the gods, but the supreme con-
sciousness that is the non-dual Brahman of Advaita VedÅnta. The Devç
GçtÅ describes the Goddess as infinite being, consciousness, and bliss
(sac-cid-Ånanda), the three primary aspects of Brahman (2.25 and 10.4).
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The central and quintessential aspect, that of consciousness, is symbol-
ized in the Devç GçtÅ by this blazing light, referred to as “mahas.” This
term, meaning “greatness, power,” as well as “light, luster,” appears
in the Taittirçya Upani„ad (1.5) as the fourth (caturthç) mystic syllable,
beyond bhâh•, bhuvah•, and suvah•. Specifically, it is identified with Brah-
man (maha iti brahma), and as the power by which the various worlds
and entities “become great.” The notion of mahas as the fourth also
suggests the idea of the fourth state of consciousness (turçya), beyond
waking, dream, and deep sleep, and thus further evokes the transcen-
dent form of the Devç as pure consciousness.

The Devç GçtÅ does not simply utilize Upani„adic terminology in
establishing the Advaitic identity of the Goddess. The text also assimi-
lates features of an important mythic drama from the Upani„ads that
discloses an ancient association between the Goddess (or rather, origi-
nally, a goddess), and Brahman. The myth, appearing in the Kena
Upani„ad (3.1–4.3), concerns the famous story of the humbling of the
gods Agni, VÅyu, and Indra. This same story appears in an elaborated
version in the Devç-BhÅgavata itself (12.8.12–86) and serves as mytho-
logical background for the manifestation of the Goddess in the frame
story of the Devç GçtÅ.

The basic myth as told in the Kena Upani„ad concerns the arro-
gance of the gods in claiming for themselves a victory that was actu-
ally achieved by Brahman, the supreme power, on their behalf. To
curb their false pride, Brahman appeared before the gods in the form
of a spirit or yak„a. The gods were curious to know who or what this
spirit was and sent the fire-god Agni to find out. Agni, approaching
the spirit, was suddenly asked by the yak„a what power he possessed.
The fire-god replied that he had the power to burn anything on Earth.
The spirit then placed before him a blade of grass, which Agni was
unable to burn. Humiliated, Agni returned to the gods, who then sent
the wind-god VÅyu, who has the power to blow away anything on
Earth. But VÅyu was unable to blow away the blade of grass placed
before him by the spirit. Finally Indra was sent to the yak„a, but it
disappeared in front of him. Then, in that same space in the sky, Indra
came across a woman, the brilliant and beautiful UmÅ Haimavatç,
who revealed the identity of the yak„a as Brahman, to whom the vic-
tory was due. In the subsequent tradition, UmÅ Haimavatç came to be
identified with BrahmavidyÅ, the knowledge revealing Brahman.

The Devç-BhÅgavata, in its elaborate recounting of the Kena story,
explicitly identifies the Goddess with the yak„a, and thus with Brah-
man itself rather than just with a mediator of Brahman. Further, the
Devç-BhÅgavata adds a number of other details. The yak„a, when it
first appears, is described as a mass of light (tejas) like ten millions
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suns, without hands, feet, or other limbs. This spirit is also referred to
as the supreme lustrous power (parafi mahas). When it disappears
before Indra, it instructs him to recite the single mantric syllable Hrçfi,
the significance of which we shall consider later. For one hundred
thousand years Indra devoutly carries out the repetition of this man-
tra. Then suddenly, on the ninth lunar day in the month of Caitra, the
light reappears, in the midst of which manifests a beautiful young
woman, referred to as UmÅ Haimavatç ÷ivÅ. Her iconic description is
the same as that of the emergent maiden in the frame story of the Devç
GçtÅ: she is three-eyed and four-armed, holding a noose and goad in
two hands while gesturing her beneficence and assurance of safety
with the remaining two.

The manifestation of the Goddess in the Devç GçtÅ is closely
parallel to the Kena myth (as interpreted by the Devç-BhÅgavata), which
further helps to explain the Devç GçtÅ’s reference to the “lustrous power
revealed in scripture.” That lustrous power, the mahas of the Taittirçya
Upani„ad, is also the UmÅ Haimavatç of the Kena Upani„ad. Clearly,
then, the Goddess is understood to be both the supreme revealer
BrahmavidyÅ and the supreme Brahman that she is to reveal.

There is another interesting mythic parallel to the Devç’s birth
from the blazing light. The emergence of the Goddess out of the bril-
liant orb is reminiscent of ÷iva’s self-manifestation in the famous myth
of the origin of his infinite LiÙga.4 As told in such ÷aivite texts as the
÷iva PurÅæa (Vidye±vara SafihitÅ 1.68) and LiÙga PurÅæa (1.17), ÷iva
appears before the quarreling BrahmÅ and Vi„æu as a shaft of light
(Jyotir-liÙga), a massive pillar of fire with no top or bottom. Then, as
the syllable Ofi (the sonic symbol of Brahman/÷iva, as Hrçfi is of the
Goddess) reverberates through space, from out of that blazing column
steps forth ÷iva in his iconic form as Mahe±vara, five-faced and ten-
armed. The aniconic Jyotir-liÙga represents ÷iva as the supreme Brah-
man without parts (ni„kala) and without marks (aliÙga); the iconic form
represents him as with parts (sakala) and as the qualified Brahman that
oversees the cosmic processes of creation, maintenance, and destruc-
tion, as well as liberation. This ÷aivite myth clearly serves, among
other things, to identify ÷iva with the supreme reality taught in the
Upani„ads and elaborated upon in the later schools of VedÅnta.

The Goddess’s own myth of emergence functions, on the one
hand, as a counterpart to the famous origin myth of the Jyotir-liÙga,
belonging to one of her major male rivals, ÷iva. On the other hand, in
a manner parallel to the ÷aivite myth, it establishes in dramatic fash-
ion the Devç’s own transcendent, aniconic identity with the supreme
Brahman of the Upani„ads, an identity enhanced by her ancient asso-
ciation with UmÅ Haimavatç/BrahmavidyÅ.
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At this point we are ready to consider in specific terms the sec-
ond motif in the Devç GçtÅ’s birth story: the particular nature and
identity of the Goddess who arises out of the blinding light of pure
consciousness, and whose sonic symbol, the syllable Hrçfi we have
already encountered.

The Tantric Identity of the Goddess as Bhuvane±varç

Of special importance in the Tantric understanding of the divine is the
notion that all deities along with their powers are manifested in mono-
syllabic symbols or sonic condensations called “seed-mantras” (bçja-
mantras). The seed-mantra Hrçfi, often referred to as the “HŸllekhÅ” or
“Heart-Sign” Mantra (hŸd = heart, + lekhÅ = mark or sign), has tradi-
tionally been associated with the Tantric goddess Bhuvane±varç, “Ruler
of the Universe.” Hrçfi embodies Bhuvane±varç’s heart or essence, and
the syllable is recited when the essential core power of the Goddess is
invoked. It is the recitation of this syllable by the gods that brings
forth the Goddess, precipitating, as it were, her visible form out of the
subtle sound vibrations of Hrçfi that permeate the universe.

This visible precipitation of sonic energy, as we have seen, oc-
curs in two stages: first in the aniconic manifestation of blinding light,
followed by its resolution into the iconic form of a young maiden.
The iconographic descriptions in the Devç-BhÅgavata of the woman
emerging out of the orb of light accord with the typical visual medi-
tations (dhyÅnas) of the Goddess Bhuvane±varç found in such ninth- to
fourteenth-century Tantric works as the ÷ÅradÅ-Tilaka Tantra (9.14)
and the Devç Upani„ad (verse 24). The former text almost certainly
was known to the composer of the Devç GçtÅ, the latter definitely, as
we shall see.5

All the descriptions of Bhuvane±varç clearly emphasize her be-
nign and auspicious nature. As a modern devotee affirms, her “four
hands represent dharma, artha, kÅma, and moksha,” that is, her powers
to bestow the four chief ends of human existence: virtue, wealth, plea-
sure, and spiritual liberation (Ayer 1988, 46). Bhuvane±varç’s specific
role in the Devç GçtÅ is not to fight demons, but rather to bestow
spiritual wisdom upon the gods. She teaches them the mysterious
nature of the universe with its attendant sorrows, and the yogic dis-
ciplines that will lead to liberation from those sorrows. Regarding
TÅraka, Bhuvane±varç simply promises the gods that she will send a
manifestation of herself, PÅrvatç, to bear ÷iva a son, who will slay the
demon. As Bhuvane±varç, the Goddess is no longer primarily the
implacable warrior, but rather a spiritual preceptor.
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Who, then, is this Bhuvane±varç? Whence does she come? The
Tantric Goddess Bhuvane±varç may well have first appeared in the late
PurÅæic pantheon (probably after the eleventh century) not as a sepa-
rate individual figure, but as a member of a company of female deities
known as the ten MahÅvidyÅs.6 The ten represent, on an esoteric level,
the various forms of knowledge (vidyÅ) and power that constitute the
universe. On a mythological level, they are ten facets or aspects of the
Great Goddess. The group in some ways represents a late medieval
÷Åkta counterpart to the Vai„æava notion of the ten main avatars of
Vi„æu, whose role frequently is to maintain cosmic order through the
destruction of demons.7 The MahÅvidyÅs at times function in a similar
role, as in the ÷iva PurÅæa (UmÅ-SafihitÅ 50.28–29) where they come
forth from the body of the Great Goddess as she fights against the
demon Durgama.8 But unlike Vi„æu’s avatars, the MahÅvidyÅs usually
work in concert, and their primary role is not necessarily the preserva-
tion of cosmic order (Kinsley 1986, 161–164; 1997, 21–22).

The mythic origin of the ten is recounted in the MahÅbhÅgavata
PurÅæa (8.62–71), a late ÷Åkta PurÅæic text perhaps belonging to the
fourteenth or fifteenth centuries.9 Here the MahÅvidyÅs are said to
arise out of a fearsome form of the goddess Satç in order to frighten
÷iva into granting her permission to go and disrupt Dak„a’s sacrifice.10

In addition, Satç herself portrays these emanations as a means of pro-
viding her devotees with various worldly and other-worldly benefits.
The ten MahÅvidyÅs procure these benefits in large part by exercising
their terrifying and destructive powers to subdue or defeat enemies.
Nonetheless, despite the fierce nature of the MahÅvidyÅs as suggested
by their origin, they also have a more benign potential that is empha-
sized in later texts, where at least some of them are described as beau-
tiful in appearance.

While the early myths and texts generally do not specify the
particular functions of the individual MahÅvidyÅs, the relatively late
UddhÅrako±a (sec. 1, last five verses) expounds the efficacious nature
(guæa) of the ten as follows.11 TripurÅ gives liberation (mukti), Lak„mç
prosperity (lak„mç), VÅgdevç (Sarasvatç) wisdom (vidyÅ), TÅrÅ knowl-
edge and release (jñÅna and mok„a), Bhuvane±varç sovereignty (ai±varya),
MÅtaÙgç freedom from fear of female demons and enemies
(rÅk„asç±atrubhçti), ÷ÅrikÅ happiness (±am), RÅjñç royal authority (rÅjyam),
BhçØÅdevç all-pervading expansiveness (santati vi±vavyÅpinç), and
JvÅlÅmukhç wealth (dhanam). These functions are somewhat repetitive
and overlapping, but what is noteworthy in the present context is the
association of Bhuvane±varç with sovereignty.

The word ai±varya (sovereignty), deriving from ç±vara (lord), sug-
gests a supreme divine power that oversees the universe. It is linked
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not only with wealth and affluence, but also with omnipotence and
omnipresence. Ai±varya is thus a quite natural property of Bhuvane±varç,
“She who is Lord (Queen, Mistress) of the World.” Further, ai±varya
subsumes most of the efficacious qualities of the other ten MahÅvidyÅs,
with the exception of those relating to liberation, associated especially
with the goddesses TripurÅ and TÅrÅ. Bhuvane±varç, as we shall see,
developed fairly early a certain affinity and synergism with TripurÅ
(TripurÅ-Sundarç or LalitÅ, as she is also known) that led to an appar-
ent convergence of the two.

In the Devç-BhÅgavata, Bhuvane±varç assumes the roles of all the
other MahÅvidyÅs, including those of liberating knowledge and ulti-
mate release. She is the source of all female manifestations or ÷aktis,
including the MahÅvidyÅs. In the Devç-BhÅgavata’s version of the slay-
ing of Durgama, for instance, various of the traditional MahÅvidyÅs are
named among the ÷aktis emanating from her body, but–unlike in the
÷iva PurÅæa’s version–Bhuvane±varç is not included (7.28.54–56). Em-
phasizing that she is no longer just one of the ten MahÅvidyÅs, the Devç-
BhÅgavata regards her as MahÅvidyÅ (Great Wisdom) herself, whose
avatars include many of the earlier members of the standard ten, along
with other renowned incarnations of the Goddess. Accordingly, in an-
other demon-slaying story involving the asura Aruæa, the gods address
the Goddess as MahÅvidyÅ, who assumes various forms to favor the
gods. Among these forms are named several of the usual MahÅvidyÅs,
plus other incarnations such as ÷akambharç and RaktadantikÅ from the
Devç MÅhÅtmya (Devç-BhÅgavata 10.13.87–103). As in its story of the
slaying of Durgama, the Devç-BhÅgavata here does not include the name
of Bhuvane±varç among the forms. Rather, the gods in concluding their
hymn of petition use the name Bhuvane±varç to refer to the one, su-
preme World-Mother, who dwells in the Jeweled Island of Maæidvçpa.

The supremacy of Bhuvane±varç in the Devç-BhÅgavata is mar-
velously evoked in a detailed description of this paradisial island home
of the Goddess, highest of all heavenly realms (12.10–-12). The island,
lying in the Ocean of Nectar, is forested with a great number of fan-
tastic flowering trees, perfumed with the scent of divine blossoms,
and resplendent with ornamental lakes and rivers. The palatial struc-
tures include a number of walled enclosures, concentrically arranged.
Within each enclosure dwell various classes of celestial beings, gods
and goddesses, and their incarnations. In the enclosure just outside
the central circle reside the closest associates or helpers of the God-
dess, her great divisions (mahÅ-bhedÅs) referred to as MahÅvidyÅs
(12.11.106). In the innermost enclosure dwells Bhuvane±varç herself.
Her distinctness from, and transcendence over, the MahÅvidyÅs is
hereby amply demonstrated.
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Within the final enclosure is the Goddess’ own mansion, a mag-
nificent dwelling constructed of wish-fulfilling gems (cintÅmaæi). In-
side the mansion are situated four halls (maæØapas), in which she
conducts four different sorts of business: amorous sport, delivering
souls from the bondage of rebirth, discoursing on truth, and consult-
ing with her ministers on running the universe. Within the palace also
is a great couch of remarkable design, composed of five pretas, ghosts
or corpses. The four legs are the lifeless bodies of BrahmÅ, Vi„æu,
Rudra, and Ü±Åna (the latter two being forms or aspects of ÷iva), and
the seat is the outstretched corpse of SadÅ±iva (the eternal ÷iva). Upon
this throne Bhuvane±varç rests in ease. This conception of Bhuvane±varç
seated on her Pañca-PretÅsana (Seat of Five Corpses) reveals her su-
preme sovereignty, especially over masculine pretensions to cosmic
power. BrahmÅ, Vi„æu, and ÷iva are the three male deities tradition-
ally associated with creating, overseeing, and destroying the universe.
But here, as elements of Bhuvane±varç’s throne, they represent her
latent cosmic energies, unconscious and inert, residing under her feet
until aroused by her desire.

Sitting on this great couch in the midst of her jeweled palace,
Bhuvane±varç manifests herself in a manner remarkably similar to that
of the goddess TripurÅ in the South Indian Tantric text, the TripurÅ-
Rahasya (JñÅnakhanda chap. 20, p. 135), and of LalitÅ in the BrahmÅæØa
PurÅæa (3.4.37). Indeed, the Devç GçtÅ’s Bhuvane±varç seems especially
to fuse the characters of her own self as ruling queen with that of
TripurÅ, who as mentioned above is associated with the granting of
liberation. Of all the MahÅvidyÅs, it is Bhuvane±varç and TripurÅ who
are generally the closest iconographically. Like Bhuvane±varç, TripurÅ/
LalitÅ is charmingly beautiful, clothed in red, three-eyed and four-armed,
bearing a noose and goad, though her other two hands hold a sugar-
cane bow and flower arrows, rather than gesturing Bhuvane±varç’s
beneficence and assurance of safety. The easy fusion of these two
MahÅvidyÅs reinforces the Tantric ideal that the Goddess is the giver of
both bhukti and mukti (worldly enjoyment and liberation).

The convergence of the two goddesses is found already, in im-
plicit fashion, in the Devç Upani„ad, an important Tantric text referred
to above and probably composed sometime between the ninth and
fourteenth centuries. It is one of several ÷Åkta Upani„ads dedicated to
one or another particular goddess conceived as supreme, or to a form
of the Goddess. The Goddess in the Devç Upani„ad is addressed in the
most general and universal of terms, as MahÅdevç, and is thought to
be all goddesses. The Upani„ad provides two brief iconographic de-
scriptions of the Great Goddess. According to the first, “She is the
power of the Self; she is the enchanter of all, holding a noose, a goad,
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a bow, and arrows; she is the auspicious MahÅvidyÅ” (verse 15). This
is a concise description of TripurÅ/LalitÅ.12 According to the second
depiction, “She resides in the middle of one’s lotus heart, shining like
the rising sun; auspicious, bearing the noose and goad while gesturing
her beneficence and assurance of safety, she is three eyed, dressed in
red, granting all wishes to her devotees” (verse 24). Here, of course,
is Bhuvane±varç. The author of the Devç GçtÅ was greatly indebted to
the Devç Upani„ad—his conception of the Goddess is clearly inspired
by the fusion of the two great MahÅvidyÅs responsible collectively for
all worldly and spiritual well-being.13

The Tantric character of Bhuvane±varç in her early career is appar-
ent. By the time of the Devç-BhÅgavata, she has undergone a process of
thorough Vedicization, a development already well underway in the
aforementioned Devç Upani„ad. The Devç Upani„ad is a ÷Åkta Tantric
work that understands itself as fully within the domain of Vedic
(VedÅntic) truth, indicated by the very fact of presenting itself as an
Upani„ad. Its Vedic pedigree is further affirmed by its quoting the fa-
mous “Devç-Sâkta” from the ÿg Veda (10.125). Its concern with various
root and seed mantras of the Goddess, including Hrçfi, attests to its
Tantric nature. The Devç Upani„ad thus points to an important step in
the evolution of the Great Goddess: the fusion of her Tantric and VedÅntic
personalities, a fusion that becomes fully elaborated in the Devç GçtÅ.
The Vedicization of the originally Tantric Bhuvane±varç had consider-
able appeal to the composer of the Devç GçtÅ. He was aware of the Devç
Upani„ad, as he quotes five verses (8–12) of its “Devç-Stuti” (hymn to
the Goddess) (quoted in Devç GçtÅ 1.44–48). It is no wonder, then, that
the Goddess herself in the Devç GçtÅ (10.22) mentions the Devç Upani„ad
as one of those texts whose recitation is pleasing to her.

This synthesis of the Vedic and Tantric within a ÷Åkta perspec-
tive stresses the identity of Bhuvane±varç with Brahman and her ab-
soluteness and complete independence from any male consort. As
Bhuvane±varç, the Great Goddess is wholly auspicious and benign. As
the supreme Brahman, she is one alone without a second. As both
Bhuvane±varç and Brahman, she is paradoxically the benign World-
Mother beyond all relationship, identical with all and subject to none.

The Sonic Synergism of Brahman and Bhuvane±varç:
Cosmogonic and Soteriologic Functions

of Ofi and Hrçfi

The story of the birth of the Goddess in the Devç GçtÅ is a dramatic
narrative that reveals her Tantric and VedÅntic personalities and their
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essential unity. The fusion of these two aspects is further indicated on
a more subtle level by the integration of the mantric embodiments of
Brahman and Bhuvane±varç, the seed-syllables Ofi and Hrçfi, respec-
tively. The explicit identification of the Goddess with both sacred
syllables is presented in the hymn of praise offered to her in the first
chapter of the Devç GçtÅ: “Hail to her in the form of the syllable Ofi;14

hail to her embodied in the syllable Hrçfi” (1.53). The importance of
this double identification is underscored by its repetition, in slightly
altered form, two chapters later: “Hail to you, Ruler of the Universe
[Bhuvane±Ånç, synonymous with Bhuvane±varç]; hail to you, composed
of the syllable Ofi. Hail to you established in the whole of VedÅnta,
embodied in the syllable Hrçfi” (3.45). The cross-correspondences here
(the Tantric Bhuvane±varç with the VedÅntic Ofi, and the established
truth of the VedÅnta with the Tantric Hrçfi) attest to the thorough
commingling of her two fundamental aspects.

The identification of the Goddess with both Ofi and Hrçfi rep-
resents a sonic encryption of her dual nature as the essential ground
of existence and as its manifesting and ruling power. The author or
authors of the Devç-BhÅgavata/Devç GçtÅ elaborated upon the inter-
play between the two symbols in various cosmogonic and soteriological
contexts. In the process, the Tantric and VedÅntic functions of the
Goddess as MahÅvidyÅ, the powerful and benevolent World-Mother,
and as BrahmavidyÅ, the revealer of ultimate truth and the truth itself,
are incorporated into each other, her dual nature integrated.

The Cosmogonic Interplay of Ofi and Hrçfi

According to Advaita VedÅnta, Brahman is not only one alone with-
out a second, but also absolutely unchanging, beyond all modification.
Thus, the world of duality or multiplicity is, in some sense, an illusion,
less than fully real. Otherwise, the absolute oneness of Brahman would
be compromised. Yet Brahman is somehow the source of the world–
it brings forth the world through the mysterious power of MÅyÅ, neither
real nor unreal. Associated with MÅyÅ, Brahman appears in three
successive forms or bodies, causal, subtle and gross, which represent
stages of manifestation of the material universe.

The Devç GçtÅ, in accord with this Advaita perspective, sees the
Goddess as the one alone without a second, associates her creative
power with MÅyÅ, and affirms the three bodies as manifestations of
her own highest Self. Thus, both ontologically and cosmologically, the
Great Goddess fully implements her “Brahman-nature.” Yet, unlike in
Advaita, she not only wields MÅyÅ, she also is MÅyÅ. MÅyÅ in the
Tantric perspective is not so much an illusory power, but rather is the
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mysterious, generating force, feminine in nature, by which the Goddess
transforms herself into the various psychophysical energies and entities
that constitute the manifest world. MÅyÅ is the measuring and con-
structing force (related to the verbal root mÅ, to measure or measure off)
which forms out of itself the material universe. This material power is
thereby readily linked to maternal creativity, a link made evident in the
Sanskrit noun mÅ, meaning both “mother” and “measure.”

MÅyÅ is intimately connected to Bhuvane±varç, the World-Mother
of the Devç GçtÅ, as revealed in the common Tantric name for her
sacred syllable Hrçfi: mÅyÅ-bija (MÅyÅ’s seed-mantra).15 Hrçfi repre-
sents in a cosmogonic context the initial sonic vibration and dynamic
point from which all the material world arises. It contains within itself
the master plan and patterns for all manifest forms. Hrçfi is the sonic
essence of the World-Mother reverberating throughout the universe
and within the hearts of beings (cf. Kinsley 1997, 134–136). Thus, Hrçfi
embodies the power of MÅyÅ, whose essence is embedded in the very
structure of the syllable itself, in its letters and parts, according to
various esoteric, Tantric explanations. The VaradÅ Tantra, for example,
provides the following esoteric correspondences: “The letter ‘h’ signi-
fies ÷iva; ‘r’ means PrakŸti (Nature); the ‘i’ indicates the Great MÅyÅ;
the nÅda (the nasal sound of the ‘m’) represents the Mother of the
universe; and the bindu (the dot of the ‘m’, the silent reverberation of
the syllable following its audible recitation) signifies that she is the
remover of sorrow.”16 We shall consider the salvific aspects of such
esoteric etymologies below, but will here focus on the cosmogonic.

The VaradÅ Tantra’s explanation encodes a basic Tantric concep-
tion of creation. Tantra in general presupposes a bipolar, gendered
view of ultimate reality, of the One unfolding into Two as God and
Goddess, associated with various other complementary opposites, also
gendered in their symbolic associations. Especially important among
such pairs are spirit (Puru„a, masculine) and nature (PrakŸti, femi-
nine), consciousness (masculine) and energy (÷akti, feminine). Both
creation and liberation are seen as the result of the union or reunion
of the two co-ultimate principles/deities, a process usually expressed
in terms of the interaction between ÷akti (the Goddess as Power) and
÷iva. The relationship may be one of dependency or codependency (in
the strict meaning of the term), or it may be one of radical indepen-
dence, or something in between. ÷Åkta Tantrics, focusing on ÷akti and
her relationship with ÷iva, stress to greater or lesser degree her su-
premacy. According to the VaradÅ Tantra, Hrçfi contains within itself
both the masculine and feminine creative principles, ÷iva and the World
Mother, including her aspects as both MÅyÅ and PrakŸti.

The VaradÅ’s interpretation of her sonic symbol suggests that the
Goddess is inclusive of all the “masculine” qualities and attributes
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embodied in ÷iva, who becomes simply a lower manifestation of the
Devç herself. Such, in any case, is the position of the Devç-BhÅgavata
as a whole. According to the latter, the Goddess is both male and
female, and only for the sake of her own amusement, and for the sake
of creation, does she bring forth out of herself her masculine side as
a separate entity, to sport with it in the form of ÷iva (12.12.13–14, 17,
39). As ultimate reality, the Goddess is beyond gender differentiation,
and thus the sexual, bipolar symbolism of the general Tantric perspec-
tive is somewhat muted in the Devç-BhÅgavata. It is primarily in a
cosmogonic context that the Goddess manifests her female form along-
side the male principle that derives from it.

The Goddess herself in the Devç-BhÅgavata presents this cos-
mogonic motif in familiar sonic terms. ÷iva is subsumed into the su-
preme Brahman, thereby taking on a neuter rather than masculine
appearance, though the gendered aspect echoes in the background.
Brahman is represented by the brahma-bçja (seed-mantra of Brahman,
Ofi), corresponding to Bhuvane±varç’s mÅyÅ-bçja. The account appears
in the story of the humbling of Agni, VÅyu, and Indra referred to
previously. After the Goddess has revealed herself to Indra in her
iconic form as UmÅ Haimavatç (Bhuvane±varç), the perplexed and
humbled god asks her about the identity of that blazing light or spirit
(yak„a) in whose midst she has appeared. She responds that the spirit
is none other than her form as Brahman. This Brahman, she goes on
to explain, has its sonic manifestation as the single syllable (ekak„ara)
Ofi, which is composed of the syllable Hrçfi (hrçfi-mÅyÅ) (12.8.64).
These two seed-syllables are her chief mantras, and she assumes these
two aspects or parts in order to create the world. She concludes: “The
former part is called infinite being, consciousness, and bliss. The sec-
ond part is known as MÅyÅ and PrakŸti—that MÅyÅ endowed with
supreme power is I, the Ü±varç (Ruler/Queen)” (12.8.65–66).

Interestingly, it is the second part, Hrçfi, which appears as the
underlying substrate or inner essence of Ofi (defined as hrçfi-mÅyÅ).
While the Goddess bifurcates herself into the two syllables, Hrçfi seems
in one sense to be prior, and to include within itself both itself and
Ofi. The dominance of Hrçfi becomes even clearer in the soteriology
of the Devç GçtÅ.

The Soteriological Assimilation of Ofi by Hrçfi

Since the time of the ancient Upani„ads, Ofi has played a significant
soteriological role. In the MuæØaka Upani„ad, the final goal of union
of the Self with Brahman is likened to hitting a target (Brahman) with
an arrow (Self), shot by the bow of Ofi (2.2.4). The MuæØaka adds:
“Meditate on Ofi as the Self; may you fare well in crossing to the far
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shore beyond darkness” (2.2.6). The Devç GçtÅ acknowledges the
salvific, meditative role of Ofi, as it quotes (in 6.6 and 6.9) these same
passages from the MuæØaka. But it grants a far greater soteriological
role to Hrçfi, at times even supplanting Ofi entirely.

In the esoteric etymology of Hrçfi from the VaradÅ Tantra given
above, its salvific sense is suggested by the silent reverberation at the
end of audible recitation, signifying that the Goddess is “the remover
of sorrow.” An alternative etymology develops the same basic motif:
the letters of the syllable embody the mother who shines within, or
pervades (from ç, to shine, and to pervade) the heart of beings, remov-
ing (from hŸ, to carry away) their pain (Brooks 1992, 103). Or, still
differently, the h represents ÷iva, the r ÷akti, and i their union that
produces tranquility (Beck 1993, 138). This latter alludes to a major
Tantric conceptualization of the salvific process, KuæØalinç Yoga.

According to this yoga, the divine is not something merely exter-
nal to humans, but is also the inner guiding force and psychospiritual
energy within an individual. This force is symbolized in the figure of
the coiled serpent, or KuæØalinç ÷akti. In the unenlightened, she lies
dormant in the root center (mâlÅdhÅra) at the base of the spine. When
aroused by the practice of KuæØalinç Yoga, she ascends the central
mystic channel (the su„umnÅ) parallel to the spine, passing through
various energy centers (cakras) to the crown of the head, uniting with
her male counterpart (÷iva), and then descends. In the process of as-
cent and descent, she bestows both worldly powers and the bliss of
liberation.

The Devç GçtÅ closely associates, or rather implicitly identifies,
this KuæØalinç with Bhuvane±varç and the salvific power of Hrçfi, in
accord with general Tantric views. As a contemporary Hindu explains:
“In Tantric lore, Bhuvaneswari is called, among others, by the name
of Hrillekha [Hrçfi]. It means the Power which is resident in the heart
of man in the form of a creeper holding fast to him and guiding
him. . . . Now, competent authorities identify this Hrillekha with the
Kundalini Sakti resident in man” (Ayer 1988, 45; cf. Kinsley 1997, 135–
36).

The Devç GçtÅ in its final chapter describes a Tantric form of
worship that begins with various internal visualizations of the God-
dess. The worshiper calls to mind the KuæØalinç form of the Goddess,
wandering in the internal central channel (the su„umnÅ). She is to be
meditated upon as the embodiment of being, consciousness, and bliss
(the primary characteristics of Brahman). Then, by an inner visualiza-
tion process, the meditator installs the letters of Hrçfi along the en-
ergy centers of that channel, and contemplates the Devç within the
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lotus heart. There she is seen as sitting on the Sofa of Five Corpses, the
traditional seat of Bhuvane±varç in the Jeweled Island. The five deities
lie under her feet, while she herself transcends them, being in the form
of pure consciousness. Through such worship and meditation, the
practitioner comes to realize the essential oneness between him or her
self and Bhuvane±varç.

The installment of the letters of Hrçfi along the mystic centers of
the su„umnÅ in the above Tantric worship serves to embed the psycho-
physical energies of the Goddess within the meditator. As the central
channel represents an axis mundi in Tantric thought, the centers em-
body different levels of the universe, which in turn are correlated with
different levels of consciousness. Such correspondences have long been
associated with the component letters (or sounds) of Ofi, as in the
MÅæØâkya Upani„ad, and utilized in contemplative practice.

One such meditative practice, briefly outlined in the Pañcçkaraæa
attributed to ÷afikara, involves first a comprehension of the correspon-
dence between the three parts of Ofi (Aufi)17 and the three bodies—
gross, subtle, and causal—of the Self, with their individual and cosmic
counterparts, as well as their correlative states of consciousness. In a
cosmogonic context, the three bodies are seen as progressively evolving
one from the next: the gross from the subtle, the subtle from the causal,
and finally—though not explicitly stated in the Pañcçkaraæa—the causal
from the pure consciousness of Brahman/Ätman.

The second phase of this meditation, known as Laya UpÅsanÅ
(resorptive meditation), consists in reversing within oneself the cos-
mogonic process. This is accomplished by dissolving or reabsorbing in
due order the three bodies, states, and so forth, back into their source,
until the meditator finally merges into the supreme, non-dual Self.
This resorption is actualized in the contemplative practice by regres-
sively dissolving the letters of Ofi (a, u, and m) back into their origin:
a into u, u into m, and m into Ofi, and finally Ofi into the supreme
(the Ätman or Brahman). In such fashion the meditator is able to
realize fully the identity of the individual soul with Ätman/Brahman.

This Laya UpÅsanÅ of the Pañcçkaraæa, especially as explained
and elaborated upon by Sure±vara in his commentary thereon, serves
as a model for the Goddess’ own concluding discussion of JñÅna Yoga
(Knowledge Yoga) in the fourth chapter of the Devç GçtÅ. However, it
is not Ofi but Hrçfi that is regressively dissolved, and she refers to
Hrçfi as the Devç-Praæava. The word praæava, meaning “humming,”
was originally used as a name for Ofi. Here, then, we find the com-
plete sublation of this prime Advaitic, sonic symbol by its Tantric
counterpart.
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Sonic, Aniconic, and Iconic Identities:
The New Birth of the Goddess

We began with the famous birth story of the Goddess, or more accu-
rately, her manifestation, as told in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya. On the level
of mythic narrative, we saw a transformation of the Goddess as her
iconic emergence from the aniconic blazing light was radically reinter-
preted in the Devç GçtÅ. Crucial to this reinterpretation was the fusion
of the Tantric and VedÅntic identities of the Goddess. Complementing
the mythic transformation was the mantric elaboration of the Devç’s
identity. Her visible, luminous forms, the aniconic as well as the iconic,
were seen in one sense as derivative from yet a more subtle germ, the
quintessential seed-syllable Hrçfi. The new birth of the Goddess in the
Devç GçtÅ is thus a multiphased process, her two luminous manifes-
tations, one iconic, one aniconic, both arising ultimately from the sonic.

The development of the sonic dimensions of Bhuvane±varç/
Brahman allowed for the integration of the various cosmological, cos-
mogonic, and soteriological concepts of Advaita and Tantra. In the pro-
cess, the VedÅntic aspects were thoroughly assimilated by the Tantric
Bhuvane±varç, so that on the sonic level, the former are often sublated
by the latter. The sonic essence of the Goddess makes clear that her
truest, most sublime nature, is not the implacable and bloodthirsty
warrior of the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, born of the anger of the gods. Rather,
she is the benevolent World-Mother, manifesting herself out of the subtle
vibrations of pure consciousness that is the transcendent fourth (turçya),
referred to by VedÅntists as Brahman, but by those who know her real
creative and salvific power, as the Goddess Bhuvane±varç.

Notes

1. All translations from the Sanskrit are by the author. The translations
are sometimes slightly condensed. Translations from the Devç GçtÅ are based
on the author’s translation of the text, published by the State University of
New York Press, 1998.

2. The Devç GçtÅ constitutes chapters 31–40 of the seventh book of the
Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa. Thus, references to Devç GçtÅ 1–10 equal Devç-
BhÅgavata 7.31–40.

3. The Devç-BhÅgavata presents the alternative birth account in two
versions, the first occurring in the frame story of the opening chapter of the
Devç GçtÅ. The second, and almost certainly earlier, version of the Goddess’
birth in the Devç-BhÅgavata appears in 12.8. This second account will be con-
sidered in some detail in the next section on the “VedÅntic Identity of the
Goddess as Brahman.”
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4. While the term liÙga is often taken in a phallic sense, its most literal
meaning is “mark” or “emblem.” Since the mark of a male is the penis, the
phallic significance is natural enough. However, such an interpretation is often
overemphasized in the case of ÷iva, where his primary defining quality or
mark is that of pure consciousness, symbolized by an infinite column of light,
the Jyotir-liÙga or emblem of light.

5. The Devç GçtÅ was composed in all probability after the ÷aradÅ-
Tilaka Tantra (ca. twelfth century), as the Devç GçtÅ almost assuredly quotes
from it (see Brown 1998, 162–164). The Devç GçtÅ also quotes from the Devç
Upani„ad (ninth to fourteenth centuries) and actually refers to the latter text
itself. For the dating of the Devç Upani„ad, a critical text for understanding the
historical context of the Devç GçtÅ, see Farquhar 1920, 266–267; Winternitz
1927, 239–240; Dasgupta 1922, 1:28; and Brooks 1990, 12–13.

6. The specific ten goddesses named vary in different lists, and some-
times there are more than ten. Bhuvane±varç appears in most lists, often as the
fourth, fifth, or sixth MahÅvidyÅ (Chakravarti 1963, 85–86; Bhattacaryya 1974,
135–136; Pal 1981, 9–10, 57–59; Kinsley 1997, 9).

7. In certain late Tantras, there is an explicit correlation made between
the MahÅvidyÅs and Vi„æu’s ten avatars (Bhattacaryya 1974, 136; Kinsley 1986,
161; 1997, 20–22).

8. The ten named in the ÷iva PurÅæa are:
1. KÅlç
2. TÅrÅ
3. ChinnamastÅ
4. ÷rçvidyÅ
5. Bhuvane±varç
6. Bhairavç
7. BagalÅ
8. Dhâmra
9. Tripurasundarç

10. MataÙgç
9. Hazra (1963, 282) dates the text as probably from the tenth or elev-

enth century. Kinsley (1997, 22) suggests that it, along with the BŸhaddharma
PurÅæa which provides a similar origin account of the MahÅvidyÅs, was prob-
ably composed after the fourteenth century.

10. The occasion for Satç’s desire to disrupt her father’s (Dak„a’s) sacri-
fice arose when he insulted her by refusing to invite her husband ÷iva to the
great rite. This famous story is told in countless versions.

11. The UddhÅrako±a also refers to six other “Da±avidyÅs,” who often
appear in other lists: BhadrakÅlç, Turç, ChinnamastakÅ, Dak„iæakÅlikÅ, ÷yÅmÅ,
and KÅlarÅtrç. The UddhÅrako±a is a late collection of quotations from forty-
seven other Tantric works.

12. The Sanskrit subheading in the text refers to the Goddess as Ädi-
VidyÅ (Primal Wisdom), similar to the name ÷rç-VidyÅ (Auspicious Wisdom),
an alternate designation of TripurÅ.

13. The Devç Upani„ad, in its description of Ädi-VidyÅ, specifically says
she grants both bhukti and mukti (verse 19).
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14. The text here refers to Ofi by the term “praæava,” (humming). It is
a common designation of this sacred Vedic syllable. The Devç GçtÅ also uses
the term praæava to refer to Bhuvane±varç’s seed-mantra Hrçfi, calling it the
“Devç-praæava” (4.41). But here in the first chapter it clearly refers to Ofi.

15. The Devç GçtÅ refers to Hrçfi as the mÅyÅ-bçja in 5.32.
16. The VaradÅ Tantra text (from chapter 6) is quoted and translated in

Woodroffe 1922, 244. The translation is mine.
17. The o is a diphthong, composed of a and u, and thus the three

elements are a, u, and m (disregarding the fourth element represented by the
dot, symbolizing the silence following the m).



Chapter 2

�
MahÅdevç as Mother

The Oriya Hindu Vision of Reality

Usha Menon

In this essay, I examine the contemporary significance of MahÅdevç,
the Great Goddess, to Oriya Hindus living in the temple town of
Bhubaneshwar in the state of Orissa in eastern India. I focus on three
issues pertaining to her identity in Bhubaneshwar: first, the belief that
the Goddess is immanent in all forms of the created universe; second,
the meanings that Oriya Hindus attach to her most common appella-
tion, MÅ, or “Mother”; and third, the stress that Oriya Hindus place
on complementarity between the male and female principles. In elabo-
rating on these three points, I draw on several popular stories about
the Great Goddess and her powers. Although these stories may be
based on textual sources, it has been my experience that individuals
who narrate these stories are often unaware of such sources. In some
cases, narrators explicitly attribute their stories to a particular text, but
such attributions are usually inaccurate. For the purpose of this essay,
the lack of authoritative textual sources for these stories is relatively
unimportant.

The temple town of Bhubaneshwar is predominantly ÷aiva, and
the Oriya Hindus who live here belong, for the most part, to families
of hereditary servants (sevaka) of LiÙgarÅj, the form in which ÷iva is
worshiped here (For a more complete description of the community,
see Seymour 1983; Mahapatra 1981; Shweder 1991). This temple is an
important pilgrimage site for all Hindus. Pilgrims from North India,
Assam, and Bengal, in particular, make a point of praying here before
going on south to worship at the JagannÅtha temple in Puri.

37
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Despite the temple town’s largely ÷aiva orientation, symbols of
MahÅdevç, the Great Goddess, abound. While the Oriya Hindus who
live here acknowledge and worship numerous manifestations of
MahÅdevç, it is predominantly as KÅlç and PÅrvatç that she is repre-
sented in the numerous temples that dot the landscape of Bhuban-
eshwar. For instance, the small temple located in the middle of the
temple tank is dedicated to the divine couple, ÷iva and PÅrvatç, with
÷iva massaging PÅrvatç’s feet in a curious and intriguing reversal of
local custom. And on the main road leading to the LiÙgarÅj temple,
there is a granite temple, the KapÅlç Mandir, that is dedicated to the
Goddess in her form as KÅlç. She is represented here adorned with a
garland of skulls and a girdle of severed heads and arms, her tongue
protruding, and her right foot placed squarely on the chest of a supine
÷iva. There is also an open air Tantric temple to the south of
Bhubaneshwar that is dedicated to the sixty-four yoginçs, each of whom
is associated with a particular yogic ability. It is said that people still
worship the sixty-four yoginçs here on new moon (amÅvÅsya) nights.

The Great Goddess as ÷akti:
Immanent in the Embodied Universe

When asked, Oriya Hindu men and women of the temple town as-
cribe to the ÷iva PurÅæa the story they tell about the origin of creation.
The story, which they repeat to their children and to interested strang-
ers, is remarkable for the prominence it gives to the female while also
acknowledging the creative role of the male. John S. Hawley has ob-
served that in certain contexts, the Goddess is understood to be “the
condition that makes structure possible . . . the soul of relation. She
connects, she communicates, she is warp to the woof” (1982, xi). Such
a perspective on the Goddess is also evident in this Oriya story:

We believe in one God, BhagavÅn. We say there is only one
God, there is no second. All the gods are just the various
forms of BhagavÅn. At the beginning of creation, BhagavÅn
looked around and was not content. BhagavÅn wanted to be
a creator (sŸ„tikartÅ) and so articulated the sound “Ofi,” and
MÅ emerged out of the round shape of the “Ofi.” And then
MÅ desired a male (puru„a). When she wanted to unite with a
male, BhagavÅn split, and the three forms of divinity
(trimârti)—BrahmÅ, Vi„æu and Mahe±war (÷iva)—came into
being. But BrahmÅ feared ÷akti;1 just seeing her, fierce and
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glowing, was enough to age him, and his hair turned grey.
Vi„æu, too, wary of unadulterated ÷akti, moved away, refus-
ing to accept her. And so he said “NamaskÅr” to ÷akti, bow-
ing his head and greeting her as a mother. And ÷akti said, “I
need a male (puru„a) to unite with. Who is the male here?”
Turning to ÷iva, Vi„æu asked him to accept ÷akti. And so ÷iva
did. Then, Vi„æu smiled to himself, thinking, “÷iva has de-
sired ÷akti all along, and he has pretended indifference.” But
÷akti, who is present in everybody, was present in Vi„æu, too,
and she realized that he was mocking ÷iva. So she cursed
Vi„æu. She said, “Leave me to ÷iva. You withdrew, so he will
be immortal (amara). He is Time itself (mahÅkÅla); there will be
no birth or death for him, but you will be condemned to being
born again and again on this earth. ÷iva is filled with my
energy/power (±akti) and so is immortal, but you have only a
little of my energy/power (±akti). Since you are devoid of
energy/power (±aktihçn), you will have to have to replenish
your energy/power through your many births.” Then Vi„æu
replied, “MÅ, you have cursed me in this way, but I have no
power of my own. I will need you if I am to preserve this
world.” So Vi„æu has his many incarnations (avatÅras), his ten
incarnations, one after the other; and each time he is born, he
destroys demons (asuras), and when he cannot, he calls upon
MÅ, and she comes and kills them. He could not kill Mahi„Åsura
(the buffalo demon), so DurgÅ came and killed him. In this
pilgrimage center (tçrtha sthÅna), this LiÙgarÅj temple, there
used to be a pair of demons named KŸttçvÅsa and KŸuttçvÅsa
whom no one could kill. Again, MÅ came as PÅrvatç and killed
them. Even Vi„æu can do nothing without praying to MÅ for
strength.

In this story, the Goddess, MÅ, emanates from the power or ±akti
that springs from BhagavÅn’s auspicious and all-powerful sound “Ofi“
(the seed-mantra). After she appears, the three male gods—BrahmÅ,
Vi„æu, and ÷iva—are created out of the genderless BhagavÅn. MÅ does
not create parthenogenetically; she needs to unite with a male in order
to create new life.2 A. K. Ramanujan (1993) has recorded a Kannada
creation myth that has many similar themes, but in his version, there
is an element of incest; the male gods and MÅ are siblings. In the
version I heard, however, the theme of incest is missing. Furthermore,
the female is not “destroyed, divided and domesticated”(120) among
the three, as occurs in Ramanujan’s version; rather, as befits a ÷aiva
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temple town, only ÷iva is given the ability to absorb her power (±akti)
so that he never dies. He is time itself, MahÅkÅla. The ±akti of ÷iva,
unlike that of Vi„æu, does not have to be replenished by constant
rebirths in various incarnations. Furthermore, Vi„æu recognizes and
defers to Devç as the source of his ±akti. In any of his several incarna-
tions, whenever he fails to kill a demon, he prays for her assistance,
and she comes to his aid. ÷iva is not dependent on Devç in this way.

In describing the awesome power of MÅ that enables the uni-
verse to come into being, the intellectual elite of the temple town play
on the resemblance between the name “÷iva” and the term ±ava (corpse).
In Oriya, as in Sanskrit (Zimmer 1946, 206), the only audible differ-
ence between ±ava and ÷iva is the vowel element “i.” Without this
vowel element, ÷iva the god becomes ±ava, a corpse. Most signifi-
cantly, Oriya Hindus assert that this life-giving vowel symbolizes ±akti,
the power and vital energy of the Goddess. Hence, if ÷iva has any
power, it is because the Goddess has given it to him.

While this kind of meaningful punning may be confined prima-
rily to a small intellectual elite, less sophisticated residents in this
neighborhood are not short on stories that identify the Great Goddess
similarly as the power and vital energy that not only enable the cre-
ation of the universe but are also immanent in its every aspect. One
of the most commonly told stories has to do with a Sabaro who wor-
shiped only ÷iva.3 MamatÅ, an articulate Oriya Hindu housewife well-
versed in the stories of her community, recounted the following version
of the story:

This Sabaro never did goddess worship (±akti pâjÅ). He only
worshiped ÷iva; he only wanted ÷iva. In this way many, many
days passed. But by praying just to ÷iva you will get no fruits,
because he is BholanÅtha, an ascetic (yogç). One day, as this
person was doing his worship (pâjÅ) to ÷iva, MÅ came toward
him dressed as an ordinary woman. She brushed past him
and went by. She did this three times. Now everyday, this
Sabaro would get an earthen pitcher and fill it with water to
use in his worship of ÷iva. Now what MÅ did was, after brush-
ing past him three times, she went and touched the pitcher
filled with water. The Sabaro saw her do it, and he became
upset. First he bathed; then he went to the pitcher and tried to
empty it of the water, but he couldn’t lift it. He tried and tried,
but he couldn’t. Now here was an insuperable obstacle (vighæa)
in his worship of ÷iva. Finally, he went to ÷iva and hit his
head again and again, saying, “Let me end my life today. I am
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not able to do your worship in the proper way. A woman
touched the pitcher of water I use for your worship, and now
I can’t even lift it to empty the water and refill it. Look at my
condition, all because of a woman! There is no point in living
like this. I’m going to end it all.” Then ÷iva told him, “Arre!
No, you are making a mistake! You don’t understand. That
was MahÅdevç who came and touched the pitcher.” But the
Sabaro didn’t believe ÷iva. He said, “What power (±akti) does
this woman have that because of her touch, I am unable to lift
the pitcher? What power (±akti) do women have?” He didn’t
understand. Then ÷iva asked him, “Where have you come
from [i.e., how were you born]?” But this man had never seen
his mother and father after his birth, so he brushed aside what
÷iva said, saying, “Mother and father? No, there is no such
thing. I was born, so I was born.” Then ÷iva made him under-
stand, saying, “Go! Just say ‘Ofi ÷akti,’ and then lift the
pitcher.” The Sabaro went from there, said “Ofi ÷akti,” and
lifted the pitcher. He had asked what ±akti was, and he now
knew—±akti was MÅ. Everything around him, everything that
moved, that breathed, that lived, that gave birth, that died,
did so because of MÅ. And from that time on, he established
an image (mârti) of MÅ and began worshiping her.4

In this story, ÷iva takes it upon himself to inform a faithful devo-
tee about the true nature of reality—that it is feminine. Although the
presiding deity of this temple town is ÷iva, most of his servants have
a faintly disrespectful attitude towards him. Like MamatÅ, they call
him “BholanÅtha,” the “Lord of simpletons.” They describe him as
intoxicated, stupefied, forever consuming hashish, disinterested in
the world and its activities, unwilling to listen to his devotees, and
utterly dependent for his very existence on MahÅdevç, who is not only
his ±akti, but the universe’s ±akti as well. Therefore, Oriya Hindus say
that if one desires effective intervention in the affairs of this world,
it is pointless to appeal to ÷iva—only MÅ, the Great Goddess, can
help.

It is worth noting that the story directly addresses the issue of
female pollution. ÷iva’s devotee, the Sabaro, is a misogynist who be-
lieves that females are both inherently polluting and irrelevant to any
worthwhile enterprise. But the lesson he finally learns is that, pollu-
tion notwithstanding, ultimately everything is a manifestation of the
feminine principle, MÅ, who is herself ±akti. Everything in this world
is ultimately dependent on her.
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MahÅdevç as KÅlç: Social Responsibilities
and Their Power to Calm

When Oriya Hindus address MahÅdevç in worship or when they talk of
her, the term they use most frequently is MÅ, or “Mother.” There is little
indigenous debate regarding the appropriateness of this usage. After
all, Oriya Hindus recognize her as present in every aspect of creation.
Whatever her particular manifestation, whatever her particular actions,
she generates and regenerates all life. Consequently, she is Mother.

Even when a particular manifestation of MahÅdevç—for instance,
DurgÅ or KÅlç—is not explicitly associated with any male god nor any
progeny, she is still thought of and addressed as Mother. Oriya Hin-
dus see nothing incongruous in this usage, although many scholars
are uneasy with it, tending to see in the motherhood of KÅlç, for ex-
ample, an irresolvable paradox. Some even go so far as to say that the
labeling of KÅlç as Mother is an inadvertent “mistake” made by KÅlç’s
devotees, a mistake that should be discounted by those who seek
consistency in their interpretations (see Allen 1976, 315; Gross 1983,
224–225; Kinsley 1986, 126–128). In fact, Hindus tend to perceive the
defining feature of all females as the embodied potential for reproduc-
tion. Hence, an infant or a prepubescent girl, a married mother, and
an old widow are all “mother” and are all addressed as “MÅ.” The use
of this term points to their reproductive potential rather than any
actual experience of motherhood.

There is also another, perhaps more instrumental, reason for the
use of the term “MÅ” for goddesses who are explicitly violent and do
not appear to be maternal. This has to do with Oriya Hindu percep-
tions regarding MÅ’s power to destroy. Indigenous discourse clearly
distinguishes the Goddess’s ability to apply her destructive capacity
in ways that are deliberate from those that are indiscriminate. Thus, as
DurgÅ, for example, MÅ is never indiscriminate in her destruction.
Oriya Hindus tend to portray DurgÅ as a mighty warrior who is in-
vincible and invulnerable. Whenever the gods are unable to destroy
their enemies, she enters the fray, and she is always successful in
securing victory for the gods. She never targets the innocent, for her
victims are invariably arrogant demons intoxicated by their own abil-
ity to destroy. Furthermore, she is rarely wrathful but carries out her
destructive duties with measured control.

KÅlç, however, is a different goddess altogether. The defining
characteristic of her nature is wrath (krodha, rÅga), and in her anger she
destroys indiscriminately, giving no thought to her victims, be they
demons or men, deserving of death or not. To a large extent, David R.
Kinsley is quite accurate when he says that KÅlç is “antisocial,” threat-
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ening “stability and order” (1982, 148). In his fascinating essay on her
and the meanings she holds for her devotees, Kinsley describes her as
becoming “frenzied on the battlefield, usually becoming drunk on the
blood of her victims, [so] that she herself begins to destroy the world
that she is supposed to protect” (148). He recognizes that despite her
tendency to spin out of control, her devotees regard her as the highest
manifestation of the divine. In Bhubaneshwar, too, articulate residents
describe her in very similar ways, as dark-skinned, wild-eyed, dishev-
elled, panting for blood. They say she can never be worshiped within
the household, for symbolizing as she does blood, death, and indis-
criminate destruction, she is highly inauspicious. She could never in-
sure the material prosperity of the household nor the maintenance of
the lineage. The appropriate place to worship her is the cremation
ground, with jackals howling and funeral fires burning; and the ap-
propriate time to worship her is on the night of the new moon.

In at least one significant respect, however, indigenous thinking
about KÅlç does not conform to Kinsley’s persuasive interpretation of
what she means to Hindus. Kinsley suggests that KÅlç is “uncontrol-
lable” (148); she is never subdued, not even by her husband ÷iva.
Oriya Hindus, however, regard her as tending to spin out of control
but never uncontrollable per se. While she does lose her self-control at
times, there are ways to compel her to contain her wrath, regain self-
control, and exercise self-restraint. Devotees I spoke with always de-
scribed this regaining of self-control as entirely voluntary—KÅlç chooses
to exercise self-control. If she did not choose to do this, there would
be no way of ending her indiscriminate destruction. No one can force
her to become subdued—and how could it be otherwise? As the ±akti
that sets the universe in motion and the ultimate ground of all Being,
she transcends creation; hence, she is subject to no one’s control. But
KÅlç is understood to regain her self-control when she is reminded of
her responsibilities, especially those pertaining to her role as ÷iva’s
wife and/or mother of all living creatures. Such an understanding is
evident in local interpretations of a popular icon that depicts KÅlç
standing on ÷iva. It is said that ÷iva draws KÅlç’s attention to her
responsibilities when he lies in her path, allowing her to step on him.
Placing one’s feet on another person’s body is thought to be highly
disrespectful, and a wife should never show disrespect to her hus-
band. When KÅlç’s foot touches ÷iva’s body, she remembers her wifely
duties. Similarly, human devotees can always gain KÅlç’s attention by
addressing her as “MÅ,” thereby reminding her of her maternal duty
to protect them, her children.

Some years ago, another scholar and I investigated the meanings
that Oriya Hindus of Bhubaneshwar attach to the Goddess’s facial
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expression in a widely disseminated icon of KÅlç standing on her
husband, ÷iva (see Menon and Shweder 1994). In this icon, the God-
dess is shown wearing a garland of skulls and a girdle of severed
heads and arms. She holds a bloody sword in one hand and a freshly
decapitated head in another; her tongue is red and protruding, and
her right foot is placed squarely on the chest of a supine ÷iva (see
photo 2.1).5 We asked ninety-two informants to interpret her expres-
sion. Not all informants were equally knowledgeable or articulate, but
almost all of them identified the two figures in the icon as ÷iva and
KÅlç. And, in sharp contrast to many scholars’ emphasis on KÅlç’s
independence from males, almost all of them also said that KÅlç is
÷iva’s wife. This marital relationship is crucial for understanding KÅlç’s
facial expression in the representation, which about 75 percent of the
people interviewed claim illustrates KÅli’s lajjÅ (modesty, deference,
respectful self-restraint) for having stepped on her husband, ÷iva.

Briefly, in that study (Menon and Shweder 1994, 252–266), we
broke down informants’ narratives into twenty-five constituent ele-
ments of meaning. We grouped these twenty-five elements into three
narrative clusters, each of which constitutes a complete story in and of
itself. These three clusters form a nested hierarchy of cultural knowl-
edge about the icon. The simplest, least elaborate story is encompassed
by the next, more elaborate narrative cluster; both of these clusters are,
in turn, encompassed by the most elaborate and detailed narrative,
which includes additional elements as well. We found that a large
percentage of informants, 40 percent (thirty-eight individuals), were
familiar with the basic, least elaborate version of the story. Another 13
percent, twelve of those interviewed, recounted the moderately more
detailed narrative, and 23 percent (a total of twenty-one individuals),
recounted the most elaborate version. This means that over 75 percent
of those interviewed knew the most basic version of the story, since it
is also encompassed by the two more elaborate versions. Hence, this
most basic narrative is, in a sense, the “core” narrative, that is, the
most widely known narrative associated with the icon.6

According to this “core” story, the icon represents the divine
couple, KÅlç and ÷iva, in a way that appears at first to reverse the
common hierarchy of domestic status relationships, in which the hus-
band is the personal god of his wife. Narrators claim that the defining
characteristic of MahÅdevç as KÅlç is her indiscriminately destructive
anger. Completely absorbed in this anger, unaware of her surround-
ings, destroying whatever came in her path—both good and evil—
KÅlç once stepped on ÷iva. But she did so accidentally. She then
experienced acute lajjÅ at having been so outrageously immodest and
disrespectful, leading her to restrain herself, get a hold of her anger,
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Photo 2.1 KÅlç Standing on ÷iva

and cool down. It is noteworthy that when narrators comment on the
manner in which KÅlç is recalled to a sense of her wifely duties, nearly
three-quarters of them insist that it happens by her reining in her own
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power, not through any external control exercised by ÷iva. They point
to ÷iva’s passivity and argue that if she wished, KÅlç could have
trampled him and gone on. That she chose to recognize him and con-
tain her power for destruction rather than let it spill out is interpreted
as an act of voluntarily exercised self-control, an autonomous act of
self-restraint.

As previously noted, this story about the icon is both the best-
known, most familiar version told in Bhubaneshwar and also the least
detailed of our three narrative clusters. The slightly more detailed
version of the story elaborates on the magnitude and indiscriminately
destructive nature of the Goddess’s anger. Briefly, this version of the
story portrays the Goddess as a tremendously powerful force created
by the male gods for the express purpose of killing the buffalo demon
Mahi„Åsura. The Goddess is said to have become so enraged after her
battle with the demon that she turned into KÅlç and lost all sense of
her surroundings, as well as her ability to distinguish right from wrong.
This had disastrous implications for the survival of the world. In order
to save the world and all its creatures, ÷iva deliberately positioned
himself in her path so that KÅlç would step on him and experience
lajjÅ. The most elaborate and detailed version of the narrative seeks in
addition to explain the source of KÅlç’s wrath, depicting KÅlç’s rage as
the result of a boon that the male gods had given to the buffalo demon
(for more on these stories, see Menon and Shweder 1994). This boon
made the demon invulnerable to death, except at the hands of a naked
female. Thus, before she could kill him, the Goddess had to strip and
stand naked before the demon. The extreme humiliation she experi-
enced in doing this is said to have led to her destructive wrath. In the
words of one temple town resident,

After killing Mahi„Åsura, a terrible rage entered DurgÅ’s mind,
and she asked herself, “What kinds of gods are these that give
to demons such boons, and apart from that, what kind of gods
are these that they do not have the honesty to tell me the truth
before sending me into battle?” She decided that such a world
with such gods did not deserve to survive, and she took on
the form of Kali and went on a mad rampage, devouring every
living creature that came in her way.

Thus, the humiliating boon, the Goddess’s nakedness, and KÅlç’s jus-
tifiable rage at the situation are narrative elements that are added into
this version of the story of the icon.

Undoubtedly, the significance and popularity of this icon lies in
the way it crystallizes several themes important to Oriya Hindu cul-
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ture: female power and shame; anger as socially disruptive and de-
structive; the disjunction between a male-dominated social order and
the potential power of women; and finally, self-control and self-disci-
pline as the only effective means of regulating destructive anger. But
these issues are not directly relevant to our present purpose. What is
of particular concern here are the circumstances that lead to KÅlç’s
experience of lajjÅ and the consequences of that experience, the cool-
ing down and containing of her anger. On these points there is re-
markable consensus amongst the ninety-two Oriya Hindus I spoke
with: roughly three-quarters assert that it was through being recalled
to her duties and responsibilities as a wife that KÅlç succeeded in
controlling herself. Interestingly enough, the details of the ruse that
÷iva employs to enable her to regain self-control—his lying down in
her path to get her to step on him—are only found in this local, orally
transmitted story about KÅlç’s lajjÅ. As far as I have been able to de-
termine, there does not appear to be any textual variant of this par-
ticular element in the story.

Before turning to discuss further this particular narrative ele-
ment and its importance, it is helpful to first provide some context.
While describing the events that lead up to the moment portrayed in
the icon, twenty-six of the storytellers authenticated their stories by
pointing to a canonical version that they attributed to Sanskritic or
Oriya texts. These storytellers were evenly distributed in terms of
degrees of cultural competence.7 Sometimes spontaneously during their
narration, sometimes when pressed, informants named as sources of
their knowledge the LiÙga or KÅlçkÅ PurÅæas, both Sanskrit texts, or
the CaæØç PurÅæa, a fifteenth-century Oriya extrapolation of classical
literature attributed to SÅralÅ DÅsa, an Oriya devotee of the Goddess.8

Despite such explicit attribution, it is interesting to note that the most
elaborate version of the story we documented contains many more
elements of meaning than are found in either Sanskritic versions of
the Goddess’s exploits or the fifteenth-century Oriya recapitulation
alone. Contemporary awareness of the Goddess in Bhubaneshwar
appears to be a blend and reworking of some elements from the Devç-
MÅhÅtmya and the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa, many more elements from
SÅralÅ DÅsa’s interpretation of DurgÅ’s destruction of Mahi„Åsura, and
new, provocative elements introduced by contemporary storytellers.

The second story in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, which is retold in a
more elaborate form in the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa (Brown 1990;
Coburn 1991), provides most of the PurÅæic elements found in current
interpretations of KÅlç’s icon in Bhubaneshwar. In the Devç-MÅhÅtmya’s
narrative, Devç and Mahi„Åsura, the main protagonists, are pitted
against each other. The demon has proven himself invincible against
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the gods, but the Goddess finally succeeds in destroying him. How-
ever, unlike the most elaborate version of the story told today in
Bhubaneshwar and presented above, there is no boon, no humiliation
of the Goddess, and no account of the Goddess’s wrath transforming
her into KÅlç bent on indiscriminate destruction. This basic story is
retold in the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa but with some additional themes
added to it. The most pertinent for our present purpose is that BrahmÅ
grants Mahi„Åsura a boon that makes him invulnerable to death, ex-
cept at the hands of a female. But even in this later version, despite the
inclusion of this new detail, the Goddess never strips naked. She dis-
plays no indiscriminate destructive wrath, and the survival of the world
is not threatened. ÷iva does not make an appearance, but then he is
not needed to save the day.

Several key elements of the contemporary Oriya story, however,
can be found in the CaæØç PurÅæa, the fifteenth-century Oriya text
mentioned above and attributed to SÅralÅ DÅsa. Here, the demon fight-
ing Devç receives a boon from BrahmÅ that makes him invulnerable to
death except at the hands of a naked female. In this account of the
story, too, the Goddess strips naked in order to kill her adversary,
experiences humiliation and wrath, and threatens to kill all the gods
(see Shweder and Menon, forthcoming). But, SÅralÅ DÅsa has the
Goddess regain her equilibrium not by experiencing lajjÅ (because her
husband ÷iva allows himself to be stepped on by her) but by suc-
cumbing to her suitor ÷iva’s seductive wooing. She is enchanted by
his magical dancing, finds herself unable to resist his demands, and
ultimately accepts his proposal of marriage.

The contemporary Oriya narrative, however, has its own par-
ticular twist—one that is remarkably different from that of SÅralÅ DÅsa.
The story we recorded does not rely on ÷iva’s seductive powers to
bring the still-unmarried Goddess back to her senses; instead, ÷iva
and Devç are assumed to be already married, and ÷iva employs quite
a different strategy, one that is meant to remind his wife of her wifely
duties. He lays himself down in her path, allowing her to stomp on
him. I have not found any version of the story in either classical PurÅæic
or fifteenth-century Oriya literature that includes this crucial detail.
However, this particular element is deeply significant when it comes
to contemporary discourse on the Goddess. Oriya Hindus hold that,
given appropriate circumstances, the Goddess is perfectly capable of
exercising self-control, as she does in this instance.

While the intellectual elite in Bhubaneshwar follow SÅralÅ DÅsa
in attempting to provide a reasonable explanation of the source of the
Goddess’ wrath, the majority of the residents are little interested in
this exercise. They are much more concerned with the nature of the
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Goddess’s wrath and the ways that she can be enabled to reestablish
her self-control. The consensus appears to be that the most effective
way of doing this is to remind her of her obligations as not only ÷iva’s
wife, but also mother of the universe.

KÅlç as Nurturing Mother

The need to appeal to KÅlç’s nurturing sensibilities to cause her to
regain self-control is echoed in another familiar and fairly common-
place story told in the temple town. In this story, too, KÅlç regains self-
control when she is recalled to a sense of her maternal responsibilities.
The story as I heard it from one of LiÙgarÅj’s priests, is as follows:

There can never be a bad mother (kâmÅtÅ). Mothers always
want the best for their children, they will sacrifice anything,
even their own lives, for their children’s welfare. Look at KÅlç
MÅ (“Mother KÅlç“); she is fierce and terrible, but even she
wants only the best for us, her needy children. And how do
we worship her? We worship her as MÅ (“mother”); we ad-
dress her as MÅ, and there is a reason for this—because only
then does she listen to us. Only then will she not consume us.
Let me tell you a story about the poet Bhañja.9 Bhañja was, as
everyone knows, born a fool (bokkÅ), a simpleton. One evening,
late, he went to defecate in the fields, and when he was re-
turning CaæØç (another name for KÅlç) pursued him. He turned
around and saw her wild-eyed and dishevelled, with loose
hair, and he stopped. He asked her, “What do you want?”
And she replied, “I want to drink your blood. Give me your
blood.” And Bhañja was such a fool, he didn’t recognize MÅ,
but he took a sharp pebble from the ground and cut his finger
and gave it to Devç. MÅ began sucking on the finger, and she
drained all the blood from Bhañja. When life was finally ebb-
ing from Bhañja’s body, he moaned, “Oh, MÅ!” That was
enough! MÅ heard her son call her “MÅ,” and she stopped
drinking his blood. Instead, she gave him back all his blood,
brought him back to life, and said, “My son, you were willing
to give me your life; now ask me for a boon, any boon, and I
will give it to you.” And Bhañja asked that he be given the
power to create poetry, the power to imagine (kalpanÅ korçbÅ
±akti). MÅ asked him to open his mouth, and she wrote the
alphabet on his tongue. From that day forth he became the
silver-tongued poet that we know of today. Do you see now?
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When he called her MÅ, she couldn’t resist him. Even though
she had this terrible desire to consume blood, she forgot her-
self and thought only of him.

This story articulates a fundamental Oriya notion: the impossi-
bility of being or having a “bad mother” (kâmÅtÅ). Oriya Hindus be-
lieve implicitly that as a mother, KÅlç can do no harm to her human
children. Admittedly, KÅlç represents that which is chaotic and unpre-
dictable; yet for the Oriya Hindus I spoke with, she does not represent
the unmanageable. By all accounts, KÅlç is a terrifying goddess, but
her devotees are not afraid of her. They seek and find reassurance in
her by approaching and addressing her as “Mother.” In so doing, the
human devotee taps into sensibilities that cannot help but be nurtur-
ing. However out of control she may be, the cry of “MÅ!” (mother!)
calms her down, makes her receptive to the needs of her children, and
makes her want to satisfy their prayers.

Thus, many would echo MamatÅ when she describes the various
manifestations of MahÅdevç as different but not necessarily contradic-
tory aspects of the Goddess. She says,

MÅ is tender and loving; she is also cruel and harsh to us, her
children. How can a mother be one and not the other? If she
genuinely desires the best for her child now and in the future,
she has to be both harsh and demanding as well as indulgent
and forgiving; only then will her child come to know what the
real world is like.

Interestingly enough, while addressing MahÅdevç and her vari-
ous manifestations as mother, Oriya Hindus also use tu, the most
familiar of the three forms of second person address in Oriya. Here,
they are following customary practice in Oriya Hindu households
where one’s father and other senior males are always addressed dis-
tantly, and very formally, as apano, but one’s mother is addressed
most intimately and with great familiarity as tu.

The Complementarity of Male and Female:
Obvious and Inescapable

There is another meaning about MÅ and her relationship with ÷iva
that can be culled from these stories. Oriya Hindus recognize MÅ’s
immanence and her power, and they assert her autonomy and inde-
pendence of action when she is required to regain self-control, but
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such recognition and such assertions do not evolve into considering
her to be either superior to, or in any way independent of, the male
gods. Rather, those who recount these stories understand them to
highlight the necessary complementarity that they, the narrators, see
as existing between male and female principles. Consider, for example,
the remarks of a seventy-four-year-old Brahmin man I interviewed.
Unquestionably competent and articulate regarding MÅ and her sig-
nificance to her devotees, he stated the following in response to the
question, “Who do you see as dominant, KÅlç or ÷iva?”

If he [÷iva] is water, then she [KÅlç] is the wetness of the
water; if he is the fire, then she is the fieriness of the fire. So
it is foolish to talk of him being stronger or her being stronger.
They need each other, and we can’t talk of one without talk-
ing of the other.

He is not alone in conceptualizing the relationship in this way. There
is broad consensus on the subject; almost two-thirds of the partici-
pants interviewed in the study on KÅlç’s icon agree with him. Con-
sider, for instance, the following response to the same question,
articulated by a fifty-year-old married Brahmin woman, the mother of
a son and a daughter:

You ask who is dominant, KÅlç or ÷iva. I can’t answer that!
Neither is dominant, but both are necessary for each other. So
it’s impossible to say who dominates and who doesn’t. In this
picture, for instance, KÅlç seems dominant. She is unbridled
energy, but that is at the beginning of the story; toward the
end, however, after she has touched ÷iva, energy flows from
her to him. She who was destructive becomes creative and he
who was lifeless comes alive.

A forty-four-year-old ChassÅ10 father of four sons expresses similar
views:

It is important to realize that while ±akti is absolutely neces-
sary for the creation and evolution of the universe, by itself
even ±akti cannot achieve anything. ÷akti has to combine with
consciousness for the process of creation to take place, and so
consciousness as symbolized by ÷iva has a unique position.
Just as it is only through the union of a man and a woman
that a child can be conceived, so too, only when ±akti and cit
(consciousness) come together does creation occur.
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Clearly, these devotees of MahÅdevç do not see her as dominating
÷iva, even in her most violent and aggressive manifestation. To them,
she does not transcend conventionally understood gender roles. She
does not even stand for gender equality. On the contrary, they empha-
size the complementary nature of the relationship between KÅlç and
÷iva. For them, her awesome power is channeled most productively
when she is joined with her husband: through their union, creation
occurs.

Oriya Hindus view this complementary relationship between
MahÅdevç and ÷iva as reflecting the complementary relationship be-
tween mortal men and women that exists in the human realm as well.
In conversations devoted to discussing a woman’s duty to her hus-
band, a man’s responsibilities towards his family, or a mother’s care
of her children, they move between the world of gods and that of
mortals smoothly, explaining divine action in terms of human needs
and failings and using divine examples to express human ideals.

Oriya Hindus do not conceive of men and women as being
opposed to each other, competing with each other, or having conflict-
ing goals or interests. They do not split society along gender lines.
Instead, they conceive of male and female as being the only two castes
in the world whose differences can never be transcended. Men and
women are different. They are also unequal—an inequality that is
“context-sensitive” (Ramanujan 1990), moving in favor of women and
then against them depending on particular circumstances. Simulta-
neously, and perhaps not surprisingly, each is also conceived of as the
natural complement of the other. And it is only when they complete
each other that biological and social reproduction occurs, matters that,
in local thinking, are the primary tasks of all human groups.

MahÅdevç as Mother:
The Critical Identity for Oriya Hindus

In these pages, I have attempted to present the meanings that MahÅdevç,
in all her various manifestations, has for her Oriya Hindu devotees. I
have tried to remain as faithful as possible to indigenous conceptions
and interpretations. The voices heard and the opinions presented have
been those of ordinary Oriya Hindu householders and their wives—
the majority, as it happens, of the residents of the temple town of
Bhubaneshwar. These men and women have few pretensions of being
philosophically sophisticated. As far as I know, few would claim that
they consider KÅlç to be their divine mother “because she gives birth
to a wider vision of reality than the one embodied in the order of
dharma” (Kinsley 1982, 152). Neither would most suggest that she
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should be understood as beckoning them towards a final release (mok„a),
because people rarely speak of their chances of achieving such release.
In fact, there are those who are sufficiently astute, mentally, to argue
that even to talk of such a possibility is itself a kind of attachment and
one more indication of being still bound to this world of enchantment
and illusion (moha-mÅyÅ).

Instead, these men and women affirm life in this world, describ-
ing the life of the householder as most blessed (dhanya), most excellent
(±re„‡ha), and happy (sukhamaya). In their estimation, it embodies “the
good life” (cf. Madan 1987). They see the experiences of this world—
to be born, to live, to eat, to make love, to procreate—as worthy and
valuable experiences worth repeating in future lives. They unhesi-
tatingly recognize MahÅdevç as “the power that makes possible not
only the creation, but also the maintenance and destruction of the
universe. She transcends the universe and controls its rhythms. Yet
she is also immanent, for it is said that she abides in all beings in the
form of ±akti and is described as the ±akti of all that is” (Pintchman
1994, 120–121). But, simultaneously, and perhaps because of their
positive evaluation of life in this world, they also recognize the futility
of ordinary humans trying to apprehend her all-encompassing nature.
Hence, they make sense of her by domesticating her, by socializing
her, by defining her in terms of a particular role, that of mother. When
they acknowledge her immanence, it is as MÅ, Mother. As MÅ she
becomes accessible to them, and they can approach her without fear,
doubt, or hesitation.

Therefore, most ordinary folk in Bhubaneshwar going about the
everyday business of living unqualifiedly identify MahÅdevç in all her
manifestations, the benign and the terrible, as Mother. As a mother,
they claim, she may be terrifying, but she can never be terrible to her
children. As that which makes everything possible, she transcends the
embodied universe; she is beyond all moral and social norms. Never-
theless, by approaching and addressing her as “MÅ,” her devotees
reclaim her. They contend that identifying MahÅdevç as mother com-
pels her, powerfully and irresistibly, to remember her maternal, nur-
turing responsibilities to her children, and to never refuse their requests.

Notes

1. Oriya Hindus routinely interchange the names MÅ, Devç, ÷akti,
MahÅdevç, often in the same sentence.

2. According to Oriya Hindus, only when she is in her form as KÅlç,
her most destructive aspect, do bloodthirsty demonesses like CaæØç and
CÅmuæØç tumble out of her body, devouring all life forms that come in their
path.
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3. The Sabaros are a Mundari-speaking group of tribals who live in the
hills of Ganjam district in southern Orissa. The icon of JagannÅtha in the
temple at Puri is supposed to be of Sabaro origin and is said to have been
stolen from the Sabaros by an emissary of the king of Puri.

4. Interestingly enough, the role of the one who is ignorant of the
“truth” is cast upon the Sabaro, someone who could be technically catego-
rized as the Other. As it happens, however, Sabaros, though recognized as
ÅdivÅsis (autochthonous people), are well-integrated into LiÙgarÅj’s worship.
The Badus, a subcaste that claims Brahmin status and participates in ritual
activities at the LiÙgarÅj temple, are said to be descendants of the union be-
tween a Sabaro woman and the ascetic Siddhabhâtç, a devotee of ÷iva. In fact,
the woman who told me this story is herself a Badu.

5. The popularity of the icon is hardly surprising considering that the
Goddess is worshiped in precisely this form in the KapÅlç Mandir that I
mentioned toward the beginning of this essay.

6. In addition, twenty-one informants adduced very few of the twenty-
five meanings and were able to do little more than identify the figure in the
icon as KÅlç.

7. On examination, neither the LiÙga PurÅæa nor the KÅlçkÅ PurÅæa
appears to be the appropriate text. Rather, the MÅrkaæØeya PurÅæa, including
as it does the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, seems to be what these people had in mind.

8. SÅralÅ DÅsa is the name taken by Sidhe±var PariØÅ, a ±Åkta who
lived out his days as the Goddess’s servant at the temple dedicated to SÅralÅ
at ChattiÅ in Cuttack district in Orissa. As a ±Åkta, SÅralÅ DÅsa elaborates a
highly female-oriented perspective. Two other texts, the Adhbhuta RÅmÅyaæa
and the Bilaæka RÅmÅyaæa, are also attributed to him. In the latter, as befits
a devotee of the Goddess, he portrays SçtÅ as assuming the blindingly radiant
form of MahÅdevç and killing the thousand-headed demon RÅvaæa while her
fearful husband, RÅma, stands by helplessly in the shadows and watches (see
Mishra 1980; Banerjee 1986).

9. Bhañja is a medieval Oriya poet who belonged to the ruling family
of Mayurbhañj in northeastern Orissa.

10. A caste of cultivators, locally ranked as a “clean caste.”



Chapter 3

�
Ambiguous and Definitive

The Greatness of Goddess Vai„æo Devç

Mark Edwin Rohe

The abode of Trikta Devç, who is also called Baishno Devç,1 is
situated near Hansal on the top of a mountain difficult of
access within a watery cave, and people go on its pilgrimage
with lighted candles and lamps. Every year crowds of people
come here in parties and groups from far and wide, beating
drums and cymbals, and go dancing and singing praises of
the Devç. The ringleader is called sant.

According to the belief of most of the Hindus “Devç” is
the name of the omnipotent divine power, and according to
some it is the manifestation of essence/principle, the primal
unity which is capable of creating bodies at the behest of the
Almighty. Some say it is the aggregate of the potential of all
the gods. But God knows the truth.

—Charak, Ganeshdas Badehra’s Rajdarshani

The cave shrine of goddess Vai„æo Devç lies nearly six thousand feet
up at the end of a nine mile path on Trikuta, a three-peaked mountain
located in the Jammu region of the state of Jammu and Kashmir.
Ganeshdas Badehra, author of the royal chronicle RÅjdar±anç (com-
piled in 1847 C.E. for the Dogra king, MahÅraj Gulab Singh), attributes
the above description of Vai„æo Devç to the time of Raja Jas Dev, who
succeeded to the throne of Jammu in 996 C.E. If the reference is accurate,
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then Vai„æo Devç was already being visited by pilgrims coming “from
far and wide” as much as a thousand years ago. No matter what the
historical reality, however, the cave shrine of Vai„æo Devç has emerged
today as one of the most important pilgrimage sites in all of North
India.

In an important sense, Vai„æo Devç is both a place and a god-
dess. The cave shrine in Jammu arguably is Vai„æo Devç, for it is here
that she becomes accessible to pilgrims both day and night as a living
presence, physically manifest in three natural piæØis or rounded stones,
residing in a home that is said to be eternal and of her own making.
As a deity, Vai„æo Devç transcends the particular place where she is
enshrined. She is widely believed to be an ascetic, vegetarian, virgin
goddess (kanyÅ), although—like all Hindu goddesses—she is also called
“mother.” Devotees also speak of Vai„æo Devç as the all-inclusive, all-
powerful goddess superior to any other deity, identifying her as
MahÅdevç, the great goddess incarnate.

While her location is marked with great specificity, Vai„æo Devç’s
identity and nature are ambiguous and subject to varied interpreta-
tion. This ambiguity in some ways typifies the problem of identifying
MahÅdevç in popular usage. The Devç-MÅhÅtmya asserts that the one
reality of the universe is the Devç: her oneness is paramount; her
manyness is endlessly nuanced. Her multiplicity and singularity coex-
ist not only in her forms, but also in the singular integrity of the ±akti
who she is, even as that ±akti takes on the particularities of specific
works (Coburn 1996). The paradigm of MahÅdevç’s manyness and
oneness is visible in the manyness and oneness of Vai„æo Devç, made
possible through the ambiguity of Vai„æo Devç’s nature contrasted
with the specificity of her location. From one viewpoint, particular
manifestations of MahÅdevç are always partial, but a specific form
may be elevated by devotees as the highest goddess, with all other
goddesses seen as derivative (Kinsley 1986, 132). In her ambiguity,
with her particular characteristics, Vai„æo Devç tends to be elevated to
such supreme status.

Authoritative descriptions of MahÅdevç are located in texts such
as the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa, and the MÅrkaæØeya
PurÅæa. But there is no single, authoritative source of knowledge con-
cerning Vai„æo Devç, for no particular text is recognized as indisputable
when it comes to her particular form, identity, and origin. Rather, infor-
mation about her nature is diffused largely into matters of opinion, both
personal and shared, and into the various public representations of her
that are motivated by devotional and economic considerations. Per-
sonal and institutional interests in devotion and worldly needs, govern-
ment and politics, business, tourism, and supporting technologies also
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converge in the pilgrimage to Vai„æo Devç. Word of mouth, transpor-
tation technology, an efficient administration, and the increasing pre-
sentation and availability of information and images of Vai„æo Devç
have all contributed to the increasing popularity and positive reputa-
tion of both the goddess and her pilgrimage. Vai„æo Devç’s social pres-
ence in north India is readily encountered in texts, songs, pictures, statues,
temples, movies, newspaper and magazine articles, tourist advertise-
ments, billboards advertising all night devotional sessions (jÅgaraæs),
religious discourses, devotional activities, and holy persons believed to
embody her.2 For her devotees, she is also accessible in subtler forms as
feelings, visions, and the boons that she bestows upon the faithful. The
ambiguous nature of her identity functions as an asset that permits the
individual devotee to enter into a meaningful relationship with her
regardless of that devotee’s own devotional preferences. In this regard,
Vai„æo Devç serendipitously incorporates many identities and powers,
illustrating MahÅdevç’s singular-but-multiple nature.

The Pilgrimage

The Vai„æo Devç cave shrine, also known in the past as Tarkota,
Traikakud, Trikata, or Trikta Devç, has been a sacred place for local
people—primarily Rajputs and Brahmins—for perhaps a thousand years;
for Panjabis, at least a few hundred. In recent times the annual number
of visitors, mostly urban in origin, has reached five million. A number
of Dogra kings of Jammu have been associated with Vai„æo Devç. The
most important patron was Maharaj Gulab Singh who was appointed
rÅjÅ of Jammu by Ranjit Singh, the Sikh ruler of Lahore, in 1822. When
the Lahore court fell to the British in 1846, Gulab Singh paid to the
victors a part of the war indemnity they demanded from Lahore. In
exchange, Gulab Singh was given control of Kashmir and other territo-
ries. To support Hinduism in his enlarged kingdom, he founded an
organization, eventually named “The Dharmarth Trust,” to build and
manage temples, schools, dharm±ÅlÅs and charitable institutions. Its sole
trustee is Dr. Karan Singh, the current successor to Gulab Singh’s lin-
eage. Although Vai„æo Devç was formally placed under the manage-
ment of The Dharmarth Trust by Gulab Singh, in practice, control of the
shrine was held by local Brahmin and Thakur families known as the
bÅrçdÅrs. The bÅrçdÅrs did not have a good reputation with pilgrims.

At the end of August 1986, when Jammu and Kashmir was under
emergency governor’s rule, Governor Shri Jagmohan initiated the Shri
Mata Vaishno Devç Shrine Act, forcefully taking complete control of
the shrine and its properties from the bÅrçdÅrs and from the Dharmarth
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Trust. Very rapidly, Jagmohan transformed the pilgrimage from a
physically difficult and dangerous path managed on the basis of greed
into what appears to be currently one of the most efficiently run temples
in all of India.

The climb up to Vai„æo Devç’s cave shrine is not easy, despite
superb maintenance of the path and the ready availability of food and
drink, as well as lavatory and rest facilities. Trains go as far as Jammu
City, and most pilgrims rely on a bus or automobile to get them to the
town of Katra at the base of Trikuta mountain. Katra is on a plateau
about two thousand feet high in elevation and lies about thirty-five
miles north of the city of Jammu. The Chenab River and the Pakistan
border are visible at only about twenty miles distance. The Pir Panjal
mountains separate Jammu from the Kashmir valley. Arriving at Katra,
pilgrims proceed directly to the footpath up the mountain after ob-
taining a parcç, or ticket, from the Shrine Board. The parcç controls
pilgrims’ access to both the path and the cave itself so that the crowds
overwhelm neither and everyone has an equal chance at getting dar±an
within the cave.

Walking the route up usually takes between four and six hours,
although many people take longer, stopping midway overnight at the
temple named “Adi Kumari” (primal maiden). Here there is also a
tunnel-like cave named “Garbh Joon” (womb-vagina) through which
pilgrims squeeze as a sign of their faith and sinlessness. Pilgrims freely
interact with one another on the path, singing and shouting the refrain
“Jai MÅtÅ Dç!” (Victory to the Mother!). There are spectacular views
and cool forests all along the way. Eventually, pilgrims reach the main
temple complex nestled within a small valley. Here are located admin-
istrative buildings, dharm±ÅlÅs, a bank, restaurants, stores that sell of-
ferings, book stalls, souvenir shops, a Shri Ram temple, a medical
office, bathing areas, and a lending depot for free blankets. A line
usually forms for pilgrims entering the cave.

A pilgrim entering the ancient cave must squeeze through a nar-
row opening over a smooth boulder that is considered to be the petri-
fied, headless body of Bhairo, a sÅdhu whom the goddess is said to have
killed after he pursued her up the mountain. His “head” is preserved
in a temple on a ridge a mile distant. Past the boulder, a pilgrim can
stand only at an angle in the ankle-to-calf-deep stream, the Charan
Ganga, which flows from the covered base of the piæØis. Proceeding
forward in the stream for about one hundred feet and after a few turns
and steps, the pilgrim stands in front of a platform where priests are
seated. Ahead and to the right is the goddess herself, who is svayambhâ
(self-manifest) as three stone piæØis, which are surrounded by other
small images. The three piæØis at Vai„æo Devç are usually described by
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the priests as the goddesses, MahÅsaraswatç, MahÅlak„mç and MahÅkÅlç.3

It is here that pilgrims have their most heartfelt experiences. It is here,
too, where confusion over Vai„æo Devç’s identity often begins.

Who Is Vai„æo Devç?

Ambiguity and even confusion over the identity of Vai„æo Devç
are apparent in the many ways people define her in association with
preexisting cosmologies. To a lesser extent there is some confusion in
how people variously define the piæØis that constitute the primary
dar±an of Vai„æo Devç. Existing stories vary in content and in general
circulation.4 The two most common stories are about Vai„æo Devç’s
birth and appearance to local people at Trikuta, and even among these
two, there are variations in different texts and in recountings by devo-
tees. Nonetheless her primary attributes and role as a divine incarna-
tion are to a degree delineated in the first type of story, and the second
type locates her residence at Trikuta Mountain. The second story ex-
plains how she came to be known to local people, how the path up the
mountain and the sites of its major temples came to be, and how her
shrine came under the care of a lineage of local Brahmins. These stories
plus her representation as ÷eraæwÅlç provide some of the bases for variant
interpretations that in the aggregate give Vai„æo Devç a variable iden-
tity. I present brief versions of these two most common stories below as
a background against which to compare other interpretations.

The Origin of Vai„æo Devç

It is said that long ago in Treta Yuga, demons were destroying
dharma on earth, so the three devçs—MahÅsaraswatç, MahÅl-
ak„mç and MahÅkÅlç—combined their power or tejas and
formed a young girl, whom they named Vai„æavç. They told
her that her work was to protect dharma, and they sent her to
take birth in south India and to do tapas on the seashore in
order to gain as her husband Lord Vi„æu, who was at that
time incarnated as Lord RÅma. RÅma met her on the way to
Lanka and told her he would marry her—even though he was
already married to SçtÅ—if Vai„æavç recognized him the next
time he came to her. He returned later as an old sÅdhu whom
she, of course, did not recognize as RÅma. He then promised
her that she would be his ±akti at a future time when he re-
turns as Kalkç AvatÅr at the end of Kali Yuga. He also told her
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to go to the holy cave in Trikuta Mountain and continue her
tapas until his return. RÅma then sent HanumÅn to accompany
her.

The Appearance of Vai„æo Devç to Shri Dhar

About nine hundred years ago Vai„æo Devç appeared in the
form of a young girl and commanded a Brahmin named Shri
Dhar from the village Hansali (next to present day Katra) to
hold a feast (bhanØÅrÅ) for local people at the nearby Bhumika
stream. At the time of the feast, Bhairo, a disciple of Gorakh
Nath,5 appeared and demanded meat and liquor. But Vai„æo
Devç told him he would get only vegetarian food, since this was
a Brahmin’s feast. Seeing her, Bhairo lusted after her. To escape
him, she ran away, stopping at various places on the trail up
Trikuta mountain. These places are now known as Banganga,
Charan Paduka, Adi Kumari—the place where she is said to
have remained for nine months in a cave—and finally Bhavan,
the cave that is now known as her home. There, taking the form
of CÅmuæØÅ (a form of KÅlç), she beheaded Bhairo. His body
fell at the entrance to the cave, and his head landed further up
the mountain at a place where a Bhairo temple is now located.
Bhairo then repented, and the goddess granted him future sal-
vation. In so doing, however, she laid down the condition that
unless pilgrims coming for her dar±an did not also get his
dar±an—that is, dar±an of his head—their pilgrimage would not
be fruitful. Shri Dhar began doing pâjÅ to the piæØis at the cave,
and his descendants continue to do so even today.

The common story of Vai„æo Devç’s origin is the foundation for
identifying the piæØis in her cave as the goddesses MahÅsaraswatç,
MahÅlak„mç and MahÅkÅlç, who together were the source of Vai„æo
Devç. But there is considerable variation in publications and in per-
sonal opinions over just which set of goddesses or gods created Vai„æo
Devç and just which piæØi is which goddess. Vai„æo Devç is variously
described as a coalescence of the tejas (power) of some combination of
Saraswatç, Lak„mç, KÅlç, GÅyatrç, SÅvitrç, PÅrvatç and other goddesses.
Or she is described as formed from the tejas of BrahmÅ, Vi„æu and
÷iva just like Mahi„Åsuramardinç, the goddess who slays the demon
Mahi„Åsura in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya. One author (Nargis 1967) even
writes a story that the three goddesses MahÅsaraswatç, MahÅlak„mç
and MahÅkÅlç chanted a mantra and created Vai„æo Devç. Thus, pil-
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grims were at times confused over who they were seeing when they
received dar±an. I have heard devotees say that actually one gets dar±an
of MahÅsaraswatç, MahÅlak„mç and MahÅkÅlç but that Vai„æo Devç
herself is not the piæØis, and that Vai„æo Devç lives somewhere “around”
the cave and does her tapas there unseen. Or that Vai„æo Devç is actually
the unseen form (svarâp) of the three. Some devotees think that the
piæØis are the very body of Vai„æo Devç, who resides there doing diffi-
cult tapas. Some versions of the origin story above support the assertion
that she is not the piæØis because Saraswatç, Lak„mç, and KÅlç were
already in the cave before Vai„æo Devç arrived. The priests will often
say that the piæØis are the three faces (mŭ

.
h) of Vai„æo Devç, who is the

totality of the three, or that the middle piæØi is MahÅlak„mç, who is
Vai„æo Devç, or even that the middle piæØi is the goddess DurgÅ. An ex-
priest once told me that interpreting the piæØis and other forms in the
cave is really a matter of “whatever you like.”

Many pilgrims I spoke with were confused about the nature of
the piæØis, wanting to know which one, if any, specifically is Vai„æo
Devç so that they might look upon her and she might look upon them.
When large crowds of pilgrims are present, they are rushed single file
through the two artificial tunnels as quickly as possible, so they hardly
have time to absorb what they are seeing and do not gain the expe-
rience of the natural cave. Given that up to twenty thousand pilgrims
pass through the cave each day, the average dar±an lasts only about
four seconds.6 A Kashmiri pilgrim told me, “I looked down to see
where to put my feet. The priest said ‘Vai„æo MÅtÅ! Go!’ And I was
rushed out.” A pilgrim from New Delhi put it this way:

No one understands where the piæØis are. [We hear] only
“Vai„æo MÅtÅ”—push! “Vai„æo MÅtÅ”—push! After coming
out of the cave friends ask each other, “Where is the piæØi of
MÅ Vai„æo?” Some laugh and some get angry over this system
of dar±an.

Dar±an consists not only of seeing the deity, but of being seen by
the deity, too, creating an open channel for requests and blessings to
flow. But the piæØis are aniconic; there is no anthropomorphic repre-
sentation of the Goddess with eyes to look at the pilgrims, nor are any
eyes painted on the piæØis as at some other temples, such as the temple
of Vajre±warç Devç in Himachal Pradesh. To partially compensate for
the lack of mutual visual contact, pilgrims’ desire for the Goddess’s
personal attention is extended into the idea that no pilgrim can come
to the piæØis without having received her personal “call.” Pilgrims
readily give examples of their own or others’ fruitless efforts to come
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to Vai„æo Devç; it is only if and when she wishes to see you, they say,
that one is actually able to enter the cave. Others tell of how they were
apparently whisked away to the cave by Vai„æo Devç. An office clerk
in New Delhi told me the following:

Once I was sitting in my house after work watching television
when suddenly I just felt I had to go. I felt the Mother was
calling me! I jumped up and ran out of the house in my bare
feet. “I’m going to Vai„æo Devç!” I yelled to my wife, and
went straight to the train station.

Pilgrims to Vai„æo Devç can find evidence of her constant aware-
ness of them in a well-known story. It is said that some teenage boys
were approaching Sanjhi Chat, the last main stop on the path before
the Bhavan, when instead of chanting “Jai MÅtÅ Dç!” (Victory to the
Mother!), they mischievously shouted “Jai PitÅ Dç!” (Victory to the
Father!). Out of a clear blue sky, lightening struck them dead.7 Pil-
grims’ desire for dar±an is even extended to Trikuta Mountain itself,
which pilgrims describe as having its own pull upon them, and one
gets the impression that the entire physical and emotional journey is
one big experience of dar±an, increasing in focused intensity until fi-
nally culminating in the cave in front of the piæØis. Pilgrims report that
while inside the cave they completely forget the rest of the world,
remaining absorbed in concentration on the cave, the stream, the piæØis,
and the experience of being in Vai„æo Devç’s presence. The dar±an of
Vai„æo Devç is an experience for some of oneness where there is only
the relationship of the devotee and the goddess.

Of the three main Hindu sectarian orientations—Vai„æava, ÷aiva,
and ÷Åkta—only ÷Åkta devotion promotes a single, Great Goddess,
standing alone, as the highest creator. Vai„æavas subordinate the God-
dess, known in such contexts as Lak„mç or ÷rç, but with other forms
as well, to Vi„æu, their first-ranking god; ÷aivas subordinate the God-
dess—known in such contexts as UmÅ, PÅrvatç, Gaurç, and so forth—
to ÷iva, even though they acknowledge her to be ÷iva’s essential
complement in the creation and maintenance of the cosmos (÷iva-
÷akti).8 Different people incorporate sectarian variations of the
Goddess’s identity into their descriptions of Vai„æo Devç, although
they might not profess exclusive adherence to any of the three main
devotional orientations.

Vai„æo Devç is associated with Vai„æava or ÷aiva worship via
her identifications with goddesses normally connected with Vi„æu or
÷iva.9 Because both Vai„æo Devç and DurgÅ are triguæÅ (possessing the
three qualities of sattva, rajas, and tamas and thus capable of creation,
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preservation, and destruction), Vai„æo Devç is also said to be a form
of DurgÅ. In books on Vai„æo Devç, passages culled from PurÅæic,
Vedic, or ÷Åkta texts that refer to the creation of a goddess from the
tejas or power of other deities become potential resources for invent-
ing a Shastric lineage for her, as are all references to the name Vai„navç
and references to any goddess said to be triguæÅ, such as TriklÅ Devç
and DurgÅ.

Pilgrims identify Vai„æo Devç with DurgÅ—whom Panjabis (and
others) also name ÷eraæwÅlç, “the Lion-rider”—more than with any
other goddess. Popular posters of Vai„æo Devç produced by S. S. Brijbasi
and Sons, Jain and Company, and others have been available since at
least the 1950s; they all depict Vai„æo Devç in anthropomorphic form
as a young woman dressed in a mostly red sari, wearing a crown, and
riding a lion or tiger. She usually is depicted as having eight arms,
although she sometimes is portrayed with four or eighteen arms; in
these she holds an assortment of weapons—a sword, trident, discus,
club, and bow—as well as a lotus and conch. One of her right hands is
raised in a “fear not” or blessing mudrÅ. This form is readily identified
as DurgÅ. Furthermore, many Hindus that I have met have asserted or
have agreed that Vai„æo Devç is a form of DurgÅ. Often it has been
pointed out to me that Vai„æavç is one of the one hundred and eight
names of DurgÅ. Indeed, Vai„æo Devç’s human form is so strongly iden-
tified with DurgÅ-÷eraæwÅlç that any other representation is suspect.

At the MansÅ Devç temple in Haridwar, for example, the most
famous wealthy devotee of Vai„æo Devç, the late Gulshan Kumar, had
a “Vai„æavç temple” constructed.10 The icon for this temple was sculpted
according to the description of Vai„æavç in the Devç-MahÅtmya, that
is, with four arms and with GaruØa portrayed as her vehicle. When I
was visiting this temple, the management announced that the “Vai„æo
Devç” temple was about to open. People went eagerly inside, stared at
the image, and exclaimed, “Who’s that? That’s not Vai„æo Devç!” The
priest defended the icon to visitors by quoting the Devç-MÅhÅtmya,
but to no avail: this was simply not Vai„æo Devç as many devotees
know her to be represented.

Since DurgÅ is usually associated with ÷iva (Kinsley 1986), I found
this equation of Vai„æo Devç with DurgÅ puzzling; her most common
origin story (recounted above) associates Vai„æo Devç with Vi„æu (as
RÅma). One ÷aiva priest answered the question of Vai„æo Devç’s iden-
tity saying, “She is ÷akti. There is only ÷iva and ÷akti; who else could
she be?” But I also continued to meet both ÷aivas and Vai„æavas who
stated emphatically that DurgÅ and Vai„æo Devç are “completely dif-
ferent.”11 I was told, for example, that “DurgÅ is a great demon killer.
Vai„æo Devç is Lak„mç who is a giver of wealth, she is not such a great
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±akti.” I was also told that “DurgÅ has nine forms. Vai„æavç is Lak„mç
and rides GaruØa; she gives wealth. DurgÅ rides a lion.” Differing
opinions often only became apparent among devotees upon my ask-
ing questions. For instance, when interviewing two pilgrims at the
Vai„æo Devç Bhavan, pilgrims who had come together to Vai„æo Devç
many times, I remarked that some devotees insist that Vai„æo Devç is
a form of DurgÅ. One pilgrim responded, “Yes, she is DurgÅ.” The
other looked at him in disbelief and cried out, “What are you saying?
DurgÅ is one thing; Vai„æo Devç is Vai„æo Devç!” Several times I en-
countered informants who were scornful about equating Vai„æo Devç
with DurgÅ and who told me that people claiming such things are not
“properly initiated” into Hinduism, or that “they don’t really know
anything; they don’t go into the background.” A Vai„æava sÅdhu who
serves as the ritual officiant (pujÅrç) at a Vi„æu temple in Almorah,
Uttar Pradesh, and who had visited the Vai„æo Devç shrine during the
1940s, laughed when I told him that Vai„æo Devç is depicted in the
form of DurgÅ. He insisted that properly speaking, she looks more like
Lak„mç, and her vehicle is GaruØa. Yet another devotee from New
Delhi negated the importance of any differentiation, telling me, “You
can go into all those details, but no one really cares for that.” Several
resident sÅdhus in Katra told me that in fact, no one knows her true
story.

I found only one reference to Vai„æo Devç as a Tantric goddess
that also connects her with DurgÅ. Baljinnath Pandit (1983) places her
in traditions of Kashmiri ÷aiva and ÷Åkta Ågamik sÅdhana or “secret
practices” as an aspect of DurgÅ, who is depicted as the “perfect”
incarnation (avatÅra) of the highest ÷aiva goddess, Parme±varç ÷akti.
The author of this treatise cites as proof the fact that across from the
piæØis in the cave of Vai„æo Devç in a hidden crevice is a small stalag-
mite referred to as a ÷iva liÙga. He defined Vai„æo Devç as the power
in the service of ÷iva that creates multiple Vi„æus and is above Lak„mç.

Satç, a consort of ÷iva, is frequently identified with PÅrvatç, who
is also identified with DurgÅ. The story of Satç’s self-immolation and
subsequent division of her body is well known. Most of the other
major goddess temples in the north are said to be ±akti pç‡hs, “seats”
of the Goddess imbued with Her energy, with each having a particu-
lar part of Satç’s body (see Erndl 1993). JwÅlÅmukhç is her tongue,
NainÅ Devç is her eyes, MansÅ Devç her forehead, Cintapârnç her feet,
Vajre±warç her breast, and so on. At each of these temples there is a
material form identified as the body part, either simple stone icons,
rock formations or at JwÅlÅmukhç, natural gas flames. The piæØis at
Vai„æo Devç prompt pilgrims, priests, and authors of books either to
include or exclude the piæØis as one of Satç’s ±akti pç‡hs. Different sources
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claim in turn that Vai„æo Devç is Satç’s arms (Prasad n.d.a), backbone
(Kaviraj Badrinath of Painthal), full body (Manager of JhaæØewÅlç MÅtÅ
Mandir, Delhi), or head, placed in the cave by ÷iva (Shastri 1976). At
JwÅlÅmukhç temple in Himachal Pradesh, the Gorakh Nath sÅdhus,
who manage an upper floor of the temple, have depicted the ±akti pç‡hs
in paintings on the interior walls. According to their paintings and
statements, Vai„æo Devç is located where Satç’s breast fell, a claim that
was also repeated to me by a few pilgrims.

One compendium of descriptions of pilgrimage sites repeats “old
folklore” that it was actually Vai„æo Devç who was born as Satç. The
story is that Satç became curious about Lord RÅma and took the form
of SçtÅ to observe him, but RÅma immediately knew who she was. ÷iva
found out what Satç had done and became enraged that she had any
interest in another male. Satç then performed terrible penances to gain
÷iva back. Eventually she became PÅrvatç, and it is said that she still
continues to perform tapas at the cave of Trikuta (Rajiv 1988). I also
heard the same story recounted in connection with another cave shrine
in Jammu, ÷iv KhoŸç.12 Some elder residents of Katra who claimed that
Vai„æo Devç was in fact PÅrvatç had been told this by their parents.

A variation of the story concerning Satç’s dismemberment was
told to me by a Joint Secretary of the Ministry of Education, who was
from Bengal. The story he heard was that Bhairo had chased Satç from
Assam across the Himalaya to Trikuta, cutting her with his sword as
he chased her. Her body parts fell at different places (which comprise
the ±akti pç‡hs) until finally at Trikuta, Satç again took her full form and
killed Bhairo. Vai„æo Devç is thus the full form of Satç. Some authors
have noted that in the list of ±akti pç‡hs found in various PurÅæas,
Vai„æavç is listed as in the “middle of the mothers,” a phrase usually
understood to mean that she is included as one of the “seven moth-
ers” (saptamÅtrika). One source, however, interprets the claim that she
is in the “middle of the mothers” to mean that she lies between the
piæØis of Saraswatç and KÅlç at the Bhavan (÷rç Vai„æo Devç kç Sampūræ
KahÅnç, 5). There are many ways, therefore, that devotees argue for
Vai„æo Devç’s inclusion in the lists of ±akti pç‡hs.

Different sources construct Vai„æo Devç’s identity in still other
ways as well. Not everyone agrees that Vai„æo Devç is a ±akti pç‡h of
Satç. Others claim that Vai„æo Devç is instead a prasiddh pç‡h, a re-
nowned place, or a siddh pç‡h, a seat of supernatural powers. A siddh
pç‡h is a place made powerful by the tapas of an ascetic—in this case
understood to be Vai„æo Devç herself—or a place discovered to be
powerful when some ascetic performed tapas at the place. In fact one
can purchase souvenir photo sets that contain photos of “MÅtÅ’s ten
siddh-pç‡hs” including Vai„æo Devç, PÅrvatç Pç‡h (the ice form at
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AmarnÅth in Kashmir), and other goddesses of Jammu, Himachal
Pradesh and Haridwar.

Both textual sources and devotees often cite the main goddess
temples of Himachal Pradesh as ±akti pç‡hs and may also refer to them
as the “seven sisters.” The standard list of these sisters includes
JwÅlÅmukhç, Cintapârnç, CamuæØÅ, Vajre±warç, ÷Åkumbharç, and
NainÅ; either Bhadra KÅlç, KÅlikÅ of Simla, CaæØç of Chandigarh, or
Vai„æo Devç is named the seventh and “eldest” sister. The idea of
seven sisters is probably based on the saptamÅtrika, the seven Mothers
(e.g., BrahmÅnç, MÅhe±varç, KaumÅrç, Vai„æavç, VÅrÅhç, IndrÅæç, and
CÅmuæØa) or the sapta puri, seven sacred cities (Ayodhya, Mathura,
Haridwar, Kashi, Kanchi, Ujjain, and Dwarika). But in Jammu and
Kashmir there used to exist a tradition of five sisters which, according
to one informant (Professor Y. B. Singh of Jammu University) included
Vai„æo Devç, KÅlç (Bahu Fort, Jammu), SukrÅlÅ Devç and Khçr BhavÅnç.
Some of the current booklets available in markets group the eight
goddesses prevalent in Himachal Pradesh with Vai„æo Devç, referring
to them as the nine darbars (courts), the nine goddesses of power, or
even the nine DurgÅs. Pilgrims that I spoke with cited a wide variety
of goddesses in such sets of seven and nine, including the goddess
KÅlç in Calcutta, KÅmÅk±ç in Assam, KÅlçkÅ and Yog MÅyÅ of New
Delhi, MahÅlak„mç and Mumba Devç of Bombay, and KanyÅkumÅrç at
the southern tip of India. By including Vai„æo Devç among preexisting
orders of goddesses, all of these varied claims accord her an identity
much broader than that of a merely local goddess and suggest that her
status is commensurate with the status of these other, well-known
goddesses. In this vein, a group of teenage pilgrims that I spoke with
transformed Vai„æo Devç into one of the four dhÅms of India, which
they listed as BadrçnÅth, KedÅrnÅth, AmarnÅth and Vai„æo Devç.

Vai„æo Devç’s name is frequently transformed into Sanskrit as
Vai„æavç, “the ±akti of Vi„æu,” and she is thereby associated or equated
with goddesses associated with Vi„æu, especially Lak„mç. However,
some devotees used the name Vai„æavç when describing her as the
highest deity. Vai„æo Devç is also linked to Vi„æu through her accep-
tance of only vegetarian offerings, a predominantly Vai„æava practice.
The very terms “Vai„æo” and “Vai„æav” in the northwest refer to
vegetarian food.

Because Vai„æo Devç is said to be engaged to Lord RÅma (specifi-
cally to Vi„æu’s future avatÅr, Kalkç), some devotees argue that she is
a form of SçtÅ. One source claims, “Bhagavatç Vai„æavç was born from
a part of SçtÅ, therefore she is the very form of MahÅlak„mç” (Sharma
n.d.). Other sources claim instead that SçtÅ was a part of Vai„æo Devç
(Pt J. C. Giri, Daryaganj). The pujÅrç at the Vai„æo Devç temple at Deva
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Mai told me the story that SçtÅ, enraged that the demon SahasrÅr Bahu
had vanquished RÅma’s army, took the form of KÅlç and defeated him.
Only ÷iva himself could calm her by casting himself under her feet.13

When she calmed down, she went to Trikuta mountain to do tapas.
Therefore Vai„æo Devç is SçtÅ, who also took the form of KÅlç.

There is evidence that the story of Vai„æo Devç’s association with
RÅma dates from at least the nineteenth century. Professor Shiv Nirmohi
summarizes in Duggar ke DevsthÅn (1988) a number of books on Vai„æo
Devç including ÷rç Vai„æavç Pç‡h (no date) by Shri Kaka Ram Shastri.
÷rç Vai„æavç Pç‡h, wrote the professor, is a revised edition of a book
published in Maharaja Ranbir Singh’s time (1830–1885) and thus would
be the oldest book on Vai„æo Devç of which I am aware. Shri Kaka
Ram Shastri defined Vai„æo Devç’s current incarnation as a partial
avatÅra of SçtÅ and thus put her directly in association with Vi„æu and
his incarnation, RÅma.

Those who emphasized Vai„æo Devç’s relation to Vi„æu usually
equated her with Lak„mç, NÅrÅyaæç, or Vi„æu-MÅyÅ. One source, for
example, asserts the following:

According to the MÅrkaæØeya and BarÅha PurÅæÅ this god-
dess (devç) who has many names is Vai„æavç who is Vi„æu
MÅyÅ. She is a devotee of Vi„æu, the female form (râpwÅlç) of
Vi„æu, and Vi„æu’s own form as ±akti (±aktisvarâp). As Vi„æu’s
mÅyÅ, she looks after the welfare of the world. (Shastri 1991)

Devotees made similar statements: “Vai„æavç is another name for
Lak„mç, or MahÅlak„mç who is a form of Vai„æo Devç”; “She is MahÅ-
lak„mç in the form of a maiden (kanyÅ)”; “It is generally known that
she, the goddess Vai„æo Devç, is the goddess of dharma, and she has
taken the avatÅra of MahÅlak„mç.” Many pilgrims I spoke to from
Bombay also identified Vai„æo Devç as Lak„mç, equating her with the
MahÅlak„mç of the famous temple there. Some even told me that the
Bombay temple, like Vai„æo Devç, also had three piæØis (actually there
are three icons). In Katra itself, there is a temple dedicated to Lak„mç
in the “Old Serai” of The Dharmarth Trust, and the priestess there also
equated Lak„mç with Vai„æo Devç.

Vai„æo Devç’s triguæÅ nature is the basis for devotees’ claims that
she can give you whatever you want: knowledge, wealth, power, or
even mok„a, the granting of which was characterized by a few pundits
as Vai„æo Devç’s special power. One pundit at the Bhavan, Prem Nath,
said while delivering a discourse to pilgrims that although everything
is available from her, most pilgrims approach Vai„æo Devç as Lak„mç,
a giver of wealth, and forget about Saraswatç and KÅlç. In a sense,
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Vai„æo Devç is a popularization of the attributes of Lak„mç. Delhi
markets sell Diwali festival images of Lak„mç and Gaæe±a for the
purpose of eliciting success in business, but in the last few decades,
images that depict Vai„æo Devç and Gaæe±a have also become avail-
able. That Vai„æo Devç has the reputation of giving wealth is reflected
in one Indian scholar’s description of her as “the goddess of the
nouveau riche.” As one straightforward pilgrim told me, “We ask
MÅtÅ for peace. In this age peace means money, so we ask her for
money.”

The Devç-MÅhÅtmya provides support for both those who say
Vai„æo Devç is DurgÅ and those who say she is Vai„æavç or Lak„mç.
In the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, Mahi„Åsuramardinç is created from the tejas of
the gods, especially BrahmÅ, Vi„æu, and ÷iva. Most people that I spoke
with identified Mahi„Åsuramardinç as DurgÅ. Some also claimed that
after she is created, DurgÅ, who is identified as Vai„æo Devç, then
went to Trikuta Mountain, made three piæØis (ÄdikumÅrç, Ädi±akti,
and ParÅ±akti) and performed tapas there both before and after killing
the demon Mahi„Åsura (Srivastav 1988). Others claimed instead that
Mahi„Åsuramardinç is actually NÅrÅyaæç or Vi„æu-MÅyÅ, who is
MahÅlak„mç, who is Vai„æo Devç. B. K. Shastri (1991), for example,
cites the fifth verse of chapter five of the Devç-MÅhÅtmya as proof (as
per Coburn 1991): “Having made up their minds, the gods went to the
HimÅlaya, lord of mountains. They then praised there the Goddess
who is Vi„æu’s mÅyÅ.” Shastri goes on to say that it was, in fact, Vai„æo
Devç who killed Mahi„Åsura at her cave, and that it is really his body
that lies petrified at the entrance.14 Prasad (n.d.b.) says that DurgÅ
is the goddess who defeated the demon Durgam and is thus not
Mahi„Åsuramardinç.

The ambiguous nature of Vai„æo Devç’s identity is further evi-
dent in the seemingly paradoxical claim that she is both a virgin girl
and a mother. As per her common origin story, Vai„æo Devç is defined
as an immortal goddess who is both kanyÅ15 (usually a prepubescent,
premenstrual virgin) and ascetic, but her devotees also address her as
“MÅtÅ” or “MÅ.” Such a characterization might appear self-contradic-
tory: how can a goddess who is a kanyÅ and is called ÄdikumÅrç (pri-
mal maiden or virgin) also be a mother? Vai„æo Devç’s form as a
young girl represents her status as a maiden “engaged” to marry
Vi„æu’s Kalkç AvatÅr at the end of Kali Yuga. Indeed, vegetarianism
and asceticism are also appropriate to this form in the sense that veg-
etarian offerings are asexual offerings, relative to blood sacrifices, and
asceticism is a state of minimal transaction homologous to virginity.
That is to say, blood sacrifices, which are flesh foods for deities, are
considered to promote passions, including sexuality; vegetarian offer-
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ings and foods are considered to be conducive to the control of pas-
sions. Both asceticism and virginity share in the ideal of the preserva-
tion of the integrity of the body, which includes practicing celibacy
and minimizing transactions with the opposite gender. The spilling of
blood is sometimes considered to be equivalent to copulation and thus
inappropriate for the maintenance of virginity (e.g., O’Flaherty 1980).16

This is why in most versions of her origin story it is not Vai„æo Devç
in kanyÅ form who kills Bhairo, but rather her virgin form is preserved
by her momentarily changing into the form of CaæØç or CÅmuæØÅ,
both forms of KÅlç known for their destructive capabilities. Vai„æo
Devç is also known as a mother who does not minimize her transac-
tions but rather accepts millions of people into her own home where
she is thought to give freely of herself in the form of blessings. Her
reputation as a nurturing mother is reified in a well-known story of a
miracle that is said to have occurred at the cave about fifty years ago.
According to this story, Vai„æo Devç turned the Charan Ganga into a
river of flowing milk for a few hours when no milk was available for
nearby children or for the food shops serving pilgrims.

The contrast between mother and virgin seems to parallel or is
homologous to the Vedic and Hindu idea of creation as complemen-
tary processes of dismemberment, release, or expansion, and reconsti-
tution, retention, or contraction. In the ÿg-Veda, one story of creation
is that the world came about by the gods dismembering and distrib-
uting the parts of the original man, Puru„a, whose parts thereby be-
came the different parts of all creation (O’Flaherty 1988, 25–26). In the
BrÅhmaæas, the deity PrajÅpati performs great austerities, then releases
all his accumulated energy, a kind of dismemberment, and his energy
becomes the substance and life of the world. Vedic fire sacrifices were
aimed toward regathering PrajÅpati’s dispersed energy in order to
replenish him and thereby insure further creation (Kinsley 1986, 178).
Such cycles of retention and release are paralleled in creation stories
in the PurÅæÅs. For example, in the Vi„æu PurÅæÅ, the universe is
described as undergoing successive expansions (vikÅsa) into all diverse,
transitory forms followed by contractions (sanko±a) back into that which
is never destroyed. The Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa presents the Devç as
the source and seed of such cycles (Kinsley 1986, 129). Likewise a
similar image is presented in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya where dozens of
goddesses come out of the body of the goddess Mahi„Åsuramardinç
and are again reabosorbed into her. The goddess is presented as both
the unified source and the manifest diversity of differentiated powers.
For goddesses, the premenstrual kanyÅ is that form which is undi-
vided, both in retaining menstrual blood, which is sometimes consid-
ered to be a type of female seed, and in not having joined with a male.
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A kanyÅ is primal, full of the potential of creation parallel to the undi-
vided Puru„a and ascetic PrajÅpati. Vai„æo Devç as kanyÅ, ÅdikumÅrç
(primal maiden), and Ådi±akti (primal power) embodies all the potentials
of creation. Pt. Devraj of Dawa, Jammu, explained to me about Vai„æo
Devç: “We are born to someone, but she is not born to anyone. She is
Ådi±akti; who could be her mother?” It is in the form of “MÅ” that the
±akti of the goddess (the power which is herself) is continually divided
from herself into the universe giving rise to everything. All beings in
the universe, from a devotional viewpoint, are her “children,” born
from her. Structurally, it is as the ascetic kanyÅ that Vai„æo Devç is the
unlimited source of blessings. It is as “MÅ” that she receives pilgrims’
prayers and offerings and fulfills their desires.

Vai„æo Devç’s engagement to Vi„æu also places her in an ambigu-
ous position. In Hinduism, a girl usually goes from the control and
protection of her parents to that of her husband under the assumption
that an unmarried woman is easily subject to harm and is sexually
seductive. But Vai„æo Devç is neither under the control of a consort/
husband, namely, Vi„æu, nor under parental control, although HanumÅn
partially fulfills the role of a protector. Rather it is by her own tapas, her
own power of self-control, that she keeps herself from engaging in sexual
relations. Her tapas, her vegetarianism, and her geographic remoteness,
even the coolness of the cave are all considered to be conducive to
celibacy. She protects herself. The only time a lustful male—Bhairo—
approached her, he died. In deference to Vai„æo Devç’s chastity, pil-
grims generally adhere to at least temporary vows of celibacy,
vegetarianism, and abstinence from alcohol during their pilgrimage in
order to maintain an appropriate nonsexual state. Vai„æo Devç is then
a virgin, a mother (i.e., the Mother), but not quite a wife. The ambiguity
of her marital status allows her to be independent and to be considered
much gentler than most single goddesses residing in remote places.

Like DurgÅ and TriklÅ Devç, Vai„æo Devç has a triguæÅ nature that
makes her all-powerful, and thus she is readily considered to be the
highest of all goddesses, MahÅdevç or MahÅ±akti. In the booklet Srç
Vai„no Devç kç Sampâræ KahÅni, Jwala Prasad (n.d.a., 25) writes about
Vai„æo Devç:

Whenever conditions in the country become hostile, then
MahÅ±akti herself again and again assumes various forms and
destroys the wicked and saves devotees. The amalgam of tejas
from out of many devtas is the MahÅ±akti who is born into
time. She takes the forms of MahÅkÅlç, MahÅlak„mç and
MahÅsaraswatç—whose three forms are the signs of rajas,
tamas, and sÅttvik guæas.
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The Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa and the Devç-MÅhÅtmya both iden-
tify MahÅkÅlç, MahÅlak„mç, and MahÅsaraswatç as primary forms of
the one MahÅdevç (Brown 1990, chap. 5). As an amalgam of these
three deities, Vai„æo Devç is justifiably recognized as MahÅdevç. Thus,
for example, devotees assert that Vai„æo Devç is the highest Ådi±akti
(primal power), parÅ±akti (highest power), mâlaprakŸti (foundation mat-
ter), jaganmÅtÅ (universal Mother), sarva±akti (the complete power), and
ÅdikumÅrç (primal maiden), independent and second to no other god.
Such assertions of her primacy may still place her in association with
Vi„æu or ÷iva, but when this occurs, the male deities are clearly under-
stood to be subordinate to her. Hence, one hears statements like,
“Vai„æo Devç is not Vi„æu’s wife, but his mother” (Pt J. C. Giri, Shakti
Mandir, Daryaganj) meaning that Vi„æu is a subordinate power de-
rived from Vai„æo Devç and not her consort of either equal or superior
status.

When informants describe Vai„æo Devç as MahÅdevç, they em-
ploy several metaphors, all of which suggest that on the highest level,
the Goddess is immutable, beyond change, and greater than any of
her particular forms. The most common metaphor I encountered ech-
oed a characterization of India itself as “one country, many peoples;”
in relation to the Goddess, this phrase becomes “One Devç, many
forms.” The fact that Hindus recognize and worship numerous god-
desses is reduced to an issue of nomenclature: as one informant put
it to me, “There she is called Vai„æo Devç, here she is called DurgÅ,
elsewhere she is called something else.” Devotees also draw on vari-
ant kinship terms and their associated stages of life to explain Devç’s
many-in-one nature, claiming that just as a female may be daughter,
sister, wife, and grandmother but she is still only one, the same is true
of the Goddess. Some of the devotees that I spoke with invoked rein-
carnation, remarking that as one soul may take on several different
personalities in a series of incarnations, so too does the Goddess take
on particular births at different times and locations. The multiple in-
carnations (avatÅras) of Vi„æu and ÷iva were also used as examples.
All in all, she may have different names, forms, and functions across
time and space, but she is still the same Goddess. A priest in Bombay
whom I annoyed by asking about the relationships between goddesses
told me that time and space are irrelevant to identity. He said to me,
“Listen, you were in Jammu, then you were in Delhi, now you are
here. But you are still you, right?”

Vai„æo Devç is therefore identified as DurgÅ, Lak„mç, ÷eraæwÅlç,
KÅlç, the One MahÅdevç, or someone else. Her unique identity dis-
solves into and merges with various other deities’ identities. Most of
the people that I spoke with agreed, however, that there was really
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only one Vai„æo Devç and that Vai„æo Devç’s cave in Trikuta moun-
tain is her only genuine temple. They insist that there is only one
distinctive place that is her true home.

Concluding Remarks

MahÅdevç is abstracted and subtle in her oneness; her manifestations
are individuated in particular temples, forms, and the experiences of
devotees. In Vai„æo Devç, MahÅdevç’s oneness is particularized in the
manifest mountain, pilgrimage path, cave, and piæØis; her manyness is
visible partially in the tripartite piæØis but more fully in the abstracted
identities devotees construct. At her mountain cave, Vai„æo Devç as a
singular being is hidden from view as the trunk of the three piæØis is
hidden under a silver plate. Only her forms as piæØis and small statues
are visible. It seems that those who accept her as MahÅdevç, or those
who have identified some one of the piæØis as Vai„æo Devç, under-
stand the problem of recognizing her dar±an among the many forms
before them. The first problem of dar±an is always recognition (pahacÅn
karnÅ). Recognition makes possible realization. “If we recognize, we
accept” (Suraj Singh, Shardha, Old Delhi, 24 February 1991). The solv-
ing of the problem of recognition, the ability to recognize the divine,
the object of devotion, even in an unfamiliar form or substance is a
large part of what makes the divine an imminently “empirical” reality
in Hinduism. Sensible reality may be deceptive or ambiguous. Judg-
ments must be made as to the reality behind the forms. Is that a
stalagmite or Lord ÷iva? Is that a river or GÅyatrç? Is an apparently
fortuitous event a coincidence or divine intervention? Pilgrims look
for the singular deity behind the forms of Vai„æo Devç homologous to
understanding the singular MahÅdevç behind her manifestations. The
judgments they make, though often private, support the coexistence of
her oneness and manyness.

The definiteness of Trikuta contrasts with the variety of ways in
which Vai„æo Devç is portrayed and represented, thereby giving the
pilgrimage its greatest asset: Vai„æo Devç is sufficiently specific in her
location and sufficiently ambiguous in her cosmology that pilgrims
are able to create a meaningful relationship with her no matter what
their devotional traditions or personal beliefs may be. The definiteness
of Trikuta Mountain—as the one true home of Vai„æo Devç—also
contrasts with the increasing uncertainties of life for many urban as
well as rural Hindus. The pilgrimage to Vai„æo Devç is not only a
quest for the blessings the Great Goddess (however Vai„æo Devç may
be variously defined), but it is also an attempt by pilgrims to locate
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themselves in the changing landscapes of their country’s society and
culture.

Vai„æo Devç’s qualities make her an exemplary deity for Hindus
pressed between the desires and demands of modern urban society
and a longing for continuity with the culture of their ancestors. The
pilgrimage to Vai„æo Devç is perceived as extremely ancient and at the
same time, because of its excellent administration and facilities, as a
prime example of modernity.17 As such, the pilgrimage is one partial
answer in modern Hindu culture to a tension between a feeling of loss
or diminishment of ancient glory, and of hope for a progressively
better future—a future promoted by government, education, science,
mass media, and consumerism. This tension is partially resolved in a
religious context by a construction of the distant past and the future
as qualitatively simultaneous, a conclusion consistent with the theory
of yugas wherein, for example, Sat Yuga is both in the past and in the
future. Simply stated, the formula is that the ancient equals the mod-
ern in which both are superior to the post-ancient and the pre-modern.
In establishing the Shrine Board, Governor Jagmohan articulated such
a vision of the glories of the past and future coming together with
Vai„æo Devç as his practical example. His idea was to combine the
virtues of ancient Hinduism with modern technology and administra-
tion to create a “rejuvenated” Hinduism (Jagmohan 1991, 626).

The homologizing of past and future accommodates for both a
desirable past and a desirable future coexisting and growing in the
present while breaking with a kind of undesirable and lingering
“middle” past, a past marked by foreign domination. Deities are ap-
propriate to this equation because they are by definition naturally
present throughout all times, marking a direct continuity from ancient
past to present to future. Devotees also tend to homologize the cosmo-
logical history (itihÅsa) of deities—and thus also the “ancient” past of
India—with the history of the modern nation of India, thereby provid-
ing the country with a kind of retro-historical narrative. If history is
indeed a sign of the modern (Dirks 1990), then this popular conflation
of cosmological history and history by Hindus extends backward the
modernity of the nation-state well beyond the periods of its myriad
colonizers.

In the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, MahÅdevç promises to take incarnations
to break with periods of difficult conditions to reestablish a righteous
order. Vai„æo Devç fulfills that promise not only by reversing the
undesirable conditions of her devotees, but as the ±akti of Kalkç AvatÅra,
by ultimately reversing the conditions of Kali Yuga. When breaks with
the past are felt or calculated to be needed, then it is appropriate for
new or invigorated forms of deities—like Vai„æo Devç and RÅma—to
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be foregrounded.18 Goddesses have a special appeal in this regard
because they are foremost protectors and nurturers, and Vai„æo Devç,
as a kind of gentle DurgÅ or a Lak„mç with weapons, aptly fulfills
these roles. India itself is promoted as “Mother India,” the goddess
BhÅrat MÅtÅ, and for many pilgrims, Vai„æo Devç participates in BhÅrat
MÅtÅ’s image as an accessible manifestation of that ageless, but chang-
ing, Mother. India’s increasing industrialization, participation in the
world economy and consumer culture, and growing population cre-
ates a society of greater economic competition, dispersion of families,
and little opportunity for participating in lengthy religious practices.
Vai„æo Devç promises to alleviate these problems by easily granting
desires (mainly for wealth), by providing pilgrims with a sense of a
pan-India devotional community coming together at the permanent
“home” of their Mother,19 and by demanding little from pilgrims in
the way of ritual participation or time. Promoted as a tourist destina-
tion, the pilgrimage is also very enjoyable, such that some people have
called it a “holy picnic” undertaken by “pleasure pilgrims.”

Simultaneously distinct and ambiguous, Vai„æo Devç is MahÅdevç.
She contains all ±aktis, all beings, and all creation; she is broadly inclu-
sive, connecting deities, sects, times, places, and a diversity of devo-
tees. Through her blessings, Vai„æo Devç recreates the lives of her
devotees, and they continually recreate her according to their own
beliefs. Hence, the construction of Vai„æo Devç as MahÅdevç remains
an ongoing process.

Notes

1. “Baishno” is Dogri and “Vaishno” is Panjabi for Vai„æav. Vai„æav
or Vai„æo food denotes vegetarian fare. Vai„æavç is Sanskrit, usually meaning
the feminine power personified from Vi„æu.

2. Vai„æo Devç’s presence on the internet is also growing. Her official
site is <www.maavaishnodevi.org>.

3. In popular usage Saraswatç, Lak„mç and KÅlç are respected as the
“MahÅdevçs,” because they are often considered to be the primary manifesta-
tions of the MahÅdevç (cf. Brown 1990, chap. 5), and, hence, their designation
as “great.” No one would argue that there is actually more than one MahÅdevç.

4. There is an apparent homogeneity among most of the popular pam-
phlets available in the markets, a characteristic noted by Kathleen M. Erndl
(1993, 40). Different authors have apparently borrowed material from each
other. Although the Devç-MÅhÅtmya is cited as a definitive authority, there
is also no competition between presentations of the Devç-MÅhÅtmya and
local stories as reported by Cynthia Ann Humes (1996) for the goddess
VindhyavÅsinç.
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5. Gorakh Nath was a guru of the Kanphata Panth, a Tantric-÷aiva sect
of sÅdhus known for their consumption of meat and intoxicants. Gorakh Nathis
are generally feared even today. No Nath sÅdhu I asked would acknowledge
the Bhairo of Vai„æo Devç’s story as a Nath.

6. The cave is open twenty-four hours every day except for an hour in
the morning and evening for the priests to perform Åratç (worship by passing
a flame around the deity), and at times when snow or rain are excessive.

7. This story, also cited in Erndl (1993, 66), contrasts sharply with other
accounts of Vai„æo Devç’s forgiving nature toward the transgressions of her
devotees.

8. A common saying is that without ÷akti, ÷iva is shava (a corpse).
9. Erndl (1989) argues that both ÷aiva and Vai„æava elements are present

in Vai„æo Devç’s common stories, evidenced especially by her connection to
the RÅmÅyaæa and to Bhairo. To the extent that Bhairo is ÷aiva, her argument
is elegant and valid. But among pilgrims and local devotees, there is consid-
erable variation about the identity of Bhairo, and even strong opinions over
whether the story of his involvement is true. No Nath sÅdhu I met would
acknowledge the validity of the story.

10. Gulshan Kumar, a self-made multimillionaire in the audiocassette
industry, credited his wealth to Vai„æo Devç. He founded a free laÙgar (public
kitchen) for feeding pilgrims at Ban GaÙgÅ on the path of Vai„æo Devç. In
1997, he was assassinated by a rival.

11. Kurtz (1992) privileges the assertion of “all the mothers are one”
(ekhç haç̆

.
) over assertions that goddesses are completely different (bilkâl phark).

That there is unity among goddesses in their essential identities is only one
point of view. Deities can be simultaneously old, new, distinct, and continu-
ous with existing conditions.

12. ÷iv KhoŸç was taken under the management of the Shri Mata Vaishno
Devç Shrine Board in 1991. It is a two to three hour bus ride from Katra plus
another hour and a half of hiking into low hills. The cave has a wide mouth
narrowing to winding passages that ultimately lead to a large cavern where
there is a natural ÷iva liÙga (formed from a stalagmite). In February and March,
ten thousand or more devotees may visit ÷iv KhoŸç during the annual night
of worship of ÷iva, ÷iva RÅtri.

13. This is a well-known story about the relation of KÅlç and ÷iva (see
Kinsley 1986, chap. 8).

14. The VarÅha PurÅna lends credence to Shastri’s claim, stating that
“Devç Vai„æavç” killed Mahi„Åsura (Brown 1990, 136).

15. For ritual purposes a kanyÅ may be between the ages of two and ten.
R. S. Khare (1982), however, argues that a kanyÅ is primarily a matter of
dharma and is not necessarily dependent on the biological condition of the
female, for example, age or abstinence from intercourse.

16. There are, of course, many instances of the opposite. Goddess
KanyÅkumÅrç, at the southern tip of India, necessarily took the form of a
virgin to kill a demon. Mahi„Åsuramardinç of the Devç-MÅhÅtmya may also be
considered a virgin.
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17. The modernity of the pilgrimage astonished journalist Saurabh
Mehandru (1996):

The prospect of three successive holidays aroused my religious sen-
timents enough and I decided on a trip to Vaishno Devi . . . The trek
to Vaishno Bhavan—the shrine—had me quite at a loss because it
was clean, had a rest room and government priced eateries at prac-
tically every stop. It was as though religious sentiments had trans-
formed the route into some exotic foreign land. In more senses than

one, the mountain was “high above” its surroundings.

18. Santoshi MÅ is a similar example.
19. Many Panjabis had to leave behind the temples of their family deity

(kula devatÅ) at the time of Partition and have since chosen Vai„æo Devç as
their new family deity (kula devç).



Chapter 4

�
The Goddess as Fount of the Universe

Shared Visions and Negotiated Allegiances in
PurÅæic Accounts of Cosmogenesis

Tracy Pintchman

She is that Supreme Power (paramÅ ±akti) absorbed in me, of
the nature of Brahman, my beloved, endless mÅyÅ by which
this universe is deluded. . . . She is all my power (sarva±akti).
She is the source of the entire universe, prakŸti possessing the
three guæas.

—Kârma PurÅæa 1.1.34–38

This is how Vi„æu describes Lak„mç, his beloved wife, to those gath-
ered before her. It is the dawn of a new cycle of creation, and a mag-
nificent goddess has just emerged from the primordial ocean of milk
churned by the gods and demons in ancient times. The sages and
deities present are curious to find out who she is, so Vi„æu introduces
her. In describing Lak„mç, who is identified in this text as the Supreme
or Great Goddess (parame±varç, 1.1.62), Vi„æu equates her with the
principles ±akti, prakŸti, and mÅyÅ and lauds her as the source of the
whole universe.

Within the PurÅæas (ca. third to seventeenth century C.E.), the
richest descriptions of MahÅdevç’s nature tend to find expression in
texts that are clearly ÷Åkta in orientation, that is, those that portray the
Goddess as supreme deity of the Hindu pantheon. This would include
texts like the Devç-MÅhÅtmya and the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa (ca.
twelfth to sixteenth centuries C.E.). But several of the major PurÅæas or
PurÅæic sections that postdate the Devç-MÅhÅtmya recognize the exist-
ence of a Great Goddess even though they are not ÷Åkta, but Vai„æava
or ÷aiva in orientation, meaning they extol either Vi„æu or ÷iva, re-
spectively, as supreme deity.1 Regardless of sectarian allegiance, in
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many of the PurÅæas the Goddess is portrayed as the wellspring of the
physical universe and is identified with transcendent creative prin-
ciples that are connected to this role.

Devç’s nature as the immediate source of creation comes to the
fore in a number of PurÅæic accounts of cosmogenesis, which the
PurÅæas tend to portray in relation to an infinite cyclical pattern of
dissolution and regeneration of the world. This does not mean that all
PurÅæic creation narratives portray the Goddess’s cosmogonic role in
the same way or even assign her a role at all; there are a large number
and variety of creation narratives in the PurÅæas, and many of them
do not give any primacy at all to Devç. Yet the vision of the Goddess
as the wellspring of the physical world finds expression in a number
of accounts of creation in PurÅæas of differing sectarian allegiance,
even when the Goddess herself is not accorded the highest place in the
pantheon.2

The Goddess as ÷akti, PrakŸti, and MÅyÅ in PurÅæic
Accounts of Cosmogenesis

In creation narratives found throughout the PurÅæas, the Goddess is
portrayed as embodying the principles ±akti, prakŸti, and mÅyÅ, which
are in turn related to her world-generating nature. ÷akti, “power,” is
the supreme, cosmic energy that produces and sustains creation. PrakŸti
is materiality, the basic “stuff” of creation that forms the material
foundation of the created world. MÅyÅ is a bit more difficult to circum-
scribe. In some contexts, most notably the philosophical school of
Advaita VedÅnta, mÅyÅ denotes a mysterious power of illusion inher-
ent in Brahman, the eternal, unchanging Godhead. According to
Advaita VedÅnta, Brahman alone is fully real; the world of multiplic-
ity, which conceals the true oneness of Brahman, is not fully real but
a kind of illusion that Brahman generates through the power of mÅyÅ.
MÅyÅ is associated, too, with spiritual ignorance (avidyÅ), the lack of
perception of Brahman’s oneness, which keeps one bound to the cycle
of rebirth. In some contexts, however, including many PurÅæic cos-
mogonies, mÅyÅ has more positive connotations, often assuming the
creative qualities of ±akti and prakŸti. In such contexts, mÅyÅ is often
equated explicitly with one or both of these two principles.

The identity of the Goddess with ±akti, prakŸti, and mÅyÅ is firmly
established in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, a text that Thomas Coburn has
written about extensively (e.g., 1982, 1985, 1991, and 1996). The Devç-
MÅhÅtmya portrays the Goddess as the ultimate, highest reality and
the supreme creator who wills creation and sends forth the cosmos.
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She is said to be the material foundation of the universe, mâlaprakŸti
(primordial or root prakŸti), the basic material from which the cosmos
is formed. The world is her form, and the entire universe with all its
parts is ultimately identified with her (e.g., 1.47 [64], 4.6 [7]). But she
is also embodied as Devç, the Goddess, in which capacity she is por-
trayed as a great slayer of demons and divine protectress (Coburn
1991, 24–26). When she becomes manifest, as described at the begin-
ning of C. Mackenzie Brown’s essay in this volume, it is said that she
only appears to take birth; in fact, she is eternal (1.48 [66]), ultimately
birthless and deathless.

Devç is also called ÷akti. As such, she is the power that makes
possible not only the creation of the universe, but its maintenance and
destruction as well (11.10 [11]). Transcending the universe and con-
trolling its rhythms, she is nevertheless also immanent, for it is said
that she abides in all beings in the form of ±akti and is the ±akti of all
that exists (5.18 [32–34], 1.63 [82]). Coburn observes that in the Devç-
MÅhÅtmya, ±akti is a singular and universal phenomenon, something
that Devç is as well as something that each individual deity has (1982,
160; 1996, 38). As this universally abiding ÷akti, she is present in all
things everywhere. The Goddess is also extolled as MahÅmÅyÅ (great
mÅyÅ), and in this capacity she is said to be both creative, like ±akti,
and deluding (1.42–43 [55–56]). As Coburn has noted, too, in this text
the principle of mÅyÅ is sometimes equated with prakŸti (1982, 155–156;
1996, 33–34).

The identification of the Goddess as ±akti, prakŸti, and mÅyÅ con-
tinues to persist in later PurÅæic descriptions of the Goddess, includ-
ing those found in Vai„æava and ÷aiva contexts. In materials that
postdate the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, however, these three principles are some-
times incorporated explicitly into accounts of creation. In the Devç-
MÅhÅtmya, although the Goddess is described in ways that suggest
she plays important cosmogonic roles, there are no passages that de-
scribe the mechanisms of cosmogony per se. PurÅæic materials that
postdate the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, however, often portray ±akti and prakŸti—
with mÅyÅ somewhere in between—as different aspects or dimensions
of a single, inherently female creative principle that unfolds from the
Godhead during the early stages of creation and engenders the physi-
cal universe. In such contexts, the Goddess’s role in cosmogony is
made more explicit, and her identity as ±akti, prakŸti, and mÅyÅ has a
lot to do with her nature as the immediate source of the cosmos.

Similar patterns are delineated in several PurÅæic accounts of cre-
ation. Brahman, the supreme, absolute divinity—usually identified as
÷iva, Vi„æu, or a form of Vi„æu, depending on the PurÅæa—exists at the
beginning of creation in a formless (nirguæa) state, which transcends all
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particular qualities. Femaleness resides within Brahman and is fre-
quently understood to be Brahman’s creative power, ±akti or mÅyÅ.
This feminine principle is usually personified, too, as Brahman’s fe-
male consort, and the two are often said to be inseparable. Although
technically beyond gender identity in this formless state, Brahman is
nevertheless portrayed as male in relationship to his feminine power.
Cosmogony begins when Brahman separates the feminine principle
from himself; this act of divine gender differentiation often initiates
the process of cosmogenesis. When the feminine principle stands apart
from Brahman, it is identified in many contexts not only as ±akti or
mÅyÅ, but also as prakŸti. Like ±akti, prakŸti, too, is often equated with
mÅyÅ.

Just as ±akti becomes embodied as prakŸti when male and female
dimensions of the Godhead separate, Brahman becomes embodied as
the male principle puru„a, the male counterpart of prakŸti. The use of
these categories of puru„a and prakŸti reflects a particular perspective
on creation that is most commonly associated with the SÅœkhya school
of philosophy. In SÅœkhya, puru„a is a principle of pure conscious-
ness, whereas prakŸti, also called pradhÅna, is the material principle
from which the cosmos evolves. PrakŸti is said to consist of three con-
stituent parts called guæas: sattva (purity), rajas (activity), and tamas
(lethargy). The PurÅæas tend to depict puru„a and prakŸti as gendered,
animate principles, respectively male and female, and several PurÅæas
ascribe to them a role in creation, portraying the universe as arising
from the interaction between puru„a and prakŸti. In such cases, prakŸti
is not a lifeless material principle, as it is in SÅœkhya, but a form of
the Goddess. The basic constituents of the manifest world, called the
tattvas, flow from the three guæas of prakŸti, and the universe takes
shape from the tattvas.3

Hence, in these creation narratives, ±akti and prakŸti generally
represent different dimensions or manifestations, often active at dif-
ferent stages of cosmogony, of the same creative feminine principle,
which acts as the immediate fount of the universe even when the
Goddess is not herself portrayed as Brahman, the ultimate source of
all Being. The shared nature of ±akti and prakŸti is reflected in the fact
that both are often called mÅyÅ as well. Together, these three principles
constitute the Goddess in her capacity as fount of the universe and
embody her tremendous generative power.

Several PurÅæas subscribe to part or all of this type of gendered
vision of cosmogony, but there is variation from text to text. In some
contexts, the identification of ±akti, prakŸti, and mÅyÅ with the Goddess
is understated; in others, it is proclaimed more forcefully. While some
creation narratives stress the role of ±akti in cosmogenesis, others stress
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prakŸti or mÅyÅ. In many of these contexts, the name “MahÅdevç” never
appears, but the portrayal of the goddess in question as the female
dimension of the Godhead, supreme Goddess, and/or the source of
other goddesses implies her status as Great Goddess. In all cases, the
recognition persists that divine feminine energy, embodied in these
three principles and personified as the Goddess, has an important role
to play in generating the universe even in those contexts where a male
deity is accorded ultimate status. In this regard, the Hindu creation
narratives that share this vision stand in contrast to those like the
biblical accounts of creation in the book of Genesis, where the partici-
pation of a female agent in cosmogony is so remarkably absent.

Vai„æava and ÷aiva Contexts

In describing the genesis of the world, one section of the GaruØa PurÅæa
(ca. 850–1000 C.E.)4 describes creation in relation to a series of interac-
tions between Vi„æu and his spouse, the goddess Lak„mç. On the high-
est level Vi„æu is said to have both male and female forms (3.3.16).
Although the precise identity of the female form described here is not
revealed, one might infer that Vi„æu’s female form is Lak„mç. Else-
where the text proclaims that Vi„æu can never be without Lak„mç or
she without him, for the two are inseparable, and that the form of
Lak„mç is reflected in that of Vi„æu (3.3.19, 24–25). As his reflection,
Lak„mç is not really distinct from Vi„æu but the feminine aspect of the
Godhead (3.3.16), a status that implies her nature as supreme female
deity.

As Brahman, Vi„æu is also said to possess potency or vçrya, which
represents his creative power. This potency is described as distinct
from Vi„æu yet also partaking of his same transcendent nature, both
material in character and beyond material form (3.13–14). Vçrya can
also mean “semen” or “male prowess,” and in this account the prin-
ciple of creative energy is allied more with the power of masculine
virility than feminine energy or ±akti, which plays the same role in
other similar creation accounts. It is noteworthy that in this creation
narrative, Lak„mç does not seem to be identified with Vi„æu’s vçrya,
and the principle ±akti does not seem to enter into the discussion at all.

The creation of the universe begins when Vi„æu places his vçrya
in Lak„mç. Here the term vçrya takes on the connotation of semen
more strongly, and the depositing of Vi„æu’s vçrya in Lak„mç has sexual
overtones, although these are not explicitly played out. As the recep-
tacle of Vi„æu’s semen or creative energy, Lak„mç is equated with
mÅyÅ, which is described in the same manner (3.3.11, 25–27, and 57–
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58). When Vi„æu places his vçrya in Lak„mç/mÅyÅ, the three guæas of
prakŸti arise, implying an identification between Lak„mç/mÅyÅ and
prakŸti as the source of the guæas (3.3.58). Elsewhere, mÅyÅ is said to be
prakŸti in very subtle form (3.3.26). As supreme female deity, Lak„mç
manifests herself in three primary forms that embody the three guæas:

When the Lord created the three guæas of prakŸti, there arose
Lak„mç in her three forms, ÷rç, Bhâ, and DurgÅ. ÷rç consisted
of sattva, Bhâ of rajas, and DurgÅ of tamas. . . . One should not
recognize any difference, on account of their mutual relation,
among the forms, the guæas, or DurgÅ, Bhâ, and ÷rç. (3.4.1–3)5

In relation to prakŸti, Vi„æu is puru„a. Vi„æu enters the guæas of
prakŸti and agitates them, beginning the process of cosmogenesis
(3.4.10ff). The tattvas, the constituent categories of creation, then begin
to flow forth from the guæas of prakŸti. Together, Vi„æu and Lak„mç
enter the first two of these tattvas to stimulate the formation of those
remaining (3.5.1ff).

The NÅrada PurÅæa (ca. 850–1000 C.E. and later),6 another Vai„æava
PurÅæa, begins an account of cosmogony by proclaiming that MahÅ-
Vi„æu (Great Vi„æu) alone exists as Brahman at the dawn of creation.
He possesses supreme creative power, ±akti, which is also referred to
as his mÅyÅ. This creative power is described as consisting of both
knowledge (vidyÅ) and ignorance (avidyÅ) (Pârva-KhaæØa 3.3–3.6). In
this context, mÅyÅ encompasses both the knowledge that can bring one
to the true understanding of Brahman, thus delivering one from the
cycle of birth and rebirth (safisÅra), and the ignorance that can impede
such understanding, binding one to the cycle instead.

When the universe appears to be different from MahÅ-Vi„æu,
then the result is only ignorance (avidyÅ), the agent of suffer-
ing. . . . (The) perception of the oneness of everything is con-
sidered knowledge (vidyÅ). Thus MahÅ-Vi„æu’s mÅyÅ bestows
birth and rebirth when seen as distinct from him, but if seen
as identical to him, it destroys the wheel of birth and rebirth.
(Pârva KhaæØa 3.7–9)

In its capacity as ignorance, Vi„æu’s ±akti/mÅyÅ instigates the process of
world-creation (Pârva-KhaæØa 3.6, 3.10). Hence, while the text ascribes
ultimate control over the process of cosmogenesis to Vi„æu, his cre-
ative power is specifically embodied as ±akti. This ±akti has many names:
UmÅ, Lak„mç, Bharatç, GirijÅ, AmbikÅ, DurgÅ, CaæØç, GirijÅ, BhadrakÅlç,
Vai„æavç, Brahmç, and so forth—all names and epithets of female deities
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(Pârva-KhaæØa 3.13–15). By explicitly identifying Vi„æu’s cosmogonic
power with goddesses, the text emphasizes its female nature in rela-
tion to Vi„æu’s maleness; and by identifying it with several goddesses,
and not just one, the text communicates that the particular name really
doesn’t seem to matter. This ±akti is the Goddess, and the Goddess has
many forms.

This ±akti is also equated with prakŸti, which embodies ±akti’s
capacity to act as material cause of the universe (Pârva-KhaæØa 3.15,
27). It is said that at the time of primordial creation, three forms arise
from Vi„æu: time (kÅla), puru„a, and prakŸti. In relation to prakŸti, the
principle of puru„a is male. Just as prakŸti is a form of ±akti, which is
the Goddess, puru„a is a form of Vi„æu, embodying his nature as “the
Lord of the World” (jagadguru). Unlike in classical SÅœkhya, however,
where puru„a is a passive, uninvolved witness to the genesis of the
universe, here puru„a takes on an active role in cosmogony, acting
upon prakŸti to begin the process of cosmogenesis (Pârva-KhaæØa 3.28–
32), and the world flows forth from prakŸti. In this capacity the femi-
nine principle, whose identity with the Goddess is implied in the text,
acts as the material foundation of creation from which the entire uni-
verse arises. Hence, while this account of cosmogenesis acknowledges
mÅyÅ’s nature as illusory power and its association with spiritual ig-
norance, it also affirms mÅyÅ’s creative capacity as an inherently femi-
nine generative force that gives rise to the created universe.

In the NÅrada PurÅæa’s account, Vi„æu’s creative power or avidyÅ
±akti, which is a form of the Goddess, is identified not only with
Vai„æava goddesses like Lak„mç, but also with goddesses less habitu-
ally associated with Vi„æu, including DurgÅ. The accommodation of
DurgÅ in a Vai„æava context is even more striking in a KŸ„æaite sec-
tion of the NÅrada PurÅæa.7 These sections of the text elevate KŸ„æa,
understood to be a form of Vi„æu, to supreme status. Although RÅdhÅ
is the chief female deity in this context and is identified with KŸ„æa’s
mÅyÅ and with prakŸti, DurgÅ is also sometimes elevated to supreme
status and portrayed as the source of creation. This section of the text
describes KŸ„æa as dwelling eternally in his heavenly realm, Goloka,
as supreme (para-) Brahman, who is beyond attributes. At this highest
level, RÅdhÅ is said to be united with KŸ„æa and abiding with him in
the same body, just as Vi„æu and Lak„mç are said to be inseparable in
the account cited above. The relationship between KŸ„æa and RÅdhÅ is
that of substance and attribute: they are as inseparable as milk and its
color or earth and its smell (Uttara-KhaæØa 59.2–9). This level of RÅdhÅ’s
identity transcends her material nature as prakŸti and exists in the form
of pure consciousness (cidrâpa) (Uttara-KhaæØa 59.8). While RÅdhÅ is
identical to KŸ„æa on this highest level, this merging of identities seems
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to end when she separates from him. She becomes manifest as
MulaprakŸti Ü±varç, the goddess primordial PrakŸti, who is called the
“Maker of the Universe” and the “Mother of All” (Pârva-KhaæØa 83.10–
11, 83.44, 82.214). RÅdhÅ engenders five goddesses who are described as
her five manifestations: Lak„mç, DurgÅ, SÅvitrç, Sarasvatç, and a second
form of RÅdhÅ herself. Collectively these five goddesses are the cause of
creation (sŸ„‡ikÅraæa) (Pârva-KhaæØa 83.32). While the mechanisms of
cosmogenesis are not detailed here, the Goddess’s cosmogonic role is
implied in her nature as the fivefold “cause of creation.”

This same section of the text, however, also portrays DurgÅ as
supreme Goddess and source of creation. Various male deities are
said to come forth from KŸ„æa’s person and are subsequently paired
with their corresponding female consorts, who emerge from the body
of either KŸ„æa or RÅdhÅ. Vi„æu-NÅrÅyaæa, for example, comes out of
KŸ„æa’s left side; analogously, Lak„mç springs from RÅdhÅ’s left side,
and KŸ„æa gives her to Vi„æu-NÅrÅyaæa. KŸ„æa creates ÷iva by divid-
ing himself in two, and ÷iva weds DurgÅ, who also comes forth from
KŸ„æa’s body (Pârva-KhaæØa 83.13–28). When she emerges, DurgÅ is
lauded as the source of all other female divinities and as MÅyÅ/PrakŸti:

DurgÅ, the eternal mÅyÅ of Vi„æu, suddenly became manifest
from the body of KŸ„æa. This MâlaprakŸti Ü±varç had the form
of seed of all goddesses, perfect, with a splendid form, and
consisting of the three guæas. (Pârva-KhaæØa 83.17–18)

Other passages use the same or similar epithets to describe RÅdhÅ,
calling her MâlaprakŸti, the eternal mÅyÅ of Vi„æu, and the inherent
mÅyÅ of KŸ„æa, implying that two goddesses are ultimately identical
(e.g., Pârva-KhaæØa 83.44–47).

A similar accommodation of DurgÅ in a KŸ„æaite context occurs
in the Brahmavaivarta PurÅæa (ca. 1400–1600 C.E.), where both RÅdhÅ
and DurgÅ are identified with the supreme feminine principle, prakŸti.8

There are several different accounts of creation in this PurÅæa. In one
account the Supreme Being, here called Ätman, splits into two parts
in the beginning of creation through his yogic power.9 The right side
is called puru„a, and the left, prakŸti. PrakŸti’s cosmogonic significance
is explained in etymological terms:

Pra- means distinguished (prakŸ„‡a), and -kŸti means creation
(sŸ„‡i). The goddess who is distinguished in creation is called
PrakŸti. According to scripture (±ruti), pra- means the preemi-
nent guæa sattva, -kŸ- means the middle guæa rajas, and -ti means
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tamas. Therefore, the one who consists of the three guæas pos-
sesses all power (±akti) and is preeminent in bringing about
creation; hence she is called PrakŸti. Pra- means first, and -kŸti
means creation. And that goddess who is first in creation is
therefore called PrakŸti. (PrakŸti-KhaæØa 1.5–8)

Like KŸ„æa, PrakŸti, too, is said to be eternal, for the two are indissolu-
bly connected, a type of description of the male and female dimen-
sions of the Godhead that we have seen before. KŸ„æa cannot create
without her, for she is also his creative power, ±akti. Although the
equation of prakŸti/±akti with mÅyÅ is found in the text, the Goddess’s
nature as mÅyÅ is not emphasized.

PrakŸti is both a feminine creative principle and the supreme
Goddess who transcends all other female divinities and is their source.
When the goddess PrakŸti is nirguæa, without qualities, she is the coun-
terpart of KŸ„æa’s nirguæa form (Brahma-KhaæØa 28.24). It is in fact
remarkable that the Brahmavaivarta identifies a level of PrakŸti that is
nirguæa, since SÅœkhya describes prakŸti as inherently possessed of
guæas and is thus usually described as triguæÅ, “having three guæas,”
by nature. The postulation of a level of PrakŸti that transcends the
three guæas may be influenced by the equation of PrakŸti with the ±akti
of KŸ„æa/Brahman. If Brahman is in a nirguæa state, it thus follows
that his inherent ±akti must also be nirguæa. Since PrakŸti is here iden-
tified with KŸ„æa/Brahman’s ±akti, it would follow that it, too, must be
nirguæa at the highest level (see also Brown 1974, 134–137).

As saguæÅ, PrakŸti is MâlaprakŸti Ü±varç, the goddess primordial
PrakŸti (e.g., PrakŸti-KhaæØa 1.12). She assumes five forms in the pro-
cess of creation and becomes manifest as the goddesses DurgÅ, RÅdhÅ,
Lak„mç, Sarasvatç, and SÅvitrç.10 The most important of these five are
DurgÅ and RÅdhÅ, who both are often equated with MâlaprakŸti Ü±varç.
Brown (1974, 121–––––122) notes that the identification of both RÅdhÅ and
DurgÅ with PrakŸti indicates the essential identity of the two god-
desses with one another, an identification that we have also seen made
implicitly in the NÅrada PurÅæa. In this text, the equation between the
two is explicit (PrakŸti-KhaæØa 55.52, 65.25). The ultimacy of either
RÅdhÅ or DurgÅ as Supreme Goddess is said to depend on the per-
spective of the believer:

She who is merged into KŸ„æa’s breast is the goddess Mâla-
prakŸti. The wise call her DurgÅ, the eternal Vi„æumÅyÅ. . . .
Vai„æavas call her MahÅlak„mç, the supreme RÅdhÅ. (PrakŸti-
KhaæØa 54.88–91)
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Because of the Vai„æava orientation of the Brahmavaivarta PurÅæa,
it seems to favor RÅdhÅ as supreme Goddess, but sometimes DurgÅ,
not RÅdhÅ, is elevated to this status. In one passage, for example,
KŸ„æa is said to be present at the time of creation. Various beings
spring from KŸ„æa’s body, including the goddess MâlaprakŸti, who
springs from his intellect (buddhi). The Great Goddess, MâlaprakŸti, is
lauded as the foundational cause of the universe and the embodiment
of ±akti, but in this passage she is identified as DurgÅ, not RÅdhÅ. In
fact, RÅdhÅ does not emerge until quite a bit later, when she springs
forth from KŸ„æa’s left side; she is described only as his alluring mate
(Brahma-KhaæØa 3.1ff., 5.25–26).

The integration of DurgÅ into these materials may be attributable
at least in part to the influence of the Devç-MÅhÅtyma. The Great
Goddess of the Devç-MÅhÅtmya is commonly understood to be DurgÅ;
indeed, the Devç-MÅhÅtmya is widely known as the DurgÅ Sapta±ati,
“The 700 Verses to DurgÅ.” But other influences might also be at work
here as well. In many contexts, including the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, the
Goddess is independent of any male consort. When DurgÅ is associ-
ated with a male consort, it is usually ÷iva. Coburn notes that al-
though the Devç-MÅhÅtmya does not understand Devç to be ÷iva’s
consort, her worship and identity are probably intertwined with those
of ÷iva, and her identity seems to emerge out of a matrix in which ÷iva
functions as a prominent figure (1996, 40–41). Charlotte Vaudeville
(1982), on the other hand, has argued for a historical connection be-
tween the cult of Devç and that of KŸ„æa GopÅla, an argument that
Coburn also notes (1996, 5–6). Vaudeville suggests that there is an
ancient connection between early Vai„æava materials, which shaped
later developments in the mythology and cults of Vi„æu and KŸ„æa,
and the Great Goddess in her forms as both DurgÅ and KÅlç, DurgÅ’s
dark counterpart. Devç’s original place is later usurped, Vaudeville
suggests, by the more gentle and alluring RÅdhÅ. This hypothesis is
consonant with the PurÅæic passages above, which maintain DurgÅ’s
status as Supreme Goddess and fount of creation while acknowledg-
ing RÅdhÅ’s claim to this title as well.

The ÷iva PurÅæa (ca. 800–1000 C.E.) recounts the process of
cosmogenesis from a ÷aiva perspective. ÷iva alone is said to exist at
the beginning of creation in his formless (nirguæa) state as Supreme
(para-) or True (sat-) Brahman (Rudra-SafihitÅ 1.6). The text empha-
sizes his unfathomable nature by using negative language reminiscent
of that used in the Upani„ads to describe Brahman as “not this . . . not
that” (neti . . . neti). Formless Brahman produces a second version of
himself with form, which is called Ü±vara (Lord) or SadÅ-÷iva (Eternal
÷iva).
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Ü±vara/SadÅ-÷iva contains within himself a female power, the
goddess ÷akti. ÷akti is ÷ivÅ, the female side of ÷iva and the Great
Goddess. Without altering his own body in any way, Ü±vara sends
÷akti forth from himself (Rudra-SafihitÅ 1.6.4–19). In another section
of the text, it is said that although ÷akti appears to be born from ÷iva
in his form as SadÅ-÷iva, it is said that in fact she is not really born but
simply becomes manifest—a somewhat common PurÅæic formula that
echoes the Devç-MÅhÅtmya’s description of the Goddess as eternal
and hence birthless.

Hara, the most excellent lord, sent forth a goddess from a
portion of his body. Those who are knowledgeable about
Brahman say that this goddess, who is endowed with divine
attributes, is the highest ÷akti of that supreme ÷iva. . . .
Although (it appears that) she was born from Ü±vara, in reality
she is not born. (VÅyavçya-SafihitÅ 1.16.6–11)

÷iva and ÷akti are the father and mother of the universe, the nÅda
(sound) and bindu (dot) whose union gives rise to creation (Vidye±vara-
SafihitÅ 16.87–90, 93). ÷akti is identified with prakŸti and is called the
“foundational cause” (mâlakÅraæa) and generator of all things (Rudra-
SafihitÅ 1.6.20–21, 24). Both ÷iva and Vi„æu, whom ÷iva creates from
his left side, assume the identity of puru„a in relation to ÷akti’s identity
as prakŸti, and the union of puru„a and prakŸti produces the first birth
(Vidye±vara-SafihitÅ 16.95–97; Rudra-SafihitÅ 1.1.2, 1.6.53). At the time
of creation, the various tattvas that comprise creation evolve forth from
÷akti/prakŸti (Rudra-SafihitÅ 1.6.55–59).

The Kârma PurÅæa (ca. 550–800 C.E.), a cross sectarian PurÅæa,
details the world-generating nature of the Goddess in a narrative sec-
tion that merges cosmogonic elements into a lengthy eulogy. In this
account, BrahmÅ, who has already been created, produces Rudra—a
form of ÷iva—from his mouth. At BrahmÅ’s command, Rudra splits
himself into male and female forms. The female who springs from
Rudra is Ü±Ånç, “Female Sovereign.” She is named as ÷ivÅ, MÅhe±varç,
or ÷Åœkarç—the female counterpart of ÷iva—and as the supreme God-
dess who creates the world. She is ÷iva’s female dimension made
manifest. She is also ÷akti. Although singular, she has different forms
as the different goddesses, the ±aktis inherent in creation, who repre-
sent her portions (1.11.2–13). As these various ±aktis, she pervades the
world.

÷ivÅ is all-pervading, endless, beyond the guæas, absolutely
without parts, singular but abiding in many portions, assum-
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ing the form of knowledge, extremely desirous, without
peer. . . . That single MÅhe±varç ÷akti (becomes) many in com-
bination with (her various) attributes. . . . This world is her
creation. . . . She is Devç, sovereign over all and stimulator of
all beings. (1.11.22–30)

As supreme ÷akti, she is also identified with Vi„æu’s mÅyÅ, the power
of delusion that he wields. In the form of mÅyÅ, ÷akti is also called
upon to make ÷iva’s universal form (vai±varâpya) become manifest
(1.11.34–35). Thus, she is linked with both Vi„æu and ÷iva.

As ÷iva’s counterpart, ÷akti is his partner in cosmogenesis, and
everything is said to spring from ÷iva and ÷akti together (1.11.42). She
is also described as the source of both puru„a and prakŸti, here called
pradhÅna. While abiding near ÷iva, ÷akti, who is called MÅyÅ in this
passage, splits herself and becomes pradhÅna and puru„a (1.11.40–41).
As ÷iva’s ±akti, she transcends pradhÅna and is its source, yet pradhÅna
is also a form of her (1.11.241). ÷akti is the source of various other
categories of creation as well (1.11.222), but the evolution of the tattvas
described explicitly in some other accounts of cosmogony is not in-
cluded in this particular creation narrative.

÷Åkta Contexts

Although the Devç MÅhÅtmya’s vision of the Goddess as ±akti, prakŸti
and mÅyÅ is maintained in both Vai„æava and ÷aiva contexts, her sta-
tus as highest, ultimate reality is not. Assertions of equality between
the ultimate male God and his consort are quite common in these
texts, but in fact it is the male who is really supreme. It is said, for
example, that ultimately there is no distinction between ÷akti and the
possessor of ÷akti, who is Brahman, but it is the male who possesses
the Goddess. ÷akti is never described as the possessor of her consort.
In the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, the Goddess is represented in ways that por-
tray her as Brahman, although such identification is not made explic-
itly in the text. This is clearly not the case in Vai„æava and ÷aiva
contexts.

In the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa, which is ±Åkta in orientation, nar-
rative patterns concerning cosmogony that we have already seen in
Vai„æava and ÷aiva PurÅæas merge with the Devç-MÅhÅtmya’s vision
of the Goddess as supreme, ultimate reality.11 This PurÅæa celebrates
the Goddess as Brahman, an identity that Vai„æava and ÷aiva PurÅæas
would reject. Yet the same understanding of the Goddess as the well-
spring of the universe, a role embodied in her nature as ±akti, prakŸti,
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and mÅyÅ persists, although the Goddess’s role as generator of the
cosmos is subsumed under the Goddess’s larger identity.

In the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa, as in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, the
Goddess is the eternal, omnipresent overlord of creation and support
of all that exists (e.g., 1.2.4–5, 1.2.8, 1.2.19). She is both nirguæa and
saguæa, and the text distinguishes between these different aspects (e.g.,
1.8.40, 1.12.51, 3.7.4–7, 3.24.39, and 12.8.75). In her nirguæa state, she
has a transcendent form that surpasses the three guæas; she is supreme
reality itself and transcends all qualities. When her nirguæa aspect is
emphasized in the text, she is sometimes called NirguæÅ ÷akti,
MahÅmÅyÅ, or even—as in the Brahmavaivarta PurÅæa—NirguæÅ
PrakŸti (e.g., 1.5.48).

In an account of cosmogony in the Devç GçtÅ section of the text,
which Brown explores in detail in this volume, it is said that before
the universe is created only the Goddess exists as Supreme (para-)
Brahman. Brahman possesses a single inherent power (±akti) called
mÅyÅ, described in true Advaita fashion as neither real, nor unreal, nor
both (7.32.1–4). Ultimately, this mÅyÅ is not different from the Goddess
herself (7.33.1 and 12.8.67). As Brown notes above, in this text the
Goddess not only wields mÅyÅ as world-generating power, she is the
very mÅyÅ that she wields.

There are two dimensions of the Goddess’s power of mÅyÅ; they
are described as different kinds of causes that play different roles in
cosmogenesis. Through its association with consciousness (caitanya),
the Goddess’s mÅyÅ acts as the instrumental or efficient cause (nimitta)
of creation, that is, the agent necessary for creation to occur. By its
transformation into the visible world, it is the material cause of cre-
ation (7.32.8), that is, the prakŸti-like substance from which the cosmos
is fashioned. Given that the Goddess is not different from her mÅyÅ,
these two causes seem to represent two dimensions of the Goddess
herself as cosmogonic agent, corresponding to puru„a and prakŸti in
creation narratives from the GaruØa and NÅrada PurÅæas detailed
above. It is also said that when the Goddess unites with her creative
power, she becomes the “cosmic seed” (bçja) that serves as the source
of creation (7.32.7).12 This form of the Goddess as cosmic seed, too,
seems to correspond to prakŸti in some of the other cosmogonies de-
tailed above as material foundation of the visible world, except that
here this cosmic seed is also Brahman, since the Goddess is Brahman
(Brown 1998, 96). Both mÅyÅ and the Goddess are, in fact, identified
with prakŸti (e.g., 7.31.44, 7.32.9).

While conceding to the ultimate identity of all forms of the
Goddess, the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa nevertheless distinguishes among
her different aspects. As Nirguæa Brahman, she transcends the guæas;
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she is beyond attributes. As creator, she possesses and wields creative
power, mÅyÅ ±akti, which is the impelling force behind cosmogenesis.
But both this power and the prakŸti-like form that she takes as the
cosmic seed that gives rise to the visible universe are forms of the
Goddess herself. Hence, the Devç-BhÅgavata maintains the same vi-
sion of the Goddess as immediate wellspring of the created universe
that the ÷aiva and Vai„æava PurÅæic accounts of cosmogenesis de-
tailed above also share.

Conclusion

While portraying the Goddess’s personal identity in different ways
depending on the context, PurÅæic creation narratives from across the
sectarian spectrum affirm her role as wellspring of the universe, a role
that is embodied in her nature as the principles ±akti, prakŸti, and mÅyÅ.
Accordingly, these cosmogonies negotiate differences in sectarian al-
legiance while maintaining a shared vision of the Goddess as the foun-
dational source of creation. The integration of the Goddess into the
mechanisms of cosmogenesis and the identification of different god-
desses with cosmic creative principles are inherently connected to the
theology of a Great Goddess who is portrayed even in non-±Åkta con-
texts as powerful and praiseworthy. The vision of her that comes forth
in these creation narratives also points to two larger issues concerning
her identity that come forth in this book: MahÅdevç’s status as “Mother,”
and her multiple singularity.

As the source of all that exists, the Goddess is the Mother of all.
Even in those contexts where male deities are ascribed ultimacy, it is
the Goddess who acts as the immediate source of creation, giving
birth to the world from her own nature as divine creative power or as
the material matrix from which all arises. Such a vision of the female’s
role in creation reflects the biological realities of procreation, of course,
for children emerge from the bodies of their mothers. While Devç’s
nurturing maternal role is emphasized in many of the devotional con-
texts explored in other chapters in this volume, PurÅæic creation ac-
counts emphasize her generative capacity as the Mother of all that
exists.

With respect to her multiple-singular nature, as ±akti, prakŸti, and
mÅyÅ, Devç embodies a cosmogonic potency that transcends particular
form and personal identity. One might say that the identity of the
Great Goddess in these contexts has more to do with what she is than
with who she is. Who she is can and does change from text to text,
depending on sectarian biases, but her identity as a creative force
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manifest in cosmogony and the foundation and source of all that is
persists across sectarian contexts. Cultic practice further bears out her
nature as a multifaceted creative power that transcends her particular
forms. While ±akti, prakŸti, and mÅyÅ are not individual goddesses with
distinct narrative or ritual traditions—like Lak„mç, for example—
nevertheless devotees of a variety of goddesses may understand the
object of their worship to embody these principles. Cultically as well,
as generator of the universe, MahÅdevç transcends sectarian borders
and remains accessible to worshipers of all stripe.

Notes

1. The Brahmanical tradition comprises eighteen major (MahÅ-) and
eighteen minor (Upa-) PurÅæas, although there is some disagreement as to
exactly which PurÅæas belong in which category. Even the PurÅæas them-
selves disagree as to exactly which texts should be included in which list. The
main disagreement concerns whether the ÷iva PurÅæa should be included as
a MahÅ-PurÅæa—replacing the VÅyu—or whether it should be classified as an
Upa-PurÅæa. If we include both the ÷iva and VÅyu PurÅæas, the result is a list
of nineteen PurÅæas: Agni, BhÅgavata, Bhavi„ya, Brahma, BrahmÅæØa,
Brahmavaivarta, GaruØa, Kârma, LiÙga, MÅrkaæØeya, Matsya, NÅrada, Padma,
Skanda, ÷iva, VÅmana, VarÅha, VÅyu, and Vi„æu.

Many of the PurÅæas can be classified according to their sectarian per-
spectives. The major or MahÅ-PurÅæas tend to celebrate the gods Vi„æu (and
his manifestations) and ÷iva above all others, designating that god as Brah-
man, and several of these PurÅæas are clearly Vai„æava or ÷aiva in orientation.
Four of the Upa-PurÅæas and portions of some of the MahÅ-PurÅæas are ±Åkta
and elevate the Goddess to the highest position in the divine hierarchy. Sev-
eral PurÅæas, like the Kârma, are cross-sectarian, and others, like the
MÅrkaæØeya PurÅæa, cannot be classified as having any clear sectarian
allegiance.

2. This chapter draws upon and revises earlier research detailed in
chapter three of Pintchman 1994. Please see that work for further elaboration
of the Goddess’s role in PurÅæic accounts of creation.

3. There are twenty-three of these tattvas that flow forth from prakŸti:
intellect (buddhi or mahat), egoity (ahaœkÅra), mind (manas), five sense capaci-
ties (buddhçndriyas: hearing, touching, seeing, tasting, and smelling), five ac-
tion capacities (karmendriyas: speaking, grasping, walking, excreting, and
procreating), five subtle elements (tanmÅtras: sound, contact, form, taste, and
smell), and five gross elements (mahÅbhâtas: ether, air, fire, water, and earth).

4. These are the dates proposed by Hazra (1975, 144). Hazra also notes
that the Uttara-KhaæØa is a later addition. The GaruØa PurÅæa appears to
have been compiled over a long period of time in several stages, and many
scholars have proposed that the date of the text as a whole cannot be fixed.
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Rather, they have dated different sections of the text separately, ranging from
the first century C.E. up to the eleventh century.

5. ÷rç is another name for Lak„mç, and Bhâ is the goddess Earth. See
also GaruØa PurÅæa 3.11.4–5, which states that prakŸti assumes the forms of
Lak„mç and the Earth (= ÷rç and Bhâ).

6. Hazra proposes the dating of 850–1000 C.E. for much of the text, but
notes that some of the text is later than this (1975, 129–133).

7. These materials include the third pÅda of the first part (Pârva KhaæØa)
and the second part (Uttara KhaæØa) of the text, sections that Hazra describes
as “comparatively late” (1975, 132).

8. See Brown 1974, 119–122. Brown also looks at parallels between the
KŸ„æaite sections of the NÅrada PurÅæa and the Brahmavaivarta PurÅæa (26–
27, 158–165).

9.Ätman is synonymous with Brahman.
10. For a detailed discussion of the five forms of prakŸti and the histori-

cal roots of this concept, see Brown 1974, 142–167.
11. As Brown notes, the ninth book of the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa cor-

responds closely to the PrakŸti KhaæØa of the Brahmavaivarta PurÅæa, except
that Devç replaces Vi„æu as supreme deity (1990, x, 10, 145–147, and passim).
Because the mythological material is substantially the same in both PurÅæas,
I will not address this portion of the Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa.

12. I am borrowing Brown’s translation here; see Brown 1998, 86, 89
n.11. In his translation of this chapter of the text (85–109), Brown discusses
this account of creation and its roots in Advaita VedÅnta in much greater
detail than I am able to do here.
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Waves of Beauty, Rivers of Blood

Constructing the Goddess in Kerala

Sarah Caldwell

In the south Indian state of Kerala, the Great Goddess (MahÅdevç) is
generally known as “Bhagavati.” As the Great Goddess, Bhagavati is
÷akti, the power behind the physical world; a power that is sum-
moned, enlivened, and worshipped in a variety of physical forms.
Indeed, the construction and enlivening of the Goddess’s physical form
is the fundamental mode of Hindu religious practice in Kerala. In
keeping with the general tendency of MahÅdevç to manifest in a va-
riety of forms, Bhagavati may be called DÆvi, KÅ¬i, or BhadrakÅ¬i in
Kerala according to context. Yet while she remains at all times the
supreme Goddess for her devotees, the way that Bhagavati’s physical
form is “constructed” through ritual enactments and textual recitation
varies significantly from one social group to another, highlighting
aspects of the Goddess’s identity meaningful to each community.
Different traditions of worshipping the Goddess pertain to specific
segments of Kerala’s erstwhile highly stratified society, who continue
to own and perform distinct ritual songs. This essay will examine four
such song text traditions:

1. Bhagavati Ka¬am PÅ‡‡u and its relation to the ÷Åkta text
Saundarya Laharç

2. BhadrakÅ¬i MÅhÅtmyam (a.k.a. Bhadrō¬pati)

3. a palm leaf manuscript of DÅrikavadham from north central
Kerala

4. Brahmaæi PÅ‡‡u.

93
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Differences among the song texts that in turn are indicative of the
diverse social contexts in which these function clearly illustrate “the
constitutive role of interpretation in shaping portrayals of MahÅdevç’s
identity” pointed to in the introduction to this volume (4). In Kerala,
the physical and mythic construction of the Goddess in ritual continu-
ally articulates the identity of the Great Goddess in particular cultural
domains.

Throughout Kerala, the body of the Goddess Bhagavati is ritu-
ally constructed through ka¬ams (portraits of the Goddess in colored
powders), elaborately costumed ritual possession performances, or
mârtis (enlivened sculptural images enshrined in permanent temples),
as well as through songs, meditation, tantric worship, and the telling
and hearing of mythic stories (both oral and written) in which the
Goddess is described in detail.1 These texts range from songs sung by
female agricultural workers during the rice harvest to Sanskrit poetic
compositions recited by male Brahmin priests in temples. Each retells
the DÅrikavadham (The Killing of DÅrika), a story unique to Kerala,
though clearly sharing common elements with several Sanskrit PurÅæas
and some Tamil myths.2 Treatment of several important motifs in the
DÅrikavadham story varies among versions. We will explore this varia-
tion, which reveals much about the social construction of the Goddess
within a shared religious domain.

Although we cannot know with any certainty the historical ori-
gins of Bhagavati, evidence seems to point to her development out of
the ancient Tamil war goddess Kor

¯
r
¯
avai,3 as well as fierce female deities

worshipped by the mountain-dwelling aboriginal peoples. The Kor
¯
r
¯
avai

tradition emphasizes the Goddess’s intimate relation to the battlefield,
whereas the aboriginal traditions seem to regard the Goddess as a
fierce power (often embodied in snakes) dwelling in trees and moun-
tain forests. In both traditions, she is said to love blood and to possess
human bodies. Over many centuries, this earth-dwelling goddess,
known in Kerala as Bhagavati, became assimiliated to the pan-Hindu
KÅlç.

Today Bhagavati is a mother goddess who is also terrifying and
fierce. Her Kerala legends, embodied in the DÅrikavadham, tell of her
birth directly from the forehead of ÷iva to fight the demon DÅrika, her
enormous size and ferocity, her beauty and power, her bloodthirsti-
ness, and her military might. The story of the Goddess in DÅrikavadham
echoes many of the themes in the better-known texts Devç-MÅhÅtmya
and Devç-BhÅgavata PurÅæa. In fact, some of the Sanskrit versions of
DÅrikavadham, such as the BhadrakÅ¬i MÅhÅtmyam, claim to be taken
directly from the MÅrkaæØeya PurÅæa, the framing text for the Devç-
MÅhÅtmya, although they are in fact not present there.4 In most of its
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plot details, in its rhetoric and metaphors, and in several crucial plot
elements, even the most Sanskritized versions of Bhagavati’s Kerala
story are closer to Tamil literary style than to the extant PurÅæic texts
dedicated to the Devç; and much of the story appears to be utterly
unique to Kerala.

C. A. Menon, whose book KÅ¬i Worship in Kerala (1959; in
Malayalam) remains to date the only full-scale survey of the subject,
emphasizes the unique orientations of Bhagavati worship in different
castes. According to Menon, the form of worshipping the mother
goddess “at the foot of the tree without any form of idol or icon” still
practiced by the aboriginal forest dwellers is the oldest mode. The
fundamental orientation of this worship is to request protection and
avert harm from the Goddess, who is believed to be dangerous and
capricious by nature.5 Kings and sorcerers engaged in left-handed ÷Åkta
practices to obtain magical powers. Soldiers called upon the mother of
the ka¬ari (martial arts gymnasium) to endow them with “valor and
heroism,” while politicians and landowners “aspired for the blessings
of the Mother to perpetuate their influence and status among the
people.” Agriculturalists worshipped Bhagavati to obtain a successful
rice harvest; toddy-tappers worshipped her in the coconut palm to
draw out plenty of white sap from the buds; and “the great Vedantis
and those having spiritual knowledge worshipped the Mother as
Mahamaya and Mahashakti, who controls birth, protection, and de-
struction of the universe” (Menon 1959).

This bewildering variety of apprehensions of the Goddess, un-
derstood in all her myriad forms to be connected to the single Great
Goddess (MahÅdevç) of the pan-Indian tradition, is reflected in the
plethora of ritual performance traditions and texts specific to particu-
lar castes. One can go to a temple or folk arts festival today and see
literally dozens of distinct ritual portrayals of the Goddess side by
side. We are just beginning to unravel these complex interrelations
between groups and to relate them to their social and historical con-
texts. We know that while there has been continual mixing and bor-
rowing of traditions, essential values important to each social group
persist and remain fairly distinct.6 We can surmise that over the past
two millenia, as the Goddess began to embody a set of common sym-
bols, her form nonetheless crystallized around the concerns of each
group. Only by examining her textual and ritual “construction” in
each tradition can we begin to understand the whole religious, social,
and historical picture.

J. R. Freeman’s detailed study of teyyam7 in north Malabar (1991)
outlines a typology by which to sort out some of these complexities.
Freeman suggests that there are three major ideological orientations in
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Kerala ritual, which he calls the “sorcery,” “martial,” and “priestly”
complexes, corresponding to three caste divisions (÷udra, K„atriya/
NÅyar, and Brahmin). These three complexes mobilize separate sets of
ritual practice and express fundamentally different world views. While
Freeman’s suggestion about the distinctiveness of each group’s form
of worship is intriguing, the boundaries might not be as clearly de-
fined as he suggests, for symbols and ideas move continually up and
down the caste hierarchy, as well as across religious boundaries into
Muslim and Christian communities in the same locality.8 Furthermore,
his scheme does not incorporate female-centered texts and rituals
devoted to the Goddess Bhagavati that reflect a significant cultural
and historical current and express the unique concerns of their au-
thors. If we add a fourth category, the “female-centered” text tradi-
tion, to Freeman’s schema of priestly, warrior, and sorcery ritual
complexes, and acknowledge the flow of symbols and ideas across
social groups, we may categorize the fundamental values expressed in
the texts and rituals of Bhagavati as expressed in table 5.1.

Despite its limitations, such a schema highlights the different
emphases actors and authors have drawn out from a common set of
symbols. Although the basic plot elements remain constant in each of
the texts (some oral, some written), notable differences emerge. These
include differences in rhetorical style and plot, variations in motifs,
such as the treatment of women or the relationship between the God-
dess and her father, ÷iva. In the following section, we will explore the

Table 5.1 Variants of Bhagavati Textual Traditions

Female-
Complex Warrior Priestly Sorcery Centered

Social NÅyar/K„atriya Brahmins Lower castes, Women of
Group mountain both high

dwellers and low
castes*

Text Saundarya Laharç BhadrakÅ¬ç Palm leaf DV;
Example [hereafter SL] MÅhÅtmyam manuscript of BrÅhmaæi

Bhagavati Ka¬am [hereafter BM] DÅrikavadham PÅ‡‡u
PÅ‡‡u [BKP] [hereafter DV] [hereafter BP]

Values Erotic power and War and Dangerous Social
Emphasized attraction; military bloodshed; power, wild relatedness,

might Also dharma, natural fury, affection,
restoration of carnivory vulnerability,
order physicality

*Although I have grouped these together for analytic purposes, we must be careful to
distinguish the two as we learn more about low caste women’s values in Kerala.
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construction of the Great Goddess’s identity in these four different
complexes, examining in turn texts and songs from each category: the
warrior (BKP and SL); the priestly (BM); sorcery (DV); and female-
centered (DV and BP).

Waves of Beauty

As the ritual artist (a Marar or Kurup male, hereditary temple artists)
begins to draw the black geometric outlines of the ka¬am, or powder
drawing, portraying the Goddess in her fierce form as BhadrakÅ¬i, he
imagines the representational picture he will draw to be the bindu, or
center, of an unseen yantra, the ÷rç Cakra. The ÷rç Cakra is an abstract
ritual diagram, consisting of a series of forty-three triangles, meditated
upon by initiates into the ÷Åkta cult of the Goddess to realize the
fundamental structure of the universe. In 1992, Krishnan Kutty Marar,
an expert ka¬am artist whose father was initiated into the ÷rç VidyÅ
form of ÷Åkta practice, described in detail the correspondences be-
tween the triangles of the ÷rç Cakra and specific entrances to the
Goddess’s fort, guardian deities, planets and syllables associated with
each part of the diagram.9 For Krishnan Kutty Marar, the ÷rç Cakra is
a precise map of the military battlements of Tripurasundari, the God-
dess at the center of the ÷rç Cakra, destroyer of the fort of the demon
DÅrika. Krishnan Kutty asserts that DÅrika’s fort can be found at
Kōlatiri, an ancient ruin in northern Kerala, where the Asura king was
believed to have reigned on earth. The goddess’s fortifications, how-
ever, are located in another dimension, not visible on the earth. Al-
though Krishnan Kutty Marar was not himself initiated into the ÷Åkta
cult, he asserts that a close relationship existed in earlier times be-
tween the ka¬am tradition and the ka¬ari (martial arts) training of ritual
specialists (who also danced mu‡iyÆt

¯
t
¯
u and other ritual dances dedi-

cated to the Goddess). For him the representational powder drawing
of the Goddess, victoriously holding DÅrika’s bloody, decapitated head
in her left hand, is an integral expression of this esoteric military
imagery, extolled in her stories, and enacted in her ritual dramas.10

A central practice of the ÷rç VidyÅ cult is the recitation of the
Saundarya Laharç [SL], the “Ocean [alt., waves/flood] of Beauty,” a
Sanskrit text attributed to the Kerala saint ÷aÙkarÅcÅrya (eighth cen-
tury?) describing the Goddess’s physical charms as well as the esoteric
powers that may be obtained by meditating on her. In ÷Åkta esoteric
religious doctrine, especially as practiced by kings and warriors in
Kerala, military might has become a metaphor for spiritual attain-
ment.11 This spiritual attainment in turn derives from partaking of the
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Goddess’s mystico-erotic power. The goddess as supreme deity of the
universe is conceived in this poem as a beautiful, erotic, supremely
pure, mature female. The repeated emphasis on her erotic appeal is an
integral part of her power and greatness. By meditating on the exquis-
ite and erotically stimulating form of the Goddess, the most remark-
able powers may ensue to the male devotee:

If Thy gracious side glance falls on even a very decrepit old
man who is ugly to look at, and whose erotic sensibilities are
dead, he will be followed in all haste in their hundreds by
love-lorn young women having their locks scattered, their
rotund breasts exposed by the loosening of their brassieres,
and their girdles suddenly broken in excitement, thus letting
their wearing [sic] clothes slip down. (SL, Verse 13)

The goddess’s physical beauty is a sign not only of her perfection, but
also of her power over the mind (of men), the power to attract, to
focus attention, and to provoke desire. In this central metaphor of the
÷Åkta meditation tradition ±akti itself is the conscious, physical force
that manifests as knowledge, desire, and power. By pleasing the God-
dess who possesses all these, the male worshipper himself will attain
the same powers over others and will ultimately merge into her. In
this highly gendered combination of “martial” and “priestly” values
(to use Freeman’s terminology) in a fundamentally ÷Åkta ethos, medi-
tation upon and incorporation of the female body’s erotic power be-
comes for the tantric NÅyar warrior the very source of his martial
potency.12 In the social realm, the Goddess was considered the repre-
sentative of NÅyar and K„atriya political concerns, a queen leading
valiant warriors into glorious battle.

The SL describes the Goddess’s beauty in typically florid San-
skrit poetry:

Surrounded by curly hair resembling swarms of young bees,
Thy face scoffs at the beauty of the lotus-flower; in which face,
smiling gently, rendered handsome by the filament-like bril-
liance of the teeth and endowed with fragrance, the bees of
the eyes of the Destroyer of Smara revel. (Verse 45)

Oh mother! In the region of Thy breasts is a flawless necklace
made of pearls got from the frontal globe of Gajasura (the
elephant-demon). It rests there with its white brilliance varie-
gated from within by the reflection of the ruddy tinge of Thy
Bimba-like lips, as if it were the confluence of the (white) fame
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and the (red) valor of Thy Consort, the Destroyer of the Cities.
(Verse 74).13

As the form of the ÷rç Cakra is related to the Bhagavati ka¬am, so
is the SL comparable to the songs of praise accompanying ka¬am draw-
ing. These songs are known as Bhagavati Ka¬am PÅ‡‡u [BKP]. The
BKP, sung in an old form of Malayalam, uses some of the same meta-
phors and similes as the SL, and like it, describes the Goddess’s body
from “foot to head and head to foot” (a form common to invocations
sung throughout the Indian subcontinent). The poetic diction, how-
ever, is far terser. In the following excerpt from the BKP sung by
Koratty Narayana Kurup, we can see the traditional description of the
Goddess’s beautiful limbs augmented by local motifs like the oracle’s
jingling anklets, DÅrika’s head, and local place names.14

I salute you oh beautiful Kurumbayil Bhagavati
I salute your heavy hair which has the color of deep darkness
I salute the fiery eye which is like a bindi on your forehead
I salute the shining doe-like eyes and the big nose
I salute your honey-oozing lips and your red teeth and tongue
I salute your two ear-drops which are two elephants . . .
I salute the big tÅli [pendant] on your chest and the big flower

garland
I salute your divine breasts, which have beauty and shape

equal to the big Meru Mountain . . .
I salute with my hands your outer feet and toes
I salute your divine dance which makes the whole world shiver
I salute with my hand the anklets that shake when the oracle

dances
I salute having seen your body from head to foot
Oh Bhagavati of Vayambrakkavu I salute you.15

Directly after this opening hymn of praise, another descriptive
verse follows, using a very different set of images:

The one who wears with pleasure wild elephants in her ears
One in a state of high intoxication
One who rides on the VÆtÅ¬a
She who cut the chest of the tormentor DÅrika
With thick red blood indeed
One who gives the blood to Kâ¬is as food
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She who cuts to pieces the enemies
She who shoots booming arrows at the foe and catches with

the sword
Oh my mother of ÷rç Kurumbakavu who reigns with pleasure
One who reigns with many good qualities
I bow before you oh Terrible One.

This verse, sung in Malayalam, introduces violent images of battle in
language reminiscent of Tamil poetry. This song stays within the
descriptive praise genre but introduces themes developed prominently
in the DÅrikavadham texts.

Rivers of Blood

Tamil scholars have often noted a tendency toward the horrific in
certain forms of battle poetry, particularly in descriptions of the God-
dess KÅlç and her ghoulish cohort.16 The overt concern with fertility,
death, bloodshed, and agriculture in much of this poetry is reflected
in metaphors of blood as seed, heads as fruits, and war as harvest.
Direct confrontation with death and the creation of life from its re-
mains are truths highlighted in these texts devoted to the fierce god-
dess. The goddess’s body is in fact the Earth itself, and her power is
the life-force that brings forth food. She requires the sacrifice of blood
to renew the earth.

The images of war, bloodshed, and carnivory associated with the
Goddess Kor

¯
r
¯
avai in ancient Tamil poetry are reiterated in the San-

skrit text BhadrakÅ¬i MÅhÅtmyam [BM], which relates the DÅrika-
vadham story (which appears to have been in oral circulation since
the Sangam period17) in poetic detail. Claiming to be part of the
MÅrkaæØeya PurÅæa, the texts retell the story of the Devç-MÅhÅtmya
in a purely Kerala idiom. Though some motifs remain the same, most
of the plot is entirely different. At times the texts appear to mimic the
Devç-MÅhÅtmya or incorporate language very near that of the SL and
LalitÅ SahasranÅm in praising the Goddess.18 But the poem also em-
ploys imagery very different from such better-known Sanskrit texts.
Consider the following account of BhadrakÅ¬i’s killing of the demon
DÅrika, from chapter 8 of the BM:

Then throwing that great sinner DÅrika on the earth, that
daughter of ÷iva thrust her trident deep into his chest. That
KÅ¬i collected the frothy blood gushing out of that mountain-
like body in her skull bowl vessel, drank it and roared again
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and again. As an aboriginal girl of the forest bakes a tuber
plucked out of the earth, that KÅ¬ika plucked out his heart,
and baking it in the fire of her third eye, she ate it. Then that
Maheshi took out the entrails (from his body) dripping blood
and wore them on her chest, waist, neck, and arms. Cutting
off his huge head with her sword, she took it in her hands.
The terrible one got up and roared again and again. . . . After
drinking all the blood gushing out of the body of DÅrika, the
fire of her anger was not extinguished, and she ate up millions
of his army. (Verses 39–47)19

The bloodshed is so great during KÅ¬i’s war with DÅrika that the
battlefield is said to shine with “rivers of blood” (5: 60). The mystico-
erotic power of the Goddess which inspired the NÅyar hero in the SL
has here become a force of pure destruction and terror. The reference
to the “aboriginal” girl associates KÅ¬i with the autocthonous “tribal”
mountain-dwellers, believed by high-caste lowlanders to have magi-
cal knowledge and powers deriving from their intimacy with the for-
est (itself a place of supernatural potency).

Despite the preponderance of Dravidian poetic themes, however,
the BM clearly reflects a Brahminical world-view. Chapter 5 interpo-
lates a lengthy hymn of praise recited by the sages and gods in heaven
to BhadrakÅ¬i as she is fighting the war with DÅrika. This hymn is
heavily laden with Brahminical ÷Åkta theology:

Oh BhadrakÅ¬i, you are formless but have taken a form, you
are independent yet dependent, you have no birth yet you
took a birth, we salute you. Though egoistic, you are a real-
ized soul, though you have no qualities, you take on qualities,
though you are tiny you have taken a great form, . . . you are
the form of the primordial sound Ofi. . . . Oh BhadrakÅ¬i
worshipped in yagas (Vedic fire ceremonies), we salute you.
(Chap. 5, Verses 13-15)

The text goes on to praise BhadrakÅ¬i as “the Truth that is spoken of
in the Vedas” (v. 37), the one “worshipped by all the Brahmins,” and
protector of “gods, men, and sages” (v. 63). BhadrakÅ¬i is then equated
with the Devç of the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, who “long ago” killed Ni±umbha
and ÷umbha, CaæØa and MuæØa, Raktabçja and Mahi„Åsura (Chap. 5,
Verses 71–73).20 Moved by their praises, the Goddess comforts them
“with merciful looks” and takes up her arms to go to war on behalf
of the gods and sages.
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Root of all Living Things

Brahminical texts such as the BM, while acknowledging her blood-
thirstiness and violence, tend to emphasize themes such as the
Goddess’s purity, her concern with dharma, her protection of Brah-
mins, her nurturance as a mother, and her ability to restore cosmic
order. These Brahminical themes are conspicuously absent in other
written and orally collected versions of the DÅrikavadham [DV] story.
A palm-leaf manuscript collected by the late folklorist Chummar
Choondal from the Kallat family of Kurups (ritual performers) in
northern Trichur District, Kerala is attached as an appendix to his
(1981) volume on mu‡iyÆ¤¤u.21 We are given little information about the
origin, antiquity, or context of use of this extraordinary text, but it is
likely that the Kallat Kurup family used the songs as the basis for their
ritual performances at the Kattakkambal temple near Kunnamkulam
in Trichur District (Choondal 1981, 166). The rhetorical structure of the
text strongly suggests it is an oral composition that has been written
down for preservation.22 Many of the motifs in this text refer in detail
to the forest, to particular mountains within it, and to the hunting and
gathering lifestyle of forest dwellers. This suggests that the text may
have originated in a “tribal” tradition, or at least have been composed
by people familiar with the forest life.

The description of Bhagavati’s birth from ÷iva’s fiery third eye in
the palm-leaf DV is intimate and earthy:

Like a big mountain of antimony [eyeblack], with sixteen hands,
with three eyes and ferocious fangs, making a terrible “Ha Ha”
noise, this cheerful but terrror-inspiring ÷rç BhadrakÅ¬i, came
out and was born. One, more beautiful than anyone else, wear-
ing necklaces, good and blissful beauty, my dearest mother of
TirumandÅmkunnu, the root of all living things, my Mother.23

(Choondal 1981)

Although it plays on the same motifs, this diction is simpler, more
intimate, and more naturalistic than the grandiose imagery employed
by the BM to describe the same scene: “In that fierce fire of the enemy
of death with a glow surpassing that of the dark clouds, rose up
BhadrakÅ¬i, with terrible roars, deafening the worlds, and a body to
match. Her body was big and dark like the antimony mountain, her
body and innumerable hands, eyes emitting out glowing embers, daz-
zling to the eyes, not ten thousand but one lakh [100,000] in number”
(5: 3–4).
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After creating BhadrakÅ¬i, ÷iva directs her to one of four forests,24

where she will find the creature VÆtÅ¬am, who will serve as the
Goddess’s vehicle in the war against DÅrika:

She started walking along the forest of AmbamahÅkÅla, ÷rç
BhadrakÅ¬i. VÆtÅ¬am who was sleeping keeping her head on
the sunrise mountain and legs on the sunset mountain, keep-
ing her two hands on the northern and southern forests, woke
up with a start. Who, who is bringing the decorated flag
through my abode? Whoever it is, let me dress myself. Decid-
ing thus, she killed a wild elephant in the forest and fixed it
on her forehead as a decorative dot. She put two elephants as
ear drops. With the head of another elephant she hung a
marriage badge (tÅli) from her neck. With two elephants she
made bangles for her arms. With thirty-eight elephant heads
she made a brassiere for her breast. With sixty-eight elephant
heads she made jingle bells for her waist. With two elephants
she made anklets for her legs. She had for her food two hun-
dred elephants, she drank water from the seven oceans. Then
she uprooted a banyan tree and kept it between her teeth and
stood. . . . BhadrakÅ¬i saw such a VÆtÅ¬am.

The manuscript specifically mentions that the war between BhadrakÅ¬i
and DÅrika takes place in an area to the southwest of the Vindhya
mountain range and the Kaveri River in Tamil Nadu. The goddess
KartyÅyini (sometimes called DurgÅ), who comes to BhadrakÅ¬i’s aid
during the war, returns to sleep at her home in the foothills of the
Vindhyas to the north. These geographic markers, plus frequent refer-
ences to the “sunrise” and “sunset” mountains (obviously a valley
bordered by mountains on the east and west), strongly suggest that
the author(s) of this text dwelt in the Nilgiri Hills bordering Kerala on
the East. The description of the forest-dwelling VÆtÅ¬am’s costume
made of elephant hide and with jingle bells at the waist and ankles
again suggests the oracular vestments of tribal groups referred to in
the ethnographic literature. Although at present the suggestion cannot
be confirmed, this text seems to have many elements that would tend
to identify it as an aboriginal composition or one strongly influenced
by contact with mountain-dwelling groups.

Another striking difference between the palm-leaf DV and the
Sanskrit BM texts is the female-centeredness of the DV. The preg-
nancy and delivery of two asura women (one of whom gives birth to
DÅrika) are described in immediate and intimate detail that seems
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likely to have been composed by a woman (although no independent
evidence as yet confirms this intuition).25 The text includes a month-
by-month account of the women’s pregnancy symptoms, as well as
the details of the “pulikudy (tamarind-drinking)” ceremony, performed
in the latter months of a woman’s pregnancy to ensure a successful
birth.26 This moving account of childbirth is unusually graphic:

In the center of [the delivery room] the cot for the childbirth
was made of sandalwood, things got ready for delivery, pain
started, the body was gently stroked, they started weeping,
the two asura girls. How was that? Oh my head is aching, oh
Lord Damodara [Visnu], give me “kazhi.” The neck is paining,
oh Lord Kamadeva give me relief. My chest is paining, oh
Lord Madhava, give me relief. Oh my breasts are paining,
oh Lord Mukunda, give me relief. Oh my stomach is paining,
oh Lord Vasudeva. Oh my waist is paining, oh Lord Ananda.
Oh my navel is paining, oh Lord Narayana. Oh my thighs are
paining, Lord Subramanya. My lower legs are paining, oh
Lord Muchukunda. Oh my ankles are paining, oh Lord Karuna-
karan. The outer feet are paining, oh Goddess Bhumi DÆvi.
My nails are paining, oh the Stars. The joints are paining, oh
holy saints and Lord Indra. There is pain all over the body, oh
the Lord full of good qualities. Oh Lord . . . , don’t you under-
stand the pain we children are suffering? There was pain in
the vagina, the whole body was paining, it was gently stroked,
and calling out to the Lords, a very dull-witted boy was de-
livered by the asura woman named DÅnavati. (Choondal 1981)

Apart from the immediacy and female-centered tone of this excerpt, it
would also be difficult to miss the obvious parallel to the hymns of
praise to the Goddess Bhagavati recounted from both the SL and the
BKP, above. From the head to the feet, the narrator enumerates the
labor pains in each part of the mother’s body, in exactly the same
order as the Goddess’s beautiful body is described. Even the nails and
“outer feet” are mentioned in both texts. Here, of course, the poet is
describing asura women, not the Goddess. The parallel ironically un-
derscores the vast gap between human women (who undergo labor
pains like these) and the impossibly perfect erotic ideal of the Great
Goddess (who is never described as giving birth, although mother’s
milk flows from her breasts).

The female-centeredness of the text is also reinforced by the
prominence of female characters (including asuras, goddesses, and the
wife of DÅrika) over males. In the BM, ÷iva gives KÅ¬i a male chieftain,
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NandimahÅkÅlan, to lead her army. He plays an important role, en-
couraging her when the battle is failing, and providing crucial strate-
gic advice. Other male characters, such as advisers, chieftains, and
soldiers, are also prominently featured in the BM. In DV, however,
NandimahÅkÅlan plays only a minor role. The goddess’s army con-
sists entirely of females, and BhadrakÅ¬i is assisted by the Goddess
KartyÅyini, who goes to DÅrika’s wife Manōdari in disguise and tricks
her into revealing the secret mantra protecting DÅrika in battle. An
important motif in the DV story (and one that varies the most in oral
transmission) is the curse that DÅrika will be killed by a woman, despite
having received every other conceivable boon of invincibility. In the
BM, after Lord Brahma rewards DÅrika’s intense austerities by grant-
ing him all the boons he desires, Brahma asks DÅrika why he did not
ask for a boon not to be killed by women in battle. DÅrika scoffs at this
question, insisting that it is beneath his dignity even to consider such
an eventuality. As punishment for his pride, Brahma curses him to be
killed by a “divine woman” in battle, all DÅrika’s other boons becom-
ing futile at that time. The palm-leaf manuscript elaborates this
conversation by describing DÅrika’s further encounters with two super-
natural females, who heap additional curses onto Brahma’s:

“Stop, stop, oh Asura King, DÅrikarÅja, there is a boon which
you did not ask, nor did I voluntarily give it to you,” so said
Lord Brahma. “What is that?” asked Asura King DÅrika. “You
are going away without the boon that you cannot be killed by
women,” so said Lord Brahma.

“Does cold water remain near the sun? Does the wind
get smeared with dust? Then will the women who come in
fear fight me and win?” said the Asura King DÅrika haugh-
tily. “You great sinner, because you have spoken with disre-
spect to all the women in the world, in course of time, you
will meet with your death at the hands of a goddess.” Saying
thus Lord Brahma vanished. Hearing this Asura King DÅrika
started going away as if he had not heard it. Then when he
was going along the Vindhya forests Goddess KartyÅyani saw
him. “Who goes there? Are you not King DÅrika? Are you not
the one who got boons and a chariot from Lord Brahma? Then
take one more boon before you go.” So said Goddess
KartyÅyani. “I am not a person to accept boons from women
and animals.” So saying haughtily, Asura King DÅrika started
moving on. “As you have equated me with animals I shall get
you killed even if it be after telling lies.” So saying Goddess
÷rç KartyÅyani vanished.
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Going along as if he had not heard it, King DÅrika was
going through the AmbamahÅkÅla forest, when the demoness
VÆtÅ¬a saw him. “Who goes there? Is it not King DÅrika going,
having gotten boons and a chariot from Lord Brahma? Then
take one more boon from me.” So said demoness VÆtÅ¬am.
Hearing that Asura King DÅrika started walking on, replying
haughtily, “I am not a man to accept boons from the demons,
worms, snails, and insects living in the forests.” So saying
haughtily, he started walking on, Asura King DÅrika. “Since
you have equated me with the snails and worms and insects
in course of time I shall kill you. I shall cut with my axe the
most tasty portion of the thick flesh in your body and shall eat
it.” So said the demoness VÆtÅ¬a and disappeared.

Both goddess KartyÅyini and VÆtÅ¬am fulfill their promises later in the
story, leading to the demise of DÅrika. The characters of these female
supernaturals, as well as that of the asura woman Manōdari, are fully
and sympathetically drawn. In the DV text, DÅrika’s neglect of women
is emphasized as the cause of his downfall.

When DÅrika discovers that Manōdari has been tricked by the
Goddess KartyÅyani (who appears to her as an aged Brahmin woman
and obtains the mantra given to DÅrika by Lord Brahma), he becomes
furious and blames Manōdari for her naivete, which will lead to his
demise. Her pleas (and DÅrika’s response to them) have a plaintive-
ness, realism, and vulnerability that again suggest the “female-
centeredness” of the text, which seems likely to have had input at
some point by a female author:27

[DÅrika addressing Manōdari:] “All my strength was due to
the boon from Brahma. May no one else make such a mistake!
Death is . . . certain to a person who tries to teach vital things
to women. Take as much wealth as you can and whatever you
brought with you and vacate this place. I shall go and fight
with BhadrakÅ¬i and attain the heaven of heroes,” said Asura
King DÅrika.

Hearing that queen Manōdari was very unhappy and
started lamenting. “At the age of seven I came to you as your
wife. Do I know the way to go? Do I know where to go and
live; do I know how to live or to eke out a livelihood; do I
know the market where they sell rice; do I know how to ob-
serve a ritual fast; have I ever worn wet clothes; have I ever
slept on a wet grass mat? To whom are you abandoning this
cursed self as you go away, oh my husband?” In this manner
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queen Manōdari started lamenting. Hearing her sad cries, he
embraced her deeply and patted her and laid her down on the
royal sandalwood cot. He untied her knotted hair, made her
happy and put her to sleep, and started going, the Asura King
DÅrika.

This poignant domestic scene seems designed for female hearers, who
would undoubtedly identify with Manōdari’s pathetic state and find
vicarious pleasure in her husband’s motherly ministrations, although
her actions will cause his certain death! This scene is much simplified
in the BM. DÅrika simply acknowledges that “the fruits of [his] karma
have arrived” and says, “Let it be, I am not afraid of the inevitable.”
He sends Manōdari to her parents’ house without scolding her.
Manōdari’s poignant speech and DÅrika’s tender ministrations are
absent.

My Bhagavati

Another set of songs, the BrÅhmaæi PÅ‡‡u (Songs of Brahmin Women)
[BP], are known to be sung by and for women, although their author-
ship is not entirely clear. Nambissan, the compiler of the printed col-
lection, states that these songs originated in oral tradition in the eighth
century, but were standardized in “pure Malayalam” some six hun-
dred years later by the male Nambudiri Brahmin poet Mahishaman-
galan.28 Despite their attribution to a male author/compiler, Nambissan
stresses that the songs have been passed on orally through the centu-
ries by women in Brahmin families; he “copied [the songs] from the
palm-leaf manuscript which was with my mother” (155). Nambissan
mentions many great female singers and assures us that BP is a tradi-
tion “of the women, for the women, and rendered by the women”
(159).

In this context, women would certainly have had the opportu-
nity to make many interpolations reflecting their interests and con-
cerns. The majority of these songs, peculiar to Kerala, are performed
on ritual occasions to honor the Goddess Bhagavati by reciting her
story. The songs are also sung to assure the prosperity (and success in
marriage) of unmarried girls, as prayers for the long life of husbands,
at the birth of children, at the giving of a girl in marriage, and as a
daily act of worship. In NÅyar or Brahmin family temples dedicated
to the Goddess BhadrakÅ¬i, BrÅhmaæis prepare a ka¬am (colored pow-
der drawing) and perform rituals to the Goddess. In public Bhagavati
temples, a male of Kurup or Marar caste will be invited to draw the
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ka¬am, and a male Brahmin priest will perform the rituals of worship.
Then two or three BrÅhmaæis sing a series of songs in unison. After
some time, “the head BrÅhmaæi woman of the family (whose husband
is alive) attires herself [well],” and stands at the entrance to the pavil-
ion looking at the seat kept for the Goddess. In her hands, the BrÅhmaæi
holds a plate with rice, while singers sing the song “The Birth of
BhadrakÅ¬i,” beating time on a bronze vessel with a knife. Nambissan
tells us that “the lady standing with a plate with rice in it may go into
a trance, sometimes she may give oracular predictions.”29

The “Birth of BhadrakÅ¬i” is one of the most important songs in
this tradition. As in DV, the diction of the song reflects a more inti-
mate attitude towards the Goddess than that seen in the BM, referring
to her constantly as “my Bhagavati” (an epithet that perhaps encour-
ages the head BrÅhmaæi to identify with the Goddess, inducing pos-
session trance):

There arose the Bhagavati with a form as big as the space be-
tween the earth and the sky. The Bhagavati let off a roar as
soon as she was born and it made all the three worlds shiver.
She was adorned with ash and with anklets. My Bhagavati was
adorned with bone garlands and pearl garlands. My Bhagavati
was adorned with garlands of stars and garlands of intestines.
My Bhagavati was adorned with big garlands of wildflowers
and with tecci flower garlands [red flowers sacred to the God-
dess]. My Bhagavati had smeared holy ash all over her body.
My Bhagavati had white curved fangs as beautiful as the digit
of a white moon. (Song No. 10, “The Birth of ÷rç BhadrakÅ¬i”)

The relationship between Bhagavati and her father, Lord ÷iva, is given
a great deal of attention in the various songs of the BP. After giving
birth to her, ÷iva immediately concerns himself with Bhagavati’s dress
(a motif not seen in any of the other versions of the story we have
considered):

At that time, her Divine Self was naked. The Lord gave her an
elephant skin to wear which was sixteen cubits in length. . . .
My Bhagavati took it up and wrapped herself well. That was
enough for draping once around and it did not cover below
the knees. The Lord who was the enemy of Tripuras gave a
good dress of dotted design. The Bhagavati discarded the el-
ephant skin and wore the spotted dress.

The Lord took her lovingly on his lap and gave her the
name BhadrakÅ¬i. He also called her by the pet name of
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KandenkÅ¬i. In seeing Bhagavati the Lord was much pleased.
Seeing the Bhagavati the Devas also felt happy. Lord ÷iva felt
sure that his daughter had the strength to kill DÅrika. (Song
10: “The Birth of ÷rç BhadrakÅ¬i”)

BhadrakÅ¬i’s uncharacteristic modesty here impels her to discard
the skimpy elephant skin in favor of a more demure spotted dress. As
in all the versions of DV, BhadrakÅ¬i’s enormous size presents a prob-
lem. She notices this fact and seeks advice from her father:

Then, at that time, my Bhagavati saluted her father and spoke
thus: “Why did you create me, oh my father? The earth is not
big enough for me to stretch my legs and stand, my father. . . .”

“Oh my daughter, humility is important for women, you
should reduce the size of your face, eyes, and limbs, my daugh-
ter.” Following her father’s instructions, my Bhagavati made
a thousand faces into one face, my Bhagavati made her eight
thousand arms into eight. My Bhagavati made her three thou-
sand eyes to three eyes. Then she also reduced her clothing
accordingly, my Bhagavati. “Father, now what is it that I should
do?” “Oh my daughter, by the Asura King DÅrika, our worlds
have been destroyed, my daughter. You should kill him and
save all this world, my daughter.” (Song 18, “The Setting Forth
of KÅ¬i”)

This account emphasizes female concerns such as modesty, the obedi-
ence shown by the daughter toward her father, and his reciprocal
affection toward her. As in the story of Manōdari’s rejection by DÅrika
in the palm-leaf manuscript, the narrator gives as much attention to
human relationships and bonds of affection as to the Goddess’s glo-
rious deeds and power. This emphasis mutes the themes of the
Goddess’s nakedness, ferocity, uncontrollability, and cruelty so promi-
nent in the BM.

Upon her return to KailÅsam (÷iva’s mountain home), BhadrakÅ¬i’s
wrath is soothed by seeing the wild dance of her father ÷iva and by
drinking blood from a cut in his little finger.30 Once she has cooled
down, BhadrakÅ¬i offers DÅrika’s head to ÷iva in fulfilment of her
duty. The problem then arises as to where the Goddess should stay,
now that the war is over. Once again, the BP text emphasizes the
mutual affection between father and daughter:

My Bhagavati kept the head of DÅrika at the edge of her father’s
seat, and stood there saluting him. “What should I do now,
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my father?” “Oh my daughter what I desire is that my daugh-
ter should always be with me here living happily. But then
the people will refer to me as MahÅdÆva of BhadrakÅ¬i temple.
So you should go now to MalanÅd [“Mountain Land,” i.e.,
Kerala], my daughter. In MalanÅd, you should live in jasmine
creepers for protecting the common man, my daughter. Live
there in the platforms, in the temples, in the lakes, in the
gardens, in the banyan tree platforms; live in these places my
daughter. . . . You should accept only the pâjÅ [ritual worship]
of Brahmins, my daughter.” “I shall do so.” So saying, salut-
ing her father, taking the head of DÅrika and circumambulat-
ing KailÅsa mountain, my Bhagavati started walking towards
Tulunad. (Song 35, “The Return of KÅ¬i”)31

It is striking that these female versions of the DV story do not
seem to show “resistance” or “subversion,” as so many postcolonial
feminist theorists would like to assert. Nor do they elaborate on KÅ¬i’s
ferocity, anger, or hostility toward men, the central plot motifs of the
story. In fact these aspects of the story are muted in the BrÅhmaæi
songs, and parts of the text that highlight women’s vulnerability, re-
sentment of male insensitivity, and desire for tenderness and support
are elaborated. Even the hostile, terrifying BhadrakÅ¬i is transformed
into an obedient daughter. The martial aspects of KÅ¬i are male con-
cerns, as are her violence and sexuality. For human females, she is as
remote as the male world that created her, since there is no room for
such a violent, independent role model in a Kerala woman’s social
life, with its emphasis on modesty, demureness, and obedience.32

The Many Faces of Bhagavati

In the four textual traditions we have considered here, the Great
Goddess Bhagavati reveals a different face to each group of devotees.
To the martial NÅyar and K„atriya castes, as reflected in both the
mystico-erotic SL and the more earthy BKP, it is the Goddess’s beauty
and power that are most worthy of praise. By invoking her as ±akti, the
source of all attraction and might, the martial castes hope to draw on
her strength and imbibe her power into their own bodies. As a “wave
of beauty,” Bhagavati overwhelms the minds of all who come before
her, rendering them vulnerable and subject to her will. For Brahmins,
Bhagavati is a “river of blood,” inspiring terror in those demonic,
antinomian forces of darkness that dare to threaten Brahminical order
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and dharma. Ancient Tamil conceptions of the warrior goddess Kor
¯
r
¯
avai

are martialed in the BM and related texts to preserve the purity and
sanctity of the Brahminical rituals. For the forest-dwellers who com-
posed the palm-leaf DV text, Bhagavati is the “root of all living things,”
the dear earth mother whose limbs are the mountains, rivers, and
trees. Her fury is aroused by the arrogant DÅrika, who fails to recog-
nize the essentially female power dwelling in this material creation.
This marvelous text presents familiar pan-Indian themes of the Great
Goddess as prakŸti, the material world, in an intimate, geographically
grounded language that makes her as near and dear as a mother.

Finally, for the singers of BP, the Goddess is “my Bhagavati,” as
close as breath, adorned with garlands of bone and pearls, stars and
intestines, flowers and ash, fanged and beautiful as the moon. Though
she nearly reaches the sky, she demurely tries to cover herself with a
skimpy elephant skin; she sits on the lap of her affectionate father and
obediently heeds his command to kill DÅrika “and save all this world,
my daughter.” While male-dominated ritual traditions appropriate the
Goddess’s powers of attraction and destruction, women’s versions of
the rituals and texts seem to stress themes of vulnerability, a desire for
protection and affection, and the importance of family relationships.
The obvious motifs of vengeance, anger, and misanthropy riddling the
texts are never taken up overtly as role models for female sentiment
or action. Where social realities leave no room for female indepen-
dence, BhadrakÅ¬i must be domesticated in the contructions of (espe-
cially high-caste) women.

This collection of texts presents four faces of Bhagavati, four
aspects of her divinity as seen by particular communities of worship-
pers. Each of these incarnations is the Goddess herself; yet each also
belongs to the different human communities who construct it. In the
act of interpretation involved in each retelling of the Goddess’s story
and each calling of her spirit to enter a particular ritual space, the
Great Goddess becomes real for her devotees. The variations in her
portrait make it difficult to essentialize the Goddess. When we look at
Bhagavati, do we see waves of beauty or rivers of blood, a defender
of dharma or of women’s concerns? She is an amalgam and confluence
of all these, created and constructed by her images and songs of praise.
We can emphasize the social and rhetorical differences among these
portraits, yet her devotees readily state that Bhagavati is in fact the
Great Goddess of the pan-Hindu tradition. Like the luminous colors
of sunlight reflected in a crystal, these aspects of the divine feminine
refract according to one’s angle of vision, without distorting her ulti-
mate unity.
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Notes

1. The most thoroughly studied forms of Bhagavati worship in Kerala
are the ka¬am tradition (Jones 1982), teyyam dancing (Ashley 1993; Freeman
1991), and mu‡iyÆ¤¤u (Caldwell 1999; Choondal 1981; Venu 1984; Vidyarthi
1976).

2. See Caldwell 1999, 18–21, for details.
3. Hardy 1983, 223; Hart 1975; Shulman 1985, 279.
4. For example, the ninth chapter of the BM (Tirumump edition) ends

with the line: “Thus ends the ninth chapter of BhadrakÅ¬i Mahatmyam of
MÅrkaæØeya PurÅæa.” However, a glance at the MÅrkaæØeya PurÅæa will re-
veal that the attribution is spurious.

5. Menon calls this the “Dravidian” mode of worship, apparently in-
dicating its antiquity and relevance to a purported pre-Aryan religious culture
portrayed in the ancient Tamil poetry of the Sangam Age (c. first two centu-
ries C.E.). Mountain-dwelling groups such as the Kurumbas of Palghat District
still worship in this way.

6. Kapadia’s (1996) comparative study uncovers a similar situation in
Tamil Nadu.

7. Teyyam is a ritual performance of northern Kerala in which mem-
bers of scheduled castes wearing elaborate costumes and makeup are pos-
sessed by the spirits of various heroes and deities, receiving offerings from
and giving blessings to their community.

8. Freeman of course recognizes this, as his subtle analysis of the pulaya
“narrative of Pottan” exemplifies (1991, 674–681).

9. Krishnan Kutty Marar, ka¬am artist, Interview, Tripunithura, Kerala,
June 1992.

10. For relation of martial arts tradition to KÅ¬i worship, see Caldwell
1999, 27–31.

11. See Brooks 1992, 43–50 for discussion of the role of the SL in ÷Åkta
practice.

12. See Caldwell 1999, 29–31, for discussion of the tantric symbolism of
breasts in Kerala martial arts.

13. Verses 45: Sastri and Ayyangar 1977, verse 74: Tapasyananda 1987?
14. The historical details of the relationship between ÷aÙkara’s well-

known composition and the songs of praise accompanying ka¬am worship are
yet to be explored; they suggest a rich area of future study, particularly as
÷aÙkara was born in central Kerala.

15. Collected orally, Trichur, Kerala, December 1991; translated by L. S.
Rajagopalan.

16. See, e.g., Shulman’s discussion of the Tamil poem Kalinkattupparani
(1985, 278ff)

17. For instance, the CilappatikÅram (composed in Tamil in the 2nd cen-
tury) refers to the goddess “who tore apart the broad chest of DÅruka”
(Ilankovatikal 1993, 188; Canto 20, lines 52–53). Choondal (1981, 157) states that
the Bhadrō¬pati was composed “about two hundred years ago” in MaæipravÅ¬am
(a literary mixture of Sanskrit and Tamil) by Kallur Nambudiripad.
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18. The LalitÅ SahasranÅm is another important poetic text used in the
÷rç VidyÅ ÷Åkta tradition. Chapter 6 of the BM refers to BhadrakÅ¬i as LalitÅ
and encodes the sixteen-syllable mantra of the goddess used in ÷rç VidyÅ
worship as the first letters of verses 39–54. Although this mantra is essential
to the esoteric ÷Åkta tantric practice associated with the LalitÅ SahasranÅm, the
mantra itself is not given in that text “either directly or indirectly” (SL 1987?,
27).

19. Compare the more restrained Devç-MÅhÅtmya 8: 57–63 (Tirumump
1975).

20. This of course reinforces the point that the text could not have been
part of the MÅrkaæØeya PurÅæa, wherein the Devç-MÅhÅtmya appears, but is
a later composition modeled upon the MÅrkaæØeya PurÅæa.

21. The text is attached as “Annexure 1” with the following footnote:
“This is a true copy of the manuscript with Rama Kurup son of Kattakkambal
Karungal Kallat Sekhara Kurup” (1981).

22. Such rhetorical markers include the constant interpolations of dia-
logic prompts such as “how was that?” frequently found in South Indian oral
performance genres, the presence of formulaic language and epithets such as
“Asura King DÅrika,” and brief, often ungrammatical phrases.

23. TirumandÅmkunnu is an important temple of north Central Kerala.
The Bhagavati installed there is often invoked in the BKP, and was the tute-
lary deity of the Valluvanat Rajas (Menon 1959). All translations from the
Malayalam cited in this paper were completed by L. S. Rajagopalan.

24. The “four forests” are called “Ekambam, Kanavçryam, Ambama-
hÅkÅlam, and Madhumattam.”

25. In struggling with anonymous texts that have moved in and out of
oral tradition over long periods of time, assertions about voice and authorship
are exceedingly difficult to defend. Wendy Doniger has recently attended to this
complexity, suggesting that no definitive statements can be made about male or
female authorship, even when the subject matter and style of a text appear to
be suggestively biased one way or the other (Doniger 1997). However, the work
of Rao (1991) and Ramanujan (1986) (where the gendered transmission and
alteration of a traditional text are definitively known) has suggested unique
features of oral texts recounted by and for women (see also Raheja and Gold
1993). In attempting to characterize what I see as very striking differences in
tone, subject matter, and voice in the texts analyzed here, I have opted for the
term “female-centered” rather than “women’s” to describe texts showing a strong
concern for the female viewpoint. This term does not commit itself to asserting
the gender of a given author or teller, and thus acknowledges Doniger’s impor-
tant point about the fluidity and composite nature of authorship in texts.

26. Obeyesekere alludes to a similar song tradition in Sri Lanka, de-
scribing the birth pains of Parvati at Ganapati’s birth (1992, 129). This motif
is also found in the BP song about Rama’s birth (BP is discussed below). These
commonalities suggest that the “description of birth pains” may be a south
Indian folkloric tradition, or at least one shared by Kerala and Sri Lanka.

27. According to Rao (1991), Ramayana songs sung by Telugu Brahmin
women commonly elaborate scenes such as this one.
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28. Malayalam and Tamil diverged as separate languages in about the
ninth century; texts from this period characteristically show a mixture of Tamil
and Malayalam.

29. This practice of high-caste female oracular performance is in strik-
ing contrast to the general practice of excluding women from temple service.
These female rituals are generally confined to the private temples of high-
caste (NÅyar and Nambudiri) families; public temples employ only males as
oracles. For discussion of gender and oracles in Kerala temples, see Caldwell
1996 and 1999.

30. This fascinating motif is one of a variety of endings employed by
the texts to reduce BhadrakÅ¬i’s anger. Other endings include the creation of
twin boys to suckle her breasts (similar to the motif found in the LiÙga PurÅæa),
÷iva’s dance, KÅlç’s stepping on her naked father, and intercourse with ÷iva.
Implications of these variants are explored in Caldwell 1999, chaps. 4 and 5.

31. Tulunad is the southern portion of the modern state of Karnataka,
bordering Kerala to the north, and sharing much in the way of religious
culture. As in the palm-leaf manuscript we have considered, the geographical
location of KailÅsam here seems to be in the Vindhya mountains. The war
with DÅrika takes place in Kerala itself, and the goddess is instructed by ÷iva
to dwell in “MalanÅd (Mountain Land),” an early name of Kerala. Some ÷Åkta
sectarians claim that stories like this, in which ÷iva creates and then sanctions
the goddess’s activities, are later interpolations on an indigenous goddess cult
that the ÷aivite Brahmins tried to control (Humes 1996).

32. See Caldwell (1999, chap. 5; 1996) for detailed treatment of this is-
sue. Of course this lack of female interest in the goddess’s independence or
fury may well reflect upper-caste values. Rao’s (1991) comparison of Brahmin
and low-caste women’s Ramayana songs in Andhra Pradesh revealed vastly
different attitudes between the two groups (see also Kapadia 1995). We would
have to compare low-caste songs about the goddess (especially those sung by
female shamans) to see what differences might be there. At present, such texts
are not yet available to us.



Chapter 6

�
From Village to City

Transforming Goddesses in Urban Andhra Pradesh

Sree Padma

I alone exist here in the world; what second, other than I, is
there? O wicked one, behold these my hierophanies entering
(back) into me.

—Devç-MÅhÅtmya 10.3

These are the words spoken by the Great Goddess, Devç, to the power-
usurping demon Sumbha when the demon ridicules Devç for relying
on her retinue of ±aktis to subdue him in his efforts to take over the
world. Claiming that all these ±aktis are nothing but disparate aspects
of her own supremely powerful divine being, she proceeds to absorb
all of them into her body. There she remains, alone and poised on the
battleground, dominating the scene in her full glory.

The text in which this scene appears, the Devç-MÅhÅtmya, estab-
lishes for the first time in Brahmanic Hinduism a tradition that clearly
recognizes the supremacy of a unique Great Goddess who embodies
±akti, creative power. It also attempts to bring all local goddesses under
a single umbrella by identifying them as various manifestations of a
unique, cosmic Goddess. One way to look at the portrayal of the
Goddess in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya as supreme ÷akti embodying multi-
plicity within unity is to see it as an attempt by the Brahmanical tra-
dition to absorb the numerous local goddesses of India into a theological
hierarchy and a philosophical monism. For many Hindus, and for
many scholars of a philosophical bent as well, the search for MahÅdevç
ends here. But the portrayal of the Goddess in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya
may represent but a single instance—albeit an important and theologi-
cally paradigmatic one—where local traditions concerning goddesses
and the sociometaphysical agenda of Brahmanic apologists merge.

115
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It is easy to see how these two streams could work together
harmoniously. In Brahmanic traditions that resist theological attempts
to identify any particular deity as the ultimate ground of existence, the
“divine” is usually understood to be ultimately unmanifest, formless,
and omnipresent. Such resistance to recognizing the supremacy of any
one god depersonalizes the Godhead and makes possible the positing
of an ontological unity of all manifest deities, including village god-
desses, who are viewed in other contexts as discrete and are wor-
shipped for a variety of this-worldly purposes. The idea of the divine
as ultimately formless is expressed in Brahmanic scriptures as early as
the BŸhadÅraæyaka and ChÅndogya Upani„ads and is elaborated at
great length in later philosophical traditions. But it is also common
currency in the views of ordinary devotees who worship their god-
desses in many forms, including that of a shapeless rock, tree, pot,
snake hole, or even village. From such a perspective, the ways that the
Goddess expresses herself have never been fixed; her transcendence of
particular forms is common knowledge and is simply not an issue of
debate. Furthermore, the Devç-MÅhÅtmaya’s portrayal of Devç as all-
powerful may serve only to confirm a fundamental, widespread as-
sumption that the Goddess represents the basic power of existence.
Hence, the identification of the Goddess with ±akti has as much to do
with the protective power of local goddesses still venerated by so
many of India’s villagers and, increasingly, by its urbanized populace
as well as it has to do with the philosophical and metaphysical musings
of Brahmanic tradition.

In Andhra Pradesh, where I have undertaken research on god-
dess traditions, DurgÅ is most widely identified as MahÅdevç, the Great
Goddess who takes on the form of different goddesses at her own
will. A recently published Ph.D. dissertation by a priest of the famous
Kanaka DurgÅ temple in Vijayawada town in the heart of Andhra
Pradesh, reflects the views of the present priestly circle.

Since very remote times Devç has been worshipped in many
different forms by both civilized and uncivilized people; Inno-
cents worshipped village goddesses, warriors worshipped
snakes and others worshipped trees. Devç is mentioned as
Para ÷akti (great cosmic energy) in Vedas, Brahmanas, Agamas
and Tantras. All the goddesses mentioned in Vedas and
Puranas are the forms of ParÅ ÷akti. Among these many dif-
ferent forms DurgÅ occupies a prominent place. DurgÅ has the
capacity to protect the good and punish the wicked.
(Satyanarayana Murty 1989, 5, 35–69)1
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Hence, this Brahmanical author adopts the position articulated in the
Devç-MÅhÅtmya that all individual goddesses are really emanations of
a unique Great Goddess, here identified as DurgÅ. It is not uncommon
to find this type of perspective articulated throughout Andhra Pradesh.
But a definitive search for MahÅdevç really must move beyond the
Brahmanic assertions of the Devç-MÅhÅtmya and other Brahmanical
texts into the convictions and practices of ordinary devotees. I would
argue, in fact, the impetus to perceive all goddesses as diverse mani-
festations of a unique and all-encompassing Goddess, as well as the
tendency to identify this Goddess with power, stems largely from
local, non-Sanskritic traditions.

One of the assumptions that often informs scholarly work con-
cerning goddess cults involves the view that historically, local god-
dess cults became legitimate when they were “added” onto or absorbed
into an evolving Hindu tradition, a process known as “Sanskritization.”
Such a view is usually based on an understanding of Hinduism as
being centered in pan-Indian Brahmanic Hinduism that predominates
in Sanskritic textual and cultic environments. Yet even today the popu-
lation of India—despite unprecedented urbanization—remains at least
70 percent rural and located in villages where veneration of local
goddesses dominates religious life. It is without question the most
widespread form of religiosity expressed in the Hindu tradition.
Sanskritization of local goddess cults, therefore, needs to be seen not
so much as something added onto an evolving Hindu tradition, but
rather as a process by which an ancient, predominant form of reli-
gious practice comes to be incorporated into textual traditions.

In the cultic consequences of Sanskritization that I explore in this
essay, the primary protective function of local goddesses tends to be
always sustained, and Sanskritization, for the most part, tends to add
only elements of liturgical elegance, anthropomorphic iconography,
and ritual elaboration. In other words, elements of Sanskritization in
the goddess cults I examine function primarily as ritual and meta-
physical “window-dressings” that do not alter the fundamental ethos
of goddess veneration. While some scholars interpret the Sanskritization
of local goddesses as reflecting the absorbent nature of the “great
tradition” of Brahmanic Hinduism, I would argue that veneration of
local goddesses is actually the “great tradition” in question, given its
historical longevity, geographical ubiquity, and cultic predominance.
Sanskritization is simply a means of making these cults “user friendly”
in urban contexts where congregations are not homogeneous, as they
tend to be in villages, but draw devotees from a variety of different
castes and ethnic backgrounds. In many instances, Sanskritic goddesses
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are transformed in character to become more like local goddesses, an
adaptation that makes them more powerful or more appealing in the
eyes of devotees. This process of “de-Sanskritization” makes the god-
dess in question more accessible in some social contexts and is quite
characteristic of urban religiosity.

Setting the Context

The present chapter forms part of a major project on local goddess
cults, for which I have conducted fieldwork in different rural and
urban parts of Andhra Pradesh. The eight goddess cults discussed in
this study are found within the confines of Visakhapatnam, a major
coastal port city of Andhra Pradesh located midway between Calcutta
and Madras on the Bay of Bengal.2 From archaeological evidence, we
know that Visakhapatnam has great antiquity, but for a long period of
time in its history the town was confined only to the harbor area and
its immediate environs. Because of its strategic maritime location on
the east coast of the Deccan, it became after independence an ideal
place administratively for the Indian Navy to headquarter its control
over the entire east coast of the country. Navy personnel living in
Visakhapatnam come from all of the various cultural regions of India.
In addition to the Navy and other government-controlled industries
like shipping, heavy plates manufacturing, and petroleum production,
several fertilizer companies have also hired employees to move to
Visakhapatnam from different parts of India. Although the higher-
ranking officials of these organizations and businesses live within their
own enclosed colonies and have their own segregated social gather-
ings, the lower ranks of workers and service men in this now heavily
industrialized city have mixed thoroughly with the local population,
contributing significantly to its diversification.

In the early 1980s, the processes of industrialization and urban-
ization further galvanized when the central Indian government set up
a massive steel plant in Visakhapatnam which, in turn, attracted many
other subsidiary industries to the city. Not only did this result in an
even more mixed population drawn from all the different parts of
India, but it also made Visakhapatnam something of a magnet for
many business headquarters. Executives in these corporations began
to hire employees not only from other parts of India, but also from
nearby Andhra towns and cities, including many villagers seeking to
improve their fortune. As a large town has transformed into a bur-
geoning city through a remarkable business and population growth
rate, many small villages have been absorbed into the sprawling
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metropolis. Distinctive features of these Andhra villages are slowly
disappearing in the wake of these new settlers.

Visakhapatnam is in the process of becoming one of India’s major
cities with an increasingly ethnically diverse and socially stratified
population. In looking at how the city is changing, I have been espe-
cially interested in transformations of religious practice and belief,
particularly in the context of goddess veneration which, I maintain,
remains the single most popular form of religious expression in India.
Four of the eight goddess cults that I examine further in this essay are
located in villages that have recently been absorbed into Visakhapatnam
as the city has spread. Before becoming part of the city, they were
typical of any South Indian village: their economies were based on
agriculture, and worship of local goddesses was the predominant form
of religious practice. The four remaining goddesses are also local, but
their origins are urban; they, too, have been affected by the pace of
social change.

It is essential to understand how the religious atmosphere of
villages in India differs from that of urban areas in order to
contextualize religious change in centers that are undergoing rapid
urbanization. As mentioned above, a typical Indian village’s economy
is based mainly in agriculture, and most village agriculture still relies
on manual labor with the help of domesticated animals. Hence, villag-
ers feel the need for divine protection from disease and danger not
only for themselves and their progeny, but also for their crops and
cattle. In villages goddesses tend to function in this type of general
protective capacity.3 In urban areas, on the other hand, where people’s
occupations tend not to be based on agriculture, people often petition
goddesses for wealth, success, and protection for themselves and their
children. In many cases, rural and urban local goddesses share a num-
ber of common features, while the motivations for worship vary largely
depending on the interests of a particular goddess’s devotees.

General Changes in Folk Goddess Worship

Certain factors have brought about significant change in recent years
with respect to the form and intensity of goddess worship for people
in both urban and rural areas. The first is the discovery of vaccina-
tions. Until recently goddesses were regarded as both the causes and
the curers of smallpox and other illnesses, especially in villages. An-
gry goddesses were thought to vent displeasure through the spread of
“hot season” diseases, and only a process of “cooling” was thought to
appease their anger. This particular association with the Goddess is
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slowly disappearing as inoculations slow the advance of dreaded dis-
eases like smallpox and cholera. Second, as villages have been ab-
sorbed into urban areas, they have lost their borders, and villagers’
expectations that the village goddess will function strictly as a border
guardian have consequently changed. In the current context of urban-
ization, the function of the Goddess as a symbol of the village and its
most powerful protectress shifts focus from village to family, from
crops and cattle to one’s job, and from one’s children’s health to their
economic future.

Folk goddesses in Visakhapatnam are quite numerous. Even in
this now decidedly urban environment, they comprise the most preva-
lent form of Hindu deity. They may be enshrined in small humble
shelters or in grand temples, depending on the number and wealth of
devotees forming their constituencies. Shrines may be dedicated to the
very same goddess in different streets and neighborhoods, or to god-
desses who are unique to a particular locality. Village goddesses tend
to be worshipped aniconically, although this is not always the case. In
the urbanized contexts with which I am concerned, the recent trend is
to prepare images of these goddesses with many hands holding
Vai„æava and ÷aiva symbols. The myths of these goddesses are gen-
erally preserved orally and narrated by a traditional non-Brahmin priest
or elder; they may also be preserved in the form of songs sung by
traditional singers at the time of annual festivals. In a changing urban
environment, however, I have found that it may be impossible to
recover a myth from any traditional source. Rather, this type of story
may now be told by a recently appointed Brahmin priest who has
collected narrative elements and reworked them into a Sanskritized
framework.

In India generally, urbanization tends to be associated with in-
creased Sanskritization and greater assertion of elements of Brahmanic
orthodoxy. But it is my contention that the primary function of the
village goddess as a protectress or guardian remains central in impor-
tance despite Sanskritization in relevant instances. My findings in this
regard are somewhat at variance with Obeyesekere and Gombrich’s
recent large-scale study of Buddhism and the effects of urbanization
in Colombo, Sri Lanka, which finds that formerly established norma-
tive patterns of religion (the so-called great tradition) have given way
to the creation and proliferation of new and somewhat radical cults
(1988, 10–13). This is not the case in Visakhapatnam, where changes in
religious culture have been more a matter of amalgamating two dif-
ferent yet ancient patterns of religious behavior in order to meet more
devotees’ needs than of the emergence of radically new patterns that
supercede or challenge the old.
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In each of the case studies discussed, I address iconographic,
mythic, and ritual details that reflect my theses regarding how god-
desses are being transformed in this context.

Transforming the Goddess

Erukamma

Our first case reveals a very long process of a goddess’s transforma-
tion. The story of Erukamma is a well-known myth of ancient origins
that is now narrated enthusiastically by a non-Brahmin priest of the
small and rustic, but very busy, temple of Goddess Erukamma in
Dondaparthy, a village that merged into Visakhapatnam city several
decades ago. According to this priest’s account, a woman named
Erukamma was causing horror by stealing children from the village
and devouring them in a secret place on the village outskirts. A man
of the Erukala (basket weavers) caste happened upon her while she
was devouring a recently kidnapped child and cut off her head. After
her death, people feared the potential malevolent effects of her
revenge. They worshiped her to placate her, and through their peti-
tions they were able to redirect her powers for the purposes of village
protection.

This rather crude story contains the basic outline of an extensive
myth preserved in classical Chinese Mahayana Buddhist texts. This
myth tells how the laity came to worship the goddess HÅriti as a
boon-confering bodhisattva who not only symbolizes the well-being of
the saægha (monastic community), but is also adept at providing young
or barren couples with children. In those traditions, HÅriti was origi-
nally a child-devouring yak„i who was converted by the Buddha when
he kidnapped one of her own five-hundred sons, causing her to suffer
loss so that she could understand the pain she had inflicted on others.4

The Buddha was able to elicit HÅriti’s compassion for those whom she
had made suffer. Having quenched her insatiable appetite for devour-
ing children, the Buddha promised that she would instead be fed rice
by his monks for as long as his saægha prospered. Hence, she came to
symbolize the general material well-being of the Buddhist community
and was also venerated by laity seeking offspring. Her cult appears to
have been popular in Andhra, as in other parts of the Buddhist world,
and scores of sculpted images of HÅriti, usually seated with a child
sitting on her lap, have been found outside the remains of refectories
of Buddhist monastic complexes. The best preserved images in Andhra
Pradesh are found at Shankaram (see photo 6.1) and Nagarjunakonda.
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Many local goddesses were incorporated first into the Buddhist
tradition and then later into Sanskritic Hinduism. In his Myth and
Reality, D. D. Kosambi notes how the cults of many village goddesses
in Maharashtra were influenced by Buddhism during the middle of
the first millenium C.E. (82–109). Many of these goddesses have been
portrayed in rock cut relief sculptures in various Buddhist cave com-
plexes and continue to be venerated today in nearby villages. The

Photo 6.1 HÅriti
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incorporation of HÅriti and her continued veneration would seem to
be an analogous case in Andhra. With the eclipse of the Buddhist
tradition by the eighth or ninth century C.E., and the concomitant sweep-
ing wave of ÷aivism of the same period, many folk deities became
identified with aspects of the ÷aiva cult. This seems to be the case with
Erukamma, whom devotees identify with PÅrvatç, the consort of ÷iva.
The icon of Erukamma seems much older than the ÷aiva affiliation of
this tradition, however. The image of Erukamma (see photo 6.2) in her

Photo 6.2 Erukamma
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shrine depicts her with the cutoff head lying in front of her and her
right arm wrapped around the kidnapped child sitting on her lap
(HÅriti images are usually seen portrayed with her own child in her
lap). The origin of this icon, though evidently quite old, is not known
to the local people or temple administrators. The image clearly repre-
sents the local myth about this goddess, and no iconographic elements
can be linked to PÅrvatç whatsoever.5

As a form of PÅrvatç, Erukamma is now served liturgically by a
Brahmin priest during the rituals constituting her annual festival. But
on all other days, a non-Brahmin belonging to an agricultural caste
acts as the ritual preceptor. Worship of Erukamma is usually done
directly by the devotees themselves who offer fruits, coconuts, saris,
and blouse pieces to the goddess after applying turmeric and vermil-
ion. But on special annual occasions, the Brahmin priest conducts rites
on behalf of all devotees for a price. Animal sacrifices are rare, and
devotees still take pride in saying that this goddess does not like non-
vegetarian food, a reflection of her Buddhist associations with her
mythic past.

These details indicate a rich and varied amalgamation of prac-
tices and beliefs encompassing aspects of folk, pre-Buddhist, Buddhist,
and ÷aiva religious cults. Like HÅriti, Erukamma might have origi-
nated as a smallpox goddess, capable of devouring children through
illness but with protective powers that could be invoked through
appropriate propitiation. In the absence of smallpox her protective
function has now come to be extended to familial well-being, espe-
cially in relation to her power to produce male offspring. This is prob-
ably why she is identified by devotees as a form of PÅrvatç, who is
considered an ideal wife and a mother of two sons. There is, however,
evidence of amalgamation in narrative and ritual traditions associated
with Erukamma, and it is precisely this amalgamation that contributes
to her continuing appeal to a diverse congregation.

PyØamma

In another village that has been absorbed by Visakhapatnam, the ori-
gins of the worship of PyØamma—a goddess functioning quite clearly
as a guardian deity—are preserved in oral traditions maintained by
lay devotees. It is said that people of that village once participated in
a neighboring region’s celebration for the goddess, who was renowned
for her powers. As the villagers were journeying home on bullock
carts, they encountered a young woman clad in a white sari, who
stopped the cart of the village headman and requested a ride. Having
boarded the cart, she declared that, given the devotion they had ex-
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pressed during her annual festival, they need not worry about the
well-being of their own village in the future; she had decided to take
care of it, as a mother cares for her children. When the group reached
the outskirts of their village, the young woman got down from the
cart saying that she wanted a temple constructed for her worship in
that very place. If the villagers would construct it, she claimed, they
would always have her blessings. After this, she disappeared.

As time passed, however, the villagers became preoccupied with
their mundane activities and neglected to construct her temple. People
soon began to suffer from strange and peculiar diseases. At this point,
a village elder had a dream in which the goddess appeared and told
him she was still with them but was waiting for their recognition
before she would begin to take care of them. Realizing their mistake,
the villagers immediately took up the task of temple construction with
great care and devotion. As soon as the temple was built, they in-
stalled an image of PyØamma and started worshiping her regularly
with oil lamps, incense, and food. The people’s afflictions disappeared,
and since that time the villagers have remained ardent believers in the
protective power of the goddess.

I found it easy to collect many contemporary stories regarding
PyØamma’s protective powers. One story that was told to me with
particular enthusiasm was about a railway employee who had come
to convey to the villagers a plan for extending railway tracks through
the temple’s grounds, requiring the temple’s demolition. He and his
family members then began to face severe problems, leading him to
have the plan withdrawn. He became a devotee of the goddess and an
ardent supporter of the temple.

People believe that PyØamma guards their area from all sorts of
evils and that the village is progressing rapidly with economic devel-
opment through her mercy. The educated devotees refer to her affec-
tionately as bhukti mukti pradÅyanç, “bestower of comforts in this life
and liberation after death.” An annual festival is held for her on the
full moon day in the month of Phalguna (February–March) during
which the goddess is carried in procession with dazzling lights and
decorations accompanied by many entertaining troupes of dancers,
musicians and singers, as well as fireworks. Clay images of the god-
dess are carried on women’s heads to fulfill vows undertaken for the
well-being of husbands and children.

PyØamma is now viewed by the people in the area as the incar-
nation of the goddess DurgÅ. The homologization of PyØamma with
DurgÅ is expressed in different ways, most clearly in the contempo-
rary iconography of the goddess, where PyØamma is made to resemble
the goddess DurgÅ quite precisely. She is depicted with four arms,
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which hold a trident (tri±âla), sword (khaØga), kettle drum with a ser-
pent wound around it (nÅga-Øamaru), and a cup for drinking blood
(rudhira pÅtra) (see photo 6.3). She sits on a throne, with her right leg
folded up, and her left leg draping down to rest on the demon
Mahi„Åsura’s head. Given the weapons she holds and the head of the
demon being crushed under her foot, she appears aggressive, although
her face looks benevolent. In this way she represents a fiercely protec-
tive yet benign character. The image is painted every year at the time
of her festival. She is clothed in a colorful sari and blouse adorned
with ornaments; her face is neatly made up with collyrium on her eyes
and a vermilion mark of auspiciousness (kufikuma) on her forehead.

Devotees of PyØamma are eager to identify their goddess and
their form of worship as Brahmanic, yet they still observe animal sac-
rifices during the annual hot season ritual and on other special occa-
sions. Educated devotees have introduced yantra meditation practices
with the goddess as the object of meditation. This aspect of devotion
emphasizes the goddess’s ability to bestow mok„a. The dçk„a (vow) that
is practiced by the devotees of the famous Kanaka DurgÅ in Vijayawada
has also been introduced.6 After being initiated by a Brahmin priest,

Photo 6.3 PyØamma
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participants in the vow maintain a special vegetarian diet and under-
take ascetic practices (including celibacy) for somewhere between nine
and forty-one days. Devotees also wear only saffron-colored robes,
sleep on the floor, observe restraint in speech, and spend leisure time
only in praise of the Goddess.

Having lost its rural character many years ago, the village has
ceased to view this goddess as a protectress of crops and cattle, and
she is no longer associated with children’s diseases. Village forms of
ritual have also been thoroughly supplanted by more sophisticated
urban and Brahmanic ritual forms, except for the annual festival. The
contemporary cult of PyØamma is, therefore, a jumbled mixture of
folk and Sanskritic forms of worship reflecting the sentiments of her
wide variety of devotees.

DurgÅlamma

A similar example of Sanskritization is also evident in the cult of
DurgÅlamma, a goddess from the former village of Durganagar, now
also absorbed into Visakhapatnam city through urban expansion. The
origin of DurgÅlamma is recounted in stories about a snake hole from
which a very long serpent used to emerge and then suddenly disap-
pear. The serpent was not known to have caused harm to anybody in
the village. Villagers often witnessed smoke rising from the snake
hole, followed by a sweet smell; devotees attributed these phenomena
to DurgÅlamma, who was thought to be assuming the form of a snake
to protect the village. Thus, they started worshipping the snake hole,
and eventually a village elder built a temple over it. Following the
temple’s construction, no one reported any further appearances of the
snake. A wooden image of the goddess was installed in an adjacent
chamber, and a Brahmin priest was appointed to conduct pâjÅs. In this
instance, the origin of the goddess’s worship took place completely
within the context of folk belief and only gradually assumed a Brah-
manic character. The worship of this goddess continues to be of mixed
type; devotees not only offer prayers to the image with the help of
priest, but also worship the snake hole directly.

The wooden image of this goddess (see photo 6.4) has four hands,
with small bells in her upper hands and a vermilion box in the lower
left. The lower right hand is in abhaya mâdra, a gesture of protection.
Today the foremost function of DurgÅlamma is to provide longevity
to the husbands of her female devotees, who often desire the boon
that their husbands should outlive them. Although the myth associ-
ates the goddess with a snake, there are no snakes in her image. The
iconography of the goddess reflects the enthusiasm for Brahmanic
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associations among her contemporary devotees who want to regard
her not as a “mere village goddess,” but as a form of Lak„mç, the
docile wife of Vi„æu. The identification of DurgÅlamma with the god-
dess Lak„mç but not with the great goddess DurgÅ, who, in fact, shares
the same name, is intriguing. As in many contexts in Visakhapatnam,
it may be that most contemporary devotees do not see the need for a
warrior goddess, preferring a docile, wifely goddess like Lak„mç, whose
function is to protect husbands and provide wealth.

Photo 6.4 DurgÅlamma
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Polamma

Yet another clear instance of Sanskritization of a village goddess is
reflected in the following example from Peda Waltair, another village
that has now become a part of Visakhapatnam. Although it managed
to retain its village character until recently, Peda Waltair has changed
dramatically during the last ten years with the addition of new colo-
nies occupied by an educated, middle-class population from outside
the city. Local devotees have been happy to present their goddess to
these new arrivals, and Polamma now regularly attracts large crowds
to her temple. What is especially interesting in this case is that there
is no myth directly linking this goddess to the village where she is
now worshipped. In Peda Waltair and similar villages, images of deities
were simply imported from elsewhere, and people began to worship
them based on others’ claims about their protective powers. As for
Polamma, stories about her protective powers spread quickly. She
eventually became the guardian deity of fourteen other surrounding
villages as well, all of which are now part of Visakhapatnam.

According to local oral traditions, in the sixteenth century a family
from the fisherman caste went fishing and caught the image of the
goddess in their nets. They brought the image home, claiming that it
represented the goddess Polamma, and started worshipping her. 7 After
a while, they began to feel that it was not appropriate to keep the image
in their poor household, so they gave it to the landlord of the village.8

He established the image in fields at the outskirts of the village (an
appropriate place for a village deity who protects borders) and initiated
the goddess’s worship; since then a member of his (non-Brahmin) fam-
ily cares for the image. The field where the image was established be-
longed to a rich man from a neighboring village. It is said that he
became very angry that his land was being used, but the goddess came
to him in a dream and ordered him to house her on his land. So he built
a tiled house for the image and donated one-and-a half acres of land to
the goddess. A Brahmin priest has recently replaced the traditional non-
Brahmin one, and the image has been fully consecrated.

Elements of Sanskritization are clearly evident in contemporary
worship of Polamma. Devotees, for example, now consider her to be
the incarnation of the goddess Lak„mç. PâjÅ for the goddess is offici-
ated by a Brahmin priest, and the second part of her name has been
changed from -amma, the Telugu term for “mother,” to -amba, the
Sanskrit equivalent, so that she is now also called PolamÅmba, espe-
cially among educated devotees. Generally, as a village goddess be-
comes increasingly well known, the suffix -amma tends to change into
-amba to help legitimate the goddess’s Brahmanic status.
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The stone image of the goddess (see photo 6.5) stands with four
hands. She holds an axe (para±u) and sword (khaØga) in her right hands,
and a cup (pÅtra) and nÅga pÅ±a, a snake in the form of noose, in the
left. Two other goddesses, Nçlamma (also called NçlamÅmba) and
Kunchamma (also called KunchamÅmba), now stand on either side of
the image of PolamÅmba in her shrine. The origins of these images are
not currently known, although their names are those of popular vil-

Photo 6.5 Polamma
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lage goddesses in the area. Nçlamma (see photo 6.6) is depicted in
sitting posture with four hands. She is holding a trident and a sword
in her right hands, and a cup and nÅga pÅ±a in the left. Kunchamma
(see photo 6.7) is shown seated on a pedestal with two hands holding
a knife in her right hand and a cup in the left. All three images are
benign in appearance despite the weapons they carry. These icono-
graphic features conform to the iconographic texts where multiple
forms of Devç are described (Gopinatha Rao 1985, 356–368).

Photo 6.6 Nçlamma
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Kanaka DurgÅ

In contrast with the goddesses discussed above, sometimes a goddess
is borrowed from Brahmanic tradition to serve as the guardian deity
of a village. This is true of the goddess Kanaka DurgÅ, who takes the
form of Kanakamma in the village of China Waltair, which has under-
gone the same type of change as Peda Waltair. Hence, although the

Photo 6.7 Kunchamma
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respective goddesses of these two villages have different origins, their
cults have gone through the same kind of transition.

The image of the goddess Kanaka DurgÅ that resides in China
Waltair is as old as the village itself. Some three hundred years ago,
according to local oral traditions, the village head, whose name was
Naidu, dreamed that the goddess VijayawÅØa Kanaka DurgÅ told him
she would take care of his village. The next morning he journeyed to
VijayawÅda, where he procured an image of DurgÅ from the famous
temple of the goddess Kanaka DurgÅ. He brought the image back to
his village and assigned the task of its daily worship to his wife, who
reluctantly agreed to the job. One night when the couple was sleeping,
Naidu went into a trance in which the goddess led him to the sea and
told him to take a dip. After bathing, he vowed that he and his future
generations would worship the goddess with care and attention.
Meanwhile, his wife awoke to find the house empty and the doors
locked from the inside. There was a knock on the door, and she opened
it to find her wet husband, who had returned from the sea, standing
at the threshold. After learning what had happened she, too, for the
first time, began to feel devotion toward the Goddess. Eventually she
and the rest of the village became sincere devotees.

The transformation of a form of DurgÅ into the village goddess
Kanakamma is, in effect, a type of “de-Sanskritization,” meaning that
a Brahmanical goddess has been turned into a local deity. This “de-
Sanskritization,” however, has been followed by a “re-Sanskritization”
of the same goddess. Since the time of Naidu’s dip in the sea until a
few years ago, Naidu’s (non-Brahmin) descendants served as the
goddess’s priests. Recently, however, the temple was rebuilt and the
image reinstalled with consecration rites performed by a Brahmin
pundit (scholar in brahmanical rituals), probably in response to an
increasingly educated and professional congregation of devotees. A
Brahmin has now replaced the traditional non-Brahmin priest, and
this goddess has become “Brahminized” once again.

Whether this goddess is ÷aiva or Vai„æava has been an issue of
dispute. The icon of Kanakamma came to be known as Kanaka
MahÅlak„mç after the Department of Endowments identified it as
MahÅlak„mç. But when it was reinstalled and consecrated, the pundits
recognized its details and declared that it was SifihavÅhinç (lion rider)
and therefore Kanaka DurgÅ, an incarnation of PÅrvatç, which corrobo-
rates local oral tradition. The image (see photo 6.8) stands on a pedestal
made of a coiled serpent, depicting a goddess with four hands holding
a noose (pasa) and spoon (sruk) in the right hands, and an ak„aya patra,
a vessel that perennially supplies food, and kettle drum with a serpent
wound around it (nÅga-Øamaru) in the left. This iconography conforms
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to the description of Tâlaja BhavÅnç, a food-offering incarnation of
PÅrvatç, as recounted in normative iconographic texts. Tâlaja BhavÅnç is
said to hold a jewelled vessel containing food in one hand and a spoon
in the other to distribute the food to her devotees, with her two addi-
tional hands holding a noose and a trident (Rajeswari 1989, 32).

In the cases of both Polamma and Kanakamma, it appears that
even though Brahmanic, anthropomorphic images are installed as
consecrated images and liturgically celebrated by a Brahmin, village
characteristics remain predominant. Both are still considered to be
earth mothers who are believed to assume the form of snakes to pro-
tect the village from all calamities. In both cases, devotees may sacri-
fice an animal to the goddess to show their gratitude on special
occasions.

The annual rituals for Polamma and Kanakamma are almost
identical in their details and reveal the agricultural base of their cults.
The ceremonies start with an invitation for the goddess to attend the
festival as an honored guest. This is done by offering food and water
to a snake hole (usually an ant hill that is the abode of a snake) near
the temple and bringing a sample of the soil from this hole to the

Photo 6.8 Kanaka DurgÅ
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center of the village, which serves as a ritual stage. This soil is re-
garded as fertile, and the snake that lives in it is considered a symbol
of fertility. The fertility of the goddess is equated with both the earth
and the snake. The sample soil along with consecrated pots (gha‡as)
containing food and water are placed on the stage where all the fes-
tivities of the annual rite will take place over a fifteen to thirty day
period. In one of the most important rites of the annual ceremony,
pÅthana, devotees bring samples of the crops they have reaped from
their fields and offer them to the goddess. Today, devotees usually
bring fruit rather than the traditional newly harvested grains. Another
important rite associated with the goddess’s festival, toliyÆrlu, also has
strong agricultural overtones. In this rite, devotees plough the land
around the stage with decorated ploughs to mark the beginning of
agricultural year. On the final day of the annual festival, appointed
low-caste individuals bring sacrificial animals and offer them to the
goddess on behalf of the whole village. Because of legal bans imposed
on various types of animal sacrifices, buffaloes are now excluded from
sacrifice.

MariØamma

MariØamma is a goddess of the lowest caste community in
Visakhapatnam. Although the present constitution of the government
of India declares that caste should not be a barrier to individual
progress, this caste remains economically disadvantaged. In Visa-
khapatnam, this community has constituted for many years a distinct,
segregated community, although their colony is now surrounded by
new settlements and is physically connected to the other parts of city.

The origin of the worship of the goddess, MariØamma, is simple
but quite interesting in terms of the process of Sanskritization that it
reflects. According to oral tradition, four generations ago a young
married couple from the above-mentioned community were travelling
to visit their relatives when they spotted a beautiful little Brahmin girl.
This girl told the couple that if they would worship her, their lot in life
would greatly improve. The couple agreed, and the next morning they
saw a tiny Margosa or Neem tree—a tropical tree that has cooling
shade and medicinal values—in front of their camp exactly where the
Brahmin girl had stood the day before. They believed that the girl
herself was transformed into a sapling, so they brought it home care-
fully, planted it, and initiated worship.

As the plant grew into a big tree, the number of worshippers
increased, and a platform was built around the tree. Today devotees
worship the tree whenever they wish by applying turmeric and ver-
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milion to its trunk and offering fruits and coconuts. During annual
festival days, both male and female descendants of the founding
couple’s family act as the goddess’s priests. Since the goddess is be-
lieved to be a Brahmin herself, she does not take animal sacrifices.
Village, caste, and Sanskritic elements all contribute to the identity of
this goddess and her forms of worship, but in this case the Sanskritic
elements appear to be pretty much ornamental and act primarily as
factors of prestige.9

Ellamma

While many local goddesses in South India operate at the village level,
others are more widely worshiped. Ellamma is one such goddess. In
Andhra Pradesh, her worship has come to be even more prevalent in
urban areas than in villages, although she is of village origin. This can
be discerned from the Telugu meaning of the name “Ellamma” which,
like the name “Polamma” (also PolimÆramma), indicates that she is
the mother or protectress of the (village) borders.

Elamma’s cult originated in Tamilnadu, where it mixed with Brah-
manic elements but also retained elements of its folk origins. Worship
of Ellamma seems to have been present in the central part of
Visakhapatnam since the town itself was constructed. At one time, a
large grove of mango trees surrounded a modest shrine to Ellamma in
the heart of the city. A modern urban landscape has now taken its place,
and the goddess has to be content with a humble shrine at the roadside.
She is worshipped in the shape of a small wooden image (see photo 6.9)
accompanied by a smaller wooden image of PōturÅju (the common
brother of all village goddesses, who acts as their assistant). Ellamma,
like other typical village goddesses, is closely associated with serpent
symbolism. Sometimes a snake hole is worshipped as the goddess
Ellamma herself. Whenever she is portrayed iconographically, she is
depicted with serpents all over her head or body (Ziegenbalg 1984, 137).

The myth of Ellamma is common throughout South India and
is told with little variation in different regions (see Biardeau 1982,
131–133). In brief, Jamadagni, a famous PurÅæic sage, suspected his
wife’s virtue after she glanced at another man while drawing water
at the river, so he ordered his son Para±urÅma to cut off her head.
Para±urÅma did his father’s bidding, and Ellama’s severed head fell
near Paæchamas, who were then considered to be Untouchables.
Para±urÅma approached his father to request a boon in exchange for
having carried out his orders; ironically, the boon he requested was
that his mother be restored to life. Jamadagni granted the boon,
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decreeing that henceforth Ellamma would be worshipped by the
Paæchamas, since her head fell in the Paæchama’s colony. This myth
is important in the sense that it links two castes that are hierarchi-
cally at opposite ends: Jamadagni is from a highly ranked Brahmin
caste, but in the myth the worship of Ellamma becomes associated
with a lowly Untouchable caste.

Photo 6.9 Ellamma
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Although the priests of this goddess still come from the Paæchama
community, devotees come from all castes. Hence, there is some simi-
larity here to processes discussed in relation to MariØamma, but
Ellamma is not strictly associated with the Untouchable community.
In some parts of Andhra Pradesh, she is usually identified with the
goddess Ekavçra, the guardian deity of the KÅkatiyas, the famous
medieval dynasty that ruled over the Telugu area. Since goddesses are
strongly associated with the protection of boundaries, it is not surpris-
ing that they should have figured prominantly in the cultic life of
royal courts; boundaries of empires are simply an extension of village
boundaries. It is in fact fairly common throughout Indian history that
folk or village goddesses function as guardian deities for political rulers.

Kanaka MahÅlak„mç

The principal of protection is again evident in the cult of Kanaka
MahÅlak„mç, who seems to have functioned as a guardian deity for
the entire town of Visakhapatnam. According to a story preserved in
the Visakhapatnam Gazeteer, at one time there was a king named Vi±Åkha
ruling over this region. His fort, which was located in the same place
where this goddess’s temple now stands, was surrounded by sea on
all sides except the south. This south side was heavily guarded from
possible invasions, and an image of the guardian goddess was also
kept there and worshipped. In the seventeenth century, due to inva-
sions by Marathas and Muslims, the fort was destroyed, and the im-
age was mutilated and thrown into a well. Then in the early twentieth
century, a Vai„æava woman of this area dreamed of the goddess who
told her from which well the image could be recovered. The image
was found in its mutilated condition and was installed in 1917 as
Kanaka MahÅlak„mç. A society was formed to take care of her daily
worship.

The temple is wealthy owing to the goddess’s popular patron-
age, but whenever there is an attempt to build a new temple to en-
shrine the image, the Goddess appears to a devotee in his or her
dreams and orders that this not be done. When the society tried to
build a new shrine for her several years ago, for example, a woman
claiming to be possessed by the goddess said that she did not require
any shelter, as she prefers to stay only in open places where she can
be worshipped directly by devotees. In the cult of this goddess, again,
we see clear compromises between priestly and popular beliefs and
forms of worship. From the beginning of the cult, the society stipu-
lated that there should not be any form of animal sacrifice to the
goddess; hence, the goddess is offered only vegetarian food. Now the
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Department of Endowments of the Andhra Pradesh state government,
which has taken care of the temple since 1970, follows a similar policy
of sponsoring Brahmanical rites. Brahmin priests conduct rites for the
goddess at appropriate times. Nevertheless, non-Brahmanical elements
also persist. Despite the presence of Brahmin priests, for example,
devotees may also approach and worship the image without any
mediation. Devotees fervently believe in the goddess’s protective pow-
ers, and stories about her saving people from disease and danger are
legion. People of this area often report that they have seen the goddess
walking about the local environs incarnated as a teenage girl at all
times of the day or night. She is venerated not only by Hindus, but by
Muslims as well.

The mutilated image of the deity (see photo 6.10) reflects a peace-
ful and benign attittude. The one remaining hand holds a closed lotus.
Her image conforms to the description of SÅmÅnya Lak„mç, the simple
portrayal of Lak„mç with only two hands (Rajeswari 1989, 21).

Conclusion

My study of goddess traditions in Visakhapatnam suggests several
points regarding how these traditions change in the context of rapid
urbanization. Such change is often signaled in contemporary goddess
iconography. First, goddesses now tend to be rendered anthropomor-
phically rather than aniconically even if they originated as village
deities. Second, in the case of goddesses with village associations, such
as DurgÅlamma and Polamma, there is a clear attempt to make them
user-friendly to the urban population by disguising their village ori-
gins. In Visakhapatnam, despite the weapons they carry, almost all
the goddesses appear gentle and benevolent. A shift in the use of
symbols appears to be occurring, from those that designate the feroc-
ity of goddesses (such as hands holding a skull full of blood, or ser-
pents covering the entire bodies of goddesses) to symbols that are
more benign. In addition to war weapons, for example, these god-
desses tend to be depicted holding a cup. This cup acts as a container
for the goddess to drink the blood offered to her. In some recent
images, however, it has been replaced by a vermilion box (see photo
6.4). The disappearance of the blood drinking cup can be attributed to
the disappearance of dangerous contagious diseases, which eliminates
the need for devotees to offer blood sacrifice. The presence of the
vermilion box in its stead indicates the growing number of women
devotees who approach the goddess for the longevity of their married
status. Traditionally, vermilion is offered either by a priest or by an
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elderly married woman to other married women as a way to bless
their married status. At the same time, myth, iconography, and festi-
val practices underscore the rural associations of these goddesses, with
snakes symbolizing fertility and protective powers.10

There are numerous instances in which local goddesses are re-
garded as incarnations of “great tradition” goddesses, an extension of

Photo 6.10 Kanaka MahÅlak„mç
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the notion articulated in the Devç-MahÅtmya that all goddesses or
±aktis are perceived to be different aspects of the one ÷akti, the Great
Goddess. Yet iconographic, mythic, and ritual elements that reflect the
local origins of these goddesses are still evident in most cases.
Sanskritization is evident, too, in the increased emphasis given to the
performance of liturgies constituting regularized pâjÅ. Though there
are still annual festivals held in honor of these goddesses, it is the
daily pâjÅ that now has become the most important ritual occasion for
many devotees. This shift from annual rite to daily pâjÅ seems clearly
to reflect the transformation of goddesses from symbols of collective
well-being and protection to their roles as boon-conferring deities
benefiting the material and vocational aspirations of devotees. Ac-
cordingly, goddesses are seen as increasingly responsive to the needs
of male devotees, since husbands are seen as the economic centerpiece
of nuclear family livelihood. At the same time, many of these god-
desses are accessible for direct worship to their devotees without a
priest’s mediation.

In the contexts explored in this essay, Sanskritization in general
seems to be motivated by two factors. First, Brahmanic associations
bring with them an element of prestige. This is most clearly evident in
cults like MariØamma and Ellamma, where communities of the lowest
order in the caste hierarchy appropriate Brahmanical associations.
Second, and more to the point of this essay, Sanskritization of goddess
cults in urban contexts, where the population is very diverse, provides
a way for members of different classes, castes, and ethnic groups to
relate to the goddess, since in India Sanskritic forms of worship tran-
scend local barriers and include divergent groups. Adaptation of some
forms of Sanskritic patterns of ritual, iconography, and myth seem to
function as a religious lingua franca for many Hindus, making the
cults of local goddesses accessible to all.

These case studies in Visakhapatnam also reflect other nuanced
changes that are occurring in different locales. For example, the insis-
tence of devotees that their goddess is a form of Lak„mç represents a
change in aspiration among contemporary folk living in Dondaparthy
and Durganagar areas. The general expectations of Indian society about
the roles of women as devoted wives and mothers are evidenced here
by devotees through the attributed qualities of their goddesses. This
does not mean, however, that the unmarried goddess DurgÅ is ig-
nored in Visakhapatnam. There is extensive worship of DurgÅ images
during the ten day India-wide festival of Dasahara in October, and in
the case of local goddesses like PyØamma there is a deliberate attempt
in the iconography and form of worship to show that the goddess
is the form of DurgÅ. This attempt can be attributed to educated
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devotees, especially those retired from their jobs who are seeking mok„a
and who are thus active in transforming PyØamma into the form of
DurgÅ through the introduction of meditation and penance. In the
case of Polamma and Kanaka DurgÅ there is not much enthusiasm to
identify them with one of the Sanskrit deities. There was a debate
among Brahmin pundits about the identity of Kanaka DurgÅ’s image,
but devotees do not participate in it. Worshipped by many villages
from the very beginning, these two goddesses are famous as they are
for their protective powers. Finally in the case of the devotees of Kanaka
MahÅlak„mç in the business center of Visakhapatnam, middle-class
worshippers have pooled their efforts to retain a Brahmanic deity as
their own deity without priestly mediation. Unlike the devotees of
MariØamma, who until recently were not accepted into Brahmanic
temples, the devotees of this area have many temples in which to offer
prayers with priestly intervention. But like the devotees of MariØamma,
they too found a need for a local vegetarian deity whom they can
approach directly.

While my study reflects the fact that Sanskritization seems to be
proliferating, it needs to be emphasized strongly that the basic power
of these goddesses still has to do with their protective capacities. Al-
though some older, educated devotees add mok„a to the boons offered
by their goddess, the primary function of these goddesses remains the
fulfillment of this-worldly desires. It is this power that unites them all,
supporting the perception that there is just one powerful Goddess
with many forms. What is “great” about the Great Goddess is her
perceived ability to care for her devotees in their worldly pursuits and
desires. At the heart of her dispensation are the motherly qualities of
compassion, love, fertility, and protection. In seeking MahÅdevç in
Visakhapatnam, therefore, what we find is not so much an elevated
vision of what the goddess may symbolize in abstract philosophical
discourse about her cosmic ultimacy, but rather a celebration of her
consistent, fundamental association with the power to grant protec-
tion and material prosperity.

Notes

1. This is a free translation from the Telegu into English.
2. The fieldwork upon which this study is based was completed over

many months in 1993 and 1994. I conducted interviews with priests and devo-
tees at these goddess shrines throughout regions of Visakhapatnam by record-
ing their personal experiences and documenting rituals performed for these
goddesses.
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3. I compared the information I drew from my personal observations
and interviews during my fieldwork in many village and urban folk goddess
temples in Andhra Pradesh with early works, such as Ziezenbalg 1984 and
Whitehead 1980.

4. For a summary of the story and citations of the relevant Taisho
texts, see Lamotte 1988, 688–689.

5. Another possible explanation regarding the origins of this goddess
might be connected to the mÅtŸkÅ (mother goddess) figures, who are often
portrayed with children in their laps. The mÅtŸkÅs are usually seven in number
and are considered to fuse aboriginal and Vedic symbolism with literature
and iconography associated with Skanda, who was absorbed into ÷aivism as
the son of ÷iva. The seventh mother came to be seen as PÅrvatç, wife of ÷iva
and Skanda’s mother. This identification seems to be so popular that devotees
of Erukamma could easily identify the goddess as the incarnation of PÅrvatç,
the seventh mÅtŸkÅ. See Harper 1989, 47–71, for a discussion of the cult of the
saptamÅtŸkÅ.

6. Kanaka DurgÅ in Vijayawada was originally a village goddess inde-
pendent of the Brahmanic tradition. A remnant feature of propitiating her as
a village goddess is evident in the offering of animal sacrifices, which take
place quickly and without much publicity once a year during the time of her
annual festival. There is a tendency among most of the villagers of Andhra
Pradesh to identify their village goddess with Kanaka DurgÅ of Vijayawada.

7. The name “Polamma” is a short form for Polimeramma, a Telugu
word meaning “mother of borders.” Since many goddesses act as border guard-
ians, many village goddesses are called by such names.

8. The committee of the temple of Polamma maintains records from
which we know that land was donated to Polamma during the sixteenth
century by the village landlord, traditionally the wealthiest and powerful
member of the village.

9. This case has parallels with the one described in Cohn 1955, 53–57.
10. Scholars acknowledge that many village goddesses were introduced

into Brahmanical literature as mÅtŸkÅs (mothers), who were characterized as
bloodthirsty and destructive but who later came to be identified as the benign
consorts of male deities. Some of the mÅtŸkÅs are portrayed iconographically
in fierce form with emaciated bodies, protruding tongue, rolling eyes, wearing
a garland of human skulls, and carrying a skull filled with blood.





Chapter 7

�
Reconstructing the Split Goddess

as ÷akti in a Tamil Village

Elaine Craddock

It was another hot, sultry afternoon in July; the overcast sky seemed
to press down on me along with the heavy air, and the grey light
made the temple area feel even more desolate. There is a proverb in
Tamil that declares that MÅriyammaË, the smallpox goddess, should
not reside where she can hear the sound of the grinding stone that
women use to grind flour and spices; in other words, people should not
build their houses too close to MÅriyammaË’s temples because it is too
dangerous for people to live near her. Therefore, this famous pilgrimage
temple in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam, a small village near Madras, stands by itself
on a desolate stretch of land at the edge of the village. The goddess of
PeriyapÅ¬aiyam is called BavÅËiyammaË, but she is considered a form
of MÅriyammaË. Stories and praise songs about MÅriyammaË are told
about BavÅËiyammaË as well, along with the stories that are specifi-
cally about BavÅËiyammaË and the village of PeriyapÅ¬aiyam. Devo-
tees use MÅriyammaË and BavÅËiyammaË interchangeably.

I was sitting with my research associate, Mr. G. Stephen,1 under
a huge thatch canopy held up by bamboo poles talking to Selvam, an
ardent devotee of BavÅËiyammaË. Selvam is a member of the barber
caste, and underneath this canopy is where he and his coworkers
shave the heads of people who have given their hair as a vow to
BavÅËiyammaË. Devotees shave their heads in return for BavÅËi-
yammaË’s grace and blessings: for the birth of a child, recovery from
illness, prosperity in business, even doing well on an exam. People
bring other offerings to the goddess, but hair is a special symbol of
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personal sacrifice and devotion, particularly for women, who are ex-
pected to keep their hair long as a mark of beauty and traditional
femininity. Selvam was telling us how BavÅËiyammaË’s grace had
converted him from a life of petty crime to one of devotion to her,
how he had crept into her temple one night to steal money from the
offering box, but when he looked up at her face a divine light ema-
nated from her eyes and penetrated his soul. He now lived near the
temple and worked to support his family, doing much of his business
during the busy annual festival that takes place from July through
September.

By the time I met Selvam, I had visited more MÅriyammaË
temples in South India than I could remember. I had seen enough to
know that the European missionaries’ accounts of a cruel MÅriyammaË,
who demanded unspeakable atrocities of her devotees, were severely
at odds with devotees’ own fervent praise and love of MÅriyammaË.
But I was not expecting Selvam, the barber, to break spontaneously
into a song he had written to BavÅËiyammaË. As I listened to him sing
passionately of his devotion to her, I saw that she was not just a
fearful deity but the object of intense love. Selvam’s description of
seeing the light emanating from BavÅËiyammaË’s eyes connects the
sacred experience of dar±an, the exchange of vision between the deity
and the devotee, with the contemporary world of Tamil goddess films,
in which a favorite dramatic element is showing the beams of light
emanating from the goddess’s eyes to guide the hero or heroine back
to the devotional fold. She may have many arms holding weapons,
and sometimes fangs dripping blood, but she is also a loving mother
to her devotees. After all, the “ammaË” in BavÅËiyammaË means
“mother” or “woman” in Tamil, as well as “goddess.”

MÅriyammaË is traditionally the goddess of smallpox; she has
the power to afflict with pox, as well as to take it away. Smallpox is
a sign of the goddess’s favor, a manifestation of her dwelling in the
body of the devotee. Pox is also a reminder not to stray from ever-
mindful devotion to her. In the past, whenever an outbreak of small-
pox would occur—usually at least once a year—a clay image of
MÅriyammaË would be made, or a clay pot would be used to call her
down. Blood offerings would be made to her, she would be taken
around the boundary of the village, and then her image would be
thrown into the river. If she were satisfied with the devotions, she
would take the pox away from the village. Since the eradication of
smallpox MÅriyammaË continues to function as both a destructive
and healing force, a mother whose children are her devotees, whom
she punishes and rewards as she sees fit. She is often pictured as a
fierce, angry goddess with a voracious appetite for blood sacrifice and
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a capricious character, a vivid manifestation of ambivalent power.
Originally a low-caste goddess, emerging from the agricultural milieu
in which the majority of Indians still live, she now draws devotees
from urban as well as rural areas and across caste lines. Some high-
caste Hindus, however—influenced both by the British Raj and by
indigenous forces of elite reform—denounce MÅriyammaË and her ilk
as pre-enlightened, irrational superstition.

Devotees consider BavÅËiyammaË to be one of the Seven Sisters,
a group of goddesses related to each other partly by their efficacious
responses to human need. They are probably related to the Seven
Mothers, the saptamÅtŸkÅ in Sanskritic mythology, and are widely rep-
resented iconographically (Erndl 1993, 11–12, 26–28, 37–38, passim).
Many of the village temples in Tamilnadu have seven stones that are
frequently interpreted as the Seven Sisters or the Seven Mothers. The
particular names of the seven goddesses differ widely; most of the
goddesses named are responsible for disease and healing. BavÅËi-
yammaË devotees most often named Ellamma and GaÙgamma as her
sister goddesses; several also named KÅlç as a sister goddess. Some
devotees told us that what differentiated BavÅËiyammaË from DurgÅ
or KÅlç is that she is born in an anthill, but ultimately all three god-
desses are really the same goddess. What seems important is that the
goddesses are linked, and their identities and functions overlap and
intersect.

In fact, devotees consider all of the many village goddesses to be
one Goddess, one ÷akti. ÷akti is the female, primordial force that per-
vades the universe, that brings the universe into being. ÷akti is anthro-
pomorphized as the Supreme Goddess, the creator of the cosmos as
well as the cosmos itself, and devotees use the epithets “÷akti” and
“AmmaË” interchangeably to refer to this one divine female. Particu-
lar goddesses are recognized as distinct, yet they are also multiple
forms of the same, unified ÷akti.2 To her devotees, BavÅËiyammaË is
the Goddess, ÷akti, whom they perceive to be a protective mother.
BavÅËiyammaË is also connected to her devotees through other kin-
ship roles, as is evident in the annual festival at PeriyapÅ¬aiyam.

There is, however, another side to her identity, for this protective
mother is also a bloodthirsty deity who traditionally requires blood
sacrifices from her devotees. Both explicit and implicit themes of sac-
rifice, suffering, and death pervade the myths, songs, and ritual activi-
ties associated with BavÅËiyammaË/MÅriyammaË. These themes are
closely tied to the Goddess’s nature as ÷akti, power. As ÷akti, the
Goddess embodies the power of life and death that pervades and
sustains the created world (safisÅra). Such power is associated also
with the act of sacrifice, especially blood sacrifice, along with the act
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of killing that it entails and the physical suffering that comes with
sacrificial death. It is especially the transformative nature of this power
that is emphasized in myths and rituals associated with the Goddess
in this context.

From Sacrificial Victim to ÷akti Incarnate:
The ReæukÅ Myth

The stories explaining how MÅriyammaË got to be who she is vary
from region to region. In the northern areas of Tamilnadu, especially
in Chingleput and the Madras area, the story of how the Goddess
became MÅriyammaË or one of her sisters tends to be a version of the
story of ReæukÅ, found in the MahÅbhÅrata (3.116.1–18). This is one
common rendition:

The Story of ReæukÅ

In an Å±ram near the village live Jamadagni and his wife ReæukÅ.
Every day ReæukÅ goes to the river to gather water for her
husband’s pâjÅ. She has the gift of bringing water without a
vessel of any kind; through the power of her chastity, she forms
the water into the shape of a pot and carries it home with her.
One day as ReæukÅ is bending over the river to collect some
water, a Gandharva flies overhead, and she sees his reflection
in the water. Admiring his beauty, she instantly loses her chas-
tity, and with it her ability to collect water without a vessel. So
she goes home empty-handed and despondent.

Through his spiritual vision Jamadagni sees his wife re-
turning without the water, so he knows she has lost her chas-
tity, and in a rage he orders their son Para±urÅma to kill his
mother. Para±urÅma assents on the condition that his father
grant him a boon, which Jamadagni agrees to do. So
Para±urÅma obediently picks up an ax and chases his mother
to kill her. ReæukÅ runs and hides in the house of a
washerwoman. The washerwoman tries to protect her, but
Para±urÅma finds them and chops off both of their heads.
Para±urÅma goes back to his father, reports his deed, and asks
for his boon. Jamadagni says, “I will grant you whatever you
ask.” Para±urÅma asks that his mother be brought back to life.
Jamadagni gives Para±urÅma a vessel of water and tells him to
attach his mother’s head to her body and sprinkle her with
water, and she will come back to life.
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Para±urÅma rushes to the washerwoman’s house, attaches
two heads to two bodies and sprinkles them with water, and
they both spring back to life. But alas, in his haste Para±urÅma
has attached the wrong heads to the wrong bodies! Jamadagni
refuses to take his wife back, as she now has the body of an
untouchable. So ReæukÅ becomes the goddess BavÅËiyammaË,
and the washerwoman becomes MÅtan̄kiyammaË [whose
shrine is usually located near the main temple.]3

In the version of this story found in the MahÅbhÅrata and in
many folk versions of this tale, the action of the male protagonists is
played out on the body of the wife and mother. But the MahÅbhÅrata
episode is a story of filial piety, whereas the PeriyapÅ¬aiyam version
describes the making of a goddess, partly through the Untouchable
woman who protects ReæukÅ. The village tale is also about the con-
struction of a community: ReæukÅ’s individual dismemberment and
reconstruction lead to greater community integration. Some versions
of the ReæukÅ story we heard differed in the details, but an important
point is that nearly everyone we met in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam knew some
version of this story. For them, ReæukÅ is BavÅËiyammaË.

ReæukÅ’s suffering and untimely death is in fact a common path
to deification in village cults. Stuart Blackburn details how people
who lived or were known in the village and who died violently may
be worshiped as part of the most localized realm of the divine hierar-
chy (Blackburn 1985, 255–274). Although BavÅËiyammaË is here iden-
tified with ReæukÅ, a pan-Indian figure, the playing out of this mythic
scenario is influenced by the ways village cults appropriate divine
power from local beings. In this story ReæukÅ is a local woman, living
in “the village.” Some renditions of this common tale specify that she
and Jamadagni live in an Å±ram in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam. When her son
chases her with an ax, she runs to another local woman, identified by
caste. Her grisly murder echoes the crucial element in the deification
of local beings: the innocence of the victim is not what matters, it is
suffering and violence that transforms a person into a deity. Blackburn
reports that this point was driven home to him when he was discuss-
ing why a particular woman, rather than her evil sister-in-law, was
deified. He assumed that the sister-in-law wasn’t worshiped because
she was evil, but the villagers replied, “No . . . the sister-in-law is not
a goddess not because she is evil (ke‡‡a) because she didn’t suffer;
Nalla TaÙkÅ¬ [the goddess] might be evil, too, but we worship her
because she suffered and died” (260). A person who has suffered and
died a violent and unnatural death has too much power and must be
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transferred to an acceptable category—a deity people can propitiate—
rather than left to wander around tormenting people on Earth. By
worshiping this deity, people can safely make contact with this force,
and that power is made accessible. Although MÅriyammaË, along with
her northern sister ÷çtala, may be more widely known throughout
India than some of the more narrowly localized goddesses, she em-
bodies the inimitable and immediate power of violent death trans-
formed that characterizes the most sought after local deities.4

Much of the scholarly discussion of the ReæukÅ myth has cen-
tered on ReæukÅ’s sexual transgression and on male fear of dangerous
female sexuality (Brubaker 1978; Harper 1969; Hart 1973). But Fred-
erique Marglin argues persuasively against the notion that female
sexuality is inherently dangerous and must be controlled by a male
consort (Marglin 1985, 39–60). She shifts the focus instead to the dan-
gers of celibacy for non-ascetic males and females in the world of
birth, death, and rebirth—that is, the world of safisÅra. Marglin then
reinterprets female sexuality in the context of auspiciousness and in-
auspiciousness, which encompass but are not bound by notions of
purity and pollution. Sexuality, menstruation, and birth are impure
but auspicious processes.

Female sexuality is not only inherently auspicious, but it is also
regenerative, for it is linked to childbirth and therefore to creation.
Analogously, in religious ritual, it is sacrifice that makes (re-) genera-
tion possible. For example, in ÿg Veda 10.90, the cosmic puru„a is the
sacrificial victim from whom is born the entire universe. And in many
Tamil village festivals, a buffalo is sacrificed to MÅriyammaË in order
to feed her and regenerate her power, as well as to revitalize the
connections between the goddess and her devotees.

In the myth ReæukÅ is beheaded; when her head is placed on the
Untouchable woman’s body, she is restored as the goddess BavÅËi-
yammaË. ReæukÅ is like a sacrificial victim; her violent death catalyzes
her regeneration in a more powerful form, as the Goddess who ap-
pears on Earth to support her devotees.5 ÷akti, female power, includes
both inauspicious, fierce aspects as well as benevolent, auspicious
aspects, and in this case ±akti cuts both ways. The fierce power that
ReæukÅ gains through her suffering is transformed when ReæukÅ
becomes BavÅËiyammaË, whose fierce power is viewed by her wor-
shipers as a protective potency that demonstrates a mother’s supreme
love.

Devç as ÷akti has cosmogonic/cosmological associations in many
contexts, but in the worship of the Goddess in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam, ±akti
also means action: ±akti is the Goddess’s ability to make things hap-
pen, to act on behalf of her devotees. Women devotees in particular
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worship BavÅËiyammaË in order to maintain their families’ welfare;
they act so that the goddess will act in response. Women’s ability to
act on behalf of others is part of their ±akti, which flows from the
goddess. It is generally believed that women, by virtue of their fe-
maleness, have more ±akti than men. In conversations with BavÅËi-
yammaË devotees, I was struck by the way they responded to questions
about the goddess. When asked about BavÅËiyammaË’s ±akti, devo-
tees would answer with “action-oriented” language: “If X happens,
then we worship BavÅËiyammaË by doing Y. In our village when
children get sick, we take them to BavÅËiyammaË; in that village over
there, if their children get sick, they take them to ChiËËamma.“ In
each village, in each place, people are intimately connected to their
goddess through ritual interactions; the ±akti that flows from the god-
dess to her devotees and back to her is negotiated through the proper
ritual actions. The goddess is ±akti because of what she does in re-
sponse to devotional rituals performed by her devotees. Hence, her
identity as ÷akti is to at least some extent “constructed” through ritual
interaction.

Suffering and Sacrifice in the
Worship of BavÅËiyammaË

BavÅËiyammaË is part of an extensive mythic tradition in Tamilnadu
that is connected to pan-Indian narratives about the Great Goddess
and ±akti. In the opening invocation of the hymn below, MÅriyammaË
is explicitly referred to as MahÅdevç:

May my guru prosper, may he support me in this endeavor.
May Gane±a, who has golden feet and

whose steady strength and powerful support are always
with me,

Help me to artfully sing this praise song to
MÅriyammaË,
MahÅdevç, who is the Goddess of Smallpox.

In the following lullaby, MÅriyammaË is referred to as ±akti, and
as the Mother. The song also lists several rituals common to MÅri-
yammaË temples in Tamilnadu, many of which are practiced in
PeriyapÅ¬aiyam as well.

The Goddess is multiple, yet all of her forms are ±akti.
Ganapathi [Gane±a] will protect us, as I sing with love
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A lullaby to MÅriyammaË, Vi„æu’s little sister,
Whom everyone on earth praises every day

with feeling,
As the queen of all women.

O lady who appeared, swinging on the hook,
People don’t know you are the supreme guru,
You who swing here and there on the heavy hook with side

ropes.

You sit as ÷akti;
You received the sacrifice of a single sheep.
You sat on the village boundary and received the sacrifice of

a male buffalo.

O you who are the goddess of all occupations,
You are the great ruler of all the directions.
Please come, Digambari.

O Mother who stands in the triangular center (cakra) as the
first, as ÷akti,

Please come, ÷ankari, O Mother, One Who Has Responsibility,
O Beautiful One who is the First Cause,
Sitting in the center of the four-cornered sacrificial fire (homa) pit
In the golden hall of Chidambaram.

O Sister of NarÅyaæaË, Beautiful One,
Goddess of the Cremation Ground who afflicts with pox,
The thorns that pierced the sides of the body have gone

completely away.

You spread the knife-like neem leaves all over the world;
Now you have taken back the neem spears that you gave.

O supreme MÅrimutu, whose form is like fire,
Goddess of Fire that does not yield,
Goddess of Fire that cannot be reached.
O Goddess of KaææaËâr!

. . . You are a pearl in the world, O Mother,
Chaste Lady.6
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This lullaby has no date, but was probably written within the
last century. It combines both classical and folk elements in praising
MÅriyammaË: she is the First Cause of the universe (Tamil mutal,
Sanskrit pradhÅna), yet she haunts the cremation ground, like TurmÅri
in Padavedu, and like KÅlç. She spreads the neem leaves that both stab
like knives and cool heated skin; she afflicts people with pox, and she
takes it away. She is a pearl in the world: the pearl is a gem, some-
thing of beauty, as well as a euphemism for the pox pustule that
MÅriyammaË afflicts her devotees with as a sign of her grace. She is
the great ruler of all the directions, but she also guards the boundaries
of the village. She sits at the center of the Vedic fire sacrifice, yet she
also accepts the sacrifice of sheep and male buffalos.

Rituals to MÅriyammaË encompass the practice of blood sacrifice
described in this song. In Tamil villages the buffalo is traditionally the
favored sacrifice to the goddess, with a special role reserved for the
head. Across from the main temple in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam is the ±akti maæ‡a-
pam, a platform that was formerly used for animal sacrifices to
BavÅËiyammaË, especially of male buffaloes, although the priests told
us that blood sacrifices are no longer performed. In 1912 Edgar Thurston
recorded one of the rituals at PeriyapÅ¬aiyam as “[t]hrowing a live
fowl on to the top of the temple” (Thurston 1979, 150), which is ex-
actly what is done today.

In both myth and ritual the buffalo is a symbol of power, which
is transferred to the Goddess through sacrifice. In some village rituals,
the buffalo’s blood is drunk in order to ingest its strength.7 Why the
buffalo is sacrificed to the goddess is explained by this version of a
widely disseminated myth:

Once upon a time there lived a ÿishi who had a fair daughter.
A ChaæØÅla, i.e., an Outcaste, desired to marry her. He went
to KÅsç (Benares) in the disguise of a BrÅhman, where, under
the tuition of a learned BrÅhman, he became well versed in
the ±Åstras . . . and learnt the BrÅhman modes of life. On his
return he passed himself off for a BrÅhman, and after some
time made offers to the ÿishi lady, and somehow succeeded
in prevailing upon her to marry him. She did so, her father
also consenting to the match. They lived a married life for
some time, and had children. One day it so happened that one
of the children noticed the father stitch an old shoe previous
to going out for a bath. This seemed curious, and the child
drew the mother’s attention to it. The mother, by virtue of her
tapas, . . . came to know the base trick that had been played
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upon her by her husband, and cursed him and herself. The
curse on herself was that she should be born a Mari, to be
worshipped only by low-caste men. The curse on him was
that he should be born a buffalo, fit to be sacrificed to her, and
that her children should be born as sheep and chickens. There-
fore, during the periodical Mari festivals, buffaloes, sheep and
chickens are used as victims, and the right leg of the male
buffalo is cut off and stuck in his mouth, in memory of his
having stitched the shoes in his disguise as a BrÅhman. (White-
head 1988, 84–85. Cf. 117–119)

This folktale contains a rich combination of themes that underlie
the study of MÅriyammaË and her devotees. On the most practical
level the story explains why animals, specifically buffaloes, sheep, and
chickens, are sacrificed to MÅriyammaË. But the mixing of castes,
especially the mixing of Brahmins and Untouchables, is an ever-present
and ever-explosive theme in Tamil folklore. When the Brahmin wife
finds out that she and her children are defiled by her husband’s un-
touchability, she curses the entire family, herself included, to reenact
the blood sacrifice to the goddess again and again. Like the ReæukÅ
tale, this is a story about an ordinary housewife who is desecrated and
transformed into a goddess. The story moves from the domestic (akam)
sphere to a public (pur

¯
am) sphere. The housewife who was previously

concerned only with her husband and children becomes a goddess
worshiped by the larger community with public rituals in public space.8

In this sense this myth has parallels with the famous Tamil epic,
CilappatikÅram. At the beginning of this story Kaææaki is a good, simple
wife, true to her husband even when he has an affair with another
woman. But when she hears that her husband has been wrongly ac-
cused of a crime and executed, leaving her a widow, she becomes
enraged, tears off her breast and flings it at the city of Madurai, burn-
ing it to the ground. She transforms herself through her anger into a
public goddess worshiped by many people. This epic is often cited as
a supreme South Indian example of the power of a woman’s chastity,
equated with the heat of tapas, but it is also the story of an ordinary
woman’s transformation into a goddess through rage. “It is,” notes A.
K. Ramanujan, “as much a theory of emotion as a theology; together
they make a special recognizable genre, the folk myth of the village
goddess” (Ramanujan 1986, 64).

In the praise song above MÅriyammaË also appears “swinging
on the hook.” Although the origins of hookswinging have not been
clearly established, it has long been a popular ritual at MÅriyammaË
temples in particular, and has explicit connections to blood sacrifice
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(Oddie 1986, 93–106; Oddie 1995, 47–68; Thurston 1989, 487–501; Oppert
1986, 480–482). Gustav Oppert makes a distinction between a few
MÅriyammaË temples where only “bloodless oblations” are allowed,
and the majority of her temples in which animals are sacrificed and
hookswinging performed (Oppert 1986, 476–477). The earliest refer-
ences to hookswinging are sixteenth-century European accounts, in-
cluding one that was written by a Venetian traveller who witnessed a
hookswinging ritual in Madras in 1582 (Oddie 1986, 94; Dubois 1906,
597–598). A devotee who has made a vow to perform this ritual is
suspended in the air by means of hooks inserted into the flesh of his
back; the hooks are tied to a rope, which is in turn connected to a
horizontal beam balanced on a vertical pole. Although English lan-
guage newspaper reports of hookswinging rites refer to the performer
as a “victim”, the evidence suggests otherwise (Dirks n.d., 1–22; Oddie
1986, 96–106; Oddie 1995, 5–7, passim; Dubois 1906, 597–598).
Hookswinging enhanced a person’s status in the village. Most of the
swingers were men from low-caste communities, although sometimes
women or members of higher castes participated or supported the
tradition financially (Elmore 1915, 33; Oddie 1986, 95–101; 1995, 30–
41). The swinger undertook the vow in response to illness, danger,
childlessness, or other personal distress; he also performed the ritual
for the good of the village, for the health and welfare of everyone
(Thurston 1989, 492–493; Dirks n.d., 1, passim).

In the nineteenth century the practice of hookswinging began to
decline in the Madras Presidency. Prior to 1853 there was little official
discouragement in general, but police interfered in hookswinging ritu-
als in and around the city of Madras (Oddie 1986, 103–106; Oddie
1995, 82–107). After 1853 pressure from missionaries, government of-
ficials, and some educated Indians to abolish hookswinging increased.
In 1893 Oppert reports that during the last few years sheepswinging
had been substituted for human hookswinging in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam
(Oppert 1986, 477). In 1906 Thurston notes that the hookswinging
apparatus still lay outside the PeriyapÅ¬aiyam temple (Thurston 1989,
489). None of the devotees we talked to in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam mentioned
anything about hookswinging, and we saw no evidence of any
hookswinging rituals.9

Hookswinging is a kind of blood sacrifice, but it is also a dra-
matic enactment of an individual’s devotion to MÅriyammaË, a self-
sacrifice that the entire community can participate in and derive benefit
from. The fact that MÅriyammaË is praised as “swinging on a hook”
points to the notion that she herself models the kind of self-sacrifice
that characterizes profound devotion. When a true devotee enacts the
sacrifice by swinging on the hook, MÅriyammaË herself appears, drawn
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by the devotion of her worshiper. Hookswinging enacts ritually the
experience of smallpox: the disease is painful, but it is also the sign of
the goddess’s grace, for she has in effect chosen her devotees by af-
flicting them with pox. The goddess directs attention to herself through
the disease: devotees need MÅriyammaË, but she also needs to be fed,
to be sustained by her devotees. Her concern that she get enough food
is one of the reasons she gives people pox. Pa‡‡amma, a sixty-five-year
old woman vendor at the PeriyapÅ¬aiyam festival, told us this story,
similar to other stories we heard from devotees:

How MutumÅriyammaË Got the Boon of Smallpox

MutumÅri is Yama’s younger sister. One day she came
to Yama and said, ”Older brother! I was born after you, but
you alone receive all the pâjÅ. Your name is spreading like
anything. You should give me half of the pâjÅ as my share.”

Yama replied, “You were born a woman, so nothing
comes to you as your share.”

“Are you going to give me something?” MutumÅri asked
again. “Half for you and half for me. Tell me whether you’ll
give it to me or not.”

“I’m not going to divide up anything to give to you,”
Yama replied.

“Okay, we’ll see what happens. If you don’t give me
anything, if you take it all, Yama, what will I eat?” MutumÅri
asked.

MutumÅri threw seven pox seeds on Yama. By the third
day there were so many pox on his body, he was unable to
swallow. Not even saliva could go down his throat, so Yama’s
eyes were bulging in pain. His tongue was hanging out.

“Little sister! Where are you?” Yama cried out. “I will
give you part of my share!”

“Oh, Big Brother, what will you do for me?”
“AmmÅ! You are MÅriyattÅ, the Goddess of the Anthill.

All those whom you afflict with smallpox will come to you as
your share of the pâjÅ.”

“Okay,” said MutumÅri. Yama’s tongue fit inside his
mouth again, and he could swallow.

“Little sister, you were going to kill me with smallpox!”
Yama shouted.

“Don’t scold me,” MutumÅri said. “Who else do I get?”
“Those who are bitten by snakes, or scorpions, and those

afflicted with dysentery, let them all come to you as your
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share. I will take the rest. But MutumÅri, Mother! Have you
already taken my son? So be it. Take him as part of your
share. Now go!” Yama said.

And that’s how MutumÅri got the boon of smallpox from
Yama.

Yama is the god of death, who in this story is taking more than
his share of people on Earth. But by standing up to her chauvinistic
older brother, MutumÅri gets to mark her devotees with smallpox,
insuring that she will get enough to eat. Smallpox is a boon for
MutumÅri, setting apart her community of people on Earth who will
serve her, and it is a boon for her devotees, who are thus favored by
the goddess with her grace.

The praise song quoted above alludes to the “knife-like neem
leaves” that MÅriyammaË spreads all over the world and then takes
away. Neem leaves are pointed and sharp on the end, and can sym-
bolize the pain of pox; neem leaves are also cooling, and are used to
cool the person afflicted with pox. For these reasons the neem tree is
especially sacred to MÅriyammaË. The most popular ritual at the
PeriyapÅ¬aiyam temple is the vÆppañcelai, or “neem sari” ritual, for
which devotees remove their clothes, put on garments made of neem
leaves strung together, and circumambulate the temple. A few yards
from the PeriyapÅ¬aiyam temple is an area where the neem garments
are sold, and where men, women, and children put them on; during
the festival this area was a flurry of activity. Sometimes devotees
wearing neem garments will circumambulate the temple three times
while performing a‡ittaæ‡am, the ritual of rolling a coconut and pros-
trating at every step. These rituals have been practiced at Periya-
pÅ¬aiyam for some time. Thurston describes the activity at the temple
around 1912:

The leaf-wearing vow is resorted to by the large majority of
the devotees, and performed by men, women and children.
Those belonging to the more respectable classes go through it
in the early morning, before the crowd has collected in its tens
of thousands. The leafy garments are purchased from hawk-
ers, who do a brisk trade in the sale thereof. The devotees
have to pay a modest fee for admission to the temple pre-
cincts, and go round the shrine three or more times. . . . To
impress on devotees the imperative obligation imposed on
them to wear the leaf garment in worshipping the goddess, it
is said that a young married woman, being without children,
made the vow to the goddess that, on obtaining a son, she
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would go on a pilgrimage to PeriyapÅ¬ayam, and worship her
in accordance with the ancient rite. Her prayer having been
answered, she gave birth to a son, and went to PeriyapÅ¬aiyam
to fulfill her vow. When, however, it was time to undress and
put on the vÆpansilai, her modesty revolted. Unobserved by
her party, she secretly tied a cloth round her waist before
putting on the vÆpansilai. So attired, she went to the temple to
worship. On seeing her coming, the goddess detected her
deceit, and, waxing wroth, set the woman’s dress all ablaze,
and burnt her so severely that she died. (Thurston 1979, 150–
151)

This story highlights the notion that one’s ego can obstruct the
fulfillment of a vow to the goddess only with serious consequences.
The proper performance of a vow requires the devotees to concentrate
more fully on the goddess, thereby diminishing egocentric delusions.
Although devotees may ask her for mundane, even egocentric gifts,
they believe that their goals will be accomplished only through the
goddess, and that she will respond only to their sincere devotion to
her. Surrendering the ego through love and devotion for the goddess
is therefore not separate from the fulfillment of earthly desires.10

Another popular ritual at PeriyapÅ¬aiyam, as at many goddess
temples, is head shaving. At the beginning of this article, I describe
sitting among piles of hair under the pandal where the barbers shave
the heads of devotees who have made a vow to BavÅËiyammaË. Head
shaving is done in fulfillment of a vow. For example, parents may
make a vow to return to the temple to offer their hair if the goddess
will grant them a child, or if a sick child recovers. A child’s first head
shaving, the muæØan, one of the safiskÅras or life-cycle rites, will be
performed at the temple when the child (especially a boy) reaches the
age of two or three. Head shaving is a thanks offering in response to
a range of personal situations. It is especially popular during the an-
nual festival, when you can see mounds of hair growing under the
barbers’ busy hands. The cut-off hair, a polluting substance, is usually
disposed of by burning it or throwing it in the nearest river.

Head shaving is also performed at the temples of male deities,
but it is especially connected to goddess shrines. Erndl notes that the
connection between head shaving and the Goddess has not been fully
investigated, but I think her suggestion that shaving the head is a type
of symbolic head offering is sound (Erndl 1993, 70). ReæukÅ’s head
was cut off, transforming her into a goddess for her devotees; she then
appeared in an anthill, a symbolic head, which I discuss later. The
myth of DhyÅnâ Bhagat, the devotee who cut off his own head and
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offered it to the Goddess, explains why coconuts are offered at temples:
when the Goddess joined his head back to his body he asked that in
the future, devotees not be asked to prove their devotion through such
dramatic offerings (46). Head sacrifice is integral to many streams of
the Goddess tradition, so it seems logical that head shaving is a
devotee’s symbolic head offering.

The Head in the Anthill

BavÅËiyammaË has been transformed through suffering and rage from
a woman into MahÅdevç, but BavÅËiyammaË is also very much a local
goddess. In hymns to MÅriyammaË written on palm-leaf manuscripts
a century or so ago, PeriyapÅ¬aiyam is hailed as one of the places
where she attained fame. Pilgrims still throng to her temple, especially
during her annual festival. The village of PeriyapÅ¬aiyam traces its
history back to the time when the local landowner discovered
BavÅËiyammaË inside an anthill. Many of the priests and devotees in
PeriyapÅ¬aiyam told a remarkably consistent story about how
BavÅËiyammaË arrived in the village. The story shows how the ant-
hill, along with the temple tree and the snakes that dwell in the ant-
hill, form a nexus of sacrifice, fertility, and rebirth. The version one of
the Naidu priests told us goes like this:

Although the area surrounding the village of PeriyapÅ¬aiyam
is now dry and barren, many years ago it was covered by a
dense forest. VeÙkala Zamindar lived in the village then. He
was a rich man who owned more than fifty cows. Every day
a young cowherd took the cows up to a hill near the forest to
graze. One day, one of the cows did not give any milk. For
three days after that the cow was dry, so VeÙkala Zamindar
suspected the cowherd of stealing milk. He beat the boy and
shouted at him to confess his crime. But the cowherd insisted
he had not stolen the milk, telling the zamindar that every
evening the cow wandered off by itself into the forest.

The next evening, VeÙkala Zamindar hid at the edge of
the forest and waited. When the cow wandered into the trees,
he followed it and watched. Deeper in the forest, next to a
river, was an anthill. The cow went up to the anthill and poured
milk over it, then wandered back out of the forest to join the
other cows. Wanting to know why the cow was pouring milk
over the anthill, VeÙkala Zamindar walked up to it and broke
it open with his ax. Inside was a stone head, in the shape of
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a liÙga; blood was trickling down from the forehead where the
ax had struck it. VeÙkala Zamindar ran home in terror.

By the time he reached his house, he was feverish and
his body was covered with pox. That night, the goddess ap-
peared to him in a dream. “I am BavÅËiyammaË,” she told
VeÙkala Zamindar. “I’ve come to reside in this place. If you
want to be cured, build me a temple in the auspicious place
near the anthill. You must build it in the time it takes to boil
a pot of millet. If you do this, you will be cured, and the
people of this village will prosper.”

VeÙkala Zamindar called the men of the village and they
rushed to the forest and built a temple for BavÅËiyammaË
near the anthill. As soon as the temple was completed, VeÙkala
Zamindar entered and offered turmeric, flowers, fruit, and a
coconut to the goddess. Immediately, he was cured. Ever since
then, BavÅËiyammaË has protected the village.11

The concept of a rooted deity inhering in a particular place seems
to come from the earliest recorded period of Tamil history (Hart 1975,
21–27). Often the divinity reveals him or herself, as in this myth, in a
svayambhâliÙga, a liÙga that appears spontaneously, that “chooses its
own place on earth.” Once the divinity is revealed, the sacred place is
fixed by the power of the devotees’ devotion. In this myth the goddess
emerges from an anthill, out of the earth; the goddess is identified
with the soil, the earth, and in this manner is associated with the
concept of prati„‡hÅ, the stable foundation on which all life rests
(Shulman 1980, 51, 139). In agricultural societies, the soil is the locus
of both life and death; the violence that accompanies ploughing and
reaping is what allows new life to grow. Tamil can̄kam poems often
draw an explicit analogy between the harvesting of grain and the
shedding of blood in war (Hart 1975, 31–40). The Tamil goddess is
identified with the soil, and therefore with fertility and death.

The anthill as a locus of divinity is a common element in the
South Indian folk tradition, as well as a common sight in villages
(Elmore 1915, 79, 94; Meyer 1986, 58–59). The anthill also has a long
history of symbolic links to the sacrifice, specifically to the “head of
the sacrifice.” J. C. Heesterman has elucidated these links in the Vedas
and BrÅhmaæas, in which “standard elements and acts of the ritual are
referred to as the head of the sacrifice, their installation or perfor-
mance signifying the severing and/or restoration of the head. The
sacrificial cake is called the head, the potsherds on which it is baked
representing the skull bones . . .” (Heesterman 1967, 23). In the ÿg
Veda the head contains the essence of the universe. Vedic cosmology
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posits a universe cyclically moving between disintegration and reinte-
gration, death and rebirth, which finds ritual expression in the fire
altar that restores the disintegrated cosmic puru„a.12 The early Vedic
myths describe the head of the sacrifice being obtained through a
competition between the devas and the asuras that echoes real battles
on Earth. In the sâtras of the Black Yajur Veda, Heesterman sees evi-
dence of the preclassical culture wherein real battles took place for
cattle and land (Heesterman 1967, 35ff). The head referred to in the
sacrifice is here the head of an enemy conquered in battle. After the
enemy’s head is cut off, according to the ritual described in the Black
Yajur Veda, the head is replaced with an anthill containing seven
holes. The anthill is thus linked to the sacrificial beheading of a buffalo
in rituals to village goddesses, and to the beheading of ReæukÅ.

In the PeriyapÅ¬aiyam myth, a liÙga appears when the zamindar
breaks the anthill open with an ax. The liÙga as the axis mundi, the
center of the universe that connects the three worlds, is shown vividly
in this version of a very well-known myth from TiruvaææÅmalai (south-
west of KÅñcipuram) in which the liÙga appears as a pillar of fire:

BrahmÅ and Vi„æu quarreled over who was superior. ÷iva
appeared to them in a liÙga of fire. Vi„æu tried to find its base
by digging in the form of a boar, while BrahmÅ became a
goose and flew toward the top. Neither could find any limit
to the liÙga. They recognized it as a form of ÷iva, who made
the fiery liÙga into the mountain TiruvaææÅmalai. (Shulman
1980, 42)

The liÙga links the shrine to heaven as well as to the nether
world, the abode of serpents, the realm of chaos and death out of
which new life and order are created. The liÙga rising out of the anthill
is also related to the traditional inhabitant of the anthill, the serpent,
who has an extensive mythology. For instance, the goddess MÅtan̄ki,
who is considered the deified washerwoman in the ReæukÅ myth, is
said to have revealed herself when a king struck an anthill with his
spear, piercing the head of the goddess. MÅtan̄ki emerged from the
anthill holding the heavens in her left hand and the cosmic serpent
Ädi±e„a in her right hand (Elmore 1915, 94–95). Snakes are identified
with the great cosmic serpent and are treated as divinities.13 The ser-
pent is also associated with sacrifice and rebirth, for which it is a
natural symbol, as it emerges in a new skin from its own old skin. The
earth is itself fixed on the cosmic Ädi±e„a, eternally reborn out of the
act of aging (Shulman 1980, 120). Ädi±e„a marks boundaries. He en-
circles the universe of time: when Vi„æu lies down on him, it is the
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end of an age, or kalpa, and the beginning of a night of BrahmÅ; when
Vi„æu wakes up, it is the beginning of a new kalpa, or day of BrahmÅ.
He also encircles the universe of space, moving around the zodiac in
the course of a year (Hiltebeitel 1991, 310).

The PeriyapÅ¬aiyam temple embodies the sacrificial themes in
the myths. About one hundred meters away from the main temple is
a small structure housing a giant anthill, with a large picture of
BavÅËiyammaË behind it and a stone head in front; there is a sacred
neem tree here as well, and several smaller anthills scattered around.
Devotees offer raw eggs and milk to the snakes who live inside the
anthill. Serpent-stones, nÅkakkal, are set up around the tree in the temple
compound, where people come to pray for fertility. The tree, along
with the liÙga, represents the axis mundi, with roots in the netherworld
and branches that reach up towards heaven. This anthill temple is
attended by its own scheduled caste priest.14 Outside of the temple
grounds but in the village of PeriyapÅ¬aiyam is a middle-aged woman
named GaÙgamma who is a devotee of the goddess GaÙgamma, con-
sidered locally to be one of the Seven Sisters along with BavÅËiyammaË.
GaÙgamma has a large anthill growing on one of the inside walls of
her house which she worships. When I saw it, the anthill was anointed
with kumkum, turmeric, and had a decorated pot, a symbol of the
goddess, on top of it. Through the power of the goddess, GaÙgamma
has been a healer in the village for twenty years.

In the main temple, the central image is only BavÅËiyammaË’s
head (next to a small liÙga). In a small shrine next to the main temple
is the washerwoman who was killed along with ReæukÅ, called
MÅtan̄kiyammaË. Five traditional priests from the Naidu caste per-
form functions in the temple, as well as two brahmin priests who were
appointed to serve largely in the shrines for VinÅyakar (Gane±a) and
VeÙka‡acalapati (the god at Tirupati), at the front of the main temple.
So BavÅËiyammaË’s body seems to have disappeared, possibly ab-
sorbed by the earth from which she emerged, leaving only her head
exposed (see Masilamani-Meyer 1989, 90–91; Sax 1991, 18ff; Doniger
1995, 19). Para±urÅma, her son, is her first devotee: he stands vigi-
lantly in front of her image in the temple, in perpetual worship of the
goddess he has helped to create. By murdering his mother and giving
her the body of an Untouchable, he has taken her away from her
husband, who as a Brahmin refuses to take back a wife with such a
defiled body. Interestingly, although devotees in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam in-
sist that BavÅËiyammaË is married to ÷iva, he plays virtually no role
in her worship in this village. The striking contrast between the focus
on ReæukÅ’s wifely conduct in her marriage to Jamadagni and her
subsequent transformation into an independent, though motherly,
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goddess is partly illuminated, I think, by BavÅËiyammaË’s annual
festival.

The Festival: BavÅËiyammaË and the Mother’s House

The annual festival at PeriyapÅ¬aiyam reveals that while BavÅËiyammaË
is a protective mother to her devotees, she is connected to her geo-
graphical place and her devotional community through other kinship
ties as well. During BavÅËiyammaË’s thirteen-week festival in the
months of Ä¤i, Ävaæi, and Pura‡‡Åci (July to October), the third Sun-
day is reserved for the local villagers. After 4:00 P.M., tickets for temple
pâjÅ that day are no longer sold and everyone enters free. At about
6:00 P.M., the four surrounding “sub-villages” of PeriyapÅ¬aiyam come
in procession to the temple. Each village has dancers who perform
ka‡akam, or “pot dance,” and kutirai pommai, or “horse puppet dance.”
These dancers stop at the houses of richer people who can give mon-
etary offerings, then dance for a long time in front of the temple where
BavÅËiyammaË can see them. The order in which the four sub-villages
come to the temple is the order of their familial relationships to
BavÅËiyammaË: the first village in the procession is AmbÆdkarnagar,
whose people were the first to see BavÅËiyammaË when she appeared
in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam; this village’s deity is considered BavÅËiyammaË’s
mother. The people of this first village told the residents of the second
village to come and see the goddess; the deity of the second village,
Taæ‡amÅnagar, is BavÅËiyammaË’s mÅmaË, or mother’s brother/uncle.
Third in line is RÅllapÅ‡i, whose deity is BavÅËiyammaË’s akkÅ, or
older sister; and the fourth village is Ar

¯
ipakkam, whose deity is

BavÅËiyammaË’s aææaË, or older brother. So BavÅËiyammaË has come
back to her natal home; customarily when a married daughter comes
to her natal home on a visit, she comes without her husband, as a
daughter. This kinship situation in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam helps explain why
BavÅËiyammaË’s husband plays such an insignificant role.

As far as I know there are no songs welcoming BavÅËiyammaË
home from her husband’s house, as there are for DurgÅ pâjÅ in Bengal,
for example. Part of the reason may be the practice of cross-cousin
marriage in Tamil society, which means (at least in theory if not al-
ways in practice) that a daughter does not go far from her natal home
when she marries, staying at least in the village if not in a large family
compound. Natal and marital ties overlap with such relatives as the
mother’s brother, who plays a significant role in the daughter’s life as
an uncle but who is also a possible marriage partner, especially if he
is the mother’s younger brother. The term for mother’s brother is
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mÅmaË, which also means father-in-law, since the ideal cross-cousin
marriage would take place between the girl and the mother’s brother’s
son, so the mother’s brother would become the girl’s father-in-law as
well as her uncle. The term for the mother’s brother’s son is maccÅË,
which is also the general term for bridegroom. So in the ideal Tamil
kinship and marriage pattern, a girl’s natal and marital homes inter-
sect. The closeness of the natal and marital homes can cause tensions
between husband-wife and sister-brother bonds. And because a girl’s
potential marriage partners—her cross-cousins and uncles—may visit
her natal home frequently, the control of sexuality can be a particu-
larly charged issue in Tamil households.

And yet, although a Tamil girl’s marriage may not take her as far
away from her natal home as customarily happens in the North, her
marriage represents a break from her natal home and her life with her
mother. In Tamil a girl’s natal home is referred to as “tÅy vç‡u,” the
mother’s house. In Tamil “ammÅvai tÆ‡i” (seeking mother) is a stock
phrase that applies to all souls seeking the lap of the Great Goddess,
but which is especially resonant for girls, who “seek their mother”
whenever they visit their natal homes (Trawick 1990, 165–167). In India,
and certainly in Tamil culture, love for the mother is cultivated exten-
sively. This fierce love for the mother might be expected to produce
intense rivalry among siblings to possess her, but in fact a central
theme in Tamil culture is the strong bond between siblings, particu-
larly between brother and sister. Tamil culture contains many isomor-
phous identifications between several related pairs: brother-sister,
mother-child, and husband-wife. Local shrines that contain a larger
stone and seven smaller stones are variously interpreted as

1. a mother and her children;
2. a brother and his younger sisters;
3. a sister and her older brothers;
4. a husband and his wives;
5. a wife and her husbands.

In Tamil myths and stories, cross-cousin marriage is represented as a
continuation of the sibling tie (Trawick 1990, 170–204; Shulman 1980,
243–258). Brenda Beck claims that the core of the kin system in Tamil
culture is not the senior male but is rather a woman surrounded by
her father, brother, husband, and sons (Beck 1974, 1–28).

The brother-sister pair of Vi„æu and PÅrvatç is very popular in
Tamil tradition. Every year in Madurai the marriage of MçnÅk„ç
(PÅrvatç) and Sundare±vara (÷iva) is celebrated; Al

¯
akar (Vi„æu) makes

a twelve-mile journey to attend his sister’s wedding, but before he
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enters the city he finds out the wedding has already taken place, and
in anger refuses to come any farther. He turns around and proceeds
to a nearby village, where he spends the night with his Muslim con-
sort before going back to his own temple (Hudson 1978). The tensions
between brothers and husbands and sisters and wives, as well as
women’s power to protect the male members of their families, are core
elements in the Tamil myths and stories about sibling and marital ties
(Trawick 1990, 172ff; Wadley 1980; Reynolds 1980; Daniel 1980).

Margaret Trawick argues persuasively that girls feel more anxi-
ety over the break than their mothers, because the daughters have
more to lose. The mother stays in the same place and may have other
children to occupy her; the daughter, however, has no other mother to
turn to. Trawick posits that men seek continuance through their sons,
who carry on the family and to whom the father can bestow property.
Mothers, on the other hand, do not seek continuance through their
daughters to the same degree that fathers do through sons. For one
thing, women generally do not pass land on to daughters. Second, a
woman’s status is enhanced with the birth of sons, not daughters. And
if a mother has only daughters, who marry out of the household, then
there is a possibility she will be alone in her old age. So although a
mother must see some of her own life experiences in her daughter’s
life, she may not see the daughter as continuous with herself, since the
daughter will literally belong to another house eventually (Trawick
1990, 166–169). But the daughter may desire to maintain the continuity
with her mother, with the life she has known. Trawick suggests the
girl may feel shattered by her marriage, by her break with her mother,
which is reflected in the myths of goddesses like MÅriyammaË who
are dismembered by males (167). Consequently, the daughter feels
reintegrated with herself upon returning to her mother’s house.

ReæukÅ is literally shattered by her marriage, by the allied action
of males: Jamadagni orders their son to kill his mother. Para±urÅma
dismembers his mother; when he attaches his mother’s head to an
Untouchable body, he remakes her into the goddess MÅriyammaË, so
that she is not only his own mother, but everyone’s mother. ReæukÅ
is cast out of her husband’s house and returns to her mother’s home
in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam; the shattered daughter is reunited with her mother
and her mother’s household. The four villages who hold a privileged
place in BavÅËiyammaË’s worship represent her mother, sister, brother,
and uncle, who is a potential marital link in the ideal pattern of cross-
cousin marriage; thus, the Goddess’s return unites her natal and mari-
tal homes, as women on earth are considered the power that holds
families together. She returns as a daughter and as a mother as well;
the villagers come to her as her children, seeking refuge. ReæukÅ’s son
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both beheads and reconstructs his mother; he is her first devotee,
perpetually standing in front of her shrine, representing the devotee
who comes to the Goddess as a child to the mother. The devotee thus
“constructs” the Goddess not by beheading her, but by worshipping
her as a mother, by fixing her power in this place. Several devotees
told us stories about MÅriyammaË appearing to them as a protective
mother, in response to their need. I include here one of the most vivid
of these stories, told during the festival by an approximately forty-
year-old coconut seller named ÷Åntiyamma, who was insistent that we
tell this story to others “because it is true and shows MÅriyammaË’s
nature”:

Last year when I had set up shop during the festival, in the
seventh week, the big pandal caught fire, everyone was run-
ning around, so the vendors had to pack up. So I closed shop,
not having received anything before the fire. I was very hun-
gry but decided to go back home. As I was walking through
the fields I saw a small hut with a woman in the doorway,
wearing a yellow sari and with untied hair that was so long
it touched the ground; she had turmeric on her face, and a big
kumkum po‡‡u [dot] on her forehead. This woman calls to me,
“Where are you going?” I tell her about the fire at the temple,
and that there’s no business now. I ask the woman in the hut
if she’s there with her family; the woman replies that she’s
alone. The woman then says to come inside and eat, but I
refuse. The woman insists, “No, you’re hungry, eat well.”

I go into the house, then the woman says, “I don’t have
a banana leaf to serve you on.” I tell her all the leaves got
burned. The woman asks me to wait, she will come back soon.
She leaves and comes back with a banana leaf and serves me
fish curry. I told her, “I can’t eat this much!” but the woman
replies, “You will, you’re hungry.” I eat all the curry, then
start to leave. I think, I must thank this lady, and go back
inside, but there’s no one there. Only then did I realize it was
MÅriyammaË who had fed me.

Conclusion

Devotees consider BavÅËiyammaË to be MahÅdevç, the unity of all
goddesses. As ÷akti she is all-powerful, but she is not removed from
the human realm: she is transformed from the woman ReæukÅ into a
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powerful goddess through suffering and violence. Suffering is an ex-
periential link between goddess and devotee, for through smallpox
and related diseases, she causes her devotees to suffer. Yet devotees
also experience her directly and are given the chance to surrender
themselves to her devotion. This self-surrender is not necessarily un-
dertaken in order to reach a lofty spiritual state; rather, BavÅËi-
yammaË’s devotees know that if their devotion is sincere, the goddess
will grant them and their families worldly desires.

Since the Goddess embodies powers of both new life as well as
death, she is identified with the sacrifice, which brings both life and
death. The myth of ReæukÅ/BavÅËiyammaË is about the making of a
goddess: when Para±urÅma cuts off ReæukÅ’s head and puts it on the
Untouchable woman’s body, he sacrifices his mother and reconstructs
her as the Goddess; she is now not only his mother but becomes
everyone’s divine mother. The head is considered the locus of the ego,
of self-pride; when her head is chopped off, ReæukÅ becomes the
Goddess, showing her devotees that by sacrificing their pride, their
ego, they, too, can become infused with her grace.15 Vedic and PurÅæic
themes, reworked in myths and local stories about the Goddess, link
BavÅËiyammaË to the Vedic “head of the sacrifice” through the anthill
in which she appears on Earth. Through their worship and devotional
rituals, devotees of the Goddess make personal sacrifices that reaffirm
their connection to her and her connection to the place and the devo-
tional community. Thus, the Goddess and her devotees mutually con-
struct each other.

As ÷akti MÅriyammaË is MahÅdevç, but she is simultaneously
the most immanent of deities, who has chosen to come to Earth to be
close to her devotees. Devotees move effortlessly between BavÅËi-
yammaË as local goddess with a particular history and as MahÅdevç;
the goddesses are particularized, yet unified. Mythically, BavÅËi-
yammaË is linked to Vedic themes of sacrifice; but she is special to
PeriyapÅ¬aiyam, where she appeared in an anthill to be closer to her
devotees. As BavÅËiyammaË, MahÅdevç’s ±akti is understood experi-
entially, as the grace of pox, a child’s good health, a successful busi-
ness enterprise. Ritual interactions with the goddess carried out in a
truly devotional mode result in concrete benefits for the devotee.
BavÅËiyammaË is therefore the Divine Mother, punishing recalcitrant
children but responding powerfully to their needs and devotion, never
being too distant from them. Para±urÅma literally put his dismem-
bered mother together to become the goddess of all; her devotees
continue to construct her as ÷akti, the Divine Mother, through their
own concrete experiences of her.
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Notes

1. I realize the usual term is “research assistant,” but Stephen, who has
a Ph.D. in folklore, did much more than assist me. Without his linguistic skills
and his ability to engage people in our project, I would not have been able to
conduct nearly as much research as we did together. That is why I usually use
“we” when referring to my activities during field research.

2. Reflecting the perception of goddesses as both distinct and One
Goddess, I switch between “goddess” and “Goddess” depending on whether
I am emphasizing a distinct, localized identity or a unified identity. Neither
term excludes the other.

3. We collected this version, or a version very close to this, from many
devotees between April and August 1990. Some versions substitute a CakkiliyÅr
woman for the washerwoman. CakkiliyÅrs are Untouchable leather workers.
See Doniger 1995 for a provocative analysis of the ReæukÅ story and other
MÅriyammaæ myths dealt with here.

4. Hart 1980 argues that worshiping the dead influenced the evolution
of devotional Hinduism in South India.

5. See Biardeau 1989, 26 for a discussion of ReæukÅ as the victim of the
sacrifice in the context of a MÅriyammaË ritual in Periyar District, Tamilnadu.

6. These two songs are portions of my translations of D–306: MÅri-
yammaË KaliveæpÅ, and D–171: MÅriyammaË TÅlÅ‡‡u, transcriptions of palm-
leaf manuscripts collected from the Government Library in Madras in March,
1990. Many of the palm-leaf manuscripts I found mention PeriyapÅ¬aiyam as
one of the seven most important pilgrimage sites for MÅriyammaË. KaææaËâr
is another famous pilgrimage temple. I am grateful to William Harman for
bringing my attention to these manuscripts.

7. See especially Beck 1981 for an insightful discussion of a MÅriyammaË
festival in KaËËapuram, Tamilnadu, in which buffalo sacrifice is integral and
in which ÷iva plays a central role as MÅriyammaË’s husband. Myths from this
area link MÅriyammaË with DurgÅ and her killing of Mahi„a, the buffalo
demon. In PeriyapÅ¬aiyam ÷iva plays virtually no role, nor have I found any
myths explicitly linking BavÅËiyammaË to DurgÅ.

8. See Ramanujan 1986, 41–75 for an application of the classical Tamil
poetic divisions akam and pur

¯
am to folk material. He also gives a longer, more

elaborate version of the Brahmin/Untouchable marriage story which he col-
lected from a woman in Mysore. See also Hart 1975, 81–158; 1988, 467–491.

9. At PeriyapÅ¬aiyam and at many other goddess temples, especially
during festival times, there are at least a couple of devotees with small spears
or tridents piercing their cheeks or lips. A few devotees wear limes (a cooling
food) suspended from hooks inserted through the skin on their chests. At
other MÅriyammaË temples in the central and southern regions of Tamilnadu,
I witnessed devotees pulling small temple cars by means of ropes attached to
hooks inserted in their backs.

10. See Erndl 1993, 158–161, for a provocative discussion of the coexist-
ence of spiritual and material concerns in the “this-worldly bhakti” of the
Goddess.
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11. We collected many versions of this story in PeriyapÅ¬aiyam during
1990; most of them were very close to this version. A couple of people used
“pÅ¬aiyakar,” the Tamil word the English spelled “poligÅr,” to denote the
zamindar. One of the temple priests told the story with a slightly different
ending: at the same time as a particular cow was going every day to pour milk
on the anthill, one of the village forefathers was returning from the fields with
food parcels, which he put near the anthill while he slept for awhile. When he
woke up and tried to pick up the parcels, they were stuck to the anthill. He
went to the village to tell everyone. When they came back to the spot they
tried to break the anthill with an ax, but the AmmaË’s head appeared, with
blood trickling down the forehead. They applied turmeric to the wound, then
worshiped her. In this version the AmmaË’s need for food offerings is more
clearly articulated.

12. In the first layer of the fire altar, “five real skulls must be placed; a
human skull in the middle; west, east, south, and north of it skulls of respec-
tively a horse, a bull, a ram, and a he-goat” (30). Concerning the intimations
of actual human sacrifice in the ritual, Heesterman states that “Even apart
from the question of human sacrifice, a sacrifice at which the heads of the
victims are severed is perfectly irregular and cannot very well be made to fit
the classical system. Obviously the system breaks here” (30–31). He then con-
tinues to detail the evolution of the ritual and its abstraction of real death. He
neither denies the possible fact of human sacrifice nor dwells on what is
obviously difficult to prove. See also Hiltebeitel 1988, 328, 372ff. for a discus-
sion of the “head of the sacrifice” in the Draupadç cult.

13. Shulman 1980, 119. Some priests at shrines to ÷iva or the Goddess
claim that the snakes live in a passageway between the anthill and a tree near
the shrine, or between the anthill and another shrine. The snakes can thus
receive their offerings of milk and eggs at the anthill, then receive more offer-
ings at the other shrine! Several priests we talked to at temples in and around
Madras with anthills and pipal trees or liÙgas told us that the snakes move
through this passageway regularly. Pipal trees are usually in ÷iva temples,
some people say because they exude a milky sap that resembles semen.

14. This priest told us that there are MÅriyammaË temples everywhere
because PÅrvatç was dancing in the sky, when suddenly her body broke apart
and her bones scattered all over; a MÅriyammaË grew from each piece of
bone. This story echoes the tale of the ±akti pç‡has, in which pieces of Sati’s
dead body fall throughout India and become seats of the goddess’s power.
See Sircar 1973, 5–7. Also quoted in Erndl 1993, 32–36.

15. Cf. Kinsley 1986, 172–177; 1997, 144–166 for a discussion of the god-
dess ChinnamastÅ, who carries her own severed head in her left hand, cut off
by the sword in her right hand.





Chapter 8

�
Perfecting the Mother’s Silence

Dream, Devotion, and Family in the
Deification of Sharada Devi

Jeffrey J. Kripal

One day . . . when a certain young monk told the revered Sarat
Maharaj, “Mother said such-and-such,” in order to support
his own view on a particular topic, [Maharaj] said in a serious
tone, “Look, many times even I cannot be certain whether it
was MÅ or I who said something.” . . . Truly, when [the young
monk] shared with MÅ the intentions of his heart for his own
purposes, MÅ only consented to this out of love for this son;
in fact, he has passed his own words for MÅ’s own.

—÷rç ÷rç MÅyer SmŸtikathÅ

Introduction: Toward a Hermeneutics of Hiddenness

Sharada Devi (1853–1920), the wife of Ramakrishna Paramahaœsa
(1836–1886), is known to her many devotees as “the Holy Mother.”1

But she is much more than a mother. She is Sharada the Devç, the
Great Goddess of the Ramakrishna tradition, variously identified as a
form of KÅlç,2 DurgÅ (MK 59, 71), Ädya±akti (MK 99) AnnapâræÅ (MK
369), Sarasvatç (MK 54), or simply, as her honorific title suggests, “the
Goddess” (devç). Sharada herself, or at least that textual form of her
that we have in print, seemed to share such a Great Goddess mythol-
ogy, for she could speak confidently of all these goddess-figures as
“my parts” (MK 350). The later iconic tradition, moreover, has more
than supported such a claim with numerous god-posters, such as the
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with difficult passages.
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one I purchased in Calcutta in 1990 depicting the “three forms” (tina
râpa) of KÅlç, DurgÅ, and TÅrÅ descending “into the one body” (eka
aÙge) of Sharada Devi—a perfect poster representation of the Great
Goddess figure in Hindu mythology.

Poster perfect or not, however, such grand mythological claims
and brightly painted visions appear extreme from a strictly historical
perspective. Sharada, after all, was as ordinary and delightfully hu-
man a woman as one is likely to find in religious literature—or in real
life. Consider, for example, the following humorous scene. A female
devotee enters the room and sees two women sitting before her:
Sharada and her attendant, Golap-Ma. The devotee knows that one of
them is “the Holy Mother,” but she cannot tell which one. Realizing
this, Sharada and Golap-Ma decide to have some fun. Each insists that
she is “the Mother.” This confuses the poor woman to the point of
exasperation, until Golap-Ma ends the game by castigating the visitor
for not being able to recognize the real Holy Mother and her obvious
display of divinity (MK 233).

But what really was there to see? Certainly this devotee was not
the only one to mistake Sharada for an ordinary woman. Even Sharada’s
own family claimed to see nothing. And Yogin-Ma, another of her
female attendants, often complained about Sharada behaving like an
ordinary, worldly minded woman, spending all her time taking care
of Radhu, her mentally retarded3 adopted niece, and her always bick-
ering family members. Sharada herself was critical of her family and
often voiced a common-sense skepticism in regards to her own divin-
ity. When a disciple, for example, made a comment about how people
in the future would perform sÅdhana to attain her, she replied, “What
are you saying? Everyone will say, ‘My MÅ had such a bad case of
rheumatism, and she used to limp so” (MK 187). It was thus all more
than a little puzzling to Sharada why so many people, even doctors
and lawyers (MK 279), would come and visit this limping village
woman with aching knees and a mentally handicapped “monkey”
(MK 328) for a daughter: “Look, I often think to myself, ‘I am just the
daughter of Ram Mukherjee, and there are many women of my age at
Jayrambati [her village]. How am I different from them?. . . . And why
are these people coming like this?’” (MK 279). The texts generally
approach such disarmingly honest questions with what we might call
a “hermeneutics of hiddenness.” This interpretive strategy works by
accepting Sharada’s ordinariness as a divine illusion and her self-con-
fessed confusion as an intentional act: “You know nothing! From her
words it seems as if Radhu is indeed everything to her. [Thus] MÅ
keeps herself so hidden” (MK 364; cf. MK 15). In short, she isn’t ordi-
nary, we’re just blind and unseeing.
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Once this hiddenness is posited and the hermeneutics is in place,
any doubts can be read as forms of ignorance and the tradition can
then safely proceed, in the face of seemingly insurmountable odds, to
read out of Sharada’s simple village wisdom, household chores, and
undeniable charm the mythological truths it knows are there. Eventu-
ally, of course, Sharada herself begins to believe and responds accord-
ingly with symbolic visions and cryptic statements. But more often
than not, she responds by saying little or even nothing, that is, she
remains silent. By remaining silent, either through a quiet acceptance of
other people’s interpretations or through an actual voiceless presence,
a kind of religious tabula rasa is created upon which the devotees can
paint practically anything. And paint they did.

Perhaps she enjoyed the attention. Perhaps she saw no reason to
refuse those who came to her with their numerous physical ailments,
emotional sufferings, and religious needs; they, after all, very much
needed a mother’s love. Whatever internal motivations Sharada may
have had, her silence, coupled with the devotees’ verbosity, was ex-
tremely effective, for only here, in a submissive compassionate pres-
ence that raised no objections and offered only an occasional humorous
“but,” could the ritual, mythological, textual, and technological means
of the tradition transform her into the Great Goddess it needed. Hence,
as we shall soon see—through a dream at night, a bunch of flowers,
a kiss of those feet, a simple bow, the exchange of food, a photograph,
a publication, the construction of a building, a title of respect, a lock
of hair—Sharada’s silence is filled in, seen, interpreted, acted out,
worshiped, created in speech and social etiquette, treasured, even
photographed, until it is given a voice that can speak to the anxious
conditions of British Bengal.

In the next few pages, I will sketch out some of the textual traces
of this silence and what I will call its “perfecting.” After a synopsis of
Sharada’s life and a discussion of what we might call the “narrative
construction” of her divine identity through the selective interpretive
memory (smŸti) of the hagiographical tradition (section 1), I will then
turn to Sharada’s two questions: “How am I different from them?”
and “Why do these people come?” In addressing the former question,
I will sketch in some detail the various psychological and social tech-
niques by which Sharada was indeed “made different,” especially as
these pertain to the dynamics of the dream (svapna) and its “perfect-
ing” (siddha) in ritual, initiation, and devotion (section 2); and in ad-
dressing the latter question, I will advance a thesis about the traditional
familial nature of the Mother’s charisma and the powerful emotional-
devotional responses it so effortlessly elicited from her many visiting
children (section 3). By addressing these two questions, I hope to
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develop a dialectical vision of the deification process that respects
both the power of what the disciples brought to the deification process
and the reality of what the they actually found in this being whom they
so affectionately called “the Holy Mother.”

Sharada’s Life: Constructing the Goddess Through Narrative

Because Sharada’s life has been—and continues to be—the focus of a
daunting body of devotional literature in both English and Bengali
that is now well into the thousands of pages, it is impossible in the
context of an essay such as this to deal in any exhaustive way with
this corpus and its historical, textual, and religious complexities. For-
tunately, however, the task is made considerably easier by the fact
that the texts, in their constant attempt to create a stable and relatively
simple hagiographical identity from the confusion of conflicted sources,
tales, and memories, return again and again to certain key moments
in Sharada’s life; not surprisingly, it is precisely these stable stories
that end up playing the central roles in her eventual deification. Among
these, we might isolate the following: her birth in 1853; her marriage
to Ramakrishna in 1858; Ramakrishna’s worship of her as “the sixteen-
year-old goddess” („oØa±ç-pâjÅ) in 1872; her childless widow status
after Ramakrishna’s death in 1886, and its resolution in the bracelet
vision; her adoption of Radhu in 1900; her move into the newly built
Calcutta Udbodhan house in 1909; and her death in 1920.

Sharadamani was born on 22 December 1853 into the family of
Ramachandra Mukherjee and his wife Shyamasundari Devi in the
village of Jayrambati, just a few miles down the road from
Ramakrishna’s natal village of Kamarpukur. Four more children would
follow little Sharada, all boys: Prasanna, Barada, Kali, and Abhay.
When Sharada was just five years old, she was married to Ramakrishna.
It was not an auspicious start for the little girl. Ramakrishna’s family
was arranging the marriage with the specific intention of curing
Ramakrishna of his recurring states of madness. Not surprisingly, they
had considerable difficulty finding a willing family. For some rea-
son—I am aware of no text that tells us why—the Mukherjee family
agreed to offer their five-year-old girl to the madman from Kamar-
pukur. When, however, they learned that the wedding jewelry had in
fact been borrowed and had already been returned (Ramakrishna had
to sneak the ornaments off the child while she slept), Sharada’s uncle
arrived to take her back home in protest. Tellingly, Ramakrishna’s
mother worried that the marriage might be annulled.

The little girl would see her “crazy husband” only rarely and
sporadically for the next thirteen years, until, having turned eighteen,
she finally decided to see for herself if the rumors of his madness were
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true and, accompanied by her father, walked the sixty miles to
Dakshineshwar sometime in March of 1872. What happened shortly
after this would become one of the most important elements in the
narrative construction of Sharada’s divinity: Ramakrishna’s worship
of her as the goddess in the ÷rç VidyÅ Tantric rite of „oØa±ç-pâjÅ or
“worship of the sixteen-year-old.” The texts are confused about both
the time4 and the place of this ritual, but the textual consensus seems
to place the event at Dakshineshwar during PhalahÅrinç KÅlç-pâjÅ in
June of 1872 (MK 227), in other words, just a few months after Sharada’s
arrival. On this summer night, Ramakrishna invited Sharada to a pâjÅ
in his room around 9:00 P.M. The young wife arrived to discover all the
items in place and no image on the ritual seat; she, it turns out, was
to be the image. Ramakrishna sat her on the ritual seat and proceeded
with the three-hour rite, worshiping her as a sixteen-year-old goddess.
The ritual ended after midnight, with both Ramakrishna and Sharada
in semiconscious states.5

The traditional biographers make much of this ritual; indeed, it
is astonishing to see just how overdetermined the event becomes in
the later tradition. The biographers suggest, for example, that the event
signified: Ramakrishna’s final triumph over sexuality; the successful
conclusion of Ramakrishna’s spiritual practices; the awakening of
Sharada’s consciousness of her own divinity (HM[G] 48); the estab-
lishment of a new model for married couples (HM[G] 47); and the
unique situation of a prophet or saint giving special status to his wife.6

Perhaps even more important for the tradition is the texts’ insistence
that, by reason of this rite, Sharada came to share in the fruits and
powers of Ramakrishna’s spiritual practices (a necessary move, since
she seemed to have practiced none in her own life) and took her place
as the eventual spiritual head of what would become an important
religious movement (the texts leave no doubt that “his mantle fell on
her” [GHM xviii–xix]). With a single ritual, the tradition could thus
deify Sharada (for had Ramakrishna not worshiped her as the god-
dess?), explain why this goddess had performed no sÅdhana, and le-
gitimate her already established role as the Master’s successor.

After falling ill a year after the pâjÅ, Sharada left the temple
compounds altogether: “Realizing that then at Dakshineshwar, she
could be of no use to others and that on the contrary she would be
adding to their anxiety, she left for Jayrambati” (HM[G] 53). The texts
say nothing about Ramakrishna trying to stop her.

She would, however, eventually return to spend her days in a
tiny octogonal cubicle in the temple music tower, sleeping, praying,
and, most of all, cooking for her famous husband and his numerous
male guests. Careful about keeping purdah, she was up at 4 A.M. to
bathe and back in the tower before anyone could see her. Such a strict
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routine led to constipation (vegadhÅrana), which in turn gave her stom-
ach problems (MK 304). Imprisoned within such a schedule and her
tiny walls, Sharada would sometimes spend up to two months with-
out even seeing Ramakrishna, despite the fact that he lived just a few
yards away in the same temple complex and she was cooking all of his
meals (MK 193).

Given all of this, it should not surprise us that Sharada once
compared her marriage to Ramakrishna to that of UmÅ to the “hemp-
addict” ÷iva (HM[N] 134). It may have been divine, but it was hardly
ideal. Things only got worse when the saint died in 1886. Now a
widow, she was virtually ignored by the disciples, who had never
considered her anything but the “guru’s wife,” and was abandoned
by her legal guardian, who stopped her monthly temple pension, gave
her Ramakrishna’s village hut, and effectively left her to her own
meagre means. There in Kamarpukur she suffered in obscurity and
poverty (SK 138–139) until, through the campaigns of two persistent
women, her mother and Golap-Ma, she was brought back to Calcutta
in April of 1888. Significantly, even then there was considerable hesi-
tation about a widow living among the men, for “men at large had not
yet come to recognize her spiritual status” (GHM xxv). This judgment
from an utter absence of religious experience was not reversed, or
even challenged, until Sharada’s attendants began to talk about ex-
traordinary states of consciousness that they had allegedly witnessed
on a pilgrimage with her at Vrindaban. The deification process had
begun through unusual states of consciousness reported and defined
exclusively by others (and by women, I might add). Here, as else-
where, Sharada was strangely silent.

Sharada did not help matters much by refusing to give up her
bangles and red-bordered saris, something every widow was supposed
to do to mark her now permanent state of mourning and asceticism.
Such a refusal produced its predictable result: the villagers criticized her
for being a “merry widow.” Torn between her own desires for the
ornaments and the social demands of her culture, Sharada had a vision
of Ramakrishna, who told her that he was not really dead but had
simply moved, “as if from this room to that one” (MK 135). Sharada
could keep her bracelets, since as a divine being Ramakrishna was not
really dead. With a single blow, the vision thus resolved Sharada’s
personal crisis—even if it did not answer the villagers’ criticisms—and
hinted, even if by indirection, at her own essentially divine nature.
Sharada, it turns out, as the nonwidow of the ever-living God, had to
be recognized as the Goddess. The bracelets, once a social scandal and
the mark of Sharada’s attachment to the world, had become a powerful,
if contested, sign of her husband’s (and now her own) divinity.7
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Alive or not, however, Sharada was clearly depressed about her
physically absent husband, her own controversial widow status, and
her utter lack of children (MK 383). Sharada went on a number of
pilgrimages at this time, no doubt in an attempt to deal with her pain
and suffering,8 but these, it seems, ultimately resolved little. She was
still a widow, and there were precious few social paths out of such a
situation. From scattered but telling textual evidence, we might con-
clude that her condition continued to deteriorate. We are told, for
example, that she had no connection at all with the household at this
time, and that “nobody would dare approach her”; why, we are not
told (SK 139). Another striking passage in the SmŸtikathÅ describes a
Sharada who had to be carried from place to place, “like a statue,” by
Golap-Ma and Yogin-Ma (SK 11). Saradeshananda, of course, reads
such a condition as a product and sign of her advanced meditation,
but given what we know about Sharada’s state at this time after her
husband’s death and before any new social identity had had a chance
to form, we might see these statue scenes as psychophysiological re-
sponses to what, by any measure, was a desperate and, in many cases,
hopeless situation.

At some point, however, Sharada had a vision that would at last
pull her out from this statue-like existence. Ramakrishna appeared to
her, showed her a young girl dressed in red, and said, “Take refuge
in this one and remain [here]. Now many, many children9 will come
to you.” Some time after the vision, her sister-in-law, then completely
mad, walked by. Behind her crawled her crying little girl, Radhu.
Sharada’s heart was broken by this pathetic scene, and she decided
then and there to adopt the child as her own. As she took the child in
her lap, Ramakrishna appeared again and said, “This is the girl. Take
her as your refuge and live. This is yoga-mÅyÅ”(MK 268–269). Sharada
finally had her child, and a reason to live.

The texts suggest through their religious language and use of
vision that this adoption of a girl who embodied the power of mÅyÅ
effectively held Sharada “down” from mok„a, but clearly other psycho-
logical forces were also at work; indeed, it seems just as likely that the
adoption of Radhu held Sharada “up” from a rather severe state of
depression. Whether we read the event as a hook to pull her up from
the depths or a prop to her hold her down from the heights, one thing
is beyond question: Sharada did, in fact, adopt a little girl whom she
would keep by her side for the rest of her life. Sharada was finally a
mother. But things were hardly what she expected. Radhu, it turns
out, was as mentally deficient as her biological mother. Radhu’s mother,
moreover, became jealous of Sharada and often abused her. Radhu
only made things worse, spitting food on Sharada (MK 321), beating
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her with a comb (MK 343), making scenes in front of the devotees, and
going mad during her own confinement and pregnancy. Nothing was
easy for poor Sharada.

Radhu was born in 1900. Sharada raised the girl, staying mostly
at Jayrambati until 1909, when a house was built for her in Calcutta.
Since the Udbodhan Press was located in its ground floor, the struc-
ture came to be know as the Udbodhan House. Here, protected by
“the Mother’s gatekeeper,” the regal Swami Saradananda (who con-
ceived of the building in the first place), Sharada would receive her
many Calcutta devotees. It is significant that virtually all of the scenes
recorded in the MÅyer KathÅ take place within this carefully guarded,
minutely controlled devotional space. It could even be said, I think,
that the construction of the Udbodhan House eventually resulted in
the construction of Sharada as the Great Goddess of the Ramakrishna
tradition. Here Sharada’s movements could be regulated and her visi-
tors could be controlled, even chosen, all within the official space of
a growing, prospering, publishing religious movement.

It is clear that Sharada resented, if in her typically gentle fashion,
the control both the city customs and the male monks held over her
at Udbodhan and much preferred to stay in the more relaxing atmo-
sphere of the village, where things were not run by the ticking of a
clock. The texts often contrast the two locations, probably faithfully
reflecting Sharada’s own shared feelings. Saradeshananda, for example,
describes Jayrambati as a malaria-infested place where Sharada had to
work hard but could live “like the daughter,” that is, freely, and
Udbodhan as the place where Sharada did not have to work but where
she did have to live “like the daughter-in-law” under the watchful,
loving eye of Swami Saradananda (SK 13, 236–237).

Sharada would move back and forth between Udbodhan, where
her Calcutta devotees could meet her, and her natal village of
Jayrambati, where she could take care of her family, until her death on
20 July 1920 at Udbodhan. The bangles she had fought so hard to keep
after Ramakrishna’s death and which had become a powerful, if ever
controversial, symbol of her nonwidow status stayed with her until
the very end, even if they had to be tied to her wrists with strings to
keep them from falling off her bony frame (SK 197).

Perfecting the Mother’s Silence: What the Devotees Brought

It is now a truism of Western sociological and psychological thought
that human beings are relational beings. We define ourselves in rela-
tion to one another. In some deep sense, we are these others. This is
another way of saying that human identity, for whatever else it might
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be, is social identity, constructed anew in the ever-changing flux of
human relationships. To answer Sharada’s first question (“How am I
different from them?”), then, we might say: “You are different from
them because you are surrounded by different people whose specific
needs, intentions, and acts bestow on you a different identity.” Her
biography certainly bears this out. Surrounded by temple authorities
and the needs of her husband, Sharada lived in what amounted to a
glorified closet and spent her days cooking in hiding, “as if she were
[SçtÅ] in exile,” as one perceptive visitor put it (MK 38). She was no
more than this. Later, when Ramakrishna died and the disciples scat-
tered, she became a widow (a pseudo-identity at best in nineteenth-
century Bengal), for she had lost her single most important relational
model, her husband. What was worse, she was childless; she was thus
in the most precarious of social situations, a virtual nonperson. But as
the movement took root and the women and disciples brought her
back to Calcutta, when she (or her vision) declared that her husband
was not really dead, and especially when Swami Saradananda built her
a house and became “the Mother’s gatekeeper,” Sharada became some-
one else. She became what those around her “knew” her to be—a
living goddess (MK 179). Sharada implicitly acknowledges such a social
construction when she justifies her belief in the Master’s power be-
hind the new movement by pointing to the impressive numbers of
people who now come to see her (MK 258).10 Social success and public
prominence thus became the measure of what was true and real.

Granted, it was not that “the Holy Mother” was created com-
pletely by her children, for Sharada herself certainly played a crucial
and willing role in this genesis. But it is almost certainly true that,
without the circumstance of a dead divinized husband, a piece of simple
mythological logic that demanded that every god must have a goddess
(MK 331),11 the needs of a fledgling religious movement, and the diffi-
cult socioeconomic circumstances of British Bengal, Sharada the aban-
doned widow would have never become “the Holy Mother.” But how
precisely was this transformation effected? What mechanisms were at
work in the construction of this Great Goddess who could speak con-
fidently of the various goddesses of Hindu mythology as “my parts”?

“Perfected in a Dream”: The Role of Dream,
Vision and Initiation in Sharada’s Deification

Although I recognize their heuristic value and central place in West-
ern sociological thought,12 I am uncomfortable with terms like “mecha-
nism” and “construction.” They give the impression that we are talking
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about clocks or skyscrapers instead of thinking, feeling human beings.
Accordingly, I would like to adopt a vocabulary here that I think is
much closer to the texts and their symbolic worlds. Specifically, I would
like to turn to one of Ramakrishna’s teachings that is especially well
represented in the texts about Sharada, namely, his teaching that it is
possible for a certain type of aspirant to be initiated or “perfected” in
a dream (Datta 1935, 137). The compound “svapna-siddha” or “dream-
perfected” is significant for our purposes, for, when coupled with a
close examination of the texts and their descriptions of the dream-
lives of the devotees, the concept can throw considerable light on
some of the psychological and social processes involved in the deifi-
cation of a human being such as Sharada.

If we look at a text like the MÅyer KathÅ for dreams, for example,
we very quickly find them, and practically everywhere. Specifically,
devotees are constantly dreaming of Sharada and of being initiated by
her. But, interestingly enough, however auspicious or “perfect” the
initiatory dream is seen to be, it is never enough for the devotee.
Inevitably, the devotee feels compelled to act on it, to live it out.
Specifially, she feels driven to seek out in her waking life the living
presence she has seen in her dream. In short, she must make the
psychological dream-experience “perfect” (siddha) in social reality and
public space. Freud’s notion that every dream is a wish-fulfillment is
here given its distinctly Indian flavor: the dream-wish, already ful-
filled or “perfected” in the dream, must nevertheless be perfected again
through the ritual of initiation, the giving of a mantra, and the perfect-
ing “practice” (sÅdhana) that both the initiation and the mantra imply.
What began as a wish in the night is now an integral part of social
reality, human identity, and religious institution. What is more—and
this is the key—the dream affects not just the dreamer but the dreamt.
After all, it is no small thing to appear in someone else’s dream, espe-
cially when the dream is marked by an idealizing devotion (bhakti).
The dream’s perfecting (svapna-siddha), then, works in at least two
directions, for it constructs both the dreamer and the dreamt.

Consider, for example, the case of Sarayabula Devi, a devotee
whose lengthy conversations with Sharada make up a major part of
the MÅyer KathÅ. In the course of these initial conversations, Sarayabula
comes to Udbodhan and relates to Sharada one of her dreams. In it
she saw Ramakrishna telling her to follow a certain lane, which she
understood would lead her to Sharada seated on the porch of a thatched
house. The Mother gets quite excited about the dream, for Sarayabula
has seen things exactly as they are. Sarayabula, however, is not so
sure, for she believes that Sharada’s Jayrambati home is actually made
of brick (the text never tells us whether the dream-straw or the brick-
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conviction is correct). The dream, she concludes, was a “mental decep-
tion” (MK 35).

But only if we read it literally. Such a dream, after all, can be
read as a symbolic expression, never quite exact in its thatch or brick
confusion, of where the movement that had originated with Rama-
krishna was now heading: away from Ramakrishna and down the
lane to Sharada. Such a walk is certainly born out in the MÅyer KathÅ.
Ramakrishna’s physical absence and the devotional necessity of hav-
ing someone then and there to love is a common theme: “But we’ve
never seen the Master; we know you,” the devotees say (MK 301; cf.
95).

The technological feat of photography was of immense help here,
as it could both fill in for these non-memories and preserve fading
memories. Sharada benefited from such technology as much as any of
the devotees. Since attaining a very bad blackened copy of Rama-
krishna’s photo from a temple cook while the saint was still alive,
Sharada had been worshiping it. With Ramakrishna’s death this “pho-
tographic memory” became Sharada’s religious focus, since the reign-
ing folk wisdom held the shadow/picture of the body to be identical
with the body itself (MK 194). Accordingly, she worshiped the photo-
graph daily. She fed it (MK 195). She asked visitors to salute it (MK
352). She took it on pilgrimage. She counselled a devotee to use it in
an operating room as a lucky charm (MK 362). She used a bundle of
divining sticks (and a verbal threat) with it to divine whether a lost
son would return home (MK 302). She even believed that it could
move to escape the peril of some ghee-hungry ants (MK 194). Such
seriousness is only occasionally broken by Sharada’s refreshing light-
heartedness and down-to-earth sarcasm as she explains why it is no
longer so difficult to serve the Master: “If you sit the Master down, he
really sits. If you lay him down, he really lies down. After all, he’s a
picture!” (MK 192–193). She no doubt remembered plenty of times
when it was not so easy “to serve the Master.”

Despite such stable shadows, however, it seems that with the
passage of time people were beginning to have some rather serious
doubts about the historical Ramakrishna and his compassion and found
real encouragement in Sharada’s physical presence (MK 116). At least
one disciple, the mad Nag, who knew both the Master and the Mother,
was clear about his preference: “Mother is more compassionate than
Father!” (MK 102) More common than Nag’s starkly honest judgment
was the more subtle attempt to bridge the past to the present by
simply equating the Master and the Mother (MK 27, 78, 172), a tactic
Sharada herself sometimes employed (MK 23). Even this realization,
however, often functioned as a kind of cutting down of Ramakrishna.
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Consider, for example, the unspoken thoughts of Sarayubula as she
stood before Sharada one day: “Even if to you the Master is greater,
to us you two are one” (MK 27).

Given this pattern of the receding, distant Father and the present,
more compassionate Mother, it is not surprising to discover that the
MÅyer KathÅ is replete with two types of disciples: those complaining
about their futile efforts to attain a vision of the dead Master (MK 17,
181, 215, 257, 259), and those who dream vivid dreams of being
intitiated by the living Sharada.13 Numerous devotees—no doubt in-
fluenced by the photos of Sharada that were circulating in Mahen-
dranath Gupta’s KathÅmŸta and the movement’s various publications—
dream about Sharada granting them initiation, usually through a
mantra. Such visions then lead them to seek her out for the very things
they have seen in their night visions (MK 112, 300–301). Sharada usu-
ally responds to such stories by either asking the devotee about the
mantra he received in the dream (Sharada herself seems ignorant of
the dream’s content), by not addressing the dream directly (MK 204–
205), or by granting the dream-wish the devotee relates to her.

Consider, for example, the following scene. A woman enters the
room and tells Sharada that she had seen her in a dream: “It was as
if you were telling me, ‘Eat my prasÅd and you will get well.’ I said,
‘The Master has forbidden me to eat anyone’s left-overs.’” The dream,
occuring from within the crisis of a disease, imagines a wish fulfilled,
but only after, almost perversely, setting up a conflict between Sharada
and Ramakrishna, both of whom are implicitly divinized from within
the dream (prasÅd, after all, is food first offered to a deity and then
shared by the devotees as sacred). The woman then asks for what the
dream Sharada had promised her—Sharada’s own prasÅd. Sharada’s
response is predictable: “Do you want to do what the Master has
forbidden?” But the woman insists that such words were authoritative
only as long as she made a distinction between the Master and the
Mother.14 “Now give,” she asks again. Significantly, Sharada, in an-
other form of her silence, yields to both the woman’s dream interpre-
tation and her gentle command (MK 24). A shift away from the
divinized Ramakrishna and towards the equally divine Sharada is
thus accomplished by a dream, a dream interpretation, the insistence
of a desperate sick woman, and, perhaps most importantly, Sharada’s
silence. Such scenes could be easily multiplied, with Sharada’s iden-
tity, purpose, and “inner nature” discerned from within dreams and
then recreated in devotionally aggressive conversation. But, of course,
the “perfecting” of the silence does not stop there, for these conversa-
tions are then recorded (or perhaps better, refashioned, for the tradi-
tion is explicit about its pedagogical editing principles [SK 240–242])
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by authors in the stable form of texts, which are then read, reread, and
used to fashion other texts and, no doubt, other dreams.

Related to these dreams that become social reality (initiation,
new identity, institution, text) and then once again dreams are a series
of visions that function in various ways to perfect Sharada’s silence.
These visions can be read as actual subjective “states”15 or standard-
ized literary creations. We have seen them at work in Sharada’s own
life, especially in times of crisis or doubt. Although not nearly as
numerous as dream scenes (for dreams, although akin to visions, seem
to be held in lower esteem and so are more appropriate for the devo-
tees), these visions are also at work in the doubts and struggles of a
few of the more prominent devotees and monks. Consider, for ex-
ample, the following scene. A swami, in what seems to be a not un-
common mind set, is doubting the Holy Mother’s renunciation and
questioning her constant worldly concern with Radhu. Here again the
extraordinary lack of the extraordinary in the life of Sharada becomes
an issue. Sharada’s reply to such criticisms was honest, if utterly or-
dinary: “We’re women, and we’re like this” (MK 295). Such an an-
swer, however, was not enough for a tradition that was trying to
divinize her. Something more, something out of the ordinary had to
be created.

Hence, in the end, for the tradition if not for Sharada, the issue
had to be resolved again by the extraordinary. One day while medi-
tating on the bank of the Ganges, Yogin-Ma has a vision of Rama-
krishna, who points to a new-born baby wrapped in intestines floating
by. The Master asks Yogin-Ma the rhetorical question about whether
the Ganges can be polluted by such a thing (the answer, of course, is
“No”), and then declares: “Know that she’s like that. Don’t doubt her.
Know that that one and this one (pointing to himself) are no different
(abheda).” Corrected by the vision, Yogin-Ma goes to Sharada and
apologizes for her lack of faith. Interestingly enough, in the very next
paragraph, Sharada uses Yogin-Ma’s vision to defend herself against
the monks, who were unhappy with her spending time with a woman
whose character they found questionable (MK 318–319). Visions, it
turns out, can be very useful, even if they originally belonged to some-
one else.

In this vision of the floating dead baby, we see many of the
motifs I have analyzed previously: a vision or dream that occurs in a
crisis situation; a symbolic identification of Sharada and Ramakrishna;
a form of Sharada’s silence (she sees nothing and accepts Yogin-Ma’s
vision as legitimate); and a tendency for the dream or vision to take
on social forms, in this case Yogin-Ma’s verbal confession, Sharada’s
later use of the vision as a defense, and the textual account itself.
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Ritual, Relic and Text:
Other Means of Perfecting Sharada’s Silence

The dream and the vision, however, were not the only “lanes” to Sharada’s
porch and her eventual deification. There were many means of perfecting
the Mother’s silence. Among them, a group of techniques that we might
order under the categories of psychological projection, ritual act, textual
record, and hermeneutics play especially prominent roles.

Projection was common in the divinization process. “I saw,” a
devotee comments, “that, to me, MÅ was seated on the seat in the form
of the Mother of the Universe like a queen” (MK 353; Cf. 355). The
significant expression here, of course, is the phrase “to me,” for it
signals the possibility, indeed the probability, that Sharada’s sanctity,
far from being some objective reality that anyone with two eyes could
see (for many saw nothing), was in fact a relational, dialectical expe-
rience created as much by what we might call “the devotional gaze”
as by anything Sharada did or was. The identity of “the Holy Mother,”
in other words, was at least partially created, fashioned, and perfected
by the bhakti of the devotees. Sharada became what others perceived
and needed her to be.

This projecting bhakti, however, is not enough, for it needs physi-
cal cues and recognizable signals to know how and when to project
itself. Ritual is crucial here. Indeed, without ritual, Sharada is just
another unnoticed woman. As an anonymous female devotee con-
fessed, she realized who the Holy Mother was only when she saw
some devotees making salutations to her (MK 110). Sometimes the
ritual acts were more dramatic and pronounced, making this ever-
present possibility of unseeing virtually impossible: for example, a
new cloth was layed on the road and a conch shell was blown (MK
298). With such a “red-carpet treatment,” no one could miss “the Holy
Mother” now.

Ramakrishna, Sharada, and the disciples were clearly all aware
of this constructive potential of ritual. Ramakrishna had used the „oØa±ç-
pâjÅ to divinize Sharada. Later, Sharada would commonly enforce
simple ritual acts on visiting devotees in an attempt to divinize her
dead husband. And the devotees just as commonly pushed each other
into similar ritual gestures to deify Sharada. One devotee, for example,
remembers how the Mother sat her down on a ritual seat and had her
worship Ramakrishna (MK 297). Another devotee hints at the role of
authority in such seemingly simple acts when she relates how Gauri-
MÅ told her to offer flowers at Sharada’s feet (MK 297). Again, the
ritual act, backed up by the power of social authority, defines, even
creates the identity of the worshiped as divine.
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Very much related to this ritual deification was the use of relics
to stabilize and preserve the sacred person in a set of what I would
call “physical meanings.” Hence, when Sharada gives an old sari to a
devotee and asks her to wash it before wearing it, the devotee (not
unlike an adoring teenager in possession of a rock idol’s shirt) imme-
diately sees other possibilites and swears never to wash such a trea-
sure (MK 102). In other scenes, strands of hair are given away (MK 70,
105), devotees quarrel over who stole Sharada’s footprint, never think-
ing to simply ask her for more of the same (MK 328), and Sharada
jokes about the devotees worshiping even a cat from Jayrambati for
her sake (HM[G] 52). Thus, seemingly insignificant acts and objects—
a salutation, a conch shell, a simple quick pâjÅ, a bunch of flowers, an
old sari, a strand of hair, a footprint, even a pet—become the social
signs that can both signal and create the perceived reality of divinity.
The silence is thus “perfected,” always by others, through meanings
“made real” in physical objects and ritualized acts.

Texts also create. The MÅyer KathÅ, for example, is filled with
references to Mahendranath Gupta’s KathÅmŸta and the writings of
Swami Saradananda. “Read the KathÅmŸta of the Master” is a common
command of the Mother’s (MK 110, 354), for by that act the Master is
kept alive, renewed, and divinized: “I have read in the books of the
Master,” as one devotee puts it (MK 37). Sharada, too, was being
created in this textual fashion, for there were many books already
being written about her (MK 363). Such texts, along with the interpre-
tations of the devout, become authoritative forms of knowledge, which
are then used to criticize the dumb and unseeing (MK 363).

Although she wrote nothing that has come down to us (yet an-
other form of her silence), Sharada was not naive about the new pos-
sibilities that the technologies of the printing press and the photograph
offered, commenting at one point on the shrewdness of those who had
taken photographs of Ramakrishna: “Which avatÅra has been photo-
graphed . . . ?” she asks (MK 213). Nor was she innocent of the implicit
marketing strategies that were being employed, sometimes at her own
expense, to push these spiritual commodities onto the public; indeed,
in one place, she even suggests her discomfort with Mahendranath
Gupta’s KathÅmŸta, which “filled their heads with ideas” (MK 210).
Sharada was clearly not entirely happy with Gupta and his best-sell-
ing books. There were other times when she seems almost upset by
what others have written about her. In one scene, for example, a devo-
tee is reading from Akshay Kumar Sen’s RÅmakŸ„æa-PuÙthi, a highly
devotional verse portrayal of Ramakrishna’s life. When the reader gets
to Ramakrishna’s marriage to Sharada and the text begins to praise
her as the Mother of the Universe, Sharada expresses herself through
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yet another form of silence: she gets up and leaves (MK 175). Some
textual constructions were apparently just too much for her. Perhaps
Sharada’s reaction to Sen’s flowery prose arose from the same feelings
that produced her criticism of Ram Chandra Datta’s „oØa±ç-pâjÅ ac-
count: “Everything that one reads in the books isn’t correct” (MK 39).
Yes, but after time and innumerable editions, that which is “correct”
must give way to that which is “edifying” (SK 241). The object, after
all, is not to reconstruct the life of an historical human being but to
reveal the hidden presence of a god or a goddess.

Related to these advertised textual constructions that were at
once powerful means of production and yet problematic for Sharada
herself is what we might call Sharada’s “rhetorical perfecting.” Some-
times this is a fairly subtle process, as when Sharada’s honorific title,
“Devç” or “the Goddess,” is taken as a literal truth, or when a devotee
limits his claim by the use of the phrase “to me” (“To me MÅ is the
living Goddess”), or when a speaker employs simile when speaking
about Sharada’s divine nature (“It was as if the Goddess herself was
standing before me”), or when a devotee watches Sharada scold Radhu
for wanting to braid her hair and identifies Sharada as muktake±ç (she
[the goddess] with dishevelled hair [MK 367]): here the tradition seems
to preserve a sense that its claims are of a poetic, rhetorical, or even
playfully punning nature. Sometimes, however, the rhetoric is heavier
and becomes more literal. The title of the English translation of the
MÅyer KathÅ is a good example of this rhetorical heaviness: The Gospel
of the Holy Mother is not a title that is meant to be misunderstood.
Mimicking Gupta’s own English title (The Gospel of Ramakrishna), which
employed a Christian category to relativize the colonial Christian
challenge, the translators of the MÅyer KathÅ employed a Christian
title (and more than a little King James English) to implicitly divinize
and universalize their own subject, the Holy Mother. The implicit
message of the title and the text is undeniable: Ramakrishna is as good
as Jesus, and the Holy Mother is as good as either one of them.

Similar rhetorical forces are at work in what I call “listing.” This
is an extremely common rhetorical technique among Hindu, and now
New Age, writers. A string of famous saints or incarnations are listed,
with the “new kid on the block” tacked on at the end in an attempt
to legitimate his or her status through the associations that a simple
list sets up in the mind of the reader: “the Buddha, Caitanya, Jesus,
and Ramakrishna.” Despite its historical and intellectual vacuity (for
these lists casually conflate, for example, the numerous christologies
of the history of Christianity into a single, deceptively simple “avatÅra”
and advance no developed argument), this technique seems to work
quite well. Hence, today we can find these same lists in India with
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Ramakrishna’s name in the beginning and the new contender—Swami
Sivananada, for example—tacked on at the end (McKean 1996, 247).
Sharada enters such lists usually through her spousal relationship to
Ramakrishna, or occasionally, through superficial comparisons with
other goddess-like figures, “the Madonna ideal,” for example (HM[G]
jacket cover). By this means, a kind of two-item list is generated (there
are, after all, very few female incarnations), and Sharada shares in the
established divinity of the other named figure.

This same textual perfection of Sharada’s silence is extended
further by means of various hermeneutical strategies. Here Sharada is
created in the in-between of human dialogue and, more specifically, in
the interpretations that the devotees carry away from these exchanges.
Two things are striking about such exchanges: how silent Sharada is,
and how elaborate the interpretations become. Indeed, the silence of
Sharada and the grandeur of the devotees’ readings seem to be corre-
lated in some positive fashion: the more silent Sharada becomes, the
grander the interpretations become. Consider, for example, the follow-
ing scene. Sharada is instructing a certain Vaikuntha: “Vaikuntha, call
on me.” Realizing what she has just said, Sharada then immediately
corrects herself, “Call on the Master.” A devout Lakshmi immediately
breaks in and like a good psychoanalyst catches Sharada’s “divine
slip,” pointing out that she has never said such a thing before. Lakshmi
then instructs Vaikuntha: “Call on MÅ.” The scene ends with Sharada
signalling her acceptance by—what else?—remaining silent (MK 92).
Note that Sharada does little here, except suggest to Vaikuntha that he
direct his devotion to her and rely on her (as his guru?), not an out-
rageous suggestion given the late date (1909) and spatial context of the
discussion (the Udbodhan house). Lakshmi takes it from there and
transforms Sharada’s slip into a new exclusivistic practice: “Call on
MÅ.” Sharada certainly said nothing of the sorts, but that is in fact
what the scene comes to mean, for Sharada, in her typical fashion,
refuses to deny Lakshmi her devotional interpretation.

Sometimes the writers are even more aggressive and Sharada is
even more silent. In one such scene, Sharada tells a story about her
being chased around the village by her crazed cousin, Harish, who
had gone mad by taking drugs that his wife had allegedly slipped him
to deter him from renouncing the world (GHM 78).16 Sharada relates
how her “own form” finally came out when she got tired of running
around buildings. Turning on a very surprised Harish, she jumped on
his chest, pulled out his tongue, and began to slap Harish until her
fingers turned red. It worked. Sharada, no doubt proud of her accom-
plishment, leaves it at that (MK 173–174). An editorial footnote in the
English edition, however, interpets the story’s “mystical meaning”:
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Sharada’s “true nature,” the note tells us, is her identification with the
violent goddess Bagala, one of the ten MahÅvidyÅs of the Great God-
dess tradition (GHM 78). What began as a slightly humorous, slightly
tragic family embarrassment ends as a grand mythological claim.
Sharada, of course, knew nothing about the footnote. She only knew
that she had defended herself by beating up her abusive cousin.

Or, again, consider the depressed devotee who goes to Mahendra-
nath Gupta to complain about how he went to Sharada with his troubles
and received no help from her: depressingly, she said absolutely noth-
ing and just stared at him. Gupta asks if she looked at him. Yes,
indeed she had, and for some time. Something then clicks inside: “It
seemed to me,” the devotee confesses, “that MÅ had sent me to M
[Gupta] to make me understand the meaning of her glance of grace”
(MK 104). Finally, in yet another silent scene, some devotees arrive
after a long trip and relate how all of them were convinced that it was
“MÅ’s blessing” that protected them from a violent storm on the jour-
ney (MK 334). In these last two scenes, we are in the realm of pure
projection. Sharada has become an absent blank slate upon which
virtually anything can be (and is) written.

Any doubt that arises within such a symbolic system can be
answered by one of a number of hermeneutical strategies developed
by the tradition. There was a ready answer for any question or seem-
ing contradiction. We have already seen how Sharada’s worldliness
was interpreted away by Golap-Ma’s vision of the floating dead baby.
The contradictions by no means ended there, nor did the hermeneu-
tical resources of the tradition. If a man, for example, was horrified
for letting himself be initiated by a woman, Sharada was quick to
point out that it was really the Master who initiated him through her
(MK 347). Or if a devotee came complaining about having no vi-
sions, Sharada was ready to point out that “all those are lower things”
(MK 299), despite the tradition’s clear reliance on them as a marker
of divinity and spiritual progress. When no answer is immediately
available, Sharada often resorts to flagrant ad hominem attacks. When,
for example, she is criticized by her sister-in-law for making monks
of good boys and ruining families, Sharada responds by accusing her
of living “like a mere pig” and practicing animality (MK 283), and
when the villagers criticize a swami for his frequent visits to Sharada,
Sharada predicts that they will have to be born again and again, and,
unless the grace of God intervenes, that they will “rot in the world”
(MK 349).

Two problems, however, were particularly difficult for the tradi-
tion to explain away: Sharada’s “nonexperiences,” that is, her extraor-
dinary lack of what the tradition would normally recognize as religious
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experiences (vision, trance, ecstasy, etc.), and her physical suffering.
Sharada’s nonexperiences are particularly interesting, as they are per-
haps the most striking feature of Sharada’s personality and presence.
The texts, of course, invoke all sorts of interpretive means to explain
this lack. Foremost among them is the textual creation of a number of
extraordinary visionary and ecstatic experiences. The texts are insis-
tent that Sharada did indeed have this or that extraordinary experi-
ence, but such claims are countered from within the texts by a number
of contradictory moves and personalities. For example, the theology of
substitution that was invoked to explain the „oØa±ç-pâjÅ—which ar-
gued that Sharada shared, by reason of the ritual, in Ramakrishna’s
sÅdhanas and so did not have to perform any herself—would not have
been necessary at all had the tradition recognized that Sharada did in
fact practice sÅdhana and have her own experiences. And the criticisms
of very close attendants, like Yogin-Ma, who was clearly disgusted
with what she called Sharada’s “worldliness,” and her own family
members, who were quite blunt about her lack of anything approach-
ing the religiously profound, only make sense in the context of these
same nonexperiences. Moreover, it is essential that we recognize that
virtually all of the extraordinary experiences of Sharada reported in
the texts are reported and defended by others, and even when they are
reported or described by Sharada, it is a Sharada of the texts who
“speaks.” And the historical Sharada, we must remember, had abso-
lutely no control over the production, editing, or publication of these
central texts, all of which appear after her death. It cannot be repeated
enough—Sharada was silent on such matters. The tradition, of course,
interprets this silence as a mark of her humility, but it just as easily
could have been a sign of her reluctance to engage in a construction
that she did not recognize as legitimate, at least for herself.

Sharada’s numerous physical ailments (gout, malaria, etc.) are at
least as problematic as her nonexperiences. The texts, after all, assume
that suffering is a product of impurity. This sets up a simple logical
problem for the writers: if Sharada is absolutely pure, then why did
she suffer so? The answer, although not terribly original (it was used
before with Ramakrishna, the avatÅra with throat cancer), was at least
simple: she suffered because she was absorbing the sins of others (MK
26). This symbolic move was no doubt rooted in traditional notions of
caste and purity17 and the vicarious capabilities of the holy man or
woman, but it was also designed to homologize Sharada to Rama-
krishna. In a roundabout way, it was also no doubt designed to
answer the Christian exclusivistic claims about Christ’s once-and-for-
all atonement. It is no accident that Sharada, like Ramakrishna, is
described in the texts in terms that could easily be transposed into a
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nineteenth-century missionary’s sermon. Thus, with a single move the
tradition can explain away a seeming contradiction (the Goddess has
gout) and implicitly advance, once again, the deification of its object,
all the while advancing the claims of its other divine being,
Ramakrishna, and implicitly relativizing the exclusivistic claims of
colonial Christianity.

Finally, it is necessary to discuss, however briefly, the hermeneu-
tical uses of that most ultimate form of silence—death. “Look,” Sharada
says in one scene, “as long as I’m alive, none of these [her family
members] will be able to know me. Afterwards all will understand”
(MK 322). An identical if differently symbolized claim was made in
regards to Ramakrishna, who was often compared to the hidden king
who examines his city in disguise only to disappear again as soon as
he is found out (MK 348–349). It is significant in both of these cases
that the event of physical death and the discovery of divinity are
coterminous (this, no doubt, is the “afterwards” of Sharada’s com-
ment). I would suggest that this is an accurate historical perception
couched in mythological language. Psychologically speaking, it is vir-
tually impossible to deify a human being when he or she is literally
standing in front of you, or, much worse, when he or she is your sister
or cousin. It should not surprise us, then, that families of prophets and
saints are notoriously difficult to convince.

Joining the Mother’s Family: What the People Found

I began this essay with Sharada’s two questions: “How am I different
from them?” and “Why do these people come?” I have answered, if
incompletely, the first question. But what about the second? It seems
just as important, for although there are clearly scenes in which Sharada
does in fact function as the proverbial blank state by reason of her
multivalent silence, it would be a serious mistake to imagine that
Sharada was nothing but this blank state. People certainly also found
something here, as they flocked to her, like a “row of ants” (MK 349)
as she once put it in one of her many moments of exhaustion. Why?
What was it that these pestering ants found in this patient woman? In
Sharada’s terms, “Why do these people come?”

To answer this second question, it is important that we first re-
alize the historical situation of the people who came to Sharada and,
more specifically, the nature of the sufferings that they were enduring
at the hands of both the colonial powers and their own indigenous
socioreligious system. Here indeed there is ample evidence for the
mythological understanding of the tradition’s “social malaise theory”:
when the dharma has declined and seems on the brink of dissolution,
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God descends to rescue it from disaster. The avatÅra, in other words,
is by definition a figure of crisis, a presence invoked by extreme condi-
tions and potential social breakdown.

Sharada herself is clear that Ramakrishna descended so that those
who have been “burned” by the sufferings of the world might obtain
peace and solace (MK 298). Although there is always the danger of
exaggeration, it is astonishing to see how often such texts as the MÅyer
KathÅ and the SmŸtikathÅ return to these “burning sufferings” and the
battered, destitute nature of the devotees’ worlds. The texts give ample
space to that scapegoat for everything considered wrong about India,
British colonialism, but, as if possessing a certain balanced wisdom,
they often refuse to lay all the blame at the foreigners’ feet. Yes, there
are descriptions of police surveillance and harrassment (MK 125; SK
169–173), mail censorship (SK 96), and imprisonments (MK 94). And
there are numerous references to social sufferings—dead babies and
children (MK 111, 122, 271, 318), famine, grueling poverty (MK 35),
and clothing-less women committing suicide out of shame (SK 165)—
that could be traced to the socioeconomic consequences of colonial-
ism. Sharada, moreover, does indeed sometimes see the colonial origins
of a particular social problem; she is convinced, for example, that the
lack of clothes in the country is a direct result of the people giving up
their spinning wheels and depending on the Company for their cloth
(SK 166). But Sharada, although obviously disgusted with the British
and the perfume of the “women in boots” (MK 322), is nevertheless
relatively uninterested in political matters (MK 262–263, 330) and sees
the British as her children as well, living with her Indian children in
“one house” (MK 263). Not surprisingly, she sometimes flagrantly
ignores the demands of the swadeshi movement for the desires of her
devotee-children; in one scene, for example, she ignores the ban on
imported cloth to dress them in what they actually want instead of
what is politically correct (MK 263).

She is, on the other hand, cutting and precise in her attacks on
a whole array of Hindu social practices. She seems bent, for example,
on criticizing the utter lack of sexual discipline among some of her
devotees and—this seems to be the real point—the debilitating num-
ber of children such a lack of control inevitably produces (MK 46, 61,
325). Utterly disgusted with those who have twenty-five children and
then weep because ten have died, Sharada exclaims: “They’re all ani-
mals—animals!” (MK 46). She is also very critical of the excesses of
caste and its purity codes (MK 256, 268), mourns the lack of education
and skills among Bengali women (MK 131, 221–222), attacks the prac-
tice of child-marriage (MK 131), and complains about the miserable
state of abandoned widows in Benares, who, often deprived of any
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support from their families, live out their days in dark dank rooms
eating rice soaked in water (MK 126). Moreover, when Sharada is
silent about other social matters, the MÅyer KathÅ is not: its pages are
filled with explicit, if casual, almost innocent descriptions of Indian
racism (MK 191–192, 304), Hindu-Muslim communal violence (MK
251), cheating, fake beggar-monks (SK 129), street beggars (MK 34–
35), beaten, escaping, abandoned and suicidal wives (MK 31, 53–54,
176; SK 52), child widows (SK 52), beaten laborers and servants (MK
148), and stunting child marriages (MK 131). Again, the same list could
have been pulled out from any number of nineteenth-century Hindu
reform speeches or Christian missionary sermons.

Sharada lived in a religious world in which monks threatened
and physically beat their servants (MK 148, 327–328; SK 224–228),
women had to bow to men (MK 275), and purity codes rendered
whole classes of human beings unworthy of human dignity. So pow-
erful and omnipresent was this social system that even Sharada was
susceptible to its harsh judgments. Hence, she was not above cruelly
criticizing the daughter of a woman whose husband had abandoned
them for renunciation: “What poverty! And so much greed!” Sharada
complained, “The girl ate and ate until she almost vomited!” (MK
314). Sharada seemed incapable of seeing what the social reformer—
Hindu or Christian—could have pointed out to her, namely, that the
girl was slowly starving because her father had abandoned her for a
religious practice. This was no moral fault of the girl’s; it was the
product of a cruel social system and an even crueler socioeconomic
situation. A similar lack of perspective is evident in her inability to
separate her by all accounts horrible experience with the adopted Radhu
from other situations where adoption might render a positive social
good: adoption, Sharada seemed to teach, was a nightmare to be
avoided at all costs.

Despite such troubling moments, what Sharada generally offered
her visitors was a welcome respite from these cruel colonial, social,
and religious worlds. If her husband dug a foot down to rid himself
of the dirt where an evil man had sat (MK 207) and threw away whole
beds to clean his room of the atheist’s defiling presence (Mitra 1897,
96–97), Sharada could refuse no one who addressed her as “Mother.”
If Ramakrishna screamed for Ganges water when a woman touched
his toes (Gupta 1987, 2.53–54), Sharada visited effortlessly and natu-
rally with a former prostitute who came to her, despite Ramakrishna
forbidding her to do so (MK 207).18 (Nag, it seems, was right about
Mother being kinder than Father.) If the monks beat and threatened
their servants into submission, Sharada yelled at the monks for their
inhumanity and their gall for asking her to participate in such tactics
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(MK 327–328; SK 205–206). If women ran from their husbands (MK 80)
and threatened suicide for the treatment they received from their
mothers-in-law (MK 54), Sharada usually offered them a listening ear
and a warm heart. In short, whereas the world of the culture was
structured around the harsh hierarchical systems of caste and purity,
Sharada’s world generally operated with considerably more compas-
sion and love: in effect, she supplanted the social codes of dharma,
caste, and purity with the simplicity and unconditional love of a fam-
ily and a mother. Hence, she can consistently describe her devotee-
children as “one family” that shares a single caste (MK 341, 357) and
measure her love out equally to the coolie, the hawker, and the brahmin
(SK 49). Such a familial context no doubt explains why texts like the
MÅyer KathÅ and the SmŸtikathÅ often read like elaborate descriptions
of petty family quarrels and homey household scenes: an argument
over how to roll bread and a description of Sharada fumbling to fill
a hurricane lamp are by no means unusual and in fact take up hun-
dreds of pages in the literature on Sharada. For all its idealizing ten-
dencies, this was a very real family.

This attempt to create an ideal family was no doubt partially
driven by Sharada’s painfully disappointing experiences with her own
family, which was hardly ideal. Indeed, Sharada often expressed frus-
tration, even disgust, with the pettiness, worldliness, greed and out-
right insanity of her own family. Radhu and her mad mother were
particularly difficult to deal with. And the biographers are insistent
that none of Sharada’s brothers, except the last (who died while in
medical school), had any talent or spiritual tendencies, and that they
competed incessantly for Sharada’s patronage (GHM xxix). Perhaps
this is why Sharada actively encouraged her devotee-children to avoid
them (SK 235). In a cry of frustration that perhaps tells us much about
the psychology of mok„a and its relationship to the tightly knit bonds
of the Indian extended family, Sharada minced no words in her desire
never to be born again among them: “In your house again? No way”
(MK 242). Such a conflicted family situation no doubt played a large
role in the creation of Sharada’s ideal devotion family.

To put it differently, we might say that Sharada’s devotional
family was everything that her public culture and her own family
experiences were not. Or more accurately, Sharada’s devotional fam-
ily embodied the positive, nurturing, loving aspects of her culture and
family experience, recreated anew within the boundaries of a religious
context. Dream, devotion, ritual, and text had effectively replaced, at
least for a time, the pestering brothers, insane nieces, dead children,
arranged marriages, and abusive husbands of the devotees’ actual
historical families. What is more, these same processes had deified a
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man and his wife—”the Master” and “the Mother”—and set them up
against the humiliating conditions of colonialism. The Indian family
was restored in its ideal devotional state. God and now the Goddess
were on their side against the British and the Christians. Things could
not get much better. This, no doubt, was why the people came, like “a
row of ants” to Sharada, “the Holy Mother.”

Conclusion: Recognizing a Muddy Diamond

The textual tradition contains numerous ukti or “sayings” about the
divine-human, the avatÅra, and the difficulty of recognizing his or her
hidden presence in the world. The avÅtara, for example, is compared
to the lantern that casts a bright light all around itself, except up close
around its own base (ie, near the prophet’s or avatÅra’s family) (Mitra
1897, 181). We are also continually reminded that even RÅma and
KŸ„æa were not recognized by their family and friends. And then there
is the parable about the uncut diamond at the bathing ghat that is
used to rub off the soles of bathers’ feet until a jeweler comes by and
recognizes its true hidden worth (MK 350).

This last saying presumes that divinity is something objective, a
thing “out there” only waiting to be discovered. In Sharada’s case, at
least, this is patently wrong. There was nothing objectively, obviously
divine about Sharada. Otherwise, visitors would not have mistaken
her for an ordinary woman, devotees would not have complained
about her utter ordinariness, family members would not have abused
her so, and the tradition would not have needed to develop its herme-
neutics of hiddenness to explain away the banal nature of her life. Far
from being something obvious “out there,” this particular goddess
could only be detected in an “in here,” in the heart of the devotee
who, through text, photo, and ritual, had been told what to feel, what
to see, and what to say. Sharada Devç, in other words, was a herme-
neutical creation interpreted into being out of a distance, out of an
absence, out of a provocative silence. Divinity, it seems, is nothing like
the proverbial diamond.

Or is it? After all, there was something there, even if it had to be
cut, smoothed, and shaped by psychological processes, social contexts,
and specific types of people before it could be sold to the public; and
even for the devout few who had already “bought” this divinity, it
still had to be shaped just so and polished more than a little by dream,
projection, ritual, text, rhetoric, and, ultimately, the silence of death.
Moreover, even a “real” diamond’s worth is finally a social construc-
tion, a kind of interpretation that a specific community of social actors
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agree to share; chemically speaking, a diamond is just another kind of
rock; its value is not at all inherent in the chemical structure of the
crystal. Perhaps Sharada is like the diamond after all, if not in the
sense that the proverb intended. Possessing an undeniable grace, cut
and polished in the dreams, rituals, texts, and interpretations of oth-
ers, she became, almost despite herself, something eminently valuable
for the culture, something to prize, cherish, even worship as divine.
She became Sharada Devi, Sharada the Great Goddess.19

Abbreviations

GHM The Gospel of the Holy Mother

HM[G] Holy Mother: Sri Sarada Devi

HM[N] Holy Mother: Being the Life of Sri Sarada Devi Wife of
Sri Ramakrishna and Helpmate in His Mission

MK ÷rç Srç MÅyer KathÅ

SK ÷rç ÷rç MÅyer SmŸtikathÅ

Notes

1. The Bengali expression is ÷rç ÷rç MÅ or “the twice-blessed Mother,”
which is usually shortened to simply MÅ, an emotionally rich and affectionate
term that can mean “mother,” “mom,” or “little mother” (i.e., daughter). I
have opted to retain the intimate and familial “MÅ” in my translations.

2. ÷rç ÷rç MÅyer KathÅ, 353, 99; Cf. 226; hereafter MK.
3. The editors of the English translation of the MÅyer KathÅ describe

her as “physically weak, and mentally a moron” (The Gospel of the Holy Mother,
xxx; hereafter GHM).

4. Despite the tradition’s insistence that “the Mother was not likely to
forget” such an important event (Holy Mother: ÷rç Sarada Devç, 41, n. 1; here-
after HM[G]), she does seem to have forgotten many of the details, including
how old she was at the time. In a number of humorous textual moments,
Sharada relates that she was sixteen—not an illogical choice, given the name
of the ritual—and then the editors immediately jump in, usually in footnotes,
to state that she was actually eighteen or even nineteen (HM[G] 48, n. 1, 50;
MK 227).

5. For two psychological readings of this ritual, see Sil 1991, 147–148;
Kripal 1998, 133–136.

6. Holy Mother: Being the Life of ÷rç Sarada Devç Wife of ÷rç Ramakrishna
and Helpmate in His Mission, 43; hereafter HM(N).

7. Sharada’s bracelet-theology finds at least one intriguing echo in the
devotional literature of the time. For example, in Satyacharan Mitra’s biography
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of Ramakrishna, Ramakrishna tells the story of a queen who worshiped her
husband while he was alive and refused to wear any of her expensive jewelry,
opting instead for a simple wrist-bangle. When her king-husband died, she
broke this simple bangle and replaced it with a shimmering gold one, a sign
for her that her divine husband was now one with God and her marriage to
him now eternal (Mitra 1897, 175–178). Two points are important to keep in
mind here: the story was published in 1897 and so could have been influenced
by Sharada’s own bangle-theology; and Ramakrishna tells the story to defend
the traditional prohibition against widow-remarriage (“No one becomes a
widow, therefore what is the use of widow remarriage?” [Mitra 1897, 178]).

8. The SmŸtikathÅ describes the Vrindavan pilgrimage thus: “There
her tortured heart became very peaceful, and she immersed herself in difficult
religious practices and the singing of devotional songs” (÷rç ÷rç MÅyer
SmŸtikathÅ, 136; hereafter SK).

9. The promise hints at the source of Sharada’s depresssion: her lack
of children.

10. What we might call “psychological synchronicity” also played a role
in Sharada’s growing sense of divinity; hence, she confesses that she was led
to accept the title of “goddess” because of the strange manner in which her
thoughts so often found expression in subsequent external events (MK 64).

11. This logic, essentially Tantric in its structure, seems to have been
particularly powerful in Bengal, where earlier mystical movements, such as
the KartÅbhajÅs, engaged in virtually identical divinizations and theologies of
dual incarnation. Ramsaran Pal and his wife Sarasvati Devi, for example,
became the first KartÅ (lit. “Master”) and KartÅ-MÅ in the early nineteenth
century: “RÅm±araæ proclaimed himself the KartÅ, the Master or Lord, of this
new religion and as the incarnation of God . . . in human form. In the eyes of
their devotees, RÅm±araæ PÅl and his wife Sarasvatç thus came to be regarded
as far more than mere mortals, but rather as the eternal Male and Female
principles of the universe—the Ädi-Puru„a and ÄdyÅ-÷akti incarnate” (Urban
1998, 85).

12. Consider, for example, Berger and Luckman 1966.
13. Ramakrishna does appear in dreams but less often and usually ei-

ther to a boy or male disciple (MK 230) or, most significantly, alongside Sharada
(MK 112).

14. The woman’s comment implicitly recognizes the dream’s conflict as
the illegitimate product of an anachronistic understanding: Ramakrishna’s past
prohibition against eating left-overs would have been ignorant of Sharada’s
present divine status. Sharada’s present divinity, in other words, has effec-
tively transformed any of her polluted “left-overs” into pure prasÅd. The dream
thus sets up a conflict between the past and the present (and, I might add,
between Ramakrishna and Sharada) and opts decidedly for the present.

15. The expression is Sharada’s, who, in answer to a question about
whether visions are seen within subjective states (bhÅve) or with the physical
eyes (sÅdÅ cokhe), replied matter-of-factly: “in subjective states” (MK 238).
Sharada demonstrates a similar common-sense psychological view of visions
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when she suggests that a child who claimed to have seen the Master in fact
only imagined him “with his eyes closed” and then mistook this interior state
for exterior reality (MK 201). She does, however, claim that she had at least
one rare vision “with open eyes” of an eleven to twelve-year-old girl resem-
bling Radhu (no doubt, the key element) with dry hair, rudraksha beads, and
ochre clothes. This girl followed her everywhere until Sharada performed the
ascetic feat of the five fires to “exorcise” the haunting presence (MK 238).

16. The Bengali text records simply that his wife made him mad (MK
174).

17. Related to this model of suffering are all of the scenes describing
Sharada “stung” by the touch of various devotees: although traditional read-
ings take these scenes as proofs of Sharada’s psychic abilitites to see the inner
nature of the devotees, they are more likely embodied expressions of Indian
purity codes and their implicit caste structure.

18. It should be pointed out that Sharada, although liberal in many
ways, did not entirely reject her culture’s purity codes. She assumed, for ex-
ample, the dangers of eating together, lying on the same bed, and using some-
one else’s towel (MK 360), and often complained about the pain she experienced
from too many or the wrong kind of people touching her.

19. While this essay was in press, I was re-reading June McDaniel’s The
Madness of the Saints: Ecstatic Religion in Bengal (Chicago: University of Chi-
cago Press, 1989) and discovered that McDaniel had approached Sharada Devi
in a way very similar to my approach here, through what she calls the “attri-
bution of bhÅva,” that is, the manner in which others attributed to Sharada’s
most mundane activities (falling asleep, walking, resting, laughter, etc.) psy-
chological states that she herself seldom expressed having. I was delighted to
discover our shared conclusions but bothered that, given the late date, I could
not properly acknowledge McDaniel’s work in the body of the essay. I nev-
ertheless would like to do so here.





Chapter 9

�
Goddesses and the Goddess

in Hinduism

Constructing the Goddess through
Religious Experience

Kathleen M. Erndl

Prologue: A Question to Ponder

Is there one Goddess or are there many goddesses? On one level, it is
possible to speak of the Hindu Goddess as a single omnipotent being,
MahÅdevç or the Great Goddess. On another level, it is possible to
speak of various manifestations of this Great Goddess such as the
three cosmic goddesses, MahÅlak„mç, MahÅsarasvatç, and MahÅkÅlç
who are manifestations of the one MahÅdevç. On still another level, it
is possible to speak of numerous individual goddesses as distinct
entities with their own distinctive personalities, iconographies, stories,
and cult practices. And there are many other levels in between. How-
ever one speaks of the Goddess, singularly, or goddesses, plurally, she
is connected with ±akti, the dynamic creative power or energy pervad-
ing and sustaining the universe. ÷akti is such a fluid concept that it
seems to transcend distinctions of singular and plural. Even having
understood this about ±akti, it is difficult for me, a European-American
interpreter of Hindu Goddess traditions, writing in the English lan-
guage, to find a way to speak about the MahÅdevç which evokes her
both unity and multiplicity at the same time. As John S. Hawley points
out in his introduction to Devç: Goddesses of India, problems with capi-
tal and lower-case G/g and with whether or not to use the definite
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article “the” are problems in the English language, not in Indian lan-
guages.1 Similarly, I wonder whether the strong monotheistic bias in
European culture has made the use of singular and plural more prob-
lematic in English than they are in Indian languages.

Introduction

Scholars—and I refer here to Western or Western-trained Indian schol-
ars—have proposed various models to account for the seeming con-
tradiction between the unity and multiplicity of Hindu female deities.
One such model could be called a “diachronic” or “historical model”
which posits that over time various local and tribal goddesses became
incorporated into Hinduism through identification with Sanskritic god-
desses or with a Great Goddess. Such a process could work from the
“top down” as in the Devç MÅhÅtmya, whose Brahmin author, writing
in Sanskrit, explicitly identified the tribal goddess CÅmuæØÅ as the
“killer of the demons CaæØa and MuæØa,” that is, KÅlç, who in turn
was identified as an emanation of CandikÅ/AmbikÅ who is also re-
ferred to in the text by such names as DurgÅ and MahÅdevç. The work
of such scholars as Thomas Coburn and C. MacKenzie Brown has
familiarized us with this process (e.g., Coburn 1991, 1995; Brown 1974,
1990). The process can also work from the “bottom up” in which the
devotees of a local goddess identify her in oral tradition or vernacular
pamphlets with goddesses or the Great Goddess of the Sanskritic tra-
dition. I have used this approach in my own work to show how such
local goddesses as NainÅ Devç, Vai„æo Devç, and JvÅlÅ Mukhç have
been identified over time with the Goddess of the Devç MÅhÅtmya or
with the story of Dak„a’s fire sacrifice, Satç, and the ±akti pç‡has (Erndl
1993). Historical approaches also emphasize the chronological multi-
layered nature of portrayals of goddesses in narrative contexts, with
texts picking up themes from other, earlier, contexts and transforming
them into a new vision of the Devç. For example, C. Mackenzie Brown,
in his chapter for this volume, discusses how the Devç-GçtÅ picks up
and synthesizes earlier Devç-related themes with newer Tantric themes.2

A second model could be called a “synchronic” or “psychological/
structural model.” This model, of which there are numerous variants,
appeals to certain abiding categories of Hindu psychology or social
structure to account for the coexistence of multiplicity and unity of
goddesses. Models that hinge on “ambivalence” or “benevolence and
malevolence” or “tooth mothers” and “breast mothers” are of this
type.3 A more recent model has been proposed by Stanley N. Kurtz,
in his book All the Mothers Are One (1992). Kurtz argues that the Hindu
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theological propensity for lumping all goddesses together is linked to
the presence of multiple mother figures in Hindu households who in
the Hindu (male) psyche become one great Mother. Similarly—but in
a more sociological than psychological vein—William S. Sax has pro-
posed that the multiplicity of goddesses is not contradictory but rather
that the goddesses are embodiments of different points in the female
life-cycle. The tendency to conflate multiple goddesses into a single
goddess, Sax argues, is part of a male-dominated gender politic which
homogenizes the richness and variety of female experience into a single
category, that of woman (Sax 1994, 172–210).

Both of these types of models are useful, depending upon what
kind of interpretation one is trying to elucidate. In no way do I intend
to criticize the excellent work done by the scholars, many of whom are
contributors to this volume, using these models. In this essay, I at-
tempt to complement these models with an alternative model. Or, to
be more precise, it should not be called a model at all, since the term
model implies some kind of regular pattern of predictability. Rather I
will call it an approach, an experiential approach.4 It could also be
called a personal or contextual approach. In my work on Hindu God-
dess traditions, I have become aware of how utterly irrelevant schol-
arly debates on goddesses and the Goddess are not only to the religious
experience, but also to the understandings of ordinary Hindu devo-
tees, who move with apparent ease between universality and particu-
larity in their ritual and devotional lives, speaking of the Goddess
(singular) in some contexts and of particular goddesses (plural) in
other contexts and often even within the same sentence.

Devotees are not usually concerned with a general explanatory
model, but rather with the specifics of their experience in a particular
context. I cannot imagine a Hindu devotee saying, for example, “I wor-
ship JvÅlÅ Mukhç as the MahÅdevç, because she was originally a tribal fire
goddess who through a process of Sanskritization became identified with
the pan-Indian DurgÅ.” Nor could I imagine my hypothetical devotee
saying, “I consider Lak„mç, Sarasvatç, and KÅlç to be the same Goddess,
because my three mothers, that is my mother and my two aunties who
raised me, were respectively rich, wise, and frightening.”

Of course, I am gratuitously presenting these models in the crud-
est possible way. My point is that the historical model is trying to say
something about change on a broad scale, over time, something that
no one would have personally experienced, while the psychological/
structural model reflects very much an outsider’s “take” on what the
insiders themselves are experiencing. In this experiential approach
(which is also an experimental approach), I attempt to say something
about religious experience, about how certain Hindu devotees construct
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the identity of the Great Goddess and their relationship to her. The
identity of the Great Goddess, as understood and interpreted by indi-
viduals and communities, is fluid and context-specific. It is fluid in the
sense that the “meaning” of the Goddess is multivalent and capable of
multiple understandings and interpretations which may be extremely
idiosyncratic. This fluidity is often cited as one of the attractive fea-
tures of Hinduism, though I am also reminded of an observation made
to me by a charismatic Mother/Guru: “One of the problems with our
sanÅtan dharm is that people can make up anything they want and get
away with it.”5 The identity of the Great Goddess is context-specific in
the sense that it is dependent not only on personal experience, but on
personal experience as conditioned by the particular situation, geo-
graphic, social, theological, political, in which the person resides.
Ordinary devotees see no contradiction between the universal Great
Goddess who is the supreme being of the universe and her manifes-
tation as a particular rock, plant, or human being, for these are medi-
ated through their own experience.

I would not have attempted to say anything about so slippery a
subject as personal religious experience, except for two instigating
events. The first was a chance conversation I had with TÅrÅ Devç, a
Kangra village woman, in the fall of 1991. That conversation forms the
centerpiece of this essay. The second was the invitation from Tracy
Pintchman to contribute to a panel on “Constructing the Identity of
the Great Goddess” in the fall of 1994. In talking with Pintchman, I
remembered my conversation with TÅrÅ Devç and thought that my
reflections on it might be a relevant contribution. Before proceeding
further, I wish to reiterate the tentative and experimental nature of
both the approach and the content of this essay. It is, despite much
thought, still kaccÅ (Hindi; unripe, uncooked). Also, I do not claim to
represent TÅrÅ Devç‘s “true” feelings or experiences; whatever these
may be are, of course, framed through her memory and interpretive
categories and further filtered through our interactions with each other
and through my questions and interpretative categories.

A Conversation with TÅrÅ Devç

I am not sure whether or not it is accepted ethnographic etiquette to
discuss informants with each other, but in this case the discussion not
only happened naturally but also yielded fascinating questions. TÅrÅ
Devç, at the time I met her in Kangra in the fall of 1991, was a thirty-
four-year-old married Rajput woman with four children. Elsewhere I
have related TÅrÅ Devç’s account of how the Goddess possessed her
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and gradually revealed her “orders” to her, and of TÅrÅ Devç’s discov-
ery of images that emerged from the ground. I have also written of her
transformation from a near invalid into a MÅtÅ,6 a Goddess-possessed
healer with a home temple and large clientele (Erndl 1997). In that
article, I suggested that TÅrÅ Devç’s identification with the Goddess
was empowering for her and for other women in her village. Here I
attempt to deal with the question of how she constructs the identity
of the Great Goddess. The question of the relationship between god-
desses and the Goddess came up unexpectedly in the course of a
conversation we had one day.

For the several months that I spent with TÅrÅ Devç, I was in the
habit of coming to her house on the three days of the week that she
received visitors (clients or “pilgrims”, as she called them). With her
permission, I would observe and tape record her consultations with the
pilgrims, photograph the rituals she performed, and participate in im-
promptu devotional singing from time to time. During lulls between all
these activities, there would sometimes be an opportunity for me to
converse with TÅrÅ Devç or ask her any questions that were on my
mind. On one such morning, when I had arrived at her home, she was
busy running back and forth between her kitchen and her temple. Her
husband, who was usually at work in another village all week, was
home because of a toothache. She served me tea and bananas. At first
we were the only ones there, and she asked me what I had been doing
for the past few days. I had just returned from a day-long trip to both
SimsÅ MÅtÅ and Sagâr MÅtÅ, so I told her about them.

Sagâr MÅtÅ is the shrine in the nearby village of Sagur where a
young KumhÅr (Potter caste) man is regularly possessed by the God-
dess and sees a clientele much in the same way TÅrÅ Devç does. SimsÅ
MÅtÅ, located in village Simsa east of the Kangra area towards Mandi,
is an old established temple to the goddess ÷ÅradÅ Devç where women
undertake a special form of asceticism and pray to the Goddess for the
gift of a child. TÅrÅ Devç had grown up near SimsÅ MÅtÅ, so she had
been there and was familiar with the practices of the place. But our
conversation focused on Sagâr MÅtÅ, her human vehicle, and her nature
as a goddess.

T[ÅrÅ] D[evç]: He was forbidden to marry. She was a very
good MÅtÅ. What can I say about the gods? He probably had
gotten the order that he was not to enter into married life.
MÅtÅ got a bit angry. Just like that with drum and cymbals, he
went off to marry that girl. Then he got married. But he does
a lot of service for people.
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K[athleen] E[rndl]: So MÅtÅ forbid him to get married?

TD: At first she forbid him to get married, then later she or-
dered him to get married. But even so, it wasn’t a complete
order from MÅtÅ. People come to him from far, far away. Then
MÅtÅ set aside Friday, Sunday, and Tuesday. Otherwise at
first (just like here) he would play day and night. She was also
a very good MÅtÅ, “Four-Armed MÅtÅ.” They say that he gives
very good advice. If I go into his affairs, it won’t be right. She
will get angry. It’s like that.

Here, I was puzzled by the fact that she referred to the MÅtÅ at
Sagur as “a very good MÅtÅ,” as though she were a different MÅtÅ
than the one at her place. The Four-Armed MÅtÅ (CaturbhujÅ MÅtÅ) is
an iconographic depiction of the Goddess, usually standing, with four
arms. Going back over my notes later, I realized that I had once re-
corded a conversation between TÅrÅ Devç’s husband and a pilgrim
about Sagâr MÅtÅ in which TÅrÅ Devç’s husband said that the goddess
there was called CÅmuæØÅ MÅtÅ. A sign outside the Sagâr MÅtÅ temple
identifies it as ChaturbhujÅ (Four-Armed) CÅmuæØÅ MÅtÅ. The main
temple in the area to CÅmuæØÅ MÅtÅ, also called CÅmuæØÅ Devç, lo-
cated in Jadrangal village on the banks of the Ban Ganga, is one of the
major Goddess temples in the Kangra Valley. The spot is identified
locally as the place where KÅlç, as recorded in the Devç-MÅhÅtmya,
killed the demons CaæØa and MuæØa, thus receiving the name
CÅmuæØÅ.

JvÅlÅjç, on the other hand, is TÅrÅ Devç’s i„‡a-devç or chosen god-
dess, but it would be more accurate to say that it was JvÅlÅjç who
chose TÅrÅ Devç rather than the other way around. JvÅlÅjç is another
name of JvÅlÅ Mukhç, the Goddess of the “Flame Mouth” who is en-
shrined in her famous Kangra temple in the form of eternal self-born
flames. According to Kangra tradition and some Sanskrit sources, the
flame emerging from the rocks at this site is the “flame-tongue” of the
goddess Satç which fell there when ÷iva dismembered her body after
she immolated herself in her father Dak„a’s sacrifical fire. It is this
Goddess who regularly possesses and gives “orders” to TÅrÅ Devç and
who is enshrined in TÅrÅ Devç’s home temple in the form of a flame.
TÅrÅ Devç had once told me that she would also become possessed by
other deities and that she often had the dar±an of all three-hundred-
thirty million gods. I had not previously asked her how the various
goddesses (and gods) were related to each other, nor had I asked her
whether, when she used the name MÅtÅ, she meant the MÅtÅ, any
MÅtÅ, or her MÅtÅ (JvÅlÅjç), mainly because I had relegated such in-
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quiries to the category of “stupid questions” after trying unsuccess-
fully with numerous other informants to get a coherent answers to
them. Nevertheless, her comments gave me an opening, so I plunged
ahead.

KE: O.K. Please tell me this; the MÅtÅ at Sagur is “Four-Armed
MÅtÅ,” and here she is “JvÅlÅjç.” What is the difference?

TD: The difference is this: Look over there at the flame. [She
gestures toward the jot or flame which she keeps burning all
the time in her shrine.] He [the young man at Sagâr MÅtÅ] does
not burn it day and night, but here whether people come or not
I have to keep that flame burning day and night. That’s why they
call her JvÅlÅ MÅ. Even if I have to go out somewhere, I pour
ghee into it and go out. And my heart isn’t in it [when I go out].
My heart keeps on getting nervous. When the flame goes out,
I think, “What has happened?” When I go to sleep at night, I
pour a lot of ghee into it, so that it will keep on burning. But
there [at Sagâr] only at the time of Årati (the devotional waving
of lamps to worship the deity), there is just a tiny flame. He
pours ghee into it and lights incense for five or ten minutes.
That’s why there she is “Four Armed MÅtÅ,” and here she is
“JvÅlÅ MÅtÅ.” Actually, all the goddesses come here.

When I got home that day, I typed the following into my
laptop computer:

This is very interesting conceptually. The difference between
the two goddesses is not ontological, but functional. What
makes the two goddesses different is not any inherent differ-
ence in the goddesses as entities, but in how they are worshiped.
Or rather it is how they are worshiped that makes them dif-
ferent. Is TÅrÅ Devç a nominalist? You don’t worship this
goddess with a flame because she is JvÅlÅjç, but rather she is
JvÅlÅjç because you worship her with a flame! Fascinating.
That’s like saying the there is a country called the U.S.A. be-
cause it has a flag with fifty stars, because if it didn’t have fifty
stars, it wouldn’t be the U.S.A.! Wonderful! There seems to be
a different system of logic operating here. Maybe this is the
key to understanding the whole conceptual and symbolic
framework underlying spirit possession.

Reading this again now, I am not quite sure what I meant. If I thought
I had the key then, I have lost it now. Now I doubt she was stating a
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general rule, along the lines of “ritual prescriptions define the identity
of the Goddess,” but rather was recounting her own experience of the
Goddess as Flame and her own experience of the Goddess’s order to
burn the flame continually. Her concept of who the Goddess is, that
is, of the Goddess’s identity, is inseparable from her own interactions
with the Goddess. To continue with the conversation:

TD: You ought to go to Sagur sometime to see. There when
the khel (“play,” possession) comes, he makes a sound like “si
si.” He must have called you for Monday.

KE: Yes, on Monday I’ll have an opportunity to meet and talk
with him, because not so many people come on that day. . . . So
[I try again], are these goddesses one or are they different?

TD: Devç is one, but she has different names. Some call her
KÅlç MÅ, some DurgÅ; they have all been made from PÅrvatç.
The names are different, but they are in fact one. Wherever
you go, her lçlÅ [divine play] is unique.

Here, she seems to be making a more general theological state-
ment, that the Goddess is one, but that different forms have all come
from one (PÅrvatç) and have different names. At the same time, while
asserting this unity, she immediately stresses the uniqueness of the
Goddess’s manifestations and activities (lçlÅ) in various places.

KE: And what about Vi„æu, ÷iva [male deities], and so forth?

TD: At the time when I do Årati, they all give me dar±an. All
three-hundred-thirty million gods come to me. A to Z they all
give me very good dar±an. Even at this moment, if I want to,
I can have dar±an. . . . ÷ivjç’s, PÅrvatç’s, whoever’s dar±an I want,
it will happen. Even if the pilgrims don’t come, still I get
enjoyment. I keep muttering with my rosary, and I keep get-
ting their dar±an. A boy once came here . . . [In the meantime,
a woman came in, and TÅrÅ Devç gestured to her and said]
Her son has become my brother. Therefore there is a very
good connection between us. And I have told her about you.

She introduced me to this woman, and our conversation on the topic
of goddesses and the Goddess ended. It is noteworthy that here, too,
TÅrÅ Devç has shifted without missing a beat from an abstract, general
philosophical discussion of the nature of the Goddess to her own
concrete, personal experience, which from her viewpoint is far more
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immediate and relevant. What she seems to imply is that all the god-
desses (and gods, too) are one not only for a philosophical reason, but
also for an experiential one. Because all three-hundred-thirty million
deities give her their dar±an—that is, because she is capable of experi-
encing them all—they all exist, and they are all one.

A Conversation with Sagâr MÅtÅ

To round out my discussion of TÅrÅ Devç’s construction of the Great
Goddess and to provide some contrasts, I will provide an abridged
version of a conversation I had with Suresh KumÅr, a twenty-seven-
year old married KumhÅr (Potter caste) man with one child who lives
in Sagâr village. He and his Goddess are usually referred to as Sagâr
MÅtÅ. It was a discussion about Sagâr MÅtÅ and the identity and dif-
ference between that goddess and JvÅlÅjç, TÅrÅ Devç’s goddess, which
led me to the issues discussed in this chapter.

S[uresh] K[umÅr]: When I was studying in school, while I was
studying during school time, the Goddess entered me. At that
time I was in tenth class. Then for five days I practiced devo-
tion to MÅtÅ and [gesturing toward the image], this image of
MÅtÅ came out by itself.

KE: From the ground?

SK: From the ground. When it came out, I started worshiping
it. . . . When I started worshiping it, MÅtÅ said, “Now you have
to drive away the sorrows of the suffering. So whatever devo-
tees come here, give them holy water, ash, and foot nectar.”
When the suffering people started to come—maybe MÅ her-
self had called them—MÅ’s power (influence) also started to
increase. Then MÅtÅ built this temple herself. After the temple
was built, the inn was built. After that MÅtÅ also built our
house. Then through MÅtÅ’s grace, this marble (tiling), and so
forth, was installed. Subsequently, on Tuesdays and Sundays
there is a large crowd. Out of their own faith, they offer gifts,
and so forth. And they keep making supplications (ardÅs). . . .

When MÅtÅ comes, my body becomes a bit heavy. After
that weight on the body, a vision of MÅtÅ’s little arm comes,
and after that I hear a sound in my ears, like an airplane.
When I become afraid of the sound, then sparks come out of
my hands and those sparks fall on my eyes. When the sparks
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fall on my eyes, then the body becomes unconscious. Then the
voice that comes out is MÅtÅ’s voice. Then I don’t know where
I am, and it seems to me as if I am in a dream and am roaming
around in the jungle and mountains. MÅtÅ enters completely
and whatever is said, it is MÅtÅ herself saying it.

KE: Do you remember anything that MÅtÅ says?

SK: No, at that time it is MÅtÅ herself who is speaking, and I
am unconscious. I have to ask the devotees what it was that
she said. Then they themselves tell me [that she had said]
what method to use; do this, do that.

KE: What is your opinion about this? Why does this happen?

SK: Look, at that time [when the possession first began], I was
in my childhood. I was fourteen years old at that time. What
do we village children know, what is MÅtÅ, what is playing,
what is “asking” [consulting a medium], but she alone told
me the path of worship and devotion. She gave me knowl-
edge, and then the whole RÅmÅyaæ, and so forth came to me.
If I hadn’t had MÅtÅ’s support, then how could I remember so
much so fast? Without a guru there is no knowledge, but my
guru is MÅtÅ alone. I ask her everything, and she alone tells
me everything. When someone comes from outside and sits
here, MÅtÅ tells everything. If she says to do this, I do it just
like that. I go only according to what she says, and I have faith
in her.

KE: How did you learn the method of worship?

SK: She alone told me everything. Previously I learned things
just by seeing them done. The flame and incense are in every
home. Then as MÅtÅ went on giving me light, the work went
on increasing, and I also started doing recitation. Then how-
ever much light MÅtÅ went on giving, that much power came
into my body, for giving devotion to MÅtÅ. Then I got some
books, and now through MÅtÅ’s grace, I have learned much.
Everything has happened through her grace. No one told me
anything. I didn’t start anything. Whatever she tells me, that
is the way it is. . . .

These three images have come out. [He shows me.] One
small MÅtÅ and along with it a piæØç [aniconic stone] also came
out. And this big image came out by itself. And this came out
afterwards. [Then he shows it to us and asks what we think
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it looks like. He tells us that one can see in it:] a conch, Gaæe±a’s
trunk, Gaæe±a’s ears, and ÷esnÅg (the cosmic serpent) too—
÷esnÅg’s head and tail. The third thing is HanumÅn, and the
fourth is MÅtÅ. This is MÅtÅ’s forehead and eyes. In this there
are five forms: Conch, Gaæe±a, ÷esnÅg, HanumÅn, and MÅtÅ.
And it is very heavy.

KE: Please tell me about your marriage. Did MÅtÅ give you
permission or what?

SK: First my Mummy and Daddy got all my sisters married,
and then MÅtÅ gave me permission that first I should build a
temple and afterward get married. Then MÅtÅ built this temple
herself. It was built through her ±akti. How could I have built
it? Then I asked MÅtÅ and MÅtÅjç said, “If you renounce, then
you go outside the house and do so, and if you live here as a
householder with me, then you will have to get married, be-
cause otherwise the evil eye falls on other’s daughters and
daughters-in-law. Therefore, marriage is necessary. If you don’t
want to live as a householder, go outside. Go into the forest
and practice devotion. Don’t stay in the house like this.” Then
I said, “Where will I go in the forest? I am not like a sadhu or
faqir. I am still in my childhood.” Then MÅtÅ said, “Get mar-
ried. There is nothing wrong in that. The life of a householder
is true; the life of a householder is devotion.” MÅtÅ gave per-
mission and I got married.

KE: When MÅtÅjç speaks, what language does she speak?

SK: She speaks Hindi, Mandiyali, Kangri, Panjabi. She speaks
all the languages. I don’t know about English [laughs], but if
an American comes sometime, she will converse with that
person in English. But it’s like this, that if I say, MÅtÅ keep
talking with me, it doesn’t happen like that. Many times the
congregation is sitting here and MÅtÅ says, “I am leaving.”
And she leaves. And the people keep sitting there. Many times
the people have to go back home and they don’t get their
questions answered. In that situation, if we were to do it our-
selves, to speak on our own, how much money we would
make! But MÅtÅ would go away. We wouldn’t be that greedy.
I don’t say anything on my own. When MÅtÅ herself doesn’t
speak, what am I to say? When MÅtÅ says something, when
she answers the question, only then do I speak. If I say some-
thing on my own, then what kind of temple is this? Then why
would people come here? Like that, everyone can speak. You
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can speak. I can also speak. . . .You should come on Tuesday
or Sunday in the morning at Årati time. Devotional singing is
also going on, and you can also tape MÅtÅ’s satsang.

I returned a few weeks later and was able to witness him in
trance. People, mostly women (though a few men and a boy showed
up later), were seated inside the temple with offerings and a personal
item to present along with the question. He was seated inside the
shrine enclosure on the right hand side, as one faces the Devç image.
As I sat down, he was just preparing to go into trance. A red curtain
was drawn across his sitting area. I noticed that his head was covered
with a large orange scarf (cunnç), such as a woman would wear. As he
went into trance, he emitted some hissing, gurgling, and heavy breath-
ing sounds. Then, gradually, a falsetto, feminine sounding voice broke
through with phrases like “Jay MÅtÅ dç” (Victory to the Mother). One
by one, each questioner would enter and sit down across from him
inside the enclosed shrine. He would ask if the person had been there
before, give a diagnosis and cure, then ask for the next question. While
in the possession trance, he would speak as the Goddess herself, tak-
ing on a female persona and speaking in Hindi using feminine verb
endings as a woman would.

Conclusion

While both TÅrÅ Devç and Suresh KumÅr grew up in rural Kangra,
in the shadow of major Goddess temples, where worship of the God-
dess in various forms is an important part of daily life, neither before
their possession by the Goddess had been well versed in Goddess
rituals, nor had either given much thought to theological subtleties
concerning the nature and identity of the Goddess. After their pos-
sessions, however, both have gone through a process of gradual
initiation into ritual practices through a series of “orders” from the
Goddess. During this process, both have also become recognized as
mediums of the Goddess and as healers to whom people come for
advice and assistance. Despite age, caste, and gender differences,
both have been accommodated into the culturally recognized niche
of the MÅtÅ, the possessed person who participates in the divinity of
the Goddess. There are, however, idiosyncratic differences in the
experiences, ritual practices, and ways in which the two understand
the identity of the Goddess. TÅrÅ Devç hints that her own MÅtÅ is
different from Sagâr MÅtÅ, because the two possess different people;
the physical manifestation and appearance are different. I have often
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heard pilgrims make statements such as, “I believe in this MÅtÅ” or
“this is a good MÅtÅ,” leaving it ambiguous whether they are refer-
ring to the Goddess or the human vehicle as MÅtÅ. If Goddess pos-
session transforms a human being so that she (or he) actually becomes
the Goddess (even temporarily), or if the identity of the Goddess and
the human vehicle are intermingled, then the construction of the
Goddess would also be the construction or reconstruction of the Self.
TÅrÅ Devç’s imagery focuses on the flame as a transformative agent;
she calls it the “Goddess’s power” (khudarat or ±akti). She speaks of
herself before the Goddess entered as a different person, who through
the power of fame was transformed from an invalid into a skilled
healer. Her language is often visual; she speaks of the experience of
dar±an frequently.

Like that of TÅrÅ Devç, Suresh KumÅr’s construction of the God-
dess is based on his own experience. The actual content of that expe-
rience, however, varies somewhat, with more emphasis on auditory
and bodily sensations than on visual imagery. Although he does see
a vision of MÅtÅ’s arm, he is also overwhelmed by hissing sounds and
feels the sensation of wandering through the jungle. Though he was
not ill before MÅtÅ came to him, as TÅrÅ Devç was, he was poor and
uneducated. Now he provides his family with a regular source of
income and has also acquired considerable religious knowledge and
expertise.

Both TÅrÅ Devç and Suresh KumÅr have been recipients of a
series of “orders” from the Goddess that have gradually transformed
their lives and identities, while at the same time serving to reveal the
presence of the Goddess to others. That is, in both cases the Goddess
“ordered” her human vehicles to build temples, display her images,
and serve the pilgrims who came with their problems. In one respect,
Suresh KumÅr’s identification with the Goddess involves a more
thorough-going transformation than it did for TÅrÅ Devç, that of gen-
der. When he becomes possessed by the Goddess, part of “becoming
the Goddess” is to become a woman. That did not prevent him from
getting married and fathering a child, however, all at the Goddess’
instigation. TÅrÅ Devç was already married and had children at the
time of her initial possession, while Suresh KumÅr was an unmarried
boy. It is a common pattern in Kangra (and elsewhere) for unmarried
women and girls who become possessed by the Goddess to remain
unmarried and lead a life of celibate service, while those women who
are already married work out varying degrees of accommodation
between their duties to family and Goddess. Suresh KumÅr’s marriage,
then, is somewhat unusual under the circumstances (a fact to which
TÅrÅ Devç alludes), but, according to Suresh KumÅr, the Goddess
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ordered him to marry unless he planned to leave home and become
a renunciant. The fact that he is an only son and that his parents
would have wanted him to stay home and marry must surely have
played a role in the “negotiations” with the Goddess. The lack of any
formal institution for MÅtÅs allows for this kind of flexibility and flu-
idity of life-styles and practices.

While TÅrÅ Devç’s Goddess is named JvÅlÅjç and Suresh KumÅr’s
is named Four-Armed MÅtÅ or CÅmuæØÅ with the differences in my-
thology and iconography which those names denote, they are also on
another level identical with the MahÅdevç, the Great Goddess who
both includes and transcends all manifested forms. But from another
viewpoint, even goddesses who bear the same name are not identical.
TÅrÅ Devç’s Goddess JvÅlÅjç is in practice not identical with the God-
dess of the famous temple with the same name, for she is mediated
through the person and experience of TÅrÅ Devç in a particular time
and place. Through the experiences of devotees like TÅrÅ Devç and
Suresh KumÅr, the identity of the Goddess is constructed and recon-
structed on a daily basis.

Notes

1. Hawley 1996. Note that Hawley uses the singular in the prologue
title and the plural in the book title.

2. This type of historical development is also a key methodological
assumption in Coburn 1985, 1991 and in Pintchman 1994.

3. See, for example, Babb 1975, O’Flaherty 1980, Gatwood 1985,
Obeyesekere 1984, Ramanujan 1986, 41–75. The terms “Breast Mother” and
“Tooth Mother” first appeared in Jung 1938, 75–110.

4. An interesting essay that takes an approach similar to mine is Sarah
Caldwell, “Surrender, Transformation, and Cognitive Love: Approaches to
the Anthropological Study of Religious Experience.” Paper presented at the
American Academy of Religion Annual Meeting, Chicago, 1994.

5. For more on UsÅ Bahn, see Erndl 1993, 123–28 and Rohe 1994.
6. MÅtÅ, both a common and proper noun, means “mother” and is

used also for goddesses (and the Goddess), goddess-possessed women, fe-
male ascetics, and other holy or respected women.



Chapter 10

�
What Is a “Goddess” and

What Does It Mean
to “Construct” One?

Thomas B. Coburn

As Tracy Pintchman notes in her introduction to this volume, for many
centuries religious life in the Indian subcontinent has known a “Great
Goddess” tradition, with historical roots that go back much further.
She also notes that for the past two decades scholarly interest in Hindu
goddesses has flourished, vastly enriching our understanding of the
relevant phenomena. The essays gathered in this volume take that
process a good deal further, and the first impression one might have
here is of the diversity of what is being studied and of how it is being
studied. The geography ranges from the Punjab and Bengal to Kerala
and Tamilnadu. The languages drawn upon include Sanskrit, Bengali,
Hindi, Oriya, Telugu, Malayalam, and Tamil. The evidence includes
ancient texts and contemporary interviews, male-authored documents
and possession-experiences of women, myth and ritual, both old and
new. Some of the evidence is subjected to scrupulous philosophical
dissection, while other evidence is presented in thick ethnographic
detail. Essays vary in their interest in methodological issues. In Tracy
Pintchman’s introduction and Kathleen M. Erndl’s essay, we are intro-
duced to four different models for ordering this richly diverse mate-
rial, and the intervening essays invite their application. The historical
(one versus many) model, the psychological/structural model, the ex-
periential approach, and the emphasis on narrative are clearly comple-
mentary to one another, and the careful reader will surely have found
resonance with each of them at different points in specific chapters.
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What I would like to present here at the end are two ruminations on
both the evidence and the models used to understand it. I offer them
heuristically, as an invitation to further reflection on the material in
these essays and elsewhere. I will refer selectively to some of the is-
sues raised in earlier chapters, but space does not permit exhaustive
retrospective analysis.

What prompts me to undertake this line of reflection is the real-
ization that while some of the essays in this volume address the ques-
tion of what it means to construct the Great Goddess, none of them
reflects explicitly on what it means to call something a goddess in the
first place. I should like to explore both of these in what follows.

The specific observations in earlier essays that open up this line
of thinking are these. Tracy Pintchman suggests that “the identity of
the Great Goddess . . . has more to do with what she is than with who
she is . . .” (90). The very subtitle of her essay is suggestive, for nego-
tiation is a dialectical phenomenon, involving give-and-take, in this
case between an overarching MahÅdevç and particular goddesses.
C. Mackenzie Brown suggests that the construction of deity is not just
projection, but a reciprocal process, when he speaks of the meditator
installing Bhuvane±varç within his/her own body in the letters of the
mantra Hrçfi (33). Mark Rohe captures the paradox of great specificity
regarding the place of Vai„æo Devç and great ambiguity about her
identity, an ambiguity that he judges to be “an asset that permits the
individual devotee to enter into a meaningful relationship with her
regardless of that devotee’s own devotional preferences” (57). Later he
writes that “pilgrims are able to create (sic) a meaningful relationship
with her no matter what their devotional traditions or personal beliefs
may be,” (72) but his conclusion reaffirms that this is a reciprocal rela-
tionship: “Through her blessings, Vai„æo Devç recreates the lives of
her devotees, and they continually recreate her according to their own
beliefs. Hence, the construction of Vai„æo Devç as MahÅdevç remains
an ongoing process” (74). Usha Menon’s interpretation parallels
Pintchman’s, for she finds that Oriya devotees both recognize the re-
ality of MahÅdevç-±akti, who “transcends the embodied universe . . .
beyond all moral and social norms,” and “they make sense of her by
domesticating her, by socializing her, by defining her in terms of a
particular role, that of mother. When they acknowledge her imma-
nence, it is as MÅ, Mother” (53). Jeffrey Kripal is most suggestive on
these matters. He aspires “to develop a dialectical (sic) vision of the
deification process that respects both the power of what the disciples
brought to the deification process and the reality of what they actually
found in this being whom they so affectionately called ‘the Holy
Mother’ ” (173–174). He takes deliberate issue with the mechanistic
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and reductionist understanding of human beings that pervades socio-
logical discussion of “the social construction of reality” (179–180), and
his provocative conclusion virtually forces the relational understand-
ing of deity that I shall explore later. In a similar vein, Sree Padma
observes that what is seen to make the Great Goddess “great” in ur-
ban Andhra Pradesh is her responsiveness to the “worldly pursuits
and desires” of her devotees (142), and Elaine Craddock concludes
that “the Goddess and her devotees mutually construct each other”
(167).

What I find critical throughout these observations is the authors’
consistent efforts to understand the practices and views and experi-
ences of Goddess devotees on their own terms. This produces, on the
one hand, a serious engagement with lives that are lived on the basis
of relationship with the Goddess. The existence of such a relationship,
one that is mutually transforming, is taken at face value by our au-
thors—and sometimes with even greater seriousness, a matter to which
we shall return. The authors’ posture of sympathetic understanding,
on the other hand, resists the reductionism about deities and religious
matters in general that has characterized much so-called secular thought
in recent centuries, but that has been a part of the Western heritage
since classical Greece.1 We are in the presence here of rich new evi-
dence, thoughtfully analyzed, that invites further reflection.

Let me begin by introducing and developing some familiar
history-of-religions terminology. “Goddess,” like other basic terms in
the field, such as “god,” “deity,” “sacred,” “profane,” or “scripture,”
is a relational concept. That is, it does not refer to the intrinsic qualities
of an object, person, text, place, act, or other datum. Rather, it refers
to that datum in relationship to and interaction with particular per-
sons, either individually or collectively.

Religious life, of course, is not the only sphere of human life that
is characterized by relational language. The most obvious instance is
in the area of kinship terminology. Every woman and man is neces-
sarily a daughter or a son, which relate any individual to his or her
parents. But no one is necessarily a mother or father. Rather, one
becomes one by having a child. Thus, “mother” and “father” are also
relational terms, but they do not necessarily apply to each individual.
Moreover, relational terms do not describe the intrinsic qualities of the
individuals to whom they are applied, but refer to the network of
extrinsic relationships in which they find themselves enmeshed. More
subtle, but also more illustrative of what is meant by calling some-
thing a relational term, are the terms “aunt” and “uncle.” One can go
to bed one evening and wake up as an aunt the next morning without
doing anything. One becomes an aunt by virtue of one’s relationship to
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others. What is required is simply that one’s sibling produce a child.
The network of relationships around one is what makes (or fails to
make) one an aunt, uncle, cousin, sister, brother, and so on.2

Other situations can also help us understand what it means to
say that “deity,” “goddess” and other terms in the study of religion
are relational terms. For instance, goldenrod is a vivid yellow flower
that blooms in late summer, and shellfish is a usually edible form of
seafood. But goldenrod and shellfish are also allergens which induce
in some people weeping and sneezing, runny eyes, hives or worse.
Such people, we say, are allergic to goldenrod or shellfish, thereby
characterizing the relationship between some people and some ob-
jects. A full phenomenology of the human experience of goldenrod
and shellfish would have to include the special relationship that some
people have with them.

Within the study of religion, recognizing the relational quality
inherent in the subject matter has proven useful in a variety of contexts.
For instance, if one seeks worldwide commonalities across the written
documents of religious life, the effort soon founders because of the
overwhelming variety. “Neither form nor content can serve to identify
or distinguish scripture as a general phenomenon” (Graham 1986, 134).
Nonetheless, the possibility of talking about “scripture” as a genus re-
emerges when one stops looking for essences and reconsiders the evi-
dence in terms of its relationships, that is, when one recognizes that

the sacrality or holiness of a book is not an a priori attribute
but one that is realized historically in the life of communities
who respond to it as something sacred and holy. A text “be-
comes” scripture in living, subjective relationship to persons and
to historical tradition. No text, written, oral, or both, is sacred
or authoritative in isolation from a community. . . . What is
scripture for one group may be a meaningless, nonsensical, or
even perversely false text for another. . . . This relational, con-
textual quality is [therefore] of paramount importance for the
study of “scriptural” texts. (Graham 1986, 134, my italics)

What is at stake here might be diagramed as follows, where D
represents a particular document, P1 represents a community (or in-
dividual) for whom D is a religiously significant document, whose
relationship to the document is a religious one (Rr), and P2 represents
a community (or individual) for whom the document is not religiously
significant, whose relationship to the document is not religious (Rn)
(see figure 10.1).
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P1 Rr

D

P2 Rn

Figure 10.1 Diagram of the Relational Quality of Religious Life

The utility of such a diagram for comparative purposes becomes ap-
parent in applying it to particular instances, such as letting D repre-
sent the Qur’an, P1 represent Muslims, and P2 represent Christians.
One might subsequently wish to expand the diagram for broader com-
parative purposes, for instance, by having D represent the Jewish Bible,
and developing multiple P postures, one for Jews, another for Chris-
tians, and another for Muslims, since the Jewish Bible has been reli-
giously consequential for—has been in relationship with—each of these
groups, but in very different ways. One might also, of course, want to
acknowledge the varied relationships that Jews themselves have had
with the Jewish Bible. The basic point is that relationships are pri-
mary, and the way they vary matters a great deal.

The applicability of this line of thinking to broader isssues in
religious studies is readily apparent. If we think of D on the above
diagram as any datum, we can think in fresh ways about why travel
to Benares (D) is a religious pilgrimage for some, but not for others,
or why some engage in ritual activity on Sunday (D), while others do
not. It is also immediately applicable to thinking about deities, about
gods and goddesses. Indeed, if we sustain the same degree of phe-
nomenological dispassion as our authors do, allowing “the expression
gods to represent a general type of religious experience” (Paden 1994,
121), then we can let D on the above diagram stand for Deity and
begin to explore the implications. The rationale is simple:

. . . a god is a form of religion that can have any content. . . . A
god is not a bare object—like a statue in a museum—but part
of a bilateral relationship. A god is a god of someone or to
someone. Only in the eyes of a religious person can a god be
a god as such. A god is a category of social, interactive, behav-
ior, experienced in a way that is analogous to the experience
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of other selves. With gods one receives, gives, follows, loves,
imitates, communes, negotiates, contests, entrusts. A god is a
subject to us as objects and an object to us as subjects. We
address it, or it can address us. (Paden 1994, 124)

In bringing such an analysis and our heuristic diagram to bear
on the essays in this volume, five observations produce questions for
subsequent reflection and investigation.

First, deity as initially schematized in our diagram is genderless.
But the language in the citation above is already gendered, using the
word “god” rather than “deity” or “goddess.” This is not surprising,
given the legacy of English-language usage regarding religious mat-
ters. But to be more precise, deity conceived of/experienced as
gendered should be seen as one alternative among several. Insofar as
intimacy characterizes the relationship between human beings and
deities, and insofar as gender-marking is one possible vehicle of inti-
macy in any context, it is not surprising that deities in India and
elsewhere are gendered. As Usha Menon notes in her essay, it is pre-
cisely the intimacy and great familiarity implied by the pronoun tu
that prompts Oriya Hindus to apply it to MahÅdevç understood as
“Mother” (50). The Hindu tradition, of course, is replete with instances
of deity conceived as neuter, or as beyond gender, or as androgynous,
or as male. All of the instances of deity examined in this book are
necessarily female, variously exploring MahÅdevç, the Great Goddess.
A question to bring to bear on these essays and other studies of god-
desses in India might therefore be: are there commonalities in this
conception of deity as female that are distinctive, that set the Goddess
apart from other Hindu conceptions of deity? The essays in this book
bring us a good deal closer to being able to answer such a question.

Second, if deity (D), located at the right-hand pole of the rela-
tionship schematized above is sometimes conceived of/experienced as
gendered, so are the human participants (P), at the left-hand end of
the pole, necessarily gendered in every instance. It is therefore worth
revisiting each of our essays to look at the gender of those who are in
relationship with the Goddess. Are there differences between the ways
women and men relate to the Goddess in different settings? Some-
times the answer is not determinable on the basis of the evidence
given us here, and sometimes the question may prove irrelevant. But
the question is, in principle, an important one if religious life is indeed
about relationships, and if gender-marking and gender-awareness are
critical in most relationships in which we humans find ourselves.

Third, it will prove fruitful to ask what the media are that enliven
and sustain the relationship between devotees and the Great Goddess.
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This would be a question worth asking of any devotee-deity relation-
ship, in any cultural context, but it is particularly appropriate in India,
where there are such close parallels between relationships between
humans and relationships between deities and humans. The essays in
this volume provide rich, diverse evidence of what it is that mediates
and invigorates humans’ relationships with MahÅdevç, varying by
context and including possession, meditation, study, and very specific
kinds of ritual action, both private and public. But there is another
reason to attend to the question of what mediates devotees’ relation-
ships with the Great Goddess, beyond its intrinsic interest. For some
years now, Jonathan Z. Smith has been urging the recognition that
while religious history is as old as human history, “man, more pre-
cisely western man, has had only the last few centuries in which to
imagine religion. It is this act of second order, reflective imagination
which must be the central preoccupation of any student of religion. . . .
For the self-conscious student of religion, no datum possesses intrinsic
interest. It is of value only insofar as it can serve as exempli gratia of
some fundamental issue in the imagination of religion. The student of
religion must be able to articulate clearly why ‘this’ rather than ‘that’
was chosen as an exemplum” (1982, xi). As I appreciated earlier, the
essays gathered in this volume are scrupulously concerned to under-
stand the religious lives of Goddess devotees nonjudgmentally, on
their own terms, and I have little doubt that those lives are, for the
most part, portrayed faithfully. What is not clear to me is how much
our authors deliberately chose to analyze specific media of religious
life and why, in each case, they chose a particular medium for analysis.
This is not to question the accuracy of their reports and analyses. It is
to suggest that there is a great essay waiting to be written that exam-
ines each chapter in this book with an eye both on the medium of
relationship between devotee and Goddess and on the self-conscious-
ness that the author displays about having selected this medium as an
alternative to others. The evidence analyzed in these chapters attests
in multiple ways to devotees constructing and being in varied rela-
tionships with the Great Goddess. What is not always clear is how
much those relationships are also the construction of the scholars who
are writing about them.3

Fourth, regardless of whether there turn out to be distinctive
features of Hindu deity when conceived as female—our first question
above—we need also to reflect on the narrower question of whether
there are common features of MahÅdevç, the Great Goddess, as she is
constructed in the different contexts examined in this book. It is tempt-
ing to take the Goddess’s “core identity” as the cosmogonic principles
of ±akti, prakŸti, and mÅyÅ that Tracy Pintchman finds persisting through
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complex sectarian mutations in the PurÅæas and to see if it also per-
sists in other contexts. But in beginning to do so, I found myself drawn
back into fundamental questions about basic terminology, to which
my remarks on the relational quality of our language for deity are a
partial response. But, beyond that, it seems necessary to revisit the
question of one or many Goddess(es) and the appropriateness of us-
ing the article “the” in speaking of Her/them. In the essays in this
book, the most common way of referring to deity seems to be with a
proper noun, a name that captures the requisite personality and inti-
macy. But thereafter ±akti appears at least as often as Devç or MahÅdevç
as a designation of deity, and this prompts me to wonder whether we
might imagine our book’s subtitle to be Constructing the Identities of
÷akti, rather than Constructing the Identities of the Hindu Great God-
dess. Such a shift would force us to move beyond the conceptualization
of “goddesses” that pervades the literature cited in these essays. But
it also has the virtue of avoiding the choices that English forces on us:
whether or not to use the singular or plural, or to capitalize, or to use
the article. Moreover, as Kathleen Erndl notes, “sakti is such a fluid
concept that it seems to transcend distinctions of singular and plural”
(199), and it therefore comes much closer to the actual experience and
conceptualization of devotees. It is therefore more apt than speaking
of devotees as worshipping “the Goddess.” To think of what we are
studying as ±akti also does not highlight the gender issue in the way
that English “goddess” does, but simply takes it for granted. Every-
body (everybody familiar with Indian usage) knows that ±akti is a fluid,
powerful, female sort of thing, capable of taking infinite forms, but
essentially one. Everybody also knows that ±akti is both a subjective
and immanent phenomenon, latent within each individual, but also an
objective and transcendent phenomenon, beyond the ken of anyone.
Central to its mystery is that those two poles are, in fact, on a con-
tinuum, are in complex, mutually implicating relationship. We have
long accustomed ourselves to using certain Indic terms without trans-
lation: karma, safisÅra, dharma, Åtman, bhakti, and so forth. Has the time
now come for us to use ±akti in most cases when we might hitherto
have been tempted to use “goddess,” “Goddess,” or “the Goddess?”

Finally, let us return to the heuristic diagram we have been using
to think about the relational quality of religious subject matter. Let us
note that the arrows point in both directions. They do not just move
from left to right, from human beings to the religious datum or deity,
for that would imply that the “construction” process was mere projec-
tion. As we have seen, the authors of the essays in this book are
consistently concerned to understand the religious life of Goddess
devotees on the devotees’ own terms. Some particularly emphasize
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the dialectical, reciprocal nature of the devotees’ relationship with the
Goddess and the reality of her appearance and presence in their lives.
The Devç-MÅhÅtmya, the earliest crystallization in text of Great God-
dess theology, which has often been cited in these essays, itself em-
phasizes the mutuality involved in construction of the Goddess. When
the gods learn of the depradations of the demon Mahi„a, it is from the
congealed splendor (tejas) of their anger that the Great Goddess arises
or, we might say, is constructed, along with her weapons. But, as
important, thus constructed, she then continues to be an ongoing, active,
consequential presence in their lives. Similarly, at the very end of the
story, having learned of the glories of the Great Goddess, the king and
merchant “constructed (sic) an image of the Goddess, fashioned of
earth, on the riverbank, and they worshipped her for three years,” at
the end of which time, “much delighted, she appeared in front of their
very eyes” (Coburn 1991, 83). In the long run, the evidence for the
mutual construction of the Goddess and her devotees forces the
thoughtful student to take a stance on the metaphysical issues in-
volved in worshipping the Great Goddess or in religious life more
broadly. Sarah Caldwell does this gently at the end of her essay, with
the image of the Goddess as sunlight, refracting at various angles.
Jeffrey J. Kripal does this more overtly at the end of his essay, with his
wonderful metaphor of how diamonds, like divinity, are both discov-
ered and polished. And in an earlier essay, Kathleen M. Erndl reports
on how an impulsive “Yes” answer to the question of whether she
“ever believed that it really was the Goddess possessing those women”
led her to a deeper reflection:

I realized that it was the experience of observing possession,
of coming face-to-face with this impressive manifestation of
the Goddess’s power (±akti), that brought home to me in a
very concrete fashion the immediacy with which devotees ex-
perience the Goddess’s presence. This in turn led me to take
seriously the notion of the Goddess as an agent herself, rather
than simply a symbol or projection. (Erndl 1996, 174)

Not everyone, of course, will wish to take matters this seriously,
to pursue construction of the Great Goddess to this level of self-reflex-
iveness or engagement. And that, of course, is fine. There is plenty of
work still to do, with all kinds of motivation, beyond the new ground
that these essays break. At the same time, it would be dishonest to
ignore the deep questions of meaning—and intimations of answers—
that have engaged many, not just Hindu devotees, but others who are
either in or seeking relationship to deity.
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Notes

1. Particularly relevant, by way of contrast with our ensuing discus-
sion of deity as a relational-interactive concept, is the early “religion is merely
a projection” of Xenophanes: “. . . if cattle or lions had hands, so as to paint
with their hands and produce works of art as men do, they would paint their
gods and give them bodies in form like their own—horses like horses, cattle
like cattle” (Nahm 1962, 109). I am indebted to Philip Larson for this reference.

2. I deliberately choose to make this point with the second order rela-
tionship between aunts/uncles and nephews/nieces, rather than the primary
order of siblings, because it emphasizes the extrinsic quality of relationships.
Notice with regard to primary relationships, for instance, how much easier it
is to think and say—“I have X brothers and Y sisters”—rather than—“I am
brother to X males and Y females” even though the latter captures more pre-
cisely the mutually implicating nature of brother and sisterhood.

3. I have reflected further on the media selected for study of the Great
Goddess in chapter four of Coburn 1991.
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Glossary

Abhaya Mâdra: “Fear not” gesture, a gesture of protection.
Advaita VedÅnta: The orthodox Hindu philosophical school, based on

the teachings of the Upani„ads (VedÅnta), that affirms ultimate
reality to be the non-dual Brahman.

Asura: Demon.
AvatÅra: Incarnation of the Divine.
Bhakti: Devotion.
Brahman: Ultimate reality; the Godhead.
Dar±an: Exchange of vision between devotee and deity. Dar±an pro-

vides a direct connection between the worshiper and the deity
worshipped.

Devç MÅhÅtmya: “Glorification of the Goddess;” a text from approxi-
mately the sixth century C.E. that forms part of the MÅrkaæØeya
PurÅæa. The Devç-MÅhÅtmya recounts Devç’s victory over the
buffalo demon Mahi„Åsura.

Dharma: Religious duty or obligation; righteousness.
Dharm±ÅlÅ: Religious rest house, often set up to accommodate pilgrims

on a pilgrimage journey.
Guæa: See prakŸti.
Ka¬am: Colored powder drawing of a deity in a temple.
Kalkç AvatÅra: The tenth and future incarnation of Vi„æu who will

bring an end to Kali Yuga, the current age, and initiate Sat Yuga,
the golden age of the next cycle of creation.

Kalpa: A period of time measuring 432 million years; considered to be
one day in the life of the deity BrahmÅ and encompassing 1,000
cycles of the four yugas (see yuga, below).

Lajja: Modesty, deference, respectful self-restraint.
LiÙga: “Mark” or “characteristic”; an aniconic representation of the

deity ÷iva that symbolizes his transcendent, formless nature; also
a term for the male sex organ.
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Mahas: “Greatness, power, light, luster”; an Upani„adic term descrip-
tive of Brahman applied to the Goddess in the Devç GçtÅ.

MahÅvidyÅs: “The (ten) Great Knowledges”; aspects or emanations of
the Great Goddess, especially important in Tantric circles.

Mantra: A sound or formula generally believed to embody sacred
energy or potency; mantras are used in a variety of ritual and
meditative contexts.

MÅtŸkÅs: “Mothers,” a group of female deities (usually seven).
MÅyÅ: The creative, projecting power of the Goddess and part of her

essential nature; sometimes associated with the idea of “world-
illusion,” mÅyÅ is also equated with prakŸti and/or ±akti in some
contexts.

Mok„a: Liberation from the cycle of birth and death.
MudrÅ: A hand position or gesture that has religious significance.
MâlaprakŸti: “root” prakŸti; prakŸti in its most basic, unformed state.
Mu‡iyÆ¤¤u: Ritual dance drama performed as an offering to the fierce

goddess Bhagavati in Kerala temples.
NÅyar: Martial caste of Kerala.
Nirguæa: Having no qualities or transcending all particular qualities; a

term for designating the formless, unmanifest dimension of
Brahman.

PiæØi: A rounded stone or outcropping of rock identified as a manifes-
tation of a deity, usually a goddess.

PradhÅna: Another term for prakŸti.
PrakŸti: Matter, the material principle from which the world evolves.

PrakŸti is said to consist of three constituent qualities or parts
called “guæas”: sattva (purity), rajas (activity), and tamas (lethargy).

PrasÅda (Hindi: PrasÅd): Food first offered to a deity and then distrib-
uted to devotees as sacred or blessed food.

PâjÅ: Hindu ritual worship of a deity that includes the offering of
particular items, including flowers, food, incense, lights, and pleas-
ing sounds.

PurÅæa: Hindu scriptures recorded in written form in Sanskrit from
about the third to the seventeenth centuries. The PurÅæas encom-
pass a wide range of materials, including a great deal of tradi-
tional mythological and ritual lore.

Puru„a: In the ÿg Veda, a cosmic being who is sacrificed at the begin-
ning of creation; in the SÅœkhya school of philosophy, the prin-
ciple of pure consciousness; in the PurÅæas, often the male
counterpart of prakŸti.

Rajas: See prakŸti.
SÅdhana: Ascetic or religious practice.
SÅdhu: An ascetic or world renouncer.
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Saguæa: “With qualities”; a term for designating the manifest dimen-
sion of Brahman.

÷aiva: Pertaining to the schools, texts, and devotees who view the
deity ÷iva as the Ultimate.

÷Åkta: Pertaining to the schools, texts, and devotees who view the
Goddess, ÷akti (energy or power), as the Ultimate.

÷akti: “Power” or “energy”; ÷akti is both an epithet of the Goddess
and one of her attributes.

÷akti Pç‡ha (Hindi: Pç‡h): “Seat” of the Goddess; pilgrimage sites asso-
ciated with the Goddess and believed to enshrine portions of the
goddess Sati’s body.

SaœsÅra: The cycle of birth, death, and rebirth that living beings endure.
Sattva: See prakŸti.
Sat Yuga: See yuga.
Tamas: See prakŸti.
Tantric: Referring to a broad range of doctrines and practices that

consistently emphasize the positive nature of physical embodi-
ment as a means of ultimate transformation.

Tapas: Literally “heat”; the term “tapas” refers to the austerities under-
taken by ascetics, as well as the power that ascetic performance is
said to generate.

Tattvas: The basic constitutents of the world; the tattvas flow forth
from the three guæas of prakŸti.

Tejas: Power or fiery energy.
TriguæÅ: Consisting of the three guæas; see prakŸti.
Vai„æava: Pertaining to the schools, texts, and devotees who view the

deity Vi„æu or one of his incarnations (e.g., RÅma, KŸ„æa) as the
Ultimate.

VÆtÅ¬am: Forest-dwelling female ghost who drinks DÅrika’s blood.
Yantra: A symbolically potent diagram used in meditation or worship.

Yantras embody different realms of reality in geometric form and
generally represent both the human person and the cosmos, a
dimension of the cosmos, or a particular deity.

Yuga: “Age”; traditional Hindu cosmology posits the existence of four
progressively degenerating ages or yugas. The first, Sat Yuga, is
considered a kind of golden age; the last, Kali Yuga, the most
degenerate age, is the age in which we currently live.
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